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“Interest of State is the main motive of Middle East Governments as
of others, and here as elsewhere the idea of interest which determines
policy is a blend of two elements: a certain concept of what is good for
the State as a whole, and a concept of what is good for the rulers and the
group which they immediately represent.”
Albert Hourani, The Middle East and the Crisis of 1956
“All my friends ...
Have but their stings and teeth newly ta’en out
By whose fell working I was first advanced
And by whose power I well might lodge a fear
To be again displaced; which to avoid...
Be it thy course to busy giddy minds
With foreign quarrels....”
William Shakespeare, King Henry IV, Part Two
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Author’s Note

I have always liked to examine important subjects that most people
thought were obvious and yet had never really been studied systematically.
In this case, the topic of my 1981 book published by Syracuse University
Press in hardcover and paperback (three printings), was how did the
Arab states become involved in the Arab-Israeli conflict?
What resulted is a detailed and highly documented study that reveals
some surprising things. One key theme is the difference among the
regimes--Egypt and Jordan being moderate; Syria and Iraq militant;
Saudi Arabia bloodthirsty in rhetoric but doing relatively little. Another
was that the conflict had been avoidable and that a number of Arab
leaders had not wanted to go to war in 1948.
The other key turning point was 1939, when the British were ready to
sell out the Zionists if the Arabs only gave them some minor concessions.
The Palestinian Arab leader, Amin al-Husaini, was central in refusing
any deal because he--along with his radical allies--were certain that
Nazi Germany would win the coming war and bring them complete
victory. Also of special interest is the story, based on interviews and
archives, of the early 1950s, showing how U.S. policymakers discovered
only gradually that they could not conciliate the new Arab radical
nationalists. A good story in its own right, the book provides many
parallels to present-day issues.
Barry Rubin, October 2012

Preface

H

undreds of books and thousands of articles have been devoted to
the history and contemporary course of the Arab-Israeli conflict.
The confrontation within Palestine, the participation of Great Britain,
the United States, and the United Nations, and the impact of these events
on Jews and Palestinian Arabs have all been endlessly chronicled.
Surprisingly little attention, however, has been devoted to the question
of how the Arab states entered the battle in the first place.
In addition to tracing the events involved in the growing intervention
by Arab states in Palestine, this book attempts to analyze two specific
issues. How did internal conditions in the various Arab countries affect
their involvement in Palestine? How did the network of alliances and
conflict among the Arab governments shape their Palestine policies?
How can one hope to understand the conflict without exploring this
essential dimension? If Arab nations have spilled so much passion, spent
many lives and so many billions of dollars over this issue—and remain
willing to do so—the tale of how they arrived at this position must be a
compelling and revealing one. This story should be expected to reveal
important principles of international relations and of the connections
between domestic politics and foreign policy.
In this sense, the 1948 Arab-Israeli war and Israel’s independence
represent not only a beginning but also an end. These developments
marked the failure of diplomacy and indirect intervention by the Arab
states. They seemed to mark as inevitable an evolution of affairs which
might often have taken alternative paths.
The remnants of pre-1948 ideas and relationships continued to play

an important role until 1956. By then, the collapse of the old order, the
rise of a new type of Arab leader and of a new model of Arab politics
gained the ascendancy. Yet the importance of the Palestine issue and the
distinct roles and attitudes of the different Arab states had been largely
set through their earlier experiences.
One other point should be especially stressed here. Analysts and
scholars often explain some aspect of an Arab government’s foreign
policy by presenting it as an attempt to distract public attention from
domestic problems. In this light Arab rulers are seen as the masters and
manipulators of their political culture. On the contrary, given the power
ful and widely accepted premises of Islam and of Arabism, Arab leaders
themselves are often seriously constrained. The failure to take certain
actions, which may be dangerous and against their personal or national
interests, will expose them to the campaigns of domestic and foreign
rivals. The ruler may become the subject and even the victim of such
necessities. This theme will constantly reappear in the study, and it is an
important component in the inner logic of Arab politics.
When the research for this book began I confided my plans to an
Arab historian. The idea was, I explained, to write about the efforts
of the Arab states over Palestine, particularly in the pre-1948 period.
“Oh,” he replied with a cynical smile, “they really didn’t do very much.”
I hope this book will convince him otherwise.
Barry Rubin

Introduction

T

he origins of Arab state intervention in the Palestine conflict
have received surprisingly little attention. Perhaps this
happened since, given the variety of powerful factors at work, Arab
governments’ actions were predictable and inevitable. Yet the course
of Middle East history between 1918 and 1956 was not so simple.
The pressures which led Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia,
and Syria to pledge lives, fortunes, and sacred honor for an Arab
Palestine should not be lightly dismissed from special study and
emphasis. In many ways they provide a key to understanding both
contemporary and later events.
Listing these motivations is not difficult. The problem lies in recon
structing the relations between these factors and in showing how some
of them gained ascendancy at critical points. Arabs outside Palestine
opposed Zionism on a religious and nationalist basis, but the expression
of this anti-Zionism was largely shaped by the domestic politics and
rivalries of these regimes.
The sharply conflicting aims of Zionism and Arab nationalism dic
tated their clash. The former sought to make Palestine into a Jewish
state; the latter wanted Palestine as an Arab state. Dozens of attempts to
bridge that gap foundered on mistrust and over specific issues. For the
Arabs, their own case was clear and compelling. Palestine and its popu
lation had been Arab for centuries in language and culture. By geog
raphy and history, Palestine had been an integral part of the Arab world.
Religious arguments for Palestine’s Islamic character held great appeal
among the Arab masses. Alongside this, Pan-Arab and Arab nationalist

ideology won the allegiance of the political elite, gradually displacing
the traditional concepts. Indeed, Islamic and nationalist sentiments
often became impossible to separate.
The battle against Western imperialism — the Anglo-French ar
rangement which dominated the Middle East after World War I —also
became intertwined in the opposition to Zionism. Jewish nationalism
became identified as an arm, example, or consequence of the humiliating
experience of foreign domination, although this view could never be
an unambiguous one. Most Arab leaders spent the years between 1918
and 1948 trying to win the British over to their side in the conflict. In
retrospect, this strategy, which almost succeeded, was the most promis
ing route for Arab success.
Nevertheless, the result of these influences was to make Palestine
such an emotional and symbolic question as to prompt extraordinary
risk and self-sacrifice. An understanding of the development of Arab
politics up to 1948 shows the rationality of these decisions, though this
made them no less damaging to those who made them. A useful analogy
might be made to the East-West Cold War as manifested in American
policy toward the Soviet Union. The battle against Zionism became
a life-and-death struggle in Arab minds, a fight for self-preservation
against a fearful enemy which must be opposed on every level.
Such a description can, however, be most misleading, significantly
understating the relative tactical flexibility of some Arab leaders in the
years before 1948. One of the most important aspects of the Palestine
issue was its dual nature for Arab leaders: it was a political issue (which
could be used for partisan advantage), and at the same time it was an
issue which transcended all politics. For the underpinning of this latter
point it is necessary to take a brief look at the complex of ties between
the Arab states and Palestine.
Of course the attempt to classify Arab states as apart from a Pales
tine entity reveals part of the problem. Such clear-cut boundaries are by
no means innate in history. Arab forces conquered Palestine at the same
time as the rest of the region in the mid-seventh century. That territory
had generally undergone the same series of rulers and had been part of
the same cultural and economic developments as had the rest of the area.
There is little to distinguish Arab “Palestine” from Arab “Iraq,” “Syria,”
or Arabia beyond the long-term realities of climate and geography.
During periods of decentralization and decay, most notably the
thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, and eighteenth centuries, local dynas
ties had often united Palestine with Syria or Egypt. The main break in

this common history had been the trauma of the Christian Crusades,
which Arabs saw as analogous to Zionism. Outsiders, their argument
ran, had attempted to occupy and de-Islamize Palestine. Their defeat had
only been made possible by a united Arab response led by great militarypolitical figures like Saladin. Once again, Arabs concluded, only unity
could guarantee victory; failure would endanger the sovereignty of all.
Moreover, the successful Arab response to the Crusades and the
periods of Arab unity recalled a golden age of the past. Islam had
flourished and Arab culture had been more advanced than that pos
sessed by Europe. These proved attractive memories for the poor
and relatively backward states which were emerging into a Europedominated twentieth century. A repetition of these triumphs would
provide an opportunity for renewed greatness.
For Arab nationalists, to whom the post-World War I borders could
only seem artificial, Palestine was as much a part of their patrimony as
was any other Arab country. The challenge of Zionism could provide a
catalyst for the strengthening of Pan-Arab feelings. Although Palestine
was a defensive struggle, it could ignite positive steps toward increased
Arab cooperation and eventual political unity.
Those in power in the Arab independent or semi-independent states
faced a complex and delicate series of decisions. Their primary concern,
of course, was for their own territories and the completion of their
independence. In this context, Egypt and Iraq, Transjordan and Saudi
Arabia had to operate in regard to different problems and to separate —
sometimes conflicting —interests. Such necessities had no legitimacy,
however, within the framework of Arab politics and ideology. No ruler
could long ignore the powerful currents sweeping the Arab world during
these years.
Pan-Arabism, Pan-Islam, and their manifestation in the Palestine
question could constitute for such incumbents either a dangerous
weapon in the hands of the opposition, a force in public opinion which
could not be neglected, and a marvelous tool for furthering their goals.
If Palestine was going to be the primary inter-Arab issue and the testingground for Arab unity, Egyptian, Iraqi, Syrian, Transjordanian, and
Saudi monarchs and politicians were equally determined to place them
selves at the head of any such movement.
This does not imply anything beyond the normal measure of political
cynicism. The Arabs unanimously believed right and justice to be on
their side. If there was any element of double-think among Arab leaders,
it was based on tactical necessities. The gap between dealing with the

British and dealing with their publics at home as well as the gap between
Arab capabilities and Arab aims required a large amount of political
flexibility. On several occasions, most notably in 1948, such contradic
tions led to major errors, yet Arab leaders never made the mistake of
underestimating the appeal of the Palestine issue.
For centuries the primary ideological appeal used by Middle East rulers
and the main source of the Arab self-image had been religious in nature.
Many things made it imperative for good Muslims to fight to keep Palestine:
the Islamic identity as a community of believers (the “umma”) obligated to
mutual assistance, the importance of solidarity against infidels, the belief
that land once controlled by Islam could never be ceded, the confidence in the
ultimate superiority of Muslim civilization, and the importance accorded
Islamic holy places in Palestine. This view was held by Islamic modernizers
as well as by traditionalists and never ceased to have deep roots and broad
support among the Arab people.1
In contrast to modern Western practice, there was no clear or simple
line of demarcation between religion and politics in the Arab world.
Despite its particularities, Iran’s 1979 revolution, though taking place in
a non-Arab country, served as a reminder of that fact. Palestinian Arab
leaders did everything possible to reinforce the connection between
support for their cause and allegiance to Islamic duty.2
Geopolitical and economic influences have often been neglected as
important factors in Arab policies. Palestine stood across the traditional
invasion and trade routes between Egypt and the Fertile Crescent. The
Turks went that way to conquer Egypt in 1516-17. The armies of
Napoleon Bonaparte and of the Egyptian ruler Muhammad Ali had
marched in the other direction in their campaigns of conquest almost
three centuries later. During World War I, General Edmund Allenby’s
British army had passed through to destroy the Ottoman Empire.
Empires centered in Egypt and Iraq have fought since ancient times to
control the resources of the geographic and topographic unit today divided
into Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and Israel. Under the Turks, sections of
Lebanon and Syria were even administered in the same province as parts
of what would become Palestine. As a market and as an outlet to the sea,
Palestine was of vital importance to Transjordan, Syria, and Iraq.3
The significant political aspect of Palestine’s location certainly did
not escape Arab politicians. It sat astride the lines of communication and
contact between the eastern and western sections of the Arab world. If
Palestine were in alien hands it would be all the more difficult to build
and consolidate a contiguous Arab union or federation.

Moreover, Zionism was seen as an inherently expansionist move
ment. Arabs knew that the Zionists wanted Palestine, but many feared a
Jewish plan to control all the land between the Nile and the Euphrates
rivers. Such an imperium would directly threaten the neighboring Arab
states; even a smaller Jewish neighbor could provoke anxiety. Egypt in
particular was prompted to take action by this expectation.
Despite all these incentives, there were also significant limits to
intervention by the neighboring Arab states. Egypt, Syria, Lebanon,
Iraq, and Transjordan each had its own problems in obtaining complete
independence from the British and French and in creating viable politi
cal and economic structures. These struggles occupied much of their
energies. Further, the importance of maintaining British friendship for
Transjordan, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Egypt restrained them for many
years from making open attacks on the mandatory power’s behavior.
British aid, logistical support, and protection were required, while Lon
don’s leverage in domestic politics (as in Egypt) was also respected.4
Nevertheless, as a transcendent political issue on which the position
of every Arab leader should be taken for granted, the Palestine question
was especially open to manipulation. In countries fighting against
foreign control, moderation often becomes equated with treason;
and for opposition politicians, free from the yoke of responsibility,
demagoguery can prove tempting.
In highly stable societies with legitimatized institutions, politics
often becomes a race to moderation, in which each candidate attempts to
pre-empt the vast center. Where these conditions do not hold and where
strong ideological postulates are widely accepted, politics may become a
race to militancy. The contradiction between the categorical imperative
of Arab unity and the necessity of keeping Palestine Arab and the
conflicting interests of real life Arab states and the true balance of forces
created many difficulties for Arab politicians.
These leaders were not any less dedicated to the Arab cause in
Palestine, but their estimate of proper strategy was quite different from
that of the militants, including the Palestinian Arab leadership itself.
Diplomatic action and gradualism were deemed to be more likely to yield
results than public rhetoric and extravagant promises. Yet each leader
and faction also had the need to cope with such pressures, to maintain an
aggressive public face. These requirements led to the “double personal
ity” of Arab leaders so often noted by their Western interlocutors.
In fact, there were two separate battles for Palestine. One of them
was waged through speeches, resolutions, the daily press, and finally on
the battlefields. The second, largely buried until recently in diplomatic
archives, was carried out with greater flexibility and pragmatism. Often

what was said in private diverged completely from what was said in
public, but ultimately the public image had to prevail. The secret negoti
ations and initiatives, discredited as the policy which had brought de
feat, were only rarely brought to light.
Were these attempts truly at fault, or did the cause of Arab failure
lie in the inability of governments to follow through on them? Arnold
Toynbee has noted how Egyptian leaders were handicapped for many
years by their inability to work out realistic compromises with Britain.
The need to maintain domestic popularity was more important than the
requirements of a solution. In the short run, such policies were sensible;
in the long run they spelled disaster.5
Muhammad Mossadegh, the nationalist prime minister of Iran who
nationalized the country’s oil in 1951, faced a similar choice. After a
breakdown in petroleum negotiations with Britain, he told an American
diplomat, “Don’t you realize that, returning to Iran empty-handed, I
return in a much stronger position than if I returned with an agreement
which I would have to sell to my fanatics?”6
Obviously, this political phenomenon is not restricted to Middle East
nations, yet it embodied a particular political logic in the Arab world of
that period. A small urban middle class accepting a liberal or totalistic
nationalism required mass support. This base could not be built on the
basis of their own belief system. Palestine embodied the resentment of
foreign domination and the intense desire to eliminate it which struck
far deeper chords in the population. Those more traditional politicians,
whose ties with the colonizing power might prove an embarrassment,
had all the more need to establish their credentials on the issue.7
In short, it was precisely because of the sincerity of feeling over
Palestine that it proved to be such a potent domestic issue in the Arab
states. The simplistic idea that Arab governments used Palestine to
distract their constituents from problems closer to home reverses cause
and effect. The natural interest in Palestine and the use of it by factional
opponents forced the individual regimes to commit themselves.8
A complex dialectic was involved. Certainly the use of Palestine in
Egyptian or Iraqi politics itself had a deep impact on the future of the
Arab-Israeli conflict. As symbol and touchstone of Arabism, Palestine
seemed to redefine the national interests of the states involved. To a
considerable extent, Arab politicians were as much the victims of this
process as they were the manipulators. After 1948, many of them paid
dearly for their inability to meet Arab expectations of victory.
At the same time, the Palestine question was interpreted through

the ambitions of individual states and leaders. Differing geopolitical
positions and perspectives of the various Arab states led them to play
different roles in the struggle. The competition among them strongly
flavored the direction of Palestine’s history at every point.9
The underlying contention was over the political disposition of an
Arab Palestine: Would it become part of an Iraq-led Fertile Crescent?
Part of a Greater Syria under King Abdallah or Syrian nationalists? Part
of a united Jordanian kingdom? An independent state under indigenous
leaders? Or an Egyptian satellite? Not all of the larger ambitions were
directed from the Arab states themselves. Many thought that if the
Palestinian Arab leader, Amin al-Husayni, ever came to power he might
constitute a danger to his would-be neighbors as well.
These then are the three themes on which this book focuses: the
growth of Arab opposition to Zionism and the attempts to find ways
to defeat it; the infiltration of the Palestine issue into Arab domestic
politics and the need for Arab leaders to blend effective foreign policies
which would also satisfy public opinion at home; and third, the conflicts
between Arab states (and with the Palestinian Arab nationalist move
ment) over the proper aims and strategies to pursue.
These factors provide a generally missing dimension toward under
standing the evolution of the Palestine question. Even today these
historic developments exercise a strong influence on Middle East poli
tics and on the course of the Arab-Israeli conflict.

The Arab States and the
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The Bitter Legacy of Defeat
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The Bitter Legacy of Defeat:
1948-81

O

ne could easily argue that the Palestine question has been the
key formative experience in shaping the Arab world’s political
complexion over the last thirty years. Such an approach embodies both
analytical virtues and vices. It might be better said that Palestine has
been a central element in the rise of Arab nationalism and Pan-Arabism.
Palestine is the unfinished business of this process. As such, it has
continually illustrated the contradiction between the here-and-now
interests of existing Arab nation-states and the self-conscious interests
of the Arab Nation. The day-to-day operations of politicians in power
have had to concentrate on the former; opposition politicians and prop
agandists in both camps have been able to emphasize the latter. Yet the
“conventional wisdom” and “ruling ideology” of the Arab world has
always been on the side of those who would identify with the idea that
the Arabs are one and indivisible and that no price is too high to pay for
Palestine’s “liberation.” This contradiction lies at the heart of modern
Arab politics.
“The manifest failure even to approximate unity does not negate the
empirical reality of the Arab Nation,” writes Professor Walid Khalidi.
“The Arab Nation both is, and should be one.”1 On this level, Palestine
plays an intriguing role: providing Pan-Arabism with a cause and a
focus, while providing an excuse for its failure to unite the Arabs into
one entity.
This seemingly convenient relationship is the root of—or at least the
most important illustration of—the vicious circle of Arab politics. If Arab
states are merely, in Khalidi’s words, “interim caretakers” for the Arab
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Nation, and if the existing frontiers are “illusory and permeable,” there
is only so much that incumbent regimes can be expected to accomplish.
The Ba’th Party’s slogan, “Unity, Freedom, Socialism,” places “unity”
in first place, since there can be neither freedom nor socialism until the
one Arab Nation comes into being.
Here political science categories developed for Western systems
are of only limited utility. Palestine cannot be seen as a mere, possibly
expendable, foreign policy question for Arab states. Rather, it is a
domestic political issue of the highest importance. Most Arabs have
accepted that the Palestinian people are by definition an integral part
of the Arab Nation. Therefore, by definition, as Khalidi explains, “the
injustice suffered by the Palestinian people was suffered by the Nation.”
Any Arab government must bear this in mind.
Nor does the process stop at the “Arab” level, for this is only
one-half of the Palestine issue’s substratum. Most Westerners find it
difficult to understand how seriously the Muslims take religion and how
completely it is intertwined with political thought and practice. The
Arab and Islamic factors predetermined that the Arab states would have
to keep Palestine from the Jews. But this did not dictate how they should
do it. That is where the realm of politics in its narrower sense and of
diplomacy must begin. On this second level the history of the Palestine
conflict becomes a story of politicians, governments, and states, predi
cated on the interests and rivalries of those entities.
Fundamentally, legitimacy for Arab governments requires a
general and overriding faithfulness to the cause. At the least, the
formulae over Palestine must be constantly voiced, and even this
practice has not been without cost. Iraq and, more recently, Libya
and South Yemen can afford rhetorical excesses because their
geographic location isolates them from too direct a military and
diplomatic involvement. For the states of the Arab heartland, in
contrast, a consistent failure to match words to deeds has been a
serious destabilizing factor.2
To the extent that they were conscious of potential options, Arab
governments had to take this, too, into account. From a strictly “na
tional interest” viewpoint, it might seem irrational for an unprepared
Egypt to go to war in 1948. Given the contemporary situation, however,
a refusal to do so would have created a far more damaging level of
domestic conflict and violence. Since each regime’s actions and prop
aganda in response to this situation helped escalate popular emotional
involvement in Palestine, the price of failure was equally raised.
All this goes to show that Arab leaders were rarely if ever dominated
by blind fanaticism. Under the surface, all of the usual forces of politics
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were in operation: ambition and localism, competition and calculation,
pragmatism and realpolitik. To stay in power, politicians could not stray
too far from the mainstream; to gain power they had to be willing to
exploit prevailing tides. More often than not, however, statesmen sin
cerely shared these popular sentiments.
Despite the cultural, ideological, and political necessities on which
Arab states’ Palestine policies were based, it can still be argued that
these positions were disastrous for those who espoused them. This
analysis must also be put into perspective. Defeat in Palestine did not so
much cause the fall of the old regimes as it did signal their obsolescence,
just as Russia’s military disasters against Japan and Germany led to the
revolutions of 1905 and 1917. The shortcomings of Arab political sys
tems were already clear to the radicals of the 1930s. Parliamentary forms
merely varnished the continued rule of socially backward notables and
landlords, incapable of achieving progress toward either modernization
or the goals of Pan-Arabism.
The new generation of rebels, however, had a firmer grasp on
political mobilization techniques than on such matters as economic
reform and democratic practices. Since their enemies were England and
France, their models became Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy. They had
chosen the losing side. The defeat of the Axis doomed their efforts and
discredited the survivors. Many were driven out of politics or into exile.
Nevertheless, the revolutionaries of the 1950s were direct lineal
descendants of these movements. Many had even served apprentice
ships within them. In Egypt, Aziz Ali al-Misri, Young Egypt, the
Muslim Brotherhood, and Ali Mahir taught Gamal Abdul Nasser,
Anwar al-Sadat, and the Free Officers their political and nationalist
principles. Rashid Ali was called back to a position of honor—though
not of power—after Iraq’s 1958 revolution. The Ba’th, which in its
early days rallied to aid Rashid Ali’s revolt, took power in Syria in
1963 and in Iraq five years later. Even in Jordan, Sulayman al-Nabulsi,
King Husayn’s leading domestic rival in the 1950s, came out of
the movements led by Muhammad Subhi Abu-Ghanima, a former
collaborator of the Germans and the Mufti.
Without underrating the Palestine issue’s extreme importance, then,
it should be pointed out that Western friends of the old regimes as well
as those who overthrew them have often been tempted to overrate it.
One would almost think that except for Palestine, Nuri al-Said and
Mustafa al-Nahhas, Jamil Mardam and Muhammad Jamali or their
political heirs would all still be in power. Arab radicalism and the turn
toward the Soviet Union are seen as almost exclusive products of Arab
disillusion with the West over Palestine. This line of reasoning ignores
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the long series of problems and domestic Arab conflicts of which the
defeat in Palestine was perhaps merely the proverbial last straw.3
In Egypt’s case, concentrated land ownership, corruption, domina
tion of politics by a tiny group, continuing inequities of wealth, and
struggles with Great Britain over the Sudan and the Suez Canal, provided
more than enough motivation for the 1952 coup. Moreover, even after
1948 the traditional elites maintained their friendly ties with the West.
The Palestine issue is not required to explain the hatred of England on
the part of the Muslim Brotherhood or the Iraqi Istiqlalists. Nasser, on
the other hand, seemed quite willing to explore a close relationship
with the United States. The break between the new Arab regimes and
the United States beginning in the late 1950s had more to do with the
Aswan Dam and the Baghdad Pact than it did with American Palestine
policy in 1948.
The Palestine war did provide, however, a lesson in the dead end
which the incumbent regimes had reached. Military men in Egypt,
Syria, Iraq, and Transjordan became convinced that they could
do a better job governing than the civilian politicians whom they
maintained with their swords. Shame was heaped on the soldiers
because of the poor planning and coordination of their rulers.
Egyptian officers, often led by politically appointed incompetents
and denied proper equipment, came face-to-face with the irreversible
degradation of the monarchy. Their real battle was at home, as one
dying friend told Nasser.
The Arab debate over Palestine started well before the fighting
ended. Opposition leaders understandably saw the chance to make
political capital out of the rulers’ discomfiture. In Lebanon, the least
Pan-Arab of states, Camille Chamoun, the least Pan-Arab of politicians,
was already heckling the Beirut government by the end of June 1948.
Why, he asked, was a truce signed after only a few weeks of fighting?
If the Arabs had been as successful as press reports claimed, then why
were their armies unable to penetrate Jewish parts of Palestine? Were
the people lied to when they were promised an Arab victory in a few
days? Had the government taken effective steps to block establishment
of Israel?4
Due to Syria’s poor showing, Defense Minister Ahmad Sharabati
and military commander General Atfe were forced to resign on May
23. Rumors explained the defeat by branding Sharabati a traitor, and
in some quarters he was even referred to as “that Jew.” General Husni
al-Zaim, a political rival whom Sharabati had exiled to Dar al-Zair, was
appointed the new chief of staff. A year later, al-Zaim would overthrow
the civilian government to become chief of state.5
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To others, the real crime was the way Palestine had been an Arab
political football; the issue was one more proof of the shambles created
by Arab disunity. “Every step in planning the war was mixed with the
desire to safeguard a special interest,” wrote Musa al-Alami. “Special
considerations relating to private aims took priority.” The Arab armies
had been incapable of coordinating their strategies. Egypt and Transjor
dan had practically sabotaged each others’ efforts.8
Transjordan had established its own local administration in competi
tion with the Mufti when the Arab Legion marched into Palestine. There
was no love lost between Transjordan’s king and the Palestinian Arab
leader, whom King Abdallah called “a devil straight from hell.” When
the Egyptians backed the Mufti’s ineffective government-in-exile in the
autumn of 1948, Abdallah accelerated his plans to annex that part of
Palestine occupied by his Arab Legion. He carried out secret negotia
tions with the Israelis to reach a bilateral peace treaty. The Mufti, with
aid from the Syrian government and the Muslim Brotherhood, retaliated
by trying to kill the king in March 1949. Two years later, they succeeded.
The murder of Abdallah was intended as an object lesson for any
Arab leader who might contemplate reaching a settlement with Israel.
Yet after this point, the Palestinian Arabs disappeared for years as an
independent political factor. Jordan held the West Bank with little diffi
culty until the Arab military disaster in the June 1967 war. Meanwhile,
the Mufti faded into obscurity in his Lebanon exile. King Ibn Saud died
about two years after Abdallah. The whole generation of premodern
leaders was giving way to a new order.
King Abdallah, whose political courage was matched only by his
inability to face the profound changes taking place in his later years, was
not afraid to deny even lip-service to the new verities of Arab ideology.
After a Legion retreat in the 1948 war, three thousand Palestinian refu
gees demonstrated outside Abdallah’s Amman palace. The king ap
peared at the door, pushed through his guards, and gave one of the more
prominent slogan shouters a tremendous slap across the face. When the
crowd gaped in astonishment, the king shouted, “What nonsense is this?
You want to fight the Jews? Very well, there is a recruiting office for the
Arab Legion just over there. Those who wish to fight Jews can enlist at
once. The rest of you, get away down the hill and make less noise.” The
crowd dispersed. Such behavior might well serve a tribal chief, but the
successful leaders of the 1950s would be those who could place them
selves at the head of the demonstrators.7
This does not mean that after 1948 the Arab states stood as solidly
in private as they did in public against recognition of the war’s results.
Lebanon and Egypt watched with interest the results of Jordan’s peace
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feelers. Even Syria frequently hinted in 1949 and 1950 that an imposed
settlement might be acceptable—as long as Arab leaders would not have
to take responsibility for recognizing Israel. Even the Egyptian revolu
tionaries of 1952 —Nasser and General Muhammad Naguib — wasted
little time in assuring Israel that they had no desire to renew the war and
would be willing to open secret contacts in the future.8
Such talk, of course, was not designed to reach the general public’s
ears, and little progress toward peace was possible. The point remains,
though, that maintenance of the status quo was an acceptable mediumrun option. The Arab states would have to build up their military might
and settle their internal conflicts before they could seriously consider
any second round.
One factor which maintained an impressive continuity was the part
played by the Palestine question in the contest between Arab regimes. A
government’s attitude toward the Mufti had been largely determined by
the wider Arab context of alliances and rivalries. The Hashemite align
ment between Iraq and Transjordan lasted until the extermination of the
family’s Baghdad branch in the 1958 Iraqi revolution. The EgyptianSaudi counteralignment survived vast ideological chasms until its dis
solution during the Yemen civil war. At any rate, with the scattering of
the Palestinians and the collapse of the Mufti’s faction, the receivership
of the World War II period returned in intensified form. The Arab
leaders became the trustees of the Palestinian Arab cause.
Yet how far could they be trusted? At UN consultations in October
1949, Lebanon claimed western Galilee, Syria wanted eastern Galilee,
Jordan asked for central Palestine and a corridor to the Mediterranean,
while Egypt sought Gaza and the Negev. At times it seemed that King
Abdallah’s revolver shot at the Allenby bridge on May 15, 1948, the date
of Britain’s withdrawal of forces and abdication of the mandate over
Palestine, had served to signal the start of a great Arab land rush.9
In some ways, the situation after 1948 seemed reminiscent of the
order of things after World War I. Palestine was certainly thought of as
a rightfully Arab land, but the existence of a particular Palestinian Arab
nationalism was considered to be of little importance. Even Palestinian
activists accepted this view throughout the 1950s and the first half of the
1960s. They pursued their cause under the banners of different states,
parties, and ideologies: Nasserism, Iraqi- or Syrian-oriented Ba’thism,
the Arab Nationalist Movement, or loyalty to Jordan. The early Pales
tine Liberation Organization (PLO) was largely an Egyptian creation,
while Al-Fatah enjoyed Syrian patronage. Their gradual establishment
of independence was often difficult. To this day, most of the smaller
guerrilla groups are dependent on a single Arab state.
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Still, they could never completely forgive or forget the contrast
between various regimes’ promises and performances. Public opinion in
the neighboring countries would often be reminded of these contradic
tions. Why could the Arabs not win? Why could they not unite? Im
perialist machinations behind Israel could be used as a partial answer,
but self-doubt also flourished. Could there be a basic flaw in the culture,
ideology, politics, and military organization of the Arabs? Already
the Arabs had been shaken from their feelings of superiority in their
nineteenth-century contacts with the West. Colonialism came on the
heels of the painful knowledge that the Arab world had fallen far behind
Western Europe’s scientific and material achievements.
The golden eras of Islamic civilization had always been associated
with military superiority over nonbelievers; defeat on the battlefield
had foretold periods of decline. The defeat in Palestine challenged
the whole notion that an Arab revival was underway. That such an
experience could take place indicated that the progress made so far was
clearly insufficient. Perhaps the Arab states were headed in the wrong
direction altogether; perhaps the whole region might be slipping back
under foreign domination again. The destruction of such central Arab
premises threatened to undermine all the accepted wisdom built up over
the previous thirty years.
Constantine Zurayk, the vice-president of the American University
of Beirut, expressed the breadth of Arab humiliation in his devastating
appraisal, The Meaning of the Disaster:
Seven Arab states declare war on Zionism in Palestine, stop impotent
before it and turn on their heels. The representatives of the Arabs
deliver fiery speeches in the highest international forums, warning
what the Arab states and peoples will do if this or that decision be
enacted. Declarations fall like bombs from the mouths of officials at the
meetings of the Arab League, but when action becomes necessary, the
fire is still and quiet, and steel and iron are rusted and twisted, quick
to bend and disintegrate.10

Without credibility there could be no legitimacy. The Arab states
had been revealed as paper tigers. They had years to prepare for the
day of judgment but failed the test. The immediate reaction was to
seek scapegoats, to punish those who had held power. As American
Democrats were pilloried for the “loss” of China and as German
liberals were punished for the loss of World War I, Arab leaders were
overthrown and sometimes murdered for losing Palestine. Of course,
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as in the two other examples cited, the political and social causes
behind these upheavals were much more complex than indicated by
these single issues.
The broader problem was the systems which had failed to perform
properly. In Egypt, Mahmud Nuqrashi was murdered, King Farouk was
dethroned, and the Wafd was destroyed. But the Muslim Brotherhood
and Young Egypt were also part of the old order, and they, too, were
banished by the new military rulers.
“Egypt has lived through one of the darkest periods in its history,”
stated al-Sadat in the Free Officers first radio communique after taking
power in July 1952. “The army has been tainted by the agents of
dissolution. This was one of the causes of our defeat in Palestine.” Yet this
was only one of a dozen or more factors cited. Nasser spoke truly when
he attributed the revolution neither to the results of the Palestine war nor
to the arms scandals that grew out of it. Its roots lay deep in Egyptian
history. “We were fighting in Palestine,” he explained, “but our dreams
were in Egypt.” Muhammad Naguib could go so far as to state that he had
opposed the invasion, preferring continued guerrilla warfare.11
Similar events were to be enacted in Syria, where army commanders
like Husni al-Zaim and Adib al-Shishakli returned home to throw out the
civilians. The 1958 Iraqi revolution, as well, was led by another veteran
of 1948, Abd al-Karim Kassem. These rulers were as unforgiving to the
militants over Palestine as they were to the moderates. The Istiqlal and
National Bloc disappeared as surely as the other forces of the past. Nuri
al-Said was killed in the 1958 coup, but Rashid Ali al-Gailani soon wore
out his welcome with the Kassem regime.
Palestine’s effect on Arab politics must, therefore, be placed in
proper perspective. The war and defeat were emotional and political
turning points, but Palestine did not bring Arab unity nor did it provide
sufficient cause in itself for the Arabs’ break with the West.
Indeed, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and Jordan never took this route.
The early Nasser-Neguib regime’s conflicts with Britain and the United
States were in no way inevitable outcomes of the Palestine question.
They had far more to do with the understandable Cold War priorities
and the less comprehendable self-fulfilling prophecies of Prime
Minister Anthony Eden and Secretary of State John Foster Dulles.
The Suez Canal and Aswan Dam imbroglios were more the legacies of
British colonialism in Egypt. Before the mid-1960s, Palestine was rarely
a prime consideration in Egypt’s foreign policy.
Iraq’s radical turn after 1958 is traceable to political trends already
visible in the early 1930s, exacerbated over long-term Western support
for what many Iraqis deemed a stagnant and repressive dictatorship (far
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milder than its successors). The common denominator between Iraq and
Egypt was their pervasive bitterness at European imperialism. Ironi
cally, the French left behind far fewer grievances than did the British.
Paris tried to hold onto Lebanon and Syria as long as possible, but when
they left their control was finished. By contrast, the British discredited
postindependence regimes in Iraq and Egypt (and Jordan as well) by
maintaining an indirect tutelage and special privileges. These things
had a corrosive effect on domestic political systems and provided
perfect targets for opposition groups. Issues involving modernization,
generational conflicts, and the clash of classes all became entangled
with these factors.
On the state-to-state level, common Arab opposition to Israel led to
only limited areas of Arab unity. The conflicts between governments of
the 1940s continued into the Arab cold war of the 1950s, albeit with new
ideological justification. Nasserism’s greatest success came at a time
when Palestine was pushed far to the background. Before 1967, Nasser’s
main foreign policy thrusts were directed first against Iraq, Jordan, and
Lebanon, and later at Yemen and Saudi Arabia. The West’s seeming
favor toward these rivals, as manifested in the Baghdad Pact and the
Eisenhower Doctrine, enhanced Nasser’s anti-Western themes. Despite
his differences in style and ideology, Nasser was to a surprising extent
heir to Farouk’s inter-Arab postures.
Nasser also rediscovered the immense power of radical nationalist
rhetoric in Arab state competition, a formula which had been latent since
the destruction of the 1930s rebels. The electrifying effect of Nasser’s
nationalization of the Suez Canal opened the way for his domination of
Arab politics to a greater extent than any of the earlier leaders.
Yet Nasser’s generation would also learn that rhetorical promises
raised expectations. A militant, interventionist foreign policy could be
a two-edged sword. The Egyptian disaster in Yemen and the calamitous
June 1967 war provided destabilizing echos of 1948. When Israel once
again crushed its Arab opponents, governments fell in Iraq and Syria,
while Jordan lost the West Bank. Escalation of confrontation as a tactic
in inter-Arab rivalry, and the triumph of confidence over realistic as
sessment functioned in 1967 in very much the same way they had in
1947.
The Arab regimes’ 1967 failure led Palestinian Arabs to question the
value of their protectors. The Palestinians began to emerge as a separate
factor for the first time since the Mufti’s downfall. Yet the lessons of the
1930s and 1940s had to be relearned; the PLO’s relations with the Arab
countries remained as complex as those of the Arab Higher Committee.
Division over strategy and tactics remained as potent a force as did
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Arab alliance against Israel. At one time or another, the PLO clashed,
sometimes violently, with every Arab government. At times the quarrel
between PLO leader Yasir Arafat and King Husayn seemed a reincarna
tion of the old battle between the Mufti, and Abdallah. Their September
1970 war was far bloodier than anything seen before. PLO forces fought
the Lebanese and Syrian armies in the following years. President Anwar
al-Sadat’s trip to Jerusalem was an even greater shock.
Abu Iyad, one of the key PLO leaders, voiced this disillusion in his
autobiography: “We thought, for example, that Egypt would be on our
side forever, that Syria would never, even for the briefest of intervals,
lend a helping hand to the Christian Right against us in Lebanon. We
would never have imagined that Iraq, even given the political differences
that separate us, would have our most outstanding militant fighters
abroad assassinated.”12
But his solution—that the PLO appeal to the Arab masses over the
heads of their governments — was unlikely to solve the problem. This
strategy advocated by the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine
(PFLP) and its off-shoot, the Popular Democratic Front for the Libera
tion of Palestine (PDFLP), helped produce the September 1970 debacle.
Funds from the Arab oil-producing states on which the organization is
dependent would dry up. Yasir Arafat has wisely been careful to avoid
any unnecessary breaks.
By the close of the 1970s, the PLO had succeeded in winning the
Arab states’ recognition as the sole legitimate representative of the
Palestinian people. Yet the fact that no Arab leader seemed able to
produce a plan leading toward either peace or victory, with the exception
of an isolated Egypt, still limited the value of this designation.
Arab failures in the post-1948 period make possible a greater ap
preciation of the problems faced by the Arab states in the years up to
1948. Was there historically no escape from a tragic determinism of
events in that era? Were there alternatives to the ways in which the
Palestine conflict developed? There are three potential areas for investi
gation here: the program adopted by the Zionists, the opportunities
offered by various compromise proposals presented along the way, and
the distinctive attitudes of different Arab states.
The maximum concession generally conceived by Arab regimes was
a Palestine settlement in which Jews would accept “minority rights.”
Palestine would then become part of a larger Arab federation or would
gain independence as a unified country. The maximum concession con
sidered by Zionists was a single binational state. Even Chaim Weiz
mann’s most moderate proposal was far different from the Arab view of
a political system in which Jews had no national standing.
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Agreement to a “minority rights” solution was totally contrary to
Zionism’s nationalist aims and to the unpleasant experiences produced
by such systems in Europe. As Weizmann wrote Wauchope in June
1937: “Jews are not going to Palestine to become in their ancient home
‘Arabs of the Mosaic Faith’ or to exchange their German or Polish ghetto
for an Arab one. Whoever knows what Arab government looks like,
what ‘minority status’ signifies nowadays, and what a Jewish ghetto in
an Arab state means—there are quite a number of precedents—will be
able to form his own conclusions as to what would be in store for us if
we accepted the position allotted to us in these ‘solutions.’”13
Weizmann employed similar imagery in his testimony before UN
SCOP eleven years later: “I will not discuss whether it is a good or a
bad fortune to be a minority in an Arab state. I would leave the Jews of
Iraq, or Yemen and of Tripoli... to pronounce on that. Here I would say
that this was not the purpose for which under international auspices we
were encouraged to come to Palestine. Those of us who made our homes
there did not do so with the object of becoming Arab citizens of Jewish
persuasion.”14
As far back as the 1919 Weizmann-King Faysal meetings, if not
before, Zionist leaders had attempted to make an agreement with the
Arab states. This was aimed at securing a position for a Jewish state
among its neighbors, perhaps involving mutual aid in independence
struggles. The Arab states would provide a means for bypassing the
Palestinian Arabs. David Ben-Gurion was always willing to explore
such a possibility.
But Palestine’s future as designed by the Arab states held little
attraction for the Zionists. The worsening situation of the Jews in the
Arab world heightened this resistance. Today, Jews emigrating to Israel
from Arab countries and their descendants are the majority in Israel’s
population. The driving out of these people by Arab governments
made a tremendous contribution to the success of their enemy; cases of
mistreatment destroyed Arab credibility of possible coexistence. With
or without the existence of Zionism, rising Arab nationalism would
probably have led to the same end.
Arnold Toynbee, a staunch anti-Zionist, explained this process in
1925: “The overthrow of indigenous institutions was accompanied by
the wholesale elimination of minorities from the population of the Is
lamic world; and the two phenomena were logically inseparable,” when
the Ottoman balance was destroyed. Where “the free play of local forces
was not interfered with by the effective intervention of some extraneous
Power, the elimination of minorities, by massacre, eviction, flight or
expatriation” was likely. Aside from political nationalism, economic
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competition encouraged the destruction of the minorities’ influence in
commerce, banking, shopkeeping, artisan enterprises, and the importexport business.15
In short, Zionism, the life-and-death necessity of escape from
Europe, the pressure on Jews in the Arab world, and the very mistrust
engendered by the escalating conflict led the Jews to refuse the Arab
states’ limited promises. Even King Abdallah never shook this determi
nation. “Your King Abdallah will never sit upon the throne of David,”
Weizmann told Alec Kirkbride in January 1945, though some binational
scheme might be possible involving both sides of the Jordan river.16
It is equally easy to explain the Arab states’ opposition to the creation
of a Jewish state. Islamic belief and Arab nationalism militated against
it, as did strategic and partisan political considerations. Fundamentally,
the Arabs had nothing to gain from any such arrangement, except for
Transjordan and the Lebanese Maronite Christians with their particular
interests. The early thoughts of cooperation against Britain or Fr ance
and of mutually beneficial economic collaboration could not offset the
far deeper conflict of interests.
Yet even given this the Arab states had a real margin for
compromise before the 1948 war, not because they might have been
expected to make greater concessions, but because the suggested
solutions were relatively favorable. The 1937 Peel Commission
proposal, the London conference and the British White Paper of 1939,
Britain’s 1946-47 offers, the November 1947 partition proposal, and
the April-May 1948 U. S. truce plan, all gave the Arabs far more than
did the results of the 1948 war. If they had played the diplomatic game
better and if they had adopted a more integrated strategic approach,
the Arab states could very possibly have prevented the creation of a
Jewish state. Yet each proposal was ultimately treated as a trap rather
than as an opportunity.
While opposition to any Jewish state can explain the Arab position
toward the Peel Commission and UNSCOP plans, it does not account
for the rejection of the other four possibilities, or of the UNSCOP
minority report until it was too late. The Arabs, of course, believed
in the total justice of their cause, but incorrect evaluations of the
political balance of forces and the race toward militancy resulted in
that cause’s defeat.
At the same time, Arab governments did propose many plans; some
leaders wanted to adopt a more flexible attitude toward the abovementioned proposals. Nuri al-Said and Abdallah, in particular, made
various offers to the Jews, while Egypt and Saudi Arabia tried to com
promise over the heads of the Zionists with Great Britain and the United
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States. Such efforts were blocked by radical forces, particularly by the
Palestinian Arabs’ own leadership. Thus one might well question John
Glubb’s analysis: “the Arab governments were largely responsible for
the ruin of the Palestine Arabs. By raising the hopes of the latter, they
made them intransigent. Had they, on the contrary, restrained the Pales
tinians and used their considerable influence in (the UN) to secure a
modification of the partition plan, the result for the Palestinian Arabs
would have been far better.”17
Perhaps the opposite was more accurate: Palestinian leadership
repeatedly forced Arab states into intransigent positions and the rejec
tion of several proposals which offered a transitional plan for the
independence of an Arab Palestine. The Mufti limited the diplomatic
options of Arab regimes by appealing over the heads of incumbents and
by forming alliances with opposition groups. These measures tended to
neutralize the bargaining leverage of these governments in relation to
Britain and the United States.
The Arab states were thus forced to grant veto power on their most
essential policies to a “foreign” movement over which they exercised
little control. Consequently, they sought to take advantage of the Mufti’s
removal from the scene during and immediately after World War II to
eliminate this problem. The Arab League’s intervention into Palestine
Arab politics and its refusal to allow a Palestinian Arab government to
be formed, however, only stepped up the interstate conflict.
Of course, the Arab Higher Committee justified its strategy as one
of self-defense. They were trying to hold in line a series of unreliable
allies. Arab regimes might make more concessions to the British or the
Zionists than would the Arab Higher Committee. Some of them clearly
wanted Palestine for themselves. Yet their tactical approach was also
more likely to achieve success than was the Mufti’s abstentionism. This
was the paradox which the Palestine issue faced in Arab politics.
Once these factors were set in motion the ambitions of different
Arab states and leaders did the rest. The U.S.-proposed retreat from
partition in 1948 was sunk by Iraq’s and Transjordan’s determination
to intervene. The Husaynis opposed the Hashemites’ aims but not
their militant means. The real victims of this outcome were Egypt
and the Palestinian Arabs themselves. But the Palestinian Arab
leadership held a larger share of responsibility than did most of the
Arab states.
Since 1948 the Arab “moderates” have been discredited for a vari
ety of reasons and over a variety of issues, both domestic and foreign.
Arab hindsight condemns them as having been too conciliatory, too
willing to cooperate with Britain and America. Israel is often portrayed
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today as a creation of the United States and Britain. A study which
shows the missed opportunities for the Arab cause and the British
governm ents willingness to go a long way toward Arab demands
throws doubt on this view. The race to militancy in the framework of
Arab state rivalry seems a more likely villain than was the vacillation
of moderation.
If Jews have sometimes overstated the anti-Zionist aspects of British
diplomacy, Arab intellectuals and writers tend to understate this factor.
This is a tempting interpretation: How could the Arabs hope to win
against such an overwhelming force? Just as Nasser could only explain
the cru shing June 1967 defeat with the myth that Western air forces
helped Israel, Arab leaders could explain away 1948 by attributing
Zionist victory to British machinations. This is far removed from the
fearless exposure of Arab shortcomings favored by Zurayk and others.
Moreove r, in protecting their political standing, the older generation
of Arab leaders sacrificed their historical reputations. If British (or
Americ an) policy was deterministically pro-Zionist then, it is argued,
Muhammad and Ali Mahir, al-Said and Jamali, King Ibn Saud and King
Abdallah could only have been traitors and Western agents for having
pretended otherwise.
Ironically, the Zionist version of the story reaches similar conclusions.
For them, too, the Arab leaders only reflected London’s policies. Foreign
Office Arabists created and encouraged Pan-Arabism with one concession
after another, this school argues, and eventually begat the Arab League
which made a solution to Palestine impossible by “the extravagant
rhetoric and inflated ambitions conjured up.” As long as Britain asked for
Arab state cooperation on Palestine, “They would naturally refuse it, but
once they knew that Mr. Churchill and Mr. Roosevelt supported a Jewish
National Home, they would acquiesce. The moment they sensed a flaw
in this support they would become negative, arrogant, and destructive.”
Ben-Gu rion said in 1939 that “only by use of British arms can the
(Jewish) immigration be stopped, just as only by British arms would it be
possible to establish an Arab state in Palestine.”18 This ignores the force
of Arab pressure on England. No British match was required to light the
Arab world’s fuse.
Could there be a more visceral issue for the Arab states than the question
of Zionism? It combined in the sharpest form a presumed challenge to
Arab n ationalism and religion. This is well known. Less appreciated
is the depth of interstate rivalry that lies beyond this common ground.
The interests of each Arab state differed with its size, domestic politics,
ambitions, geopolitical needs, and proximity to Palestine. What is most
tellin g, however, is the ways in which these interests often remained
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surprisingly consistent, transcending coups, revolutions, ideologies, and
vastly different personalities. A brief survey of Arab countries’ individual
strategies both before and after 1948 confirms this view.
Lebanon was and is relatively small and weak, a status which
necessarily limits its ambitions. Involved in its own independence
struggle against France, Lebanon did not become heavily engaged with
Palestine until after World War II. Palestine provided Lebanon a way of
proving its dedication to Arabism and in so doing to stabilize and insulate
its ethnic heterogeneity. A few Maronite Christians might want to make
common cause with Israel, but they would remain a minority as long
as the National Pact protected the Muslim-Christian balance within the
country. Arab nationalist preoccupation with Palestine distracted atten
tion from the continued Christian predominance in Lebanon. Only after
the Lebanese civil war of the mid-1970s, when under Syrian-PalestinianMuslim attack and with their favored position already being dismantled,
would some Maronite nationalists truly break Arab ranks.
There were also many Lebanese Muslims whose Pan-Arab senti
ments were equal to any in the Arab world, but they tended to concur
that Lebanon’s interest was in keeping the Palestine crisis at arms
length. Lebanon’s prosperous mercantile character as well as its internal
ambiguity presupposed a preference for a stable environment. The
problem was resolved in 1948 and afterward by coupling strong rhetoric
with inaction. Ironically, Lebanon was the sole Arab country to benefit
from the disaster. Beirut took over Haifa’s harbor business, winning the
transfer trade for Jordan, Syria, and the Arabian peninsula.
After 1948, Lebanon was the only one of Israel’s neighbors never
again to go to war. Yet its protective weakness became its undoing. As
PLO headquarters and as the base for guerrilla raids into Israel, the
country became the target for Israeli retaliatory raids. The more than
two hundred thousand nonassimilated Palestinian refugees helped upset
the domestic communal balance. These became contributing factors
toward Lebanon’s civil war, and the resulting political and economic
collapse, amply illustrating the reasons for Lebanon’s historical caution
over Palestine.
Syria, which had no such hesitations, was generally restrained by its
own independence struggle until 1945. As a fragment of the Ottoman
empire with little internal cohesion, Syria was an especially ardent
advocate of Pan-Arabism. But the National Bloc strenuously resisted
absorption by Transjordan or Iraq. Palestine, still seen as “southern
Syria,” symbolized Syria’s potentially leading role in the Arab world.
This led to a dualist relationship with the Palestinian nationalist move
ment. Syria kept close ties with the Arab Higher Committee and with the
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PLO, yet always maintained its own candidates for Palestinian leader
ship. In 1947-48 they backed Fawzi al-Qawukji’s army; in the 1960s and
1970s, they supported the second largest PLO group, Al-Saiqa.
It was therefore never quite clear where fraternal support ended and
where Syrian ambitions began. While domestic opinion constricted the
precarious Ba’th regimes as it had the pre-1948 civilian rulers, Palestin
ian interests would not be allowed to interfere too far with Syrian aims.
PLO activities were tightly controlled within Syria, and the Syrian
military opposed any intervention on the PLO’s side during its Sep
tember 1970 war against Jordan. The Syrian army even briefly fought
against the PLO when Damascus invaded Lebanon to dampen the civil
war there. Yet any open break was always prevented by the intertwining
of the Palestine issue and internal politics.
Saudi Arabia was a unique case. The profoundly Islamic nature of
Ibn Saud’s kingdom made its emotional ties to Palestine particularly
deep and its opposition to a Jewish state especially strong. Western
analysts often found this difficult to understand in relation to the coun
try’s moderation on so many other issues. Before 1948, Saudi Arabia’s
poverty, backwardness, and distance from Palestine limited its involve
ment. The Saudis’ unique role was as mediators with the British and
later the Americans. Their dependence on Western aid and defense
enhanced their diplomatic moderation.
Many of these characteristics continued in later years. They sup
ported the PLO as they had helped the Mufti, but never agreed with the
politics of either. So suspicious were they of radicalism that Ibn Saud
and his successor King Faysal were convinced that Zionism was a front
for Soviet communism. Yet while remaining inwardly conservative, the
Saudis funded the most radical Arab forces.
The Saudis increasing petroleum wealth raised their importance
in the Arab world, but control of the purse strings bought them more
insurance than influence. The suspicion of the Hashemite states, Iraq
and Jordan, continued even after the Iraqi monarchy had disappeared.
Unlike the Mufti and his Syrian and Iraqi allies or their political descen
dants thirty years later, the Saudis fought Israel to maintain Arab stabil
ity, not to set off regional revolution. Nevertheless, their passion over the
Palestine cause led them to initiate the 1973 oil embargo and to break
with Egypt after al-Sadat’s adherence to the Camp David agreements
with Israel.
Iraq’s stand in relation to Palestine remained remarkably consistent
over fifty years. Baghdad never allowed itself to be outflanked by anyone
in taking a hard-line stand. This stridency was often aimed against other
Arab states for domestic purposes or as a tool in inter-Arab rivalries.
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To a remarkable extent, though, this militant rhetoric was almost never
matched by concrete action. The country was far enough from Palestine
to reap the greatest propaganda value at the least cost, while Egypt,
Syria, and Jordan did almost all of the fighting.
The most radical wing of the Ba’th and the most conservative of
Nuri’s cabinets under the Hashemites had much in common in this
respect. After preaching the most violent interventionist line in 1947-48,
the Iraqis almost completely avoided battle. They removed their troops
from Palestine to avoid having to sign a truce with Israel—a luxury not
open to the neighboring states. They would hurl fire in speeches while
cheating on the 1973 oil boycott. Iraqi rulers from Hikmat Sulayman
to Kassem would wave Palestine to answer suspicions about their PanArab zeal.
Nonetheless, Iraq had squandered its head start in independence. Its
candidacy as the Arab Prussia would fade with these failures to match
words with deeds. The continued suspicions of Syria, Jordan, and Saudi
Arabia would screen Iraq from becoming a power center. On the other
hand, when al-Sadat’s decision to make peace with Israel provided a
classic opportunity, Baghdad could once again take some limelight.
And what could be more impressive than the consistency of Jordan?
If Syria wanted Palestine the most on an abstract plane, Jordan needed
it the most and was willing to do what was necessary to pay the price.
The West Bank was annexed and was ruled from Amman for almost
twenty years. Jordan implicitly modelled itself as the representatives of
the Palestinians. Consequently, the rivalry between Arafat and King Husayn replaced the rivalry between the Mufti and Abdallah. They would
embrace at one point and shoot salvos at each other a few months later.
The PLO’s attempt to conquer Jordan in 1970, followed by the “Black
September” offensive of the Jordanian army, recalled the clashes of the
late 1930s.
The loss of the West Bank in the 1967 war posed a difficult question
for King Husayn. How high a priority would he place on winning back
that territory? His confidence could not match that of his grandfather.
Where once the Arab Legion was unsurpassed and Transjordan could
boldly act independently in Arab affairs, Jordan was now a minor power
wedged between relatively mighty states. The British subsidy had been
replaced by payments from the Arab oil-producing states. Thus its
neighbors could impose far greater limitations on Amman’s policies.
Moreover, King Husayn had to cope with the problem which had
brought his grandfather’s death: Would Jordan finally swallow the Pales
tinian Arabs or would that more educated and numerous group come
to dominate Jordan? So while Jordan remained moderate and sought
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to maintain a calm border with Israel—after all, a potential common
enemy still existed—Husayn’s strategy had to be far more restrained
than that of King Abdallah.
Perhaps most intriguing of all were the parallels in Egypt’s behavior
during the first and second thirty-year cycles of the conflict. Egypt’s
involvement with Palestine had always demonstrated more emotional
and political distance than the other Arab states. Cairo could be the
relatively moderate purveyor of peace proposals—the London confer
ence and White Paper of 1939 and the American truce plan in 1948. It
was the last to make the decision for war in 1948 and the first to agree to
a truce with Israel several months later.
When Egypt threw itself into the Palestine conflict, King Farouk
had already spent several years moving toward a more activist role in
Arab world politics. Egypt made its first efforts toward Arab leadership
at the start of the Arab League. Nasser followed in Farouk’s footsteps
in this regard. Both men began their rule with a preoccupation toward
eliminating British influence; Cairo’s irredentia were the Sudan and the
Suez Canal. Gradually, they looked for foreign successes in part as a
measure in domestic political base building. Yet both also miscalculated
badly in trusting an unprepared army —twice, in 1948 and in 1967,
resulting in shattering defeats.
Anwar al-Sadat witnessed these failures, observing a severely
weakened Egypt after the 1967 war. The new president laid more em
phasis on Egyptian nationalism that on Pan-Arabism and developed
a different strategy aimed at regaining Sinai. He courted the United
States, fought a limited war in October 1973, and visited Israel. At
Camp David he reached a segmented peace agreement with the Jewish
state: bilateral in the immediate sense, but with a timetable aimed at a
comprehensive settlement.
Certainly, Egypt had paid a higher price in the battle over Palestine
than did any other Arab country, including the suffering of 75 percent of
all Arab military casualties. Despite this, Egypt had shown itself to be
temperamentally the Arab country which could most easily take such a
step. Other Arab leaders tried to bring political and economic pressure
against Cairo, but this rejection front was hampered by continual Arab
conflict.
The conflict’s unbearably heavy financial and human costs plus
domestic pressure to regain the Sinai were the key objective factors
prompting Egypt’s action. As development efforts came to a halt and
as social problems steadily worsened, only a dramatic policy shift
could avoid instability or even political collapse. In short, the domestic
political factor—which usually militated against concessions—became
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a force for peace. Cairo’s acceptance of Israel’s existence was also
made easier by the cumulative failure of military means to destroy the
Jewish state and by the fact that the political influences of Islam and
Arabism, though far from negligible, were relatively weaker in Egypt
than elsewhere.
Whether other Arab states could follow this course may depend
on the specific details of what they are offered (return of occupied ter
ritories and a settlement of Palestinian grievances) and on what they
need offer Israel in exchange. Beyond this, however, the traditional
quartet — Islam and Arabism, domestic politics, inter-Arab rivalries
— will determine their policies. A conjunction of such factors favoring
peace is least likely in Iraq or Libya, where marginal costs will never
outweigh the internal and external benefits of a hard line. Jordan and
Syria face more serious burdens, while both require foreign Arab sub
sidies and fear subversion from neighbors and opposition elements.
Concessions might foment crises rather than alleviate current problems.
This does not mean that Arab positions always follow the line of
least resistance. The Palestine issue has often overpowered empirical
national interests. To reverse this process, the rationale for giving up
such strongly based traditional stands must be compelling indeed. Es
tablishment of an independent Palestinian Arab state in the West Bank
and Gaza might provide a way out for Arab governments who have tired
of the long struggle.
Up until now, though, rejectionism and even defeat have been made
to serve definite purposes in the Arab world. The unresolved Palestine
question has kept Pan-Arabism more fully alive, providing a rationale
for its failures. As William Cleveland argues in the case of Pan-Arab
philosopher Sati al-Husri: “In order to sustain the argument that the
Arab nation is a natural entity, he must show that intrusive rather than
inherent factors have denied that nation its rightful unity.”19 While the
Palestine issue often prompted Arab unity, its history is also the record
of the greatest failures in cooperation among the Arab states.
Hisham Sharabi has explained modern Arab political history as
lacking any deep-going social reform movement or any leadership
capable of promoting rapid modernization. He writes that “the Arab
Awake ning at its crucial point was haunted by a sense of impotence
and fear. Its leaders took to scape-goating.” 20 The Arab governments
of the region’s “liberal age” failed not because of individual treasons,
but because of the weakness of their state systems and due to the
very real conflicts between the interests and objectives of particular
states. By hiding these conflicts, the dominant ideology interfered
with Arab efforts.
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The other side of the ledger shows a great deal of faithfulness to
a fraternal cause. Palestinian bitterness over the long receivership and
its many disappointments should not erase the fact that the Arab states
kept alive an issue which might otherwise have faded. Regardless of
the justice or merit of its complaint, the PLO would have been only
an historical footnote without the financing, sanctuary, and political
support provided by Arab governments. The fate of the Kurds, South
Moluccans, Ukrainians, and Biafrans is instructive on this point. In
contrast, the PLO’s international diplomatic success has been in in
verse proportion to its unremitting military failures and organizational
weaknesses.21
The PLO itself has enjoyed much leverage in this relationship.
One might well argue that the PLO has had more success in shaping
the public statements and policies of the Arab states than the reverse.
Western hopes that a given Arab state or states could “deliver” PLO
acquiescence to some settlement or that Arab regimes might be con
vinced to abandon its goals has generally been in vain. Within the PLO,
the guarantor for this strategy has been Al-Fatah, which has opposed the
demands of the smaller groups seeking to undermine their benefactors.
Thus the Palestine issue continues to stand at the center of Arab
politics. As long as Arab states can punish those who would deviate
from opposition to the outcome of 1948, progress might be blocked. As
long as internal opposition groups could successfully appeal to public
opinion on this score, the regional situation was frozen into a cycle of
war and hostility. Such mechanisms transcended principle and ideology.
Kassem, the most inward-oriented of Iraqi rulers, chided his fellows
by advocating a Palestinian government in exile; King Husayn taunted
Nasser into the 1967 war.
On a general level, Arab experience clarifies two often-neglected
aspects of foreign policy-making. First, national interest cannot be
defined merely by geographic, economic, or strategic factors alone.
The nation’s political culture also plays an important role. One can
argue whether or not a Jewish state in Palestine would comprise
a “real” threat to Iraq or Egypt. The Arab belief that the Zionists
sought territorial expansion “from the Nile to the Euphrates” clearly
has little basis in the thought and politics of the Zionist movement.
Yet regardless of such considerations, the Islamic and Arabist
foundations to the thinking and practice of these leaders predisposed
them to adopt such views.
Second, historians and political scientists often over-simplify the
relation between domestic politics and foreign policy. The explanation
of last resort is that actions abroad seek to distract attention from
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problems at home. Obviously, multiparty democracies require the form
ing of coalitions, the winning of elections, the shaping of public opinion,
and the response to mass media necessary to gain and remain in power.
But “domestic politics” should not be viewed too narrowly. The term
can also cover the competition between political factions, individual
politicians, and underground oppositions. It might be necessary to re
spond to potential internal subversion or the discontent of military
officers. Since Arab politics rested on a clear set of definitions over
what was “right” and “wrong,” deviations from these norms could be
expected to bring retribution. In other words, foreign policy could not be
insulated in such societies to the extent that it was in nineteenth-century
European polities or in contemporary communist totalitarian states.
To Western observers, Arab foreign policies did not always seem
“rational” because they were not formulated solely within the realm of
“objective national interests.” They were, however, by no means arbi
trary. They followed a rationality of their own built on the basis of
domestic political culture and domestic politics which, in turn, defined
the national interest. Indeed, large elements of these latter categories
were transnational— Pan-Arabism, Islam, the Istiqlal or Ba’th parties,
and even the migrations of many of the politicians themselves. In retro
spect, Arab Palestine policies do not seem to have maximized benefits
either for the Arab states, the Palestine Arabs or (in the long run) for
specific Arab regimes. Nevertheless, an alternative point should not be
ignored. Failure to follow such lines of policy might have intensified and
accelerated the onset of internal chaos, disunity, and instability. Certain
policies, Arab leaders concluded, might lead to disaster, but refusal to
adopt a militant stand, they reasoned, would definitely lead to disaster.
To detach either the Islamic/Arab base or the nation-state/factional
superstructure from each other in considering Arab states’ decisions
over Palestine would lead to a serious misunderstanding of this vital
issue and the central role it has played in the modern Middle East.
There can be no doubt on this point. “When I was in Iraq in 1924,”
wrote John Glubb, “I took an Iraqi with me to Jerusalem. He looked
upon the place as if he had been in China and said he wanted to go
home— But anybody who has been in the Middle East lately will know
that every step, every incident of the Palestine situation is followed in
Baghdad and in Damascus.”22
Ancient tradition, historic religion, and common language might
have knit together the Arab world regardless, but Palestine did this
in a special manner whose repercussions are still being felt today.

As Sharabi remarks, “It is in confronting an external threat or in
embarking upon a course of collective action that a social group has
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its greatest need for ideology.”23 From 1918 to 1948, and from 1948
to the present, the Palestine conflict decisively shaped the political
and intellectual structures of all the Arab countries.

2

Zionists, Hashemites, and
Pan-Syrians 1897-1930

T

here was a time, “the British Peel Commission said in its 1936
report, “when Arab statesmen were willing to concede little
Palestine to the Jews, provided that the rest of Arab Asia was free.”1
Whether or not this was ever true, the statement reveals important
principles of British and Zionist thinking during and after World War
I. On this basis, London sought to reconcile its promises to Jews and
Arabs, while Zionists hoped for a bloodless fulfillment of the Balfour
Declaration in creating a Jewish national home.
Arab nationalists also held high expectations for a smooth transition
from the Islamic legitimacy of the Ottoman Empire, which the war had
destroyed, to a new Arab state, uniting millions of their brethren under a
common government. The Anglo-French partition of the region dashed
this possibility for the immediate future. New entities emerged—Leba
non, Syria, Iraq, Transjordan, and Palestine—to establish quickly their
own structures and political interests.
These states were preoccupied with expanding their own scope
of independence and establishing their own identities. Although this
coexisted with the growth of Arab nationalism toward establishing itself
as the dominant ideology, the realities of the period limited the interstate
interaction of these newborn regimes.

Perhaps the Arab group with the greatest interest in fostering such
contacts was the Palestinian Arabs themselves. For them, the neighbor
ing states were obvious allies in their struggle against Zionism. After
the immediate postwar period, however, this effort developed only
very slowly. During the 1920s, the Zionists were often more active in
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this contest and, although their eclipse seemed inevitable, they even
scored some successes. Yet the idea of an Arab-Zionist alliance along
the lines recalled by the Peel Commission proved impossible.

Equally disappointing were the efforts of two other forces who
hoped to unite the Arabs under their banner: the Hashemite dynasty
and the Pan-Syrian movement. Both factors would continue to have
importance in the 1930s and 1940s.
In short, this period, which composes the prehistory of the ArabIsraeli conflict and of the modern Middle East, set in motion the key
elements of what was to follow: the doctrine of Arab unity at odds with
the conflict among the Arab states, the beginnings of Arab anti-Zionism
at odds with Britain’s expressed support for Zionist aspirations, and the
difficulty in defining Palestine’s fate. The human element must also
be considered, for all those who would rule the Arab world until 1948
had their formative experiences in this period, and many of them were
active participants in these events.
It is common today to say that early Zionism ignored the existence of
the Arabs, but this is somewhat misleading. More accurately, it ignored
any Arab problem, believing that the two nationalist movements might
be easily reconciled. The political maneuvers before the onset of
World War I might have fed this hope at the time, but a careful recon
struction of these events shows the already deep-seated nature of Arab
opposition.
In 1897, at the time he was founding the Zionist movement, Theodor
Herzl met Mustafa Kamil, the founder of modern Egyptian nationalism.
Herzl was impressed by the young leader and expressed support for
Kamil’s efforts to end British colonial rule of Egypt. Five years later,
when he visited Cairo, Herzl became convinced in the eventual victory
of the nationalists’ cause and was surprised that the British did not
understand this.2
The idea of Arab-Jewish collaboration, which appealed to Herzl
though he did little to further it, was often to recur in the following
years. While Zionism was at best a very secondary factor in Middle
East politics before World War I, however, some of the small number
of Arab nationalist intellectuals and newspapers already saw Zionism
as a future rival. Yet they faced many more immediate problems as
semiunder-ground Arab factions, competing Ottoman parties, and
European great powers took part in a rapidly changing series of
alliances.3
Still, the Syrian Arab reformer Rashid Rida wrote of his suspicions
of Zionism as early as 1897, though he thought it had some features
which Arabs might copy. Negib Azouri, a Syrian Christian Arab living
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in Paris, predicted in 1905 that Arab nationalism and Zionism would
battle until one triumphed. On this struggle, he noted dramatically,
would depend the future of the entire world. The Young Turk revolution
of 1908 gave immediate relevance to these obscure debates.4
For four centuries the Fertile Crescent had been ruled by the Otto
man Empire. Relatively isolated from the industrial revolution and
intellectual ferment of the West, it had fallen further and further behind
Europe. The overthrow of this structure by a group of military officers—
the Young Turks — marked a turning point in the history of the Arab
world. Having brought down the Sultan-Caliph, though, their problem
was what to put in place of the Islamic solidarity that had cemented
together a multinational empire. Their turn toward an intolerant ethnic
Turkish nationalism undermined Arab loyalty while offering nothing
better than the prospect of forced assimilation.
Since much of this long-range program remained only on paper,
most Arabs continued to accept the Ottoman government out of habit,
vested interest or lack of alternatives until its collapse in World War
I. At the same time, it is not surprising that growing numbers of
intellectuals, notables, and army officers embraced Arab nationalism.
The earliest and most consistent advocates of this ideology had been
Christian Arabs, who lacked any Islamic loyalty to Ottoman rule. The
Young Turks, by themselves challenging Islamic legitimacy in the
name of nationalism; fostered demands for an Arab state stretching
from Morocco to Iraq which would be built on the linguistic, cultural,
and historical identity of the Arabs.
A third group rejected both support for the Young Turk regime and
profession of such a Western concept as ostensibly secular nationalism.
They championed the empire’s traditional Islamic identity, as embodied
in the person of the Sultan-Caliph.
Each of these factions had their own reasons for opposing Zionism.
To loyalists, it was still another nationalist, secessionist movement
threatening the empire’s unity. To Arab nationalists, Zionism
threatened to steal away an important portion of their projected nation.
To traditionalists, Zionism was a subversive, anti-Islamic force whose
tentacles lay even behind the Young Turks.5
Often these ideas were combined in various ways. The first Arabic
anti-Zionist book, published in 1911, claimed the Zionists had enough
money to dominate the entire Ottoman empire and that their ultimate
aim was a state stretching from the Nile to the Euphrates. This belief
was later widely accepted by Arabs outside as well as inside Palestine.
The effect on Arab regimes was clear: a movement seeking to conquer
their land as well as Palestine itself was a direct as well as an indirect
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threat.6
For a brief period in 1912-13, as the Turkish-Arab conflict loomed
large, both sides temporarily courted the Zionists. The Young Turks
had always been cautious in this regard lest their enemies charge them
with pro-Zionism, but the regime’s financial weakness and military
losses in the Balkans prompted some effort at rapprochement. The
Jews, the Young Turks hoped, would help shore up the empire with
loans and pro-Turkish lobbying in European capitals.
In response, the opposition Decentralization party, representing
moderate Arab forces, made a counteroffer. Zionist support for the
Arab movement, it was suggested, could be exchanged for Jewish
immigration into Palestine. Rafiq Bey al-Azm, the party’s Syrian
president, commented on the value of “Jewish capital, manpower and
intelligence” for the rapid development of the Arab provinces.
These offers were limited in both scope and seriousness. Neither
Young Turks nor Arab politicians could accept Zionist political aims.
Both used these feelers as bargaining chips in their own bilateral
negotia
tions. When they reached momentary agreement they lost
interest in continuing talks with the Jews.7
Only one Arab group, the Maronite Christian nationalists of Leba
non, still had thoughts of common interests with Zionism. A Jewish
Palestine, some of them told Zionist emissary Sami Hochberg, would
be the best guarantee for achieving their dream of an autonomous
Christian Lebanon. This potential friendship often seemed promising,
but always remained unrealized, in the following decades.8
Many of these issues would be profoundly reshaped by World
War I. The Young Turks made a fatal decision to join Germany and
Austria-Hungary against Russia, Britain, and France. While the
Ottoman regime suppressed Zionism and Arab nationalism within its
borders, both groups were courted by London. After ensuring British
support, Sharif Husayn of Mecca, founder of the Hashemite dynasties,
launched an Arab nationalist revolt against the Turks. Dozens of
Ottoman army officers, often members of secret Arab nationalist
societies, joined him in the struggle for Arab independence.
Although a direct British assault on the Turkish heartland failed in
1915, Allied forces gradually wore away stubborn Turkish defenses.
One column drove into Iraq, while the Hashemites, accompanied by
British advisors, cleared the enemy from Arabia’s Red Sea coast.
Powerful British armies from Egypt finally broke through into
Palestine and Syria in 1917, driving the shattered remnants of the
Turkish army before them. The Ottoman Empire was finished.
On the diplomatic front, much attention had been devoted toward
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redrawing the map of the Middle East. To secure their support, London
made territorial pledges to the French, Arabs, and Jews, creating one
of the most controversial issues in Middle East history.
To the Jews, the Balfour Declaration offered a national home in
Palestine, with the reservation that indigenous people’s rights not be
affected. To the French, the Sykes-Picot accords conceded dominion
over Lebanon and Syria. Iraq would be British while Palestine
would be jointly controlled. For the Hashemite allies, the HusaynMacMahon correspondence spoke of a large independent Arab
kingdom, excluding certain areas along the Mediterranean.9
In the short run, these were all intended as wartime measures,
to strengthen the British position while undermining the Turks. Im
mediately after the war, they would be manipulated to whittle away
at France’s interests. Whether or not Palestine was included in the
area earmarked for the Hashemite kingdom has been under much
dispute. What is generally neglected, however, was the British belief
that conflict could be avoided through construction of an Arab-Jewish
alliance. Not only would this provide stability in Palestine, but it
would also guarantee the dependence on Britain of both movements.
While the Balfour Declaration was not well received by the Arabs
in Palestine, Hashemite reaction was different. Zionist aid might well
prove helpful in achieving their kingdom. For them, Palestinian Arab
leadership was too distant and too disorganized to count. Thus Sharif
Husayn’s own newspaper in Mecca welcomed the Jews as “original
sons of the country” whose return would benefit their “Arab brethren”
materially and spiritually.10
British diplomat Sir Mark Sykes was a key architect in this
policy of support for Arab, Jewish, and Armenian aspirations. As
the war ended, he told both Sharif Husayn and Zionist leader Chaim
Weizmann that Arab-Jewish entente would be the best way for
their causes to gain universal recognition. If Jews supported Arab
sovereignty outside Palestine, Sykes believed, the Arab leaders would
accept Jewish aims.11
This would not include Zionist desires for a Jewish state, which
were generally not voiced at the time. When D. G. Hogarth, a leading
British Arabist in government service, visited Sharif Husayn to explain
the Balfour Declaration, he assured the Hashemites that Jewish
settlement would be allowed only insofar as would be “consistent
with the political and economic freedom of the Arab population.”
On this basis, Sharif Husayn declared readiness to promote such an
objective and he so informed his Cairo representatives and military
leaders.12
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T. E. Lawrence, General Edmund Allenby, and other British Middle
East officials shared Sykes’s analysis. The Zionists would help the Arabs
in Syria while the Arabs would make way for the Jews in Palestine, thus
allowing abrogation of the Sykes-Picot agreement and keeping France
out of both areas. Allenby himself promoted a successful meeting be
tween Weizmann and Prince Faysal, the ablest of the Sharif’s sons and
commander of the Hashemite army. All sides expressed enthusiasm.13
This led to a second conference in January 1919, concluding with
an agreement for use at the forthcoming Versailles peace conference.
The accord called for mutual collaboration in the development of the
Arab state and Palestine. The boundaries between these two would later
be determined by a joint commission. Jewish immigration, freedom of
religion, and the safety of holy places in Palestine would be guaranteed.
To this, Faysal added his famous reservation: implementation would
depend on the success of Arab demands in Syria.14
Weizmann saw this strategy as one of bypassing the Palestine Arabs,
who could be expected to be hostile, through an agreement made with
external Arab leaders. The former, in whom Weizmann wrote “the Sharif
is little interested,” could be politically ignored. Faysal’s presentation at
Versailles in February 1919 might have reinforced this view. The Arab
world, Faysal said, was a single unit with common language and natural
frontiers demanding full independence, but Palestine would be left for
the “mutual consideration of the interested parties.” Yet Weizmann and
the above-mentioned British officials had miscalculated both on Faysal’s
power and on London’s willingness to back him against the French.15
An alternative Arab leadership was already forming, led by veteran
nationalists like Jamil Mardam. This group, which had the support of
Palestinian Arab notables, saw Palestine as part of Syria. True, this
tendency — represented by its own delegation at Versailles — did not
explicitly oppose Jewish immigration, but its insistence on Palestine
forming a part of a Syrian federation could not fail to affect the fate of
the Balfour Declaration.16
In 1918 and for a number of years thereafter, Palestine remained
a relative backwater in the Arab world, as it had been in the Ottoman
Empire. The idea that its future would be decided by events elsewhere—
and by Arabs from Syria or the Hijaz—did not then seem surprising or
inequitable. Nevertheless, the Balfour Declaration and Jewish settle
ment, perceived by Arabs as the Zionist challenge, was already begin
ning to give Palestine a new importance.
By the end of 1919, it was already becoming clear that, as one British
intelligence officer warned, the Weizmann-Faysal agreement was “not
worth the paper it is written on.” Faysal could not be regarded as a
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representative of the Palestine Arabs. While the Arab historian George
Antonius exaggerated when he argued that the great majority of politicalminded Arabs including the Hashemites regarded Palestine as “an integral
part of Syria ... bound to remain in the area of Arab independence’’ in
early 1919, he was only advancing this conclusion by a few months at
most.17
The popularity of Pan-Arabism, in both its Hashemite and Syriancentered varieties, could be easily explained through historical and
contemporary factors. The postwar Middle East settlement was to leave
both Palestine and all the neighboring Arab lands under European con
trol. Lebanon and Syria were claimed as League of Nations mandates
by France while Transjordan and Iraq were under a British mandate.
Although these countries were supposed to be guided toward indepen
dence, the French treated the areas under their control as colonies. Egypt
faced heavy British influence and intervention. Only remote Arabia and
backward Yemen were fully independent.
Arab anger at what were perceived as broken European promises
spurred nationalist reaction, but its roots went far deeper. The dream
of a united Arab state was no mere abstraction. Arab nationalists in the
Fertile Crescent did not need to strain their memories to recall the area’s
centuries-long unity under the Ottomans. Many of them served in the
empire’s army or bureaucracy. With this cosmopolitan background,
they had little stake in any particular portion of the domain; possessing
the common language, culture and world-view of the Arab world, all
boundaries within it seemed artificial to them. They thought the govern
ing elite for the entire Arab nation already existed in themselves. This
relatively compact educated group formed Arab public opinion. By 1919,
their ideas were beginning to gain hegemony over the masses.
Tactically they were more aggressive than Faysal; strategically, they
put little store in an alliance with Zionists or with the British. When
Faysal established a Syrian government to contest French claims, it soon
evolved beyond his control. The Syrian Congress, elected in July 1919,
rejected a plan for a future Palestine government submitted by Chaim
Kalvarisky, a Zionist expert in Arab affairs who had been invited to
Damascus by Faysal.
Quickly, the congress called for an independent Syria, including
Palestine, with Faysal as king—a demand which the U. S investigating
delegation, the King-Crane Commission, believed to reflect popular
sentiment. Within Palestine, such resolutions were supported by peti
tions and demonstrations. Faysal himself realized that any indication
of acquiescence toward the partition of Syria would threaten his entire
political position. Faysal’s power depended on his fulfilling Arab
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nationalist demands. Any commitment to a Zionist alliance might de
stroy the Hashemites’ political base.18
Even without such problems, Faysal had difficulty in controlling
Damascus. While he was away negotiating in Paris, politicians led
by Yasin al-Hashimi came out against the separation of Lebanon
from Syria, a step already agreed to by Sharif Husayn. In March
1920, the Syrian Congress repudiated Faysal’s agreement with the
French government and demanded full and undivided independence.
The congress also called for Iraq’s independence under the rule of
Faysal’s brother, Abdallah. The projected kingdoms’ boundaries were
left vague.19
Arab notables in Palestine carefully followed these moves, while
hoping their own April 1920 anti-Jewish riots might discourage London’s
pro-Zionist policy. A young nationalist named Amin al-Husayni, soon to
emerge as leader of the Palestinian Arab movement, was responsible for
liaison with Faysal. Both Faysal and some high-ranking British officials
—who were not averse to a Syria-Palestine federation—encouraged the
oppositionists.20
The French quickly put an end to all these hopes. Their army
marched into Syria, easily routing the Arab forces and capturing
Damascus. Overnight, Faysal was transformed from king to refugee.
The British, however, had not completely forgotten him. When he
travelled through Palestine into exile in August 1920, British High
Commissioner Herbert Samuel received him with official honors,
and there the deposed leader made a final attempt to obtain Jewish
assistance in regaining Syria.
Samuel, though Jewish and pro-Zionist, had leaned over backward
to prove his fairness to the Arabs in administering Palestine. He favored
a loose confederation of Arab states, each with its own government. In
Samuel’s scheme, Faysal would be king of Syria and honorary head of a
primarily economic union of which Palestine would be a member. Like
Weizmann, he thought such an agreement would provide a place for a
Jewish Palestine. This idea, which Samuel advocated for many years,
made little headway.21
With Faysal and Syria removed from consideration by the French,
the British were forced to redefine the Hashemites’ role in the new
Middle East order. Eventually the problem would be neatly solved:
London put Faysal on the throne of Iraq and helped make Abdallah the
emirofTransjordan. As for their father, Sharif Husayn, both Britain and
the Palestine Arabs sought his support in defining Palestine’s status.
Toward the end of 1920, Britain offered Sharif Husayn a treaty
guaranteeing the borders of the Hijaz, his home domain in western
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Arabia. Although the British dangled continuation of their subsidy before
him, Sharif Husayn refused to sign an agreement recognizing Zionist
claims in Palestine and French claims in Syria. Faysal, more sadly
familiar with European might, advised acceptance of the new borders as
a tactical measure, citing the Arab saying, “A locust in the hand is better
than ten in the air.”22
Husayn’s opposition was stiffened by the Palestinian Arab appeals
he began to receive in 1921. Clinging to his demand to be recognized
as leader of the Arab world, he claimed the right to appoint major
religious officials in Arabia, Iraq, and Palestine as well as recognition
of his supremacy over all Arab rulers. These conditions prefigured his
widely ignored March 1924 claim to the Islamic caliphate. Their failure
also marked the last Hashemite effort to establish immediate Arab unity
under their auspices.23
With France’s crushing of independent Syria and with the eclipse
of Hashemite ambitions, Arab nationalists began to adapt to Europeanimposed realities. The process of regrouping would take almost a dec
ade. Palestine, where the British promised to restrict Jewish immigra
tion to the country’s “absorptive capacity,” remained relatively quiet.
Meanwhile, a new personality came on the scene to compete for influ
ence there.
This was Abdallah, Sharif Husayn’s younger son. He had marched
northward with a small army in 1921, nominally to retake Syria from
the French. The British, needing to distract this embarrassing march
against their allies and having to dispose of the sparsely inhabited strip
of territory east of the Jordan River, created Transjordan as Abdallah’s
kingdom. To obtain this realm, Abdallah had to sign a treaty accepting
the British mandate over Palestine and the Balfour Declaration, a step
his father had refused to take. Thus began the long, tangled relationship
between Abdallah and Palestine.24
Transjordan’s political status was not entirely clear, partly due to
the earlier unimportance attributed to the territory. It had nominally
been part of Faysal’s Syria, but this had little effect on local life. After
France’s conquest of Syria, Transjordan fell into Britain’s hands by
default. London quickly realized that the centralized administration and
special commitment to Zionism which prevailed in Palestine held little
attraction for Arabs east of the Jordan. On the other hand, anarchy in
that land might result in Bedouin raids, a breakdown in food exports
to Palestine, and transformation of the territory into a center of antiZionist and anti-French propaganda. A separate and stable government
in Transjordan was required.25
Such a regime, Abdallah and the British agreed, should maintain
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close links with Palestine. Abdallah tried to convince British Colonial
Secretary Winston Churchill to make him king of Palestine as well as
Transjordan, and his choice of Palestinian Arab nationalists, like Awni
Abd al-Hadi, as advisors indicated the extent of his ambitions.26
For their own reasons, Zionists also objected to any separation of
Transjordan from Palestine. Such a state, they argued, would be neither
viable nor sensible. Despite these complaints, the League of Nations
approved the British plan. Anglo-Transjordan treaties of 1922 and of
1928 recognized Abdallah’s government and provided for internal au
tonomy under British guidance.27
These events did not dampen the belief of Abdallah and the Zionists
that there might be some basis for a bilateral accord. The Jews saw in
Abdallah what they had seen in his brother Faysal—a foreign Arab
leader who might help secure their role in Palestine. On a more modest
level, there was the possibility of economic cooperation and Jewish
settlement in Transjordan. To Abdallah, who had inherited Hashemite
ambitions, Jewish acquiescence could pave the way to his own control
of Palestine.28
Yet Abdallah’s goals sprang from more than desire for added terri
tory. The political and economic connections between Palestine and
Transjordan were very close, with active trade and constant communi
cation. For Abdallah, joining Transjordan to Palestine was no mere
whim—it was a necessity. By itself, Transjordan lacked capital, markets,
and an outlet to the sea. Its administration was largely staffed by Pales
tinian Arab expatriates and by Pan-Arabist refugees from Faysal’s
Syrian regime. As a traditional politician, Abdallah had little use for
ideologies and parties. Rather, through personal diplomacy he sought
to build alliances with the Jews, the British, and the Palestine Arabs to
strengthen his position.
While seeking Abdallah’s friendship, the Zionists could never
really accept his patronage or become his subjects. The whole point of
the Zionist movement, after all, was the creation of a Jewish state. Still,
in the 1920s many Zionist leaders adhered to Weizmann’s belief that
neighboring Arab states could be brought to accept a Jewish Palestine
as an ally and as a partner in development. Even knowing this,
Abdallah could understandably consider the prospects for a Jewish
state to be quite dim. Sooner or later, he reasoned, the Jews would be
happy to accept his protection, finding him the most acceptable Arab
ruler.29
Although Palestinian Arab leaders might already speak of mobiliz
ing the Arab world against Zionism — and against the British if they
continued to support it —fulfillment of such threats still lay well
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in the future. In March 1921, a Palestinian Arab delegation met with
Churchill, and its leader, Musa Kazim al-Husayni, gave a warning that
many British officials would echo a decade later: “The Arabs are the
key to the East and they possess its doors and passes, Arabia, on the
Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, is the way to India.” To preserve imperial
communications, England must keep the Arabs’ friendship, and this
meant concessions over Palestine. If Britain did not take up the Arab
cause, he concluded, Germany or Russia might do so.30
This was prophecy of a high order. Many Arabs did look to Nazi
Germany in the early 1940s and toward Russia beginning in the mid1950s, but all this lay far in the future. Within Palestine, Amin alHusayni, the former Faysal supporter, was still trying to consolidate
control over the Arab nationalist movement. Outside Palestine, the
issue had not yet become a focus for nationalist activity. British power
remained unchallenged. Many Pan-Arab activists even took up the talks
with Zionists earlier pursued by Faysal.31
In 1921 Weizmann began a long series of talks with Riyad al-Sulh,
then a young nationalist in exile from Faysal’s defeat (and years later
prime minister of Lebanon). Frederick Kisch, Jewish Agency repre
sentative in Palestine, met many Arab political figures during 1923 and
1924 visits to Egypt.
Among his interlocutors was Aziz Ali al-Misri, a prestigious
nationalist leader during World War I who was in eclipse at the time.
“He wants the Orient for the Oriental and regards the Jews as such,”
Kisch optimistically concluded. “I think he is a man with whom we
can cooperate.” Attempts were also made to encourage the attendance
of Egyptians at the ceremonies marking the inauguration of Hebrew
University.32
The most important set of meetings also took place in Cairo.
On the Arab side they involved Rashid Rida, then president of the
central committee of the Syrian Unity party, Riyad al-Sulh, and
Emile al-Ghuri, then foreign editor of the Egyptian newspaper Al
Ahram. The Jewish side was led by David Eder, head of the Political
Department of the Zionist Executive in Palestine, Egyptian Jewish
leaders, and Weizmann’s personal representative. At the outset these
talks were cordial and promising. Some source of outside assistance
for development was needed, the Arab delegates stated, and the
Jews —whose “settlement does not constitute a political danger”—
would be preferable to a European nation which might threaten Arab
independence.
Their proposals were a modification of the 1919 Faysal-Weizmann
agreement, and there were indications that Faysal himself, now king
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of Iraq, promoted the approach. The Jews would help the Arabs expel
France from Syria and would repudiate the Balfour Declaration to deal
with the Arabs “nation to nation.” The Arab countries would be fully
independent within a single federation, while the Zionist movement
would have full opportunities in Palestine.
These exchanges continued for several months. In the fall of 1922,
an Arab delegate went to Palestine to convince Arabs there to avoid
disturbances during the negotiations. In Geneva, two Zionist emissaries
met Shakib Arslan and Ihsan al-Jabiri of the Syro-Palestine Congress,
the Arab nationalist lobbying group in Europe whose membership in
cluded Rashid Rida and Musa Kazim al-Husayni.
At this point, efforts stalled. Both Britain and France were hostile
to an Arab-Jewish alliance potentially aimed against their Middle East
positions. Pressure was brought to bear on both sides, and London even
persuaded Egyptian nationalist leader Sa’d Zaghlul to cancel a planned
meeting with Weizmann. French authorities in Syria suppressed Zionist
activities there. Ironically, Kisch considered these officials to be more
anti-Zionist than their Arab counterparts, because Paris considered
Zionism to be a British tool.33
Thus ended the second serious effort for an Arab-Zionist alliance.
To blame this failure on British and French opposition, however, would
be simplistic. These contacts had been of an exploratory nature, and
their survival was largely due to the vagueness of their aims. Would the
Zionists have risked an open break with the British or abandoned their
nationalist ends? Could the Arabs have braved their own public opinion
or delivered concessions over Palestine’s future?
New, conflicting forces were already stirring. Palestinian Arab
nationalists were finally exercising more autonomy. By 1923, PanSyrianism was fading. The demand for Palestine’s self-determination
within a broader Pan-Arab perspective tended to take its place.34
Zionists had already decided to focus on what Zionist activist
Arthur Ruppin called “the real centers of Arab politics,” Baghdad,
Cairo, and Damascus. Now the Palestinian Arabs began to compete
on these fronts. Their Supreme Muslim Council sent out its first
delegation to rally Arab support in 1923, ostensibly soliciting funds
for restoring two great Jerusalem mosques. Amin al-Husayni,
finally emerging as leader of the movement, participated in the 1926
Caliphate Conference in Egypt, strove to mediate between rival
Syrian exile factions in 1926-27, and convened a World Islamic
Congress in Jerusalem in 1931.35
When Arthur Balfour, who as wartime British foreign minister
had authored the Balfour Declaration, visited Syria in March 1925,
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Palestin
ian students called for local demonstrations against him.
Non-Palestinian Arabs also served as mediators in the sharp conflicts
be
t ween Amin al-Husayni, by then the Mufti of Jerusalem and
head of the Supreme Muslim Council of Palestine, and his factional
opponents.36
Syria maintained its special interest in Palestine throughout the
1920s and as late as June 1928 the Syrian Constituent Assembly, in
its draft constitution for the republic, included Lebanon and Palestine
as part of Syria. This position was accepted by senior National Bloc
leaders, many of whom had been Faysal supporters, and by younger
militants like Shuqri al-Quwatli. Yet remaining under tight French con
trol - the French high commissioner controlled foreign relations — and
partitioned by the French creation of ethnic enclaves for Druze and
Alawites, Syria had little scope for foreign involvement.37
Transjordan and Iraq, ruled by the Hashemite heirs Abdallah and
Faysal, played the predominant role in trying to affect Palestine de
velopments until well into the 1930s. Transjordan’s ties were especially
close. This was symbolized by the country’s use of Palestine currency,which carried Hebrew as well as English and Arabic inscriptions.
When Abdallah’s relations with the Jews were good, those with the
Mufti, Amin al-Husayni, prefigured a clash. Abdallah began to support
the Mufti’s main opponents, the Nashashibi and Tuqan families, and in
retaliation the Mufti backed the tiny opposition in Transjordan.38
In his discussions with Kisch, Abdallah stressed how important
it was to find a solution to the Palestine issue before the Arabs lost
patience. Kisch proposed in 1924 a joint Jewish-Palestinian Arab com
mittee to discuss common interests. Abdallah would be the chairman,
the Zionist official suggested, but Abdallah’s father opposed the idea
and it went no further.39
From time to time, Abdallah would make proposals of his own. In
August 1928, for example, he suggested an Arab-Jewish settlement
could be found only in the context of a wider Arab federation. Zionists
would have difficulty in reaching an understanding with the Palestine
Arabs, so they should rather seek an alliance with those of Iraq, Trans
jordan, and Arabia. This, of course, had been Weizmann’s original idea.
As a first step, Abdallah encouraged Jews to work and invest in Trans
jordan: “I guarantee your safety. Together we will work for the benefit
of the country.”40
Good personal relations were maintained during this period between
members of the Palestine Jewish community, the Yishuv, and some
Egyptian intellectuals. During the mid-1920s, some Egyptian newspapers,
particularly Al-Ahram and Al-Muqattam, advised Arabs to take more
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moderate positions toward the Palestine mandate. Liberal Egyptians
were suspicious of what they saw as reactionary Pan-Islamic movements
which threatened to undercut Egypt’s independence. Such thinking was
found only among a small minority. One case was Dr. Mahmud Azmi,
editor of the Liberal Constitutional party’s organ, Al-Siasa. In 1925 he
visited Palestine for the inauguration of Hebrew University and met
with Weizmann, Labor party leader Chaim Ar-losoroff, Arabist Chaim
Kalvarisky, and others.41
There were also occasional contacts with those met in earlier years,
like veteran nationalist Ihsan al-Jabiri. He visited Jerusalem in 1928
and tried to serve as a mediator, bringing Jews together with several
leaders of the Palestine Istiqlal Party, a Pan-Arab group with ties to
Faysal’s Iraq.42
The Palestinian Arabs, particularly the Husaynis and their support
ers, carefully watched such relations between Zionists and neighboring
Arab countries. There was anger and protest in the local Arab press over
official Egyptian-Zionist exchanges, but satisfaction was expressed over
the demonstrations against Balfour’s 1925 visit to Damascus and the
pro-Zionist Alfred Mond’s trip to Baghdad in 1928.43
Within Palestine, the Arabic-language press evidenced this new
Arab internationalism. Extensive coverage was given to the Riff revolt
in Morocco and the Druze-led uprising in Syria. Most foreign Arab
leaders received favorable attention, though some publications linked
to the Mufti were already beginning to attack Abdallah. Political
groups organized demonstrations and raised funds for nationalist
battles in neighboring countries—for example, protests against the
visit to Palestine in 1927 of the new French high commissioner for
Syria.44
The Mufti also began his own diplomatic campaign keyed to reli
gious appeals through the Committee for the Defense of the Wall,
established in October 1928. Claiming a Jewish threat to major
Jerusalem holy sites—the Temple Mount area which included the Dome
of the Rock and Al-Aqsa Mosque as well as the Western (“Wailing”)
Wall of the Jewish Temple—the Mufti asked the Islamic world to help
defend them. In early 1929, he visited Egypt to raise funds for mosque
repairs and to rally supporters. His opponents accused him of exaggerat
ing a minor issue for political advantage and appealed to Egypt’s King
Fuad to ignore these requests.45
It was a mistake to think that disputes over the holy places were a
passing conflict. In August 1929, Arab rioting broke out after a small
right-wing Zionist demonstration at the wall. Jews were massacred in
several cities, particularly Hebron. By the time the British regained
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control, more than 250 people had been killed on both sides, and several
hundred more were wounded. The British investigation conducted by
the Shaw Commission saw growing Arab anti-Zionism as the underlying
cause of the disturbances.46
Events in Palestine now for the first time gained the attention of the
Arab world, particularly in religious-oriented circles. Syrian govern
ment officials helped smuggle arms to Arab insurgents, while antiJewish riots broke out in Damascus. During one demonstration, crowds
stopped by the offices of the Saudi Arabian mission to acclaim King Ibn
Saud, who had driven Sharif Husayn out of Arabia and was building a
fundamentalist Islamic state there. They were disappointed by a Saudi
government statement that the British would undoubtedly be fair in
Palestine.
Iraq remained relatively quiet during the conflict, although in the
southern city of Basra demonstrators forced their entrance into the
British consulate to protest. Beirut saw a one-day strike of shopkeepers
and a large, orderly march led by a broad alliance of religious dignitaries.
One of the organizers was Riyad al-Sulh, who had earlier sought
negotiated solutions.47
Even in Egypt the news was closely followed and public opinion
sympathized with the Palestine Arabs. Egyptian Jews fearfully avoided
expressing their feelings and requested special police protection.
Shaykh Mustafa al-Maraghi of the prestigious Al-Azhar mosqueuniversity warned the British that no Muslim could accept foreign influ
ence on the Al-Aqsa Mosque, which he called the second holiest site of
Islam. “The enmity of the Jews to Muslims is mentioned in the Koran,”
he wrote, and Muslims aways see a religious basis for quarrels with
Jews. Moreover, he added, they believe that the prophet Muhammad
promised that victory would always go to the Muslims. Such situations
were inherently inflammatory.48
In Transjordan, Abdallah maintained calm by urging restraint on
his people. Earlier, a number of influential religious and tribal leaders
had openly discussed the possibility of a military march across the
river and of raising money for arms.
Many of the stories spread in neighboring countries were wildly
inaccurate. Some Egyptian newspapers proclaimed that Islam’s
most essential rights were under attack in Jerusalem. Visitors to
Palestine from Egypt and Syria came expecting to find the Jews
claiming possess ion—and even in actual occupation—of Muslim
holy sites. They were surprised to find nothing of the kind. Up to
two years later, reports were still circulating in Baghdad attributing
the original riots to Jewish bomb attacks on Jerusalem mosques. Nor
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were such ideas excluded from the political elites. King Ibn Saud,
despite his moderation toward the British, firmly believed that the
Zionists had thrown hand grenades into the Al-Aqsa shrine.49
The 1929 riots had provided a dramatic end to the quiet and apathy
which had marked Arab attitudes toward Palestine throughout much of
the 1920s. The period of readjustment and realignment following the
quick downfall of postwar expectations was nearing an end. Sporadic
Arab-Jewish negotiations had failed to produce anything approaching
the hoped-for bilateral alliance; the political differences between the
two camps and the growing activity of the Palestinian Arabs made
such a solution seem increasingly remote.
Both Arab nationalism and Zionism had come a long way from
those pre-World War I days when both were embodied by a scattered
group of intellectuals. Securing British patronage, each held greatly
improved positions when the dust of battle had cleared. Yet European
support, as the Arabs in particular had learned, had its price.
The downfall of the Ottoman Empire had created a Middle East
political vacuum which many ideas and forces sought to fill. The tradi
tional order, based on membership in a religious community, could not
be reconstructed. Arab nationalism was the new ideological glue of
the postwar polities, and Arab unity was its goal.
Still, the apocalyptic expectations of the Hashemites had not mate
rialized. They had lost prosperous Syria to the French and their home
base in the Hijaz to Ibn Saud’s expanding empire. On the positive side,
Faysal and Abdallah were respectively king of Iraq and emir of Transjordan. Both of them harbored hopes of reviving Hashemite leadership
on a wider scale and both, for this and other reasons, saw Palestine as
an element in the political equation.
While ideas leaped boundaries, politicians had to deal with such
obstructions. How could Arab states gain coherence and how could
local Arab regimes gain legitimacy if they were only shards of a larger,
as yet unrealized nation? How could Arab policies be coordinated
when each entity possessed a different relationship toward Britain
or France? How could a philosophy of seamless unity deal with very
real differences of interests between these states? These problems
remained embryonic in the 1920s. European control was most tightly
exercised on the realm of international relations, and Arab leaders
were clearly circumscribed there.
Although all sides involved drew lessons from the 1929 upheavals,
these conclusions came more profoundly from the preceding decade
of experience. The British government, noting the Shaw report, began
to count up the costs of supporting Zionism and began to edge away
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from their commitments to the Jews. The tactical rationale of their
wartime promises had proven erroneous, but the far more real tangible
strategic benefits were in their hands. Partial fulfillment of pledges
still seemed to hold future advantages. Individual Arab states would
be moved toward independence though their special ties to Britain
would be maintained. Jewish immigration and institutions in Palestine
would be fostered, but with limitations and careful regulation of entry
permits.
The Zionists had only become more convinced that the road to
Jerusalem lay through Cairo and Baghdad or, in Kisch’s words, that
understanding with the Palestine Arabs “will be achieved only by our
developing relations with the ... real leaders who enjoy unquestioned
authority in the neighboring Arab countries.”50
As for the Palestinian Arab nationalists, they had understood
that support from neighboring Arab states was not only desirable
but logistically and politically necessary. Demonstrations and armed
attacks could be quickly organized in all parts of the country, while
religious appeals were another useful channel for mobilizing foreign
Arab sympathy. From the Mufti’s point of view, the prospects for
material and diplomatic aid seemed gratifying and full of promise for
the future.

3

Entrance of the Arab Kings:
1931-36

T

he August 1929 riots had produced an apparent sense of solidarity
between the Palestinian Arabs and the neighboring count ries . Yet
it was a number of years before such sentiments would have an impact
on the political scene. Between 1931 and 1936, the Mufti attempted to
foster this relationship in every possible way. Religious appeals, whose
effectiveness had been demonstrated in 1929, continued to play a central
role in his campaign.1
Such a choice was a natural one. Amin al-Husayni’s leadership
among the Palestine Arabs was institutionally based on his religious
position as Mufti of Jerusalem and on his control of the Supreme Muslim
Council. Given European domination over the diplomatic options of
the Arab regimes, ostensibly religious cooperation could be one of the
few sanctioned inter-Arab channels. The presence of the holy places in
Palestine made it a focus of Islamic interest.
Moreover, the Arab masses had still absorbed relatively little of
modern politics and nationalist ideology by the early 1930s. Religion
remained the single most important component of their world-view.
Even nationalist appeals succeeded to a great extent not because of their
denunciation of foreign rule per se (the Turks had, of course, not been
Arabs), but because that foreign rule was at the same time Christian
rule. Finally, the Mufti’s religious approach was necessary to overcome
the reluctance of Arab rulers to become involved in the conflict and
to eliminate their suspicion that al-Husayni’s ambitions might pose a
political threat to them.2
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King Faysal of Iraq and Emir Abdallah of Transjordan maintained
a special interest in Palestine as part of their broader plans to fulfill the
hitherto thwarted Hashemite ambitions. Faysal supported the Istiqlal
party within Palestine while Abdallah backed the Nashashibi clan. The
Transjordanian leader also continued to court the Zionists, hoping to get
them securely on his bandwagon. Egypt and Saudi Arabia, in contrast,
stayed relatively aloof from events in Palestine during the first half of
the 1930s. Ultimately, the crisis of 1936 brought in all of these forces on
an official basis.
While the Young Turks had deprived the Caliph of real power, their
secular-oriented successors after the war completely abolished the
office. For centuries, Muslims had accepted the Caliph as the legitimate
political as well as religious leader of the Islamic lands. Although the
institution had degenerated over the centuries, fallen into non-Arab
hands, and lost control over many Islamic domains, many Arabs thought
its revival to be essential for political unity and for a renaissance of Arab
power and culture.
Sharif Husayn had aspired to this role and often had pressed the
British to recognize him as Caliph. By the time he proclaimed his
candidacy for the post in 1924, such a claim could not be taken
seriously: he could not even protect the traditional seat of the Hashemite
dynasty from the advancing armies of Ibn Saud. Ironically, one of the
few groups recognizing his bid was the Supreme Muslim Council of
Palestine, while the Nashashibi group opposed him.3
With the disappearance of the caliphate and the failure of Sharif
Husayn, no political or religious figure could claim allegiance from
anyone outside his own country’s boundaries. To win such status —
which also carried enhanced domestic prestige—Arab leaders became
avid participants in the search for a new source of authority. King Fuad
of Egypt organized a conference on the caliphate for Cairo in May 1926;
King Ibn Saud, whose control over the holy cities of Mecca and Medina
gave him special appeal, held his own meeting the following month.
This latter conclave gave the Mufti the idea for a similar gathering five
years later.4
The Mufti was able to stir much Arab interest over the state of the
holy places in Palestine, and these contacts had borne fruit when reli
gious representatives from throughout the Arab world testified before
the Shaw Commission. This marked Britain’s first acceptance of intervention by outside Arabs.
Shortly after his well-received 1931 pilgrimage to Mecca, Amin alHusayni and his lieutenants decided to call an Islamic conference in
Jerusalem. This promised benefits on the international level but, they
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quickly realized, it might have negative repercussions at home. Cooper
ation between Muslim and Christian Arabs had always been an impor
tant part of their movement. A specifically Islamic conference might
provoke antagonisms, particularly at a time of agitation against Christian
missionaries and of Muslim exultation at Turkey’s military victory over
Christian Greece. Jealousy among Muslims resulted from the high gov
ernment offices and business successes achieved by the more urbanized
and educated Christian Arabs. By treading carefully in this sensitive area,
the Supreme Muslim Council managed to avoid serious problems.5
More problematic were the inevitable attempts of the Nashashibi
and other anti-Husayni forces to portray the Mufti’s “foreign policy”
as a selfish ploy to gain factional advantages. They had already tried
to influence the Egyptian government and were developing contacts
with Abdallah. If he invited foreign Arab involvement in Palestine, the
Mufti might also be fostering his neighbors’ interference in internal
Arab politics. He had no assurances that such actions would always
help his side. This became a serious problem at several times in the
future.
Finally, the British must be somehow persuaded that foreign Arab
involvement would not harm their interests. Generally, there was no
restriction placed on nonviolent activities, but the British — like the
Mufti’s internal Arab opponents—would try to use the participation of
neighboring Arab states to their own advantage.
In the case of the December 1931 Islamic Conference, this last
difficulty was easily solved. The Mufti promised the British high com
missioner that the meeting would only deal with religious and educa
tional questions. Good will would be furthered between England and the
Muslims. No discussion would touch on political questions. With per
mission quickly granted, the Mufti helped draw up a program focused
on the strengthening and guarding of Muslim traditions, principles, and
holy places.6
If British concern was soothed, the Arab states themselves were not
so easily persuaded. None of them was enthusiastic. Ibn Saud inter
preted the Mufti’s call as a direct challenge to his own religious efforts.
Egypt’s reaction was the most hostile. Even after the Mufti personally
went to Cairo to give written assurances that Egypt’s domestic affairs
would not be discussed, the government still decided not to send an
official delegation.
Like Ibn Saud, Egypt’s King Fuad feared that others might be named
Caliph. Egyptian religious notables worried that the conference might
establish an Islamic university in Jerusalem to threaten the primacy
of their own Al-Azhar. Modernist intellectuals thought the meeting
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reactionary, as threatening to reverse the evolution toward separate,
secular states which they supported. There was some concern that the
extension of Arab-Jewish conflict to Egypt would cause intercommunal
strife. 7
Almost immediately the Jerusalem meeting did become an issue in
Egypt’s internal politics. The domestic line-up on the question illustrates
the curious role reversals into which Palestine often led Arab parties
and politicians: while the “conservative” palace and religious factions
opposed participation in the meeting, the “liberal” and “secular-oriented”
Wafd party supported it. The reason was simple: the king’s strongman,
Prime Minister Ismail Sidqi, had suspended democracy and engineered
a repressive campaign against the Wafd. Participation in Jerusalem not
only allowed the Wafd a platform for denouncing these actions, it also let
the party portray itself as the true Arab patriots in Egypt.
Personalities also played a role. At that time, the Wafd still con
tained a number of men who would soon leave the party to follow
a more consistently Pan-Arab policy. Typical of these was the
Wafd’s delegate to Jerusalem, Abd al-Rahman Azzam, the future
first secretary-general of the Arab League. During his speech at the
Jerusalem meeting, Azzam launched an intense verbal attack on King
Fuad. When he went on to blast Italian colonial policy in Libya, where
his family had originated, the British authorities expelled him from
Palestine.8
Given the apathy and misgivings of Arab governments, the De
cember 1931 Jerusalem meeting fell short of the Mufti’s expectations.
None of the heads of state and few of the political parties invited sent
delegates and few of the 150 people present represented any real forces.
On several occasions, official delegations withdrew from sessions to
avoid embarrassment to their governments.
To make matters worse, the Mufti’s opponents held their own oneday alternative congress attended by about fifteen hundred people,
including a number of Palestinian Arab mayors. They also made at
tempts, though with little success, to convince delegates to withdraw
from the Mufti’s meeting.9
Despite these obstacles, the Jerusalem conference brought to light a
number of positions and ideas which would characterize Arab policies
in later years. Among these were resolutions calling for a boycott of
Jewish goods, the formation of an agricultural association to purchase
and farm Arab lands to keep them out of Zionist hands, and the proposal
to systematize anti-Zionist propaganda throughout the Arab world.
Iraqi delegate Said Thabit invoked an ominous new tactic. If Jews
continued their activities in Palestine, he warned, Jewish communities
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elsewhere in the Arab world would be punished. Within eighteen
months, bloody anti-Jewish riots in Aden and Algeria, while probably
spontaneous, seemed to echo his words.10
The Mufti worked hard to build a permanent organization out of the
conference. To gain contributions, al-Husayni and his close Egyptian
collaborator, Muhammad Ali Alluba, toured Iraq and India. In 1934
the executive committee they had established sent a peace delegation to
mediate the Saudi-Yemen border war. But in the end, the Mufti’s group
seemed destined for demise. Despite these efforts, the inter-Arab scene
between 1932 and 1936 continued to be dominated by the Pan-Arab
proposals of the Hashemite heirs, Faysal and Abdallah. The Zionists
maintained diplomatic contacts with both groups, while trying to build
relations with Egypt and Lebanon.11
King Faysal was particularly active. Along with Syrian nationalist
Faris al-Khuri and Palestinian activist Awni Abd al-Hadi, the king
tried to organize his own Pan-Arab conference. After a 1933 visit to
Palestine, where he promised local Arab delegations that he would
intervene for them in London, he began a campaign to change English
policy.
During talks with British Foreign Secretary Sir John Simon, Faysal
laid out his Pan-Arab plans unaware that, due to British commitments
toward the Jews and French, Simon had already decided to discourage
him. Faysal’s plan for Palestine was similar to his ideas in 1919. An
agreement with the Jews would be worked out to guarantee their right to
settle in Palestine in exchange for their acceptance of an Arab confedera
tion. Next, the accord would provide a basis for negotiating an AngloPalestine treaty similar to the Anglo-Iraq treaty which provided Faysal’s
new realm independence. Since British strategic interests in Palestine
would be safeguarded, the mandate could be terminated and indepen
dence granted.
Seeing himself as the natural leader of the federal Arab state, Faysal
dispatched Yasin al-Hashimi to Palestine and neighboring countries
to test public opinion. In press interviews al-Hashimi urged the Jews
to give up aspirations for an autonomous state and to immigrate to
Palestine under Arab protection.
Faysal particularly stressed two points in his discussions with
British officials. Iraq needed a line of communication to the Mediterra
nean Sea through Syria or Palestine. He preferred the latter since his
ties were to Britain; the French were Faysal’s enemies. Also, unless
his plan were adopted, there would be more Arab-Jewish fighting in
Palestine. Continued Jewish immigration was raising tensions and must
be limited. Failure to solve the problem coupled with renewed conflict,
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Faysal added, would make it difficult for Iraq to maintain friendly
relations with Britain. His ideas were all rejected.12
Iraqi intervention in Palestine was by no means limited to diplomatic
efforts. The Palestine Istiqlal party was the local branch of a Pan-Arab
political group linked with Iraq. Led by Abd al-Hadi, it was never
able to challenge Husayni leadership (institutionalized after 1935 in
the Mufti’s own Palestine Arab party), but the Istiqlal did succeed in
gathering together a number of Palestinian Arab intellectuals. Abd
al-Hadi himself had been associated with Faysal since 1918. He had
worked for Abdallah after Faysal’s expulsion from Syria but was
himself expelled from Trans-jordan in 1924 because of his criticisms
of Abdallah’s pro-British policy.13
As implied by Faysal in his London proposals, his supporters
were interested in trying to work out a solution with the Zionists.
For his part, David Ben-Gurion, whose Labor party was gaining
hegemony in the Zionist movement, thought it would be easier to
deal with the modernist, Pan-Arab Istiqlal than with the patriarchal,
Palestine nationalist Husayni group. Ben-Gurion and Abd al-Hadi
met several times in 1934 to search for common ground, but they
essentially talked past each other. Ben-Gurion saw two separate
nationalist movements which would event ually build separate states,
whereas the Palestine Istiqlal could only think of Palestine as part of
a unified Arab nation.14
On an ideological level, Zionists had more in common with
Maronite Christians who in the 1930s were developing a non-Arab
Lebanese nationalism. The Society of Young Phoenicians, formed by
poet Charles Corm and politician Albert Naqqash to redefine Lebanese
Christian identity, often cited the Zionist revival of Hebrew culture as
an example to be followed. Victor Jacobson, a Jewish Agency emissary,
visited Beirut in 1932 to discuss the possibility of a Lebanese-Zionist
social-cultural association or even a joint company for using southern
Lebanon’s Litani River for electricity and irrigation. These plans were
blocked by the French and by the growing tension in the area.15
Exchanges with Egypt, which had been started in the 1920s, also
continued. Makram Ubeid, Wafd general secretary, visited Jerusalem
to speak on the importance of Arab-Jewish conciliation. While a
Jewish state would meet with strong opposition from the entire Arab
world, he said, a Jewish spiritual homeland would be welcome.
In general, Egyptian policy in these years maintained a distinct
aloofness and remoteness from Palestine. Contacts remained on a
largely sporadic and individual level. Abd al-Hamid Said, president
of the influential Egyptian Young Men’s Muslim Association, tried to
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mediate among the feuding Palestine Arab factions; King Fuad received
Nahum Sokolow, head of the World Zionist Organization; and Fuad’s
throne-seeking relative, Abbas Hilmi, even suggested himself as king
of a decentralized Palestine. All this was marginal.16
The same cannot be said for the continued efforts of Abdallah, who
constantly generated new ideas and proposals. One of these would
lead to a major public controversy. In February 1931, Jewish Agency
representative Fred Kisch went to Amman. There he met with Prime
Minister Hassan Khalid, the aged Sharif Husayn, and Emir Abdallah
himself. All spoke of their desire to establish friendly relations
between Jews and Arabs. Some of the talk was along traditional lines:
neither side would benefit from a clash in Palestine, Abdallah said, and
while he appreciated the Jewish connection with Palestine (which was
even mentioned in the Koran) a solution must be found consistent with
Pan-Arab aspirations.
Alongside this there was a new and significant proposal. Jewish help
might be welcome, Khalid hinted, in the development of Transjordan.
Kisch convinced a Jewish specialist on Transjordan to set up a survey
office in Amman and urged Weizmann to go to Transjordan’s capital
in person. This last proposal was blocked by British pressure. If the
Zionists did reach an agreement with Abdallah, they feared, violence
might be instigated by Palestinian Arabs who opposed it. Moreover,
although Abdallah’s energy for making plans seemed unending, he
had no authority to carry out such negotiations.17
Abdallah remained undeterred, and he quickly moved forward on
his idea. In 1930 Mithqal al-Fa’iz, head of the most important Bedouin
tribal confederation in Transjordan, the Banu Sakhr, and a close friend
of Abdallah, suggested selling thirty thousand dunams of land in
Transjordan to the Zionist Executive for economic reasons. Other tribal
leaders seemed amenable. About a year after Kisch’s visit, Abdallah
offered a promising tract of seventy thousand dunams.
The Jewish Agency quickly agreed and on January 7, 1933, they
signed a contract for a ninety-nine-year lease on a six-month option. Not
surprisingly, publication of this accord enraged Abdallah’s Palestine
Arab opponents and worried the British. The mandatory government
abrogated the agreement.18
Abdallah was by no means finished. In response, he launched
another political offensive. He made a four-point proposal to the Jewish
Agency. Palestine and Transjordan would unite under Abdallah; the
Arabs would recognize the mandate, including its guarantee of Jewish
rights; each state would keep its own legislative council and prime
minister subject to Abdallah’s direction; and a joint agreement would
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be concluded over future immigration and land purchases. Moshe
Shertok, had of the Jewish Agency Political Department, and Arabs
representing both the Nashashibi and Husayni factions were invited to
discuss this. Both sides rejected the offer.19
From this point on, the strain between the Husayni camp and
Abdallah reached a peak of bitterness. The emir was openly denounced
by the Mufti’s supporters as “the Jews’ friend.” In contrast, the
Nashashibis stepped up their support of Abdallah and called for Pales
tine’s merger with Transjordan. Once again, the Nashashibi National
Defense party sought to counter the Mufti’s foreign policy, sending
missions to Egypt and Saudi Arabia to present their side of the story.
The Transjordan People’s party, composed of Abdallah’s followers,
denounced the Mufti and his press while tightening links with the
Nashashibis.20
This conflict also opened a rift between the two branches of the
pro-Hashemite forces. Abd al-Hadi, head of the pro-Iraq Istiqlal, at
tacked Abdallah in letters to Syrian, Iraqi, and Saudi officials. To his
patron, King Faysal, he pleaded for drastic action, since Abdallah “had
failed in his duty by opening the gateway of the Arabian peninsula to
the Jews.” Abd al-Hadi had, of course, carried out his own negotiations
with the Zionists about the same time.21
During minor 1933 disturbances in Palestine, sympathy strikes
took place in Transjordan. Abdallah wrote to the high commissioner
protesting Jewish immigration in a revealing letter. There were two
sides to the accelerating influx of Jews, spurred by Hitler’s rise to
power in Germany. On the one hand, it was a “calamity” for the
Arabs to receive such people “with first-class European educations in
science, the professions, and in the mechanical and military fields.”
They would certainly not fit in with traditional Arab societies, while
their presence would provide the Zionists with economic and political
advantages over the Arabs.
On the other hand, Abdallah realized that the harnessing of these
abilities for the development and prosperity of his own backward king
dom — or in a Palestine joined to his kingdom — was a tremendous
opportunity, and one worth some risk to gain. Not only did Abdallah
court the Zionists, he also never underestimated their power.
His analysis of the conflict and its probable outcome was quite
different from that of other Arab leaders, who maintained confidence
in an easy victory over the Jews right down to those fatal days of
1948.22
This strategy made the Mufti equally determined to destabilize
Abdallah’s position. If Abdallah would support the Nashashibis,
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al-Husayni would support the much weaker opposition party in
Transjordan. He also tried to bring other Arab leaders into a coalition
against Abdallah. Ibn Saud was the obvious candidate for this purpose.
He had driven the Hashemites out of Arabia and his Wahabi tribesman
continued to launch fierce raids on Transjordan. His eldest son, Prince
Saudi received a spirited reception during a September 1935 visit to
Palestine. The courtly Musa al-Alami, a moderate Arab intellectual,
explained Palestinian respect for the Saudi kingdom’s independence
with an Arab proverb, “When we have not beautiful eyes we admire the
beautiful eyes of our neighbor.”
When the crown prince visited Amman, the different atmosphere
I there was unmistakable. After Abdallah presented Prince Saud with
a I magnificent gold-and-silver inlaid sword, he approached a British
officer who had attended the ceremony. “I saw you smile and I know
why you did it,” Abdallah confided. “I was thinking the same thing but
I did not smile. You thought that Saud would return one day with his
beautiful sword and cut off my head.”
Such fears were premature. When a group of Syrian and Palestinian
Arabs appealed to King Ibn Saud for intervention into their problems,
the Saudi king knew he was still too weak to offer much effective aid.
Political events were being set in motion to make such involvement a
reality. Yet when the Arab states became intertwined in Palestine the
following year it was a coordinated effort.23
To understand these developments, it is necessary to retrace
the political evolution of the major Arab states up to 1936. The
differences between their political structures and geopolitical
positions goes far toward explaining their various roles in the
Palestine conf lict.
Saudi Arabia and Transjordan can be termed “monocentric”
states. King Ibn Saud and Emir Abdallah held full power within their
respectively countries. There was no meaningful political party system
or opposition. Both were highly traditional societies where rulers based
their power on tribal pastoralists. Although public opinion sometimes
had to be taken into consideration, it was a limited and unorganized
force. In short, domestic considerations played a relatively small role
in the making of their foreign policy.
More important were the personalities and objectives of the
individual rules. These were shaped, of course, by their backgrounds
and by the position of their country. Ibn Saud’s conf lict with the
Hashemites was in many ways a personal duel, a continuation of
the war for control of Arabia which Abdallah’s father had lost.
Palestine was Transjordan’s doorstep and its future was central for
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Abdallah’s realm. Saudi Arabia was remote in those days of slow
travel, and Palestine was a more marginal concern. Abdallah saw
himself as the rightful heir to Hashemite ambitions on the inter-Arab
stage, while Ibn Saud, as protector of the holy cities of Mecca and
Medina, saw himself as a guardian of Islamic rights.
An additional factor was the importance for both of the British
connection. While Ibn Saud was independent and Abdallah was under
British mandate, both were to a large measure dependent on British
subsidies. These were poor countries even in relation to their neighbors.
Money was needed to pay for the upkeep of royal courts and for the
loyalty of tribes. They could have no illusions about their ability to pull
the British lion’s tail and survive.
There is a probably apocryphal story designed to demonstrate the
average Saudi tribesman’s attitude toward Palestine in the early 1930s.
“To what tribes do the Arabs in Palestine belong?” he asked. On being
told that most were agriculturalists with no such affiliation, he lost
interest. Clan loyalties or enmities were not aroused.24
This was beside, the point. If the Palestine Arab was not likely to
belong to a tribe, he was still likely to belong to the community of Islam.
For members of the Wahabi sect, which dominated Saudi Arabia, the
idea of non-Muslim rule over the holy places and over part of the Islamic
heartland was painful enough. For a king who reigned over the holiest
places of Islam it was inadmissible.
The significance of this last point in elevating Ibn Saud’s status
should not be underestimated. Only a few years earlier, Sharif Husayn
tried to use his rule over that territory as a springboard for Hashemite
rule of the Arab world. When Britain made Sharif Husayn’s continued
subsidy conditional on his recognition of the new territorial status quo,
he refused in the belief that London could not afford to do without
his cooperation. Ibn Saud was well aware that this miscalculation had
helped cost Sharif Husayn his kingdom, but he also knew the exalted
status which had made him so stake it.
Yet after his conquests Ibn Saud turned inward. The bywords
of his policy were internal consolidation and the maintenance of
good relations with Great Britain. In his Arab strategy, he sought
to prevent formation of a strong hostile Hashemite bloc. When his
Syrian advisers or his English friend H. St. John Philby suggested
involvement in Palestine beginning in 1930, he would demur. His
policy was never to intervene in the internal affairs of the mandates,
he replied. The king was confident that the British would one day
invite him to use his prestige to solve matters there. He would
wait. 25
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Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia played an important role in a period of
growing Arab cooperation. Ibn Saud negotiated a peace treaty with
Yemen and boundary agreements with other neighbors. He initiated the
April 1936 Treaty of Arab Brotherhood and Alliance and an accord with
Egypt the following month. The king’s popularity throughout the Arab
world rose to new heights.26
The Hashemite regimes in Iraq and Transjordan obviously did
not share in this admiration. They knew that the Saudi policy of
concord was designed to eliminate any chance for their leadership of
the Arab world. This rivalry also extended to Palestine. When faced
with Abdallah’s attempt to gain part of that territory in 1937, Ibn Saud
threatened toll invade Transjordan. After 1945, Saudi Arabia paired
with Egypt to form an alternative bloc to that of the Hashemites. Three
years later, this conflict played a central role in the Arab decision to
go to war.
Just as Saudi Arabia was the creation — and in some ways the
personification—of Ibn Saud, Transjordan was built around the
personality and ambitions of Emir Abdallah. Born in Mecca in 1882,
Abdallah was Sharif Husayn’s second son. After education in Istanbul
and in the Hijaz, Abdallah became a member of the Ottoman parliament
and developed an interest in Arab nationalism. He returned home to
become his father’s foreign minister and later the commander of the
Hashemite forces. After being badly defeated by Ibn Saud’s army,
Abdallah marched north against Syria. In March 1921, he abandoned
this operation in exchange for the throne of Transjordan.
To gain control of Palestine, Abdallah believed it necessary to cope
with three factors: the British, the Palestine Arabs, and the Jews. He
developed concurrent strategies for all three fronts.
Toward the British, he attempted to prove his unswerving loyalty.
He would gain London’s support by showing himself to be their most
dependable ally in the Arab world. The Anglo-Transjordan treaty of
1928 institutionalized British influences, bases, and advisers there.
Given his country’s weak economy, Abdallah was dependent on British
subsidies, but London’s money and officers also provided him with the
most impressive army in the Arab world.
Moreover, the ever-buoyant Abdallah always seemed confident that
in the long run Britain would back his claims. “Great Britain will finally
fulfill her promise to the Arabs,” he said in 1935. “Arab independence
and the interest of England are bound together by mutual interest.” His
attitude toward the 1936 Palestine general strike, the 1937 partition
proposal, and the Allied cause in World War II, would all be in line with
this conception.27
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Among the Arabs, he encouraged confidence in British intentions.
More important, his policy differed in two ways from that of Ibn Saud.
The Saudi ruler, despite Hashemite suspicions, was generally satisfied
with the territorial status quo. Abdallah, by contrast, made no secret
of his revisionism. His designs on Syria and Palestine made him many
enemies in those countries and elsewhere. Further, he courted and
subsidized opposition movements in various states which he hoped
would remain loyal to himself and his vision.
He did not choose his friends well. Abdallah’s support for the
Shahbandar group in Syria earned him the enmity of the triumphant
National Bloc majority. In Palestine, he fared equally poorly with
his assistance to the Nashashibis against the Mufti’s leadership. This
latter collision was probably inevitable. The conflict between the
Mufti’s desire for an independent Arab state under his leadership and
Abdallah’s goal was as great as the gap between the Mufti and the
Zionists.
In addition to his links with Raghib al-Nashashibi’s National De
fense party, Abdallah employed many Palestinian Arabs in the highest
positions of his own government. They included Ibrahim Hashim (from
Nablus), Samir al-Rifai (from Safad), and Tawfiq Abu al-Huda (from
Acre), who served as prime minister between 1939 and 1944. Both
Hashim and Abu al-Huda were veterans of Faysal’s Syrian regime.
These officials and others provided skills which native Transjordanians
could not supply, but they also augmented Abdallah’s claim that his
government could represent Palestinian aspirations.28
While Abdallah sought to avoid a Jewish state if possible, he
wished to stay on good terms with the Zionists. To gain all of Palestine,
Abdallah wanted the Jews to prefer some degree of autonomy under his
rule rather than any other arrangement. If partition seemed inevitable,
Abdallah was willing to gain every possible square inch of territory
for Transjordan. Like almost every other Arab leader, Abdallah had no
personal difficulties in dealing with Jews. In sharp contrast, Ibn Saud’s
anti-Semitism approached the pathological.
Abdallah’s Jewish policy began in 1922 when he offered Weizmann
a Jewish national home and implementation of the Balfour Declaration
in exchange for Jewish acceptance of him as sovereign of Palestine.
Contacts continued throughout the 1920s. As time went on, Abdallah’s
determination intensified. Not only was the economic situation in Pales
tine increasingly attractive, but also merger with Palestine was seen as
the first step toward Abdallah’s long-range goal of a “Greater Syria”
under his auspices.29
The Zionists were also interested in maintaining good relations with
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Abdallah, though they had no desire to become his subjects. With I
confidence in their ability to eventually win statehood, they did not feel I
the need for Abdallah’s preferred protection. Some did have great hopes
for settling in Transjordan while others, particularly but not exclusively
the Revisionists, wanted to add it to Palestine on their own terms.30
While the policies of Abdallah angered both the Mufti’s forces and
Istiqlal, their leverage against the emir was limited. Jamil al-Husayni,
the Mufti’s cousin and chief adviser, admitted the strength of Abdallah’s
domestic support. The Transjordan tribes supported the Palestine Arabs’
cause but resented their interference. Not that Abdallah underestimated
the danger: “God alone knows the trouble it is costing me to preserve
peace in Transjordan with cries from Palestine daily rending the ears
of my people ... and zealots seek to stir them up through religious and
racial agitation,” he wrote in June 1936. Such echoes within his domain
must have further convinced Abdallah that a solution to the Palestine
problem was necessary for his own survival.31
Palestine’s economic importance to Transjordan also cannot be
neglected. Transjordan was far less developed than its neighbor, and in
some years Palestine purchased its whole agricultural surplus. During
the years 1936-39, bilateral trade doubled, with the balance heavily in
Transjordan’s favor. Palestine’s ports were its best route to the outside
world. These facts were recognized by the 1928 Anglo-Transjordan
treaty which confirmed Transjordan’s right to equal harbor facilities and  
eliminated customs’ barriers.33
Thus both Transjordan and Saudi Arabia had their own particular
reasons for special interest in Palestine. The growing involvement of
Egypt and Iraq even further expanded the scope of foreign Arab partici
pation. Further, while for Abdallah and Ibn Saud Palestine was primarily
a foreign policy issue, for the more advanced and complex societies of
Iraq and Egypt, the issue had profound domestic implications as well.

4

Domestic Politics and
Palestine
Iraq and Egypt

I

raq and Egypt, in contrast to Saudi Arabia and Transjordan, were
“polycentric” societies. Power was widely dispersed among the royal
palace and a number of political parties. They were riven by personal
and factional rivalries and ideological debates. There were elections,
legislatures, a relatively free press, voluntary associations and, in short,
the full panoply of institutions which apparently provide for democracy
and the expression of public opinion.
In practice, all of these forms were adapted to contemporary Arab
political and cultural organization; they never really took root in divided
and rigidly stratified states only a few years away from Ottoman autoc
racy. Their youth, along with the Pan-Arab doctrine which denied the
validity of such separate states, deprived them of legitimacy. Internal
conflict often paralyzed them while British influence humiliated them.
Beginning in 1949 these structures collapsed, to be replaced in Syria,
Egypt, and Iraq by one-party military dictatorships.
The weaknesses of this intervening period of liberal experiment
were manifold. For example, political parties were, in Albert Hourani’s
words, “alliances of independent leaders, held together by precarious
agreement.” Their emphasis was on gaining independence, but they had
no clear idea of what should be done once independence had been won.
Generally, they had no systematic program for modernization and de
velopment. With the exception of the Egyptian Wafd, their political base
was generally limited to small circles of urban notables and intellectuals,
to the great families and the large landlords.1
The Palestine issue’s impact on Iraq and Egypt was filtered through
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these realities. Islamic and Arab sentiments dictated the direction of
their sympathies and geographic proximity its measure of urgency.
Events in Palestine and elsewhere determined the timing of interven
tions. The interplay of domestic politics, however, played a major part
in helping to set the strategy and tactics employed.
In the early period, the Palestine conflict was far more central for
Iraq than for Egypt. Sayyid Talib of Basra, one of the first Arab oppo
nents of the Young Turks, accused them of being “pro-Zionist, antiMuslim and anti-Arab.” They had, he added, proposed to sell Palestine
to the Jews in their own interest. These wild charges provided the
first example of the Zionism issue’s usefulness in attacking political
rivals.2 Existence of a Zionist enemy was an important factor
encouraging Arabs to band together. This was clearly demonstrated in
Iraq’s nation-building process. Population diversity and a traditional
localism made it difficult for the central government to win allegiance
and obedience from its subjects. A strong ideological Arabism evolved
as an answer to this problem.3
Those who ruled Iraq during the years up to 1958 tended to have
two things in common. They had been born outside the country or
at least had spent much of their early lives abroad in the service of
the Ottoman Empire and the Hashemites. Although themselves Sunni
Muslims, they had been imposed by Britain on the Shi’ite and Kurdish
minorities, as well as on local nationalists. Any group would have had
difficulties in establishing a legitimate state in Iraq, but this elite had
special problems in that regard.4
Second, their backgrounds, experiences, and ambitions made them
determined Pan-Arabists. Iraq had a special mission to build a united
Arab nation, they believed, and educators like Sami Shawkat passed
on such sentiments to the 1930s’ generation. “Sixty years ago,” he
said in his 1933 speech, “The Profession of Death,” Prussia had
dreamed of uniting the German people, now Germany was a powerful
nation. “What is there to prevent Iraq ... from dreaming to unite all the
Arab countries?” Shawkat asked.5
King Faysal agreed. Iraq’s early independence and its 1932
membership in the League of Nations implied a special obligation
of leadership. Faysal’s service to the Arab and Hashemite causes had
brought him recognition and popularity throughout the Arab world.
Many thought the wartime Hashemite military commander and
monarch of the ill-fated Syrian kingdom the most likely ruler for a
Pan-Arab state. Ibn Saud once confided to the Mufti, “I was never
scared of any man but Faysal.”6
Faysal’s death in 1933 ended this personal appeal, but these
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doctrines continued to be widely spread among Iraqi students and
soldiers. As directors-general of Iraqi education, the Pan-Arab theorist
Sati al-Husri and his successor Shawkat imported many Syrian
and Palestinian teachers.Their purpose was, in al-Husri’s words, to
“spread faith in the unity of the Arab nation and to disseminate its past
glories.” The primary school syllabus ended its world history section
with an extensive study of Italian and German national unification.7
Iraq’s political style quickly developed the dangerous practice of
running with the British fox while hunting with the militant nationalist
hounds. From the 1920 on, Iraqi politicians repeatedly created or
utilized domestic crises for partisan advantage. Civilian leaders’ will
ingness to employ the army and violent means to gain power created
a lasting tradition, giving rise to permanent military rule after 1958.
There are many examples of this spiraling race to militancy. For
instance, Faysal, Nuri al-Said, and Yasin al-Hashimi organized an
anti-British campaign to win the right to enlarge their armed forces
through conscription in 1928. Once this succeeded, they tried to tamp
down the agitation to enable maintenance of the vital British alliance.
Obviously, it was easier to foster such movements than it was to
control them. The counterrevolutions had a way of devouring their
own children.8
Such controlled demagoguery was also involved in gaining Iraq’s
independence. During the preparatory period, the Ikha and Watani
parties threatened Faysal and his negotiators, as well as each other,
for lack of nationalist zeal. Yet they all knew that concessions were
necessary. When Rashid Ali al-Gailani came to power in 1933 and
made a pro forma remark friendly to London, his Watani rivals
denounced him as a reactionary traitor to national interests. Such
rhetorical over-kill toyed with thunder.9
Between 1933 and 1936, Iraqi politics generated a crescendo of
bitter conflict which owed much to individual competition. In the
former year, the Ikha party used the army’s defeat of the Assyrian
Christian minority to play on majority chauvinism. When Ali Jawdat
and Jamil al-Midfai came to power in 1935, the displaced Ikha
politicians incited the tribes of the middle Euphrates River to revolt.
The uprising was not easily controlled and once again the army was
called out. By making military commander Bakr Sidqi into a national
hero, the civilians created their own nemesis.10
By 1936, Iraq was little closer to stability. Having used the tribes
to come into power, Ikha leaders Taha al-Hashimi and Rashid Ali
al-Gailani sought to entrench themselves by tightening control and
repressing the tribes. A propaganda campaign at home and abroad
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sought to win confidence by advocating a strong Pan-Arab policy.
Syrian and Egyptian nationalists were invited for visits, and the
carefully courted Syrian press began to refer to Taha al-Hashimi as
“Bismark of the Arabs.” King Ghazi, Faysal’s son, supported these
efforts.11
For the new left-of-center reform party, the Ahali, al-Hashimi and
al-Gailani had sold out to the British, while other groups criticized the
government for insufficient nationalism.12 As for Palestine, Iraq had not|
been particularly active. British Foreign Secretary Sir John Simon could
comment with some accuracy that the regime and its predecessors had
not “taken any action to prejudice the position of the British Government
in Palestine.”13
In addition to the Islamic, Arab, and Hashemite links, Iraq had two
unique ties to Palestine before 1936—the economic connection and the
minority question within Iraq.
From the “third millennium B.C. down to the thirteenth century of
the Christian era,” wrote Arnold Toynbee in 1935, “Palestine had lain
oil the line of communication between one great center of population
and productivity in Egypt and a comparable center in Iraq.” With the
commercial development of aviation and transdesert motor traffic,
the shifting routes from sea to land, the reemergence of Iraq from its
700-years long eclipse, and the economic rehabilitation of Palestine
through ail inflow of Jewish enterprise, Toynbee concluded, Palestine
could again play this role for both Iraq and Egypt.14
Up to 1918, of course, the entire Fertile Crescent had been part of
the Ottoman Empire, and goods moved freely throughout the region
These trade routes were not disrupted by the postwar settlement. In
the 1920s and 1930s, Palestine remained Syria’s chief customer in the
region buying cement, butter, cheese, eggs, vegetables, fruit, cereals,
and other products. Through Palestine, Syria reexported wool, cotton,
silk, textiles, and other commodities.15
Palestine was also a major market for other Arab neighbors. In 1937,
for instance, it took 150 percent more Arab exports than all the Arab
states together, purchasing five times more goods than did Egypt or
Syria and seven times more than Iraq. Palestine ranked fourth among
importers of Iraqi goods, and bilateral trade increased dramatically in
the 1930s. In 1935-36, Palestine took over one-quarter of Iraq’s exports,
far more than Syria, Saudi Arabia or Egypt. As with Transjordan, the
balance of trade was very much in Iraq’s favor.16
The development of infrastructure favored such commerce. In
1933, a direct Haifa-Baghdad road opened as well as a telegraph line.
In Haifa’s new port, third largest in the eastern Mediterranean, a
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free zone opened for Iraqi goods. These arrangements began to shift
Iraq’s trade from the long sea passage around the Arabian peninsula
and through the Suez Canal to the shorter Haifa Mediterranean
route.17
Iraq’s oil pipeline through Haifa opened in January 1935. The
company was given special railroad rates and tax reductions for
shipments cross Palestine. Toynbee wrote at the time that Palestine
seemed “destined to become the entrepot for the vast new oil-extracting
industry” which was promising—or threatening—to transform life in
the region.18
So impressed was Weizmann with these economic factors that he
attributed Iraq’s later hard line to them. Without doubt, this was an
exaggeration, but Palestine’s status as Iraq’s Mediterranean outlet
made its disposition a matter of prime national interest in Baghdad.19
Iraq’s handling of minority problems was closely watched by Jews
in Palestine as an indication of what Arab rule might bring them. The
rapid disintegration of British promises to the Assyrians increased
Zionist skepticism over the prospects for minority guarantees within
an enlarged Arab state. Threats against the large Jewish community in
Iraq, expressed as early as the 1931 Jerusalem conference, had a similar
effect. League of Nations demands that Iraq safeguard minority rights
proved ineffectual. Iraqi leaders offered such provisions to Jews in
exchange for their abandonment of demands for a state. After the first
major outbreak of anti-Jewish violence in Baghdad, the proposal was
rejected.20
Nuri al-Said was the Iraqi politician who played the greatest role
over Palestine. As architect of the Anglo-Iraq treaty, al-Said had been
attacked for being pro-British, but he was as aware as any of his compa
triots of the nationalist and Pan-Arab grounds for concern. Further, the
tremendous prestige which would accrue to any statesman who could
win Arab gains on the issue was always attractive.
Indeed, it was precisely because of their worry over maintaining
good Anglo-Iraq relations that moderate politicians became preoc
cupied by Palestine. “The Palestinian question is the root of all evils
which disturb and weaken Anglo-Iraqi relations,” al-Said later told alGailani. He later recalled, no element in all Iraqi-British relations of
the period 1937 to 1941 was more detrimental than the “tragically mis
handled” Palestine issue.21
As a consummate politician in the Iraqi tradition, al-Said understood
the need to diffuse the appeal of radical Pan-Arab groups like the
Muthanna Club of Baghdad (core of the Palestine Defense Committee),
Jawwal Society, and Shawkat’s Futuwwah group.22 “God, being the
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personification of virtue, does not have to be propitiated,” he once
explained. “But the devil, always on the alert to do mischief, needs to
be.” Activism on the Palestine issue was a necessity for successive Iraqi
regimes.23
The contrasts between Egypt and Iraq were broad and deep. To a
great degree, these differences help to explain why in the period between
1936 and 1948, as after 1970, the Egyptian attitude was generally moder-:
ate while the Iraqi attitude was generally radical.
While Iraq’s boundaries were artificial, and its topography
and population diversity made it difficult to rule, Egypt was heir
to a civilization thousands of years old with a strong tradition of
centralized control. While Iraq had been part of the Ottoman Empire
and sought to reassemble its Arab provinces, Egypt had been in
practice independent for centuries. Iraqi rulers and ideologues had
far fewer roots in the country than did their Egyptian counterparts.
The history of Egyptian nationalism was by no means identical with
that of Pan-Arabism.
The Palestine question only gradually attracted Egyptian attention
in the 1920s and 1930s. Emotionally and politically important as it was,
Palestine never seemed to touch Egypt quite as deeply as it did the
Fertile Crescent Arab states. At times the distinction might seem a small
and relative one, but it is nevertheless quite important.
During the interwar period, Egypt was preoccupied with its own
problems: the battle for full independence against the British, power
struggles between the Wafd party and the king, and intellectual debates
over Egypt’s future course. Concepts of European-oriented modernism
and Egyptian nationalism competed with Pan-Arabism and a traditional
Islamic self-definition.
While the view of the Palestine issue in Iraq remained fairly static, in
Egypt the question was perceived in an Islamic context in the 1920s, as
a central principle of Arabism by the mid-1930s, as an important point
in domestic political conflicts in the late 1930s and, finally, as a vital
challenge to Egyptian state interests in the post-1945 period.
Although a particular group of Pan-Arabists, who might be called
the “Palestine lobby,” were primarily responsible for promoting Egyp
tian concern, they often disagreed as to the nature of an Egyptian
response. Political, religious, and economic realities also played a role.
Among these should be numbered the failures of the liberal parties, the
Islamic culture of most Egyptians, the model offered by the new ideol
ogy of Arabism elsewhere, Egypt’s geopolitical position, the growing
conflict within Palestine itself, and the vision of Egypt as the Arab
world’s leader.
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Egypt had often ruled Palestine in the past or, more correctly, both
had been ruled by the same outsiders. Ayyubids and Mamluk dynasties
united them against Mongol and Crusader invasions. Muhammad Ali,
founder of the modern royal house, conquered Palestine in the 1930s.
Thousands of Egyptian laborers participated in Britain’s World War I
victory in Palestine.
Of all Egyptian frontiers, wrote historian Bernard Lewis, “that
in the north-east has always been the most challenging — and the
most vulnerable.” In response, Egyptian rulers tried to maintain a
bridgehead to the east of Sinai or in southern Palestine.24
Religious interest in Palestine and its Muslim holy places was also
strong. Al-Azhar was an important center of Islamic thought while the
Young Men’s Muslim Association and the Muslim Brotherhood—both
active over Palestine—were predominantly Egyptian organizations. It
was Egypt’s grand mufti Muhammad Abdu who spoke of all Muslims’
duty “to aid in maintaining the authority of Islam and Islamic rule over
all lands that had once been Muslim.” 25
Pan-Arab thinkers sought to win Egypt for their movement, in which
Palestine was a most potent issue. Many of the writers, journalists, and
demonstrators who advocated this cause in Egypt were themselves of
Palestinian or Syrian origin, but they were willing to appeal on the basis
of Egyptian interests. One of them, political theorist Sati al-Husri,
assured Egypt of its natural right to assume the leadership of Arab
nationalism.26
But it was an uphill fight. While Egyptians undoubtedly wished
well for the eastern Arabs after World War I, there was little interest in
joining them in a single state. Perhaps typical of Egyptian nationalists
was Wafd leader Sa’d Zaghlul’s derisive attitude toward Pan-Arabism.
“If you add one zero to another zero to another zero,” he told Azzam,
“then you add another zero what will be the sum?” “Our problem is
an Egyptian problem and not an Arab problem,” he said at the 1918
Versailles conference.27
These sentiments represented a majority, though not the universal,
view in the Wafd and Liberal Constitutional parties. To extend Zaghlul’s
mathematical analogy, these Egyptians saw the attempt to combine
Arab states as an artificial and ill-fated process. For Pan-Arabs, on the
contrary, European intervention had illogically balkanized a viable
Arab union. Concern over Palestine never led to the extended Arab
state of “an-Arab dreams, but it did help break down the exclusive
Egyptian nationalism of Kamil and Zaghlul.
Anglo-Egyptian relations also had an important effect on Egypt’s
Palestine policy. London’s reserved rights in Egypt seriously limited the
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powers of that country’s foreign affairs ministry. For example, Cairo
could conclude treaties only after consultation with London. Removal
of such British tutelage in 1936 was a precondition for an active Egyptian
diplomacy.28
Egyptian policy-makers were not always sure how the Palestine
question would affect their attempts to cajole concessions from Britain.
At first, they tended to stifle protests, fearing they would damage more
immediate interests. As World War II approached, they saw London’s
need for Egypt’s strategic cooperation and understood how such Arab
leverage might foster a more advantageous Palestine settlement. The
British Foreign Office was aware of and responded to this factor.29
The style of Egyptian politics differed greatly from that of Iraq.
Instead of conflicts between rapidly shifting coalitions of politicians, in
Egypt there was a fairly continuous contest between the Wafd party and
the palace. Those whose ambitions or inability to accept Zaghlul’s (and
his successor’s) one-man rule drove them from the party eventually
ended in the king’s camp. The Wafd’s popular base was not affected by
these defections, and its legitimacy as leader of the nationalist move
ment pushed its rivals into the shadows. The king often used his con
stitutional prerogatives and rigged or suspended elections to keep the
Wafd out of power. Meanwhile, his advisors avidly sought an ideology,
issue, or alternate organization to smash the Wafd’s hold on the people.
The Wafd did, however, have two weaknesses. Focusing on the
anti-British struggle, it made little effort to deal with Egypt’s pro
found social inequities and maldistribution of land. The power of the
palace and its supporters was not challenged at its root. As time went
on, the Wafd itself became more and more subject to factionalism and
corruption.
In addition, the Wafd’s seeming modernist, secular, and Egyptian
nationalist learnings made it vulnerable to opposition on traditional,
Islamic, and Pan-Arab grounds. This was the direction taken by the
palace politicians and the Muslim Brotherhood, which sincerely advo
cated these answers to Egypt’s problems. It was certainly no secret
that, as even Emir Abdallah noted, Wafd leaders knew little of other
Arab countries and were preoccupied with Egyptian issues.30
For some time, Zionists failed to grasp this new atmosphere, con
tinuing well into the 1930s to believe that Zaghlul’s “isolationism” still
held. “The recent hostility toward our movement,” Kisch wrote in 1931,
“seems to have left Egyptian circles quite untouched.”31
Attempts by Kisch and Weizmann to use Egypt as, in the words of
one Egyptian Jew, “a center of conciliation” could not compete with
the appeal of Arab and Islamic fraternal ties. Reactions to the 1929
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riots had shown Egypt’s inevitable support for the Palestinian Arabs,
though ambiguity over the 1931 Jerusalem conference demonstrated
the relatively cautious nature of Cairo’s commitment. Between 1931
and 1936, Palestine remained relatively calm and Egypt remained
relatively det ached. The events of 1936 brought this situation to a rapid
end.
First was the Wafd’s election victory, ending an internal crisis and
setting the stage for the long-awaited Anglo-Egyptian treaty. Pan-Arabs
had long suggested that Egypt’s isolation had made it harder to force
British concessions, but developments happened in reverse: only the
treaty’s completion made possible a more active Egyptian international
role.32
King Farouk’s accession to the throne in April 1936 was also of
fundamental importance. His first years in power were marked by a
major anti-Wafd offensive in which the Palestine issue was to play some
part. The young king’s advisers, like the politician Ali Mahir and AlAzhar rector Shaykh Mustafa al-Maraghi, spearheaded this effort.
Farouk’s youth and screen-star good looks made him seem a stirring
symbol around whom Egypt could unite.33
In the second half of the 1930s, the intensification of the conflict
within Palestine coincided with the presence around the king of Egypt’s
leading advocates of greater Arab consciousness and responsibility.
Unlike their counterparts in Iraq, though, they assigned the Palestine
issue a relatively low priority. As men of the establishment they did not
advocate violent actions or mass popular mobilizations. As incumbents,
they endorsed quiet diplomatic measures. The best way to achieve Arab
demands was to reach an accommodation with Britain. In contrast to
Iraq, the palace politicians did not have to escalate rhetoric to match
extremist opponents since they themselves were on the offensive against
the Wafd.
Since attainment of Arab leadership was a vaguer, less passionate
ambition in Cairo than in Baghdad, only marginal elements were willing
to openly attack their own government on its Palestine policy. The
Muslim Brotherhood’s rise after 1945 changed this situation, but in the
1930s the focus on Anglo-Egypt bilateral relations and the Wafd-palace
conflict made Palestine only one question among many. All these factors
combined to produce a more moderate, if no less determined, Egyptian
stand on that specific dispute.
The careers of three of the palace’s chief strategists illustrate some
of these points. Abd al-Rahman Azzam, whose fiery performance at the
1931 Jerusalem conference brought him much attention, was the most
consistent Pan-Arab activist in Egypt. Born of a Libyan family in 1893,
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he had grown up in Egypt and had briefly studied medicine in England.
Although frail, sallow, and diabetic, Azzam possessed a remarkable
amount of energy.34
Azzam was an early Wafdist and friend of Zaghlul. He wrote for
Pan-Arab publications, authored a book advocating Arab unity, and
organized an abortive Islamic organization. Later, Azzam served in
Parliament and, between 1936 and 1939, in the Egyptian diplomatic
corps. While more of a political technician than a politician, he came to
symbolize inter-Arab cooperation as the Arab League’s first secretarygeneral. Emir Abdallah accused him of always working for Egypt’s
national interest rather than for the benefit of all Arabs. Certainly, his
experiences deeply stamped him with a distinctively Egyptian point
of view.35
Ali Mahir, ten years older than Azzam, was a lawyer, wealthy
landowner, and a close adviser of the king. Although a founder of the
Wafd, he soon became a conservative royalist. Between 1924 and 1935,
Ali Mahir was several times elected to Parliament and served at various
times as ministers of education, finance, and justice. He was prime
minister and foreign minister in 1936 and again in 1939-40, until forced
from office by British pressure over his pro-German sympathies. For
this reason he became a hero in nationalist circles and briefly served as
the first prime minister after the 1952 revolution.36
Muhammad Mahmud, born in 1878, was also a charter member
of the Wafd. He later joined the Liberal Constitutionalists and briefly
served as prime minister until pushed out by his old Wafd comrades.
Mahmud again occupied that post from December 1937 to 1939, when he
was replaced by Mahir. An accomplished speaker, Mahmud was consid
ered ambitious even by his compatriots.37
All three of these men had been members of the Wafd but had
broken from it, turning toward the palace as a route to power. All were
advocates of an Arab orientation, though Mahmud and Mahir were far
less loyal to this conception than were their Iraqi colleagues. Perhaps
they overestimated the ease of finding a solution to the Palestine prob
lem, certainly they did so in the 1939 negotiations. Most of their efforts
went into combatting the Wafd and British at home. Support for the
Palestine Arabs could be taken for granted, but what should be done on
their behalf was not so easily resolved.
Students, journalists, and extremist political groups were those who
most strongly accentuated the Palestine issue in Egypt. Gamal Abdul
Nasser would later recall his participation in secondary school strikes
on the anniversary of the Balfour Declaration. To this he attributed his
“first elements of Arab consciousness,” but he was far more concerned
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at the time about British power in Egypt and could not understand
except on sentimental grounds his anger “for this land which I never
saw.” Many of the student activities were promoted by Syrian and
Palestinian students who were transmitting Arabism to their coun
terparts.38
This also held true among the journalists. The two newspapers most
supportive of the Palestine Arab cause, Al-Ahram and Al-Muqattam,
were strongly influenced by Gabriel Takla and Faris Nimr respectively,
both Syrian Catholic immigrants. Ironically, these two newspapers had
been relatively lenient toward the Zionists in the 1920s, and perhaps for
the same reason. Many Christian Arab intellectuals had sought an alter
native to Pan-Islam in secular, Western-style nationalism. In the mid1920s it was still possible to find some kinship between this movement
and Zionism, which represented similar things to the Jews. With the
consolidation of an Arab nationalism apart from religion—and in conflict
with Zionism —any such mutual understanding was foreclosed. Arab
Christians thus strongly supported the Arab cause in Palestine, though
they always sought to cast the issue in secular terms. Christian jour
nalists therefore insisted on calling Palestine Arabs “our Arab brothers”
and “fellow nationalists,” criticizing references to them as “our Muslim
brothers.”39
Some Egyptian groups and politicians became particularly identified
with the Palestine issue. Foremost among them was Muhammad Ali
Alluba, one of the Mufti’s first foreign allies and an organizer of the
1931 Jerusalem conference. A founder of the Wafd, Alluba broke with
Zaghlul in 1920. He joined the Liberal Constitutional party and broke
with it in 1936. As Egyptian Bar Association president, he organized the
anti-Zionist Cairo Parliamentary Congress in 1938. A political maverick,
Alluba always remained an outsider. His fate contrasts sharply with
those political figures who rode to power with a Pan-Arab ideology in the
far more congenial atmosphere of Iraq.40
The two major Egyptian radical parties also made Palestine one of
their key areas of activity. The fundamentalist Muslim Brotherhood,
which had direct links to the Mufti, demonstrated, agitated, collected
funds, and distributed pamphlets over Palestine beginning in 1936.
Their greatest impact came after the postwar polarization of Egyptian
politics. Before then, despite their heavy criticisms of Egyptian society,
they were sometimes courted by the palace’s top advisers as a possible
counterforce to the Wafd.41
Another militant party, Young Egypt, began work on Palestine in
1938. As opposed to the Islamic orientation of the Brotherhood. Young
Egypt leader Ahmad Husayn was a Fascist-style Egyptian nationalist
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who envisaged his country as the center of a great Middle East empire,
a parallel to the Iraq-as-Prussia view so prevalent in Baghdad. Yet such
ideas could muster nowhere near as much support in Egypt.
More representative of Egyptian thinking was its emphasis on
pragmatic, Egypt-centered reasons for greater involvement in Palestine.
These included the danger of Jewish industry stifling nascent Egyptian
factories and “closing Eastern markets to us,” the inspiration Zionism
might offer European communities in Egypt seeking to maintain their
privileges, and the political threat of European intervention in Palestine.
Most telling was the fear of a powerful Zionist state of Egypt’s eastern
border, a sure security problem in the future.42
Young Egypt, like the Brotherhood, found friends in the king’s
camp, most notably Ali Mahir. When these two parties began to harass
Egyptian Jews in the late 1930s, however, the government stood against
them. They had little real effect on policy-making until the war crisis
of 1947-48.43
In both Iraq and Egypt, the Palestine issue became entwined with
domestic politics, but it did so in very different ways. For Egypt,
Palestine was only one of a number of issues up to 1946 or 1947. Its
importance, both directly and as part of the complex of Pan-Arab
questions it represented, was far less than in Iraq or Transjordan. The
Palestine issue in Egypt was not a point on which governments would
rise or fall nor one on which heavy criticisms of incumbents could be
based. There could be no doubt of Egyptian support for the Palestine
Arabs but the level of support was lower than in Iraq, more concerned
with a negotiated settlement with Britain (and later the United States)
than for maximalist positions.
What was marginal in Egypt was central in Iraq. The level of vio
lence and the use of the army in domestic political struggles made such
options seem more acceptable means of settling foreign disputes. Mod
erate politicians were on the defensive, constantly being forced to prove
their Arabism and challenged over their militancy. Since the concept of
an Iraqi state had far less legitimacy than that of an Egyptian nation,
Baghdad’s political debates looked outward to a far greater extent than
did Egypt’s. Even in its central foreign policy dispute, Egyptians were
mostly concerned with British powers and interference within their own
country.
These are often fine distinctions, but they are all important in shap
ing those two countries’ political cultures and histories. Part of the
difference is one of timing. Iraq produced a large radical generation in
the 1930s whose political fortunes were destroyed after their collabora
tion with the Axis. In Egypt, these forces, favoring a far different social
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and political order from that endorsed by the old-style politicians, sur
vived the war and did not come to full blossom until the late 1940s. After
the 1952 revolution, their aims were both fulfilled and tamed by the
Nasser regime.
For both states 1936 marked a significant turning point. Sporadic
intervention became continuous involvement. The Palestine Arab gen
eral strike and request for help to the Arab kings, followed by British
acceptance of Arab state participation, made Palestine occupy for the
first time the place it would ever after hold in Arab politics.
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5

The General Strike and the
British Invitation:
1956

T

he April 1936 Palestine Arab general strike marked a turning point
for Arab state intervention. Both the British, who had previously
sought to avoid this, and the Palestine Arabs now strenuously sought
the Arab kings’ participation in finding some solution. In the long run,
neither was satisfied. The British discovered themselves facing a more
complex strategic position and a reinforced Arab opposition to their
policies; Palestine Arab nationalists, who had once been annoyed by
their neighbors negotiations with the Zionists, were later often discon
certed by direct Arab state talks with Britain.
Within Palestine itself, much had changed since initiation of the
British mandate. Zionist objectives must have still seemed fantastic in
the early and middle 1920s. Jewish settlements were few and far be
tween, and the average Palestine Arab had little contact with them. The
Arab population seemed to possess a secure majority. The prevailing
social peace of the 1920s was closely related to the low rate of Jewish
immigration, prompted by Palestine’s early economic depression.
Moreover, the British Churchill White Paper of 1921 and London’s
reactions to the 1929 riots seemed to promise future limitations.
The early 1930s brought major changes to this picture. Adolf Hitler’s
rise to power and increased discrimination against Jews in Eastern
Europe made a sharp upward swing in the immigration figures. The
founding and expansion of Jewish agricultural settlements and urban
neighborhoods were quite noticeable, and commercial competition be
came a factor. Jewish land purchases and the Zionist policy of hiring
only Jewish workers were also seen as threatening.
Psychological pressure was as important as material conflict. Nothing
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appeared likely to halt the gradually changing balance of power in the
country. No perceptible progress toward Palestine’s independence had
been made. The hour of decision was arriving, Palestine Arab leaders
believed. Only disaster could result from further passivity.
Growing great power tensions, the first signs of the coming world
war, and the advancement of Arab nationalism elsewhere contributed to
this atmosphere. British domination of the Mediterranean, the imperial
lifeline’s most important link, had been unchallenged since 1918. Italian
dictator Benito Mussolini made no secret of his determination to change
this. With a foothold in its Libyan colony and with more than half of its oil
and some other strategic materials coming from the Middle East, Italy
soon launched a challenge. The 1935 conquest of Ethiopia was a foot
in the region’s back door. Could Hitler’s Germany be far behind?1 Such
activism offered opportunities for Arab political leverage. Egyptian
politicians like Mahmud, Mahmud Nuqrashi, and Azzam spoke openly
of using these conflicts to pry concessions from the British. English
diplomats and Foreign Office officials were quick to appreciate the
importance of keeping the Arab world pacified, even at some cost to
past assessments and commitments.2
The Arab states’ continuing march toward complete independence
gave them more ability and appetite to act abroad. At the same time, their
progress could only add to the frustrations of Palestine Arabs, whose
situation appeared increasingly anomalous. In April 1936, negotiations
were concluding for the Anglo-Egypt treaty (signed August 21) and the
Anglo-Iraq treaty (ratified June 30, 1936). Although later disavowed by
French leaders, concurrent accords with Syria (signed September 9) and
Lebanon (signed November 13) seemed to be bringing those mandates to
an end. Only Palestine would be left behind, to stagnate or be wrested
from Arab hands.
Direct contacts with these struggles could only add to the Palestine
Arab determination to act. When Syrian nationalists called a general
strike and massive demonstrations in February, solidarity meetings,
fund-raising, and demonstrations were held in Palestine. Local political
organizations and newspapers called on the Palestine Arabs to follow
Syria’s example.3
A similar appeal was issued by a visiting Iraqi parliamentary delega
tion in March. “Oh Arab brethren,” said the group’s leader Said Thabit
in a speech to a Jaffa rally, “launch a Holy War and the Arab nation will
stand behind you.” A few days later he explained, “Don’t expect us to
send an expeditionary force. You have to begin and the remainder is
upon us.”4
Such statements coincided with the decision of the Husayni-led
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nationalist forces to begin a general strike aimed at ending Jewish
immigration and attaining independence. The mobilization of Arab
and Islamic opinion on behalf of these demands was expected to have
as powerful an effect as the strike itself.5 Palestine Arab leaders hoped
a relatively brief protest showing their strength coupled with Arab
state intervention would quickly bring British concessions.
Shortly after the strike’s start, the Mufti convinced King Ibn Saud to
carry this message to the British. Through his deputy foreign minister,
Yusuf Yasin, himself born in Palestine, the Saudi king warned of the
building pressure in the Arab world. Unless Palestine was soon solved
there would be serious damage to Anglo-Saudi relations and danger
for the security of British imperial trade and communications routes.
In light of Italian advances, Yasin concluded, London should carefully
mend fences with the Arabs.6
This early initiative revealed the Mufti’s understanding that his
own forces would not actually be able to defeat Britain’s power
without outside aid. He would, however, be able to demonstrate his
movement’s unity and broad support. By bringing in Ibn Saud and
other Arab monarchs, the Husaynis could offset Abdallah’s continuing
call for a Palestine-Transjordan merger.
Between April and July 1936, the Palestine strike produced a strong
echo in the nearby Arab countries and particularly in Iraq. There were
special prayers for Arab victory in mosques, extensive press coverage,
and petitions from the Young Men’s Muslim Association and law
students. Senator Naji al-Suwaydi led a parliamentary deputation to
the British embassy, while schoolboys collected funds in the streets.7
Prime Minister Yasin al-Hashimi and Foreign Minister Nuri al-Said
warned, in terms similar to Ibn Saud’s, of growing popular feeling
over Palestine and of the danger to Anglo-Iraq relations unless action
was taken to meet Arab demands.8
While visas were denied an Iraqi delegation to Palestine, a
group of Palestine Arabs, including the Supreme Muslim Council’s
secretary, travelled to Baghdad to seek support. There they found
firm allies, including the new Palestine Defense Committee led by
Thabit, which collected relief money and tried to exact contributions
from the Baghdad Jewish community. So violent was Thabit’s
propaganda—with accusa
tions of British torture and “horrible
human butchery” against Arabs— that the Iraqi government told
him to moderate the language or face censorship. Reminiscent of
the 1929 charges were the committee’s claims that Jews were taking
over Muslim holy sites.9
The restraint imposed by Nuri al-Said was due in part to his desire
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to personally mediate the Palestine dispute. Opposition politicians
took up the slack, embarrassing a government whose treaty with
Britain was predicated on its ability to maintain order.
In Egypt, too, negotiations with Britain made the government
momentarily circumspect. The Mufti had concentrated on winning
sympathy from the Egyptian press and during the strike dispatched
many letters to them, some with falsely inflammatory information.
Stories of British brutality toward Arab women and children and about
the desecration of mosques were widely distributed. In mid-May,
emissaries were sent to Egypt to organize public opinion and to gain
support from religious circles.10
By June, the Egyptian newspapers were confirming the statements
of Saudi and Iraqi leaders: Palestine was being carefully watched in
the Muslim world, and Britain should beware of raising Arab public
opinion against herself. As in Iraq, British complaints about some of
the wilder tales circulating brought some government action. Prime
Minister Mus
tafa al-Nahhas called in the proprieters of Al-Jihad,
Kawkab al-Sharq, and Al-Balagh, which had carried dispatches about
atrocities and mutinies within the British army, and asked them to
moderate their reporting.11
There were several short student strikes at Al-Azhar, the Islamic
university, and at other schools, often led by Palestinian Arab students
there. Fund-raising efforts, however, were not particularly successful,
and Alluba’s attempts to organize a delegation to Palestine was blocked
by the British. Though Nahhas and Muhammad Mahmud contributed
£50 to the Palestine aid effort, political, and public involvement fell
somewhat short of Iraqi standards.12
Nahhas was by no means inactive but publicly laid more stress
on his confidence in Britain and, like Nuri al-Said, his hopes for
quiet diplomacy. In private, he pressed for British concessions. Only
a miracle was preventing demonstrations in Egypt, he said, and
lack of progress would push local opinion over the brink. Besides,
Nahhas warned, if the British made martyrs of Palestine Arab leaders
they would face an uprising in Palestine equivalent to Egypt’s 1919
revolt over the exile of Wafd leaders. The problem should be settled
peacefully.13
There was no question of the widespread support for the Palestine
Arabs in Egypt, but there was an element of hesitation as well.
To large elements in the liberal parties, ratification of the AngloEgypt treaty might be endangered. On the other end of the political
spectrum, the conservative magazine Rose al-Yusuf labelled some
of the leading Palestine agitators in Egypt “agents provocateurs”
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supported by the Italians. Overreaction, it argued, would only
cause the shedding of more innocent blood and might irretrievably
lose Palestine. While the Chamber of Deputies and Senate passed
resolutions, both declarations were mild and vague, toned down from
stronger originals.14
Indeed, both the Wafd party regime and the British had a common
interest in keeping King Farouk out of the Arab monarchs’ appeal
which would end the strike in October. The British sought to keep the
country containing the Suez Canal out of the contentious Palestine
issue; the Wafd feared an increase in the king’s prestige. Although
Nahhas showed a greater interest in playing a mediating role after the
Anglo-Egypt treaty was safely sealed, Cairo remained a secondary
factor in the crisis.15
The same could be said of Syria and Lebanon, which were still
under tight French control. There were public meetings in Damascus,
though the National Bloc, the main Arab party, preferred printed
protests over strikes. They feared, as did their incumbent compatriots
in Iraq and Egypt, that too much unrest might damage pending treaty
negotiations. There were a few small demonstrations, mostly by
students, who tried to organize a boycott of Jewish shops. Merchants
in both Lebanon and Syria were hurt by declining trade due to the
general strike and sometimes, according to some sources, ignored the
embargo by profitably selling food to Jewish customers in Palestine.16
Transjordan seemed least affected by the strike though all was not
necessarily calm under the surface. On July 2, 200 tribal sheiks repre
senting 100,000 Bedouins met. Some urged a march into Palestine
and the launching of a holy war. “Freedom for Transjordan is useless
without freedom for Palestine,” one said. But as in 1929, Abdallah
avoided an explosion, a particularly difficult task since many of his
government officials were themselves Palestine Arabs. Later, in 1937
and 1938, Palestine Arab guerrilla groups would cross the Jordan
River in an attempt to eliminate the emir and bring Transjordan into
their revolt.17 Thus the Supreme Muslim Council’s turn to Abdallah,
after London ignored Ibn Saud’s initiative, was a sign of their
desperation. As usual, Abdallah followed a triple strategy. He told
the Palestinian Arabs to send their own delegation to London and
urged moderation. The disturbances should end so that a British royal
commission might investigate the problem. England should accede
to immediate Arab demands, he explained to the British resident in
Amman, so that talks could begin on Palestine’s future.18
This is what most interested him. By positioning himself between
the Palestine Arabs and British, he could promote a Transjordan-
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Palestine merger as an equitable compromise. However, the emir
was asking too much of London. Rather than suspend immigration,
British authorities arrested several strike leaders. Strong measures,
they believed, would command respect. The first round of discussions
broke down.19
Meanwhile, Abdallah had not neglected the third factor in his
plan by approving negotiations with a Jewish delegation. The Arab
conferees, George Antonius and Musa al-Alami, were by no means
Abdallah’s agents, but their proposals were somewhat parallel to
his line of thought. Antonius put forward a “Greater Syria” concept,
which he had advocated for several years. An Arab state would
extend “from the Taurus mountains to the Sinai Peninsula.” Within it
there would be plenty of room for the Jews.20
This came up against the same clash of interpretations which had
plagued such “broader” solutions from the beginning. The Zionist
representative Pinhas Rutenberg, managing director of the Palestine
Elec
tric Company, agreed that—as Weizmann had said—they
“should aim not at a temporary accord with Arab leaders in Palestine
but at a permanent settlement with the Arab world as a whole.” He
even agreed that Palestine and Transjordan should be considered a
single unit and that the latter must be brought into any agreement.
But he envisaged a separate and independent Jewish Palestine within
this framework, precisely what the Arabs were seeking to avoid. The
talks ended there; a similar initiative put forward by Nuri al-Said to
Weizmann failed in the same way.21
The historian Michael Cohen has concluded these negotiations
were “more the result of tactical approaches made under pressure
than genuine efforts at compromise.” Both sides were dealing with
the immediate problem of ending the strike on the best possible terms
for themselves. There is much truth in this, but as so often happens
in the writing of Palestine’s history, the inter-Arab dimension is
neglected. Abdallah genuinely seemed to believe that developments
were moving toward his favored program of Palestine-Transjordan
unity. In addition, for him as for Nuri al-Said, these talks were useful
ways to bypass the Mufti, who was already rejecting compromise
suggestions, and to gain advantages for Transjordan or Iraq
respectively. Finally, both men were genuinely interested in fostering
regional stability and in preventing Anglo-Arab rifts.22
The British were equally interested in solving these problems, and
though they did not accept the Mufti’s terms as offered through the
Arab rulers, the idea of using neighboring governments as conduits
for negotiations seemed to have merit. On June 4, the British high
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commissioner in Palestine proposed to Abdallah that he intervene.
By early July, after Ibn Saud had reiterated his willingness to help
restore peace, London added Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Yemen to their
list of mediators. Egypt was nominally left out because of King
Farouk’s youth and as a reserve in case the other four states failed,
but the pending Anglo-Egypt treaty and the determination to avoid
imperiling the Suez Canal also were considerations.23
Ibn Saud’s effort failed. As the strike continued with solid
Palestine Arab support, the Mufti was not yet ready to step down. The
terms offered by him, with the support of Yemen and Iraq, were still
too high for London: an end to Jewish immigration and the beginning
of talks toward the establishment of a Palestine national government.
Next, it was once more Abdallah’s turn. On July 26, he met with a
Palestine Arab delegation in Amman. The strike had been a success,
the emir said, but it caused hardships for the Arabs. If the violence
now ended, a British royal commission could proceed and the Arabs
would have a strong case. The Mufti made a counteroffer. Unilateral
action would seem to be a surrender but if Abdallah would appeal
for the strike’s end, the Arab Higher Committee, the nationalist
movement’s directorate, would accept.
Nothing came immediately from this proposal, though it would
shortly become the basis for a settlement. The British were too deter
mined that concessions were possible only after peace was restored.
They believed that a show of weakness would not lead to the
moderation of Arab demands. On the other hand, expansion of the
conflict must be avoided. Thus they hinted that if the strike ended,
a partial amnesty and temporary suspension of Jewish immigration
would be granted.24
Given these mutual peace feelers, the situation seemed auspicious
for Nuri al-Said’s August 17 offer of his services as mediator. Pledging
to work “as an Arab and not as the Iraqi minister for foreign affairs,”
he promised rapid results. Yet this was a difficult if not impossible
distinction for him to make. In his talks with Weizmann, for example,
al-Said had suggested incorporating a Jewish national home into an
Iraq-dominated Arab federation.
Palestine High Commissioner Arthur Wauchope was willing to
let al-Said try, but Colonial Secretary W. Ormsby-Gore questioned
how disinterested he would prove. Lacking an alternative, they com
promised. Nuri might undertake talks to develop recommendations
for the coming royal commission. Nuri’s dislike for such a limited
mandate and the leaking of the secret talks in the Palestine Post
torpedoed this attempt.25
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Thus, two rounds of initiatives by Arab leaders had failed to
find some solution. The mutual distrust of Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and
Transjordan had not helped matters, nor had British proposals.
London now decided to crush the strike, announcing military
reinforcements and martial law on September 7. While admitting the
failure of Arab state intervention, the Foreign Office had kind words
for all three Arab leaders.
Yet this stratagem had shown a way out for all concerned. With
the British refusal to back down, the approach of the profitable citrus
season, and the gradual internal collapse of the months-long strike, as
well as British military success against armed Arab bands, the Mufti
and Arab Higher Committee looked for a quick settlement. Such a
solution must leave unimpaired their unity and prestige. Hence, they
returned to the idea of having the Arab kings issue a peace appeal.26
The way in which this proposal was actually handled held
important repercussions for the future of Arab state involvement in
Palestine. First, the Arab Higher Committee only wanted to request
action from Ibn Saud, King Ghazi of Iraq, and the Imam of Yemen.
Transjordan’s exclusion was deliberate—the emir had his own
designs on Palestine in conflict with the Husaynis. This conflict was
amply demonstrated when Raghib al-Nashashibi, the Mufti’s main
internal rival, called for Abdallah’s inclusion in the appeal.27
Second, the Foreign Office had also accepted the idea of Arab
state intervention, even after the disorders ended, through diplomatic
channels. The Zionists recognized the extent to which this shifted
the balance of forces against them. “If the Arab kings had a right
to intervene to stop the strike,” said Professor Lewis Namier of the
Jewish Agency in a meeting with Ormsby-Gore, “next time they
could intervene to start one.”
Third, by using the Arab states as an excuse for making
concessions, the Palestine Arab leadership was able to maintain its
image of unbending militancy. Hence, they did not absorb the lesson
of political compromise to obtain an important objective, a strategy
well understood by many of the politicians in neighboring countries.
Over the next decade, the Mufti would over and over again adopt
an abstentionist or maximalist stance when a softer line would have
achieved far greater results. Moreover, his ability to exercise a veto
on moral and ideological grounds over Arab state actions toward
Palestine forced them to adopt his position even though his material
forces were far smaller than theirs.
The Arab side could well argue their right to Palestine on ethical,
historical, and political grounds. They could justify a refusal to dilute
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the principle of self-determination or the pace of independence. But
the shortest distance between two points in a political conflict is not
necessarily a straight line. The Zionist movement’s history clearly
illustrates the value of strategic flexibility and tactical virtuosity.
Victory is the goal in political engagements, and freedom of maneuver
is a necessary technique for success.
In the short run, however, the Arab kings’ appeal worked smoothly.
Saudi and Transjordanian representatives hammered out the exact
wording in meetings with the Arab Higher Committee. These two
countries along with Yemen and Iraq released the call on October 8
“To our sons the Arabs of Palestine.” They should faithfully return
to peace and quiet in order to avoid further bloodshed, “relying on
the good will of our friend the British government and her declared
intention to fulfill jus
tice.” The Arab states would oversee the
process, continuing their efforts on the Palestine Arabs’ behalf. Less
loftily, Ibn Saud sent an accompanying note, pragmatically citing the
heavy Arab losses suffered as a reason for changing tactics.28
Everyone understood the significance of the appeal and its
acceptance by the Arab Higher Committee. The Peel Commission,
which investigated the strike, called the Arab world’s concern
and involvement its “most striking and far-reaching” result. The
Palestine newspaper Al-Difah applauded, “The Palestine Arabs are
recognized as part of the Arab federation and therefore they are no
longer alone.”29 So, at least for the moment, it seemed.
Others were not so pleased. Zionist leaders criticized this
“dangerous precedent.” The London Times approved the ingenious
way in which the conflict had been resolved but argued the British
government should not recognize “any right of formal intervention”
by the Arab kingdoms in Palestine affairs, for this “would be an
obvious breach of the terms of the Mandate.”30
From Iraq came the strongest Arab reaction to the strike’s end
from both government and citizenry. Nuri al-Said had been actively
involved in the earlier negotiations, but his diplomatic efforts had
fallen far short compared to Abdallah or Ibn Saud. Indeed, he had so
misrepresented Arab and Jewish positions in talks with the Foreign
Office that one pro-Arab Englishman accused him of sabotaging a
settlement.31
Thus his attempts to claim credit for the king’s appeal in press
interviews angered Ibn Saud. The Saudi king, after all, had received
plenty of proof that he was the Mufti’s favored mediator. Now, he
complained, London was paying more attention to al-Said than it was
to Ibn Saud. Despite surface appearances, British diplomats were
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equally annoyed with al-Said’s attempts to interject Iraq between
Britain and the Palestine Arabs.32
As the strike ended, al-Said quickly suggested establishment of an
Iraq bureau in Jerusalem to coordinate Arab demands on Palestine,
to be directed by him and two close political allies, Jaafar alAskari and Rustum Haydar. High Commissioner Wauchope refused
but set another precedent by allowing al-Said to testify before the
Peel Commission. The Iraqi proposal was not entirely repugnant to
Wauchope since at that very moment he was supporting creation of an
“Arab Agency” to parallel the Jewish Agency in Palestine. Just as the
Zionist movement representing Jews from other countries possessed
official standing under the mandate, he believed, the scales might be
balanced by participation of Arabs from other countries. This might
allow Britain to bypass the Mufti and find more flexible negotiating
partners. London disagreed.33
Nuri al-Said also hoped to bypass the Mufti—by establishing his
own direct contacts with the Zionists. His direct talks with Herbert
Samuel and Shertok, however, did no better than those of Abdallah,
deadlocking over Arab demands for limiting immigration. Since alSaid seemed genuinely confident of a pro-Arab report from the Peel
Commission he was not overeager to reach a settlement with them.
Nor was such an eventuality likely given Iraq’s political atmo
sphere. The Mufti was popular and had his own links with opposition
elements. Even Prime Minister Yasin al-Hashimi contributed to the
armed volunteers organized to infiltrate Palestine, supplying govern
ment arms and autos. Thabit and the Palestine Defense Committee
assembled a unit of 100 Iraqis and 100 Syrians. At the last minute, alHashimi had second thoughts and moved to stop them from crossing
the border.34
In Baghdad, violence began against both Jews and British installa
tions. Zionist organizers in Iraq had been harassed as early as 1935.
Emissaries had been deported, Jewish and Palestine newspapers had
been banned, and Jewish civil servants had been dismissed. (In Egypt,
by way of contrast, the Zionist movement operated with relative free
dom into 1948.) Now a half-dozen murders of Jews in October 1936
alone illustrated the tension. Though not all were directly traceable to
politics —one Muslim killed a Jewish competitor who outbid him on
a government contract—anxious Jews requested and received police
protection. Police plainclothes observers attended Thabit’s Palestine
rallies as his campaign took on an increasingly inflammatory and
anti-Semitic tone .35
Jewish concern over the strained situation was exemplified by the
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Baghdad chief rabbi’s public denial of any connection with Zionism.
When a small meeting was held by Jews in the city’s Exchange
Square to complain of discrimination, a Muslim slapped the speaker
and Muslim-Jewish street fights broke out.
Thabit’s rallies were more successful. “The enthusiastic audience
had its racial feelings gratified,” and five thousand Palestine
pounds were raised, reported Al-Liwa after one August meeting.
Political poems were read, and an Egyptian troupe put on a play.
In September, a Palestine Arab leader from Tulkarm travelled to
Baghdad to participate in “Palestine day” activities. Jaafar alAskari, the minister of defense, called on soldiers to contribute to
the Palestine Relief Fund.36
Religious institutions were also important. Many special sermons
were delivered in mosques and a fetwa (decree) from a leading Iraqi
religious scholar ordered Muslims to protest “the Zionization of
Palestine.” The Mufti himself sought petitions from senior officials
and Muslim judges in Iraq and Egypt demanding the British end
Jewish immigration or face the “revenge of God Almighty.”37
Yet all this was only a part of the Iraqi political scene in the
autumn of 1936. The regime of al-Hashimi and al-Said was falling
out with the king and was rumored to be aspiring to dictatorship. At a
speech inaugurating new government offices, al-Hashimi expressed
the wish that he live another ten years to devote himself to Iraq’s
welfare. Hikmat Sulayman, his archrival even then planning a coup,
remarked that the prime minister’s motto was not “Vive le Roi!”
but “Vive le moi!” Six weeks later, moving from witticism to armed
criticism, Sulayman rode to power on the crest of a military coup.38
The cooperation of four Arab monarchs graphically illustrated the
potency of united Arab action. Politically active Arabs greeted it as a
model of interstate coordination. The success of the kings’ appeal made
a particularly strong impression in Egypt, which was still skeptical
over the value of Pan-Arabism. Would victory really come so easily?
Only if the Arab governments maintained their own stability and
their united front with the Palestine Arabs could progress continue.39
Challenges quickly emerged on both of these fronts. The breaking
of ranks by the Arab Higher Committee seemed simply resolved
but warned of problems to come. The kings’ appeal, by providing
a graceful excuse to end the strike, blinded the Mufti to his own
weakness. The Palestinians would boycott the British investigating
commission, he declared. This did not help the Arab states convince
London of his reasonable state of mind, at a time they were trying
to arrange an amnesty for strike leaders. Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and
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Transjordan forced the Arab Higher Committee to abandon this
abstentionism.40 This did not reconcile the Mufti to Abdallah, whose
Nashashibi allies had been the first to denounce the boycott.41
The coup in Iraq was a far more serious shock for the Arab
world. Not only was it the first military takeover in one of the new
states, it was also the first real crack in the legitimacy of the post1918 political systems. Lack of militancy over Palestine was one of
several issues employed against the Yasin al-Hashimi/Nuri al-Said
regime. Even the fact that the government had concurred with ending
the strike—though at the Mufti’s request—was used against them.
Thus this upheaval marks a significant escalation of Palestine’s use
in Iraqi domestic politics.
Yet the coup had little to do with either Pan-Arabism or Palestine.
Army officers led by Bakr Sidqi, civilian politicians led by Hikmat
Sulayman, and reform-minded intellectuals in the Ahali party led by
Kamil al-Chadirchi among others, had come together in a strange
coalition. Sidqi, a Kurd and a colonel in the Ottoman army during
World War I, only joined Iraq’s army in 1921. Sulayman, too, had
limited Arab nationalist credentials. As a member of the Young
Turks party, the Committee for Union and Progress, and as director
of education in Baghdad for the Ottoman regime, he had fought
against the Hashemite Arab revolt. A long visit to Turkey in 1935 led
Sulayman to praise the Attaturk regime when Arab-Turkish relations
were at a low point. Even the Ahali group had clashed with the Arab
nationalists because of its domestic and leftist orientations.42
All these handicaps made it imperative for the new government
to stress its Arabism over the Palestine question. Moreover, many of
the middle-level army officers who assured the coup’s success were
strong Arab nationalists, concerned about Palestine’s salvation and
convinced of Iraq’s destiny to unite the Arab world. Thus while the
Palestine Arabs initially reacted to the coup with concern about the new
regime’s future policy, Sulayman, Bakr, and other Iraqi leaders were
soon making speech after speech pledging a firm stand for Palestine.43
Taking up Nuri al-Said’s earlier call for official Iraqi mediation
in Palestine —a view Ibn Saud continued to reject —the new regime
also spoke of adding both Palestine and Transjordan to their state.
Even this, and their intensified efforts over Palestine, did not save
them from attack by the Pan-Arabs in the Muthanna Club and the
Palestine Defense Committee. Sulayman was forced to make even
more lavish promises to them, abandoning the socioeconomic
program of his Ahali allies. Even the coup’s exiled opponents —
Rashid Ali al-Gailani, Nuri al-Said, and Yasin al-Hashimi—tried to
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play on this theme to arouse Arab govern- merits and the foreign Arab
press against the “anti-national” regime in Baghdad. All sides were
stoking fires which eventually would consume them.44
Predictably, Britain refused to accept Iraq as intermediary between
London and the Palestine Arabs. Egyptian Prime Minister Nahhas’
similar offer was also rejected.45 No Arab leader or individual country
had succeeded in gaining a special status in Palestine, but by the end
of 1936 the Arab states had collectively won the right to participate
in the negotiating process.
The 1936 general strike demonstrated the Palestine Arab
national movement’s coming of age. Its organizational structure was
sufficient for a protracted struggle; its popular appeal was capable
of mass mobilization. Yet the strike’s end, in which that leadership
abrogated its own responsibility onto the backs of neighboring Arab
governments, gave rise to a mistaken evaluation on the rewards of
tactical inflexibility. Furthermore, while advancing the Palestine
Arabs political cause the strike did not advance their material
position. The British were not afraid to make a show of strength
while the Jewish economy within Palestine, thrown on its own
resources, was actually strengthened.
In this sense, the importation of outside Arab influence was the
most significant effect of the strike. Truly, the upheaval brought the
Palestine problem as such onto the international political agenda. No
longer could day-to-day administration continue, passively leaving
a settlement to some distant future. The search for solutions to the
Palestine problem began in the aftermath of those events, and it has
scarcely ever halted since then. Yet at this very dawn the whole issue
was tightly locked into much broader questions of relations between
Britain and the Arab states, between the Arab states and the Palestine
Arabs, and among the Arab states themselves.
Two particular dialectics were set up in this process, ripening in
the events of 1936. First, if the Arab states were to be involved in
Palestine, the Palestine issue was to intervene in Arab state politics.
Arab governments could pressure the Palestine Arab leadership, take
sides in its factional disputes, and presume to pass judgment on the
country’s fate. Iraq or Egypt could propose themselves to the British
as mediators, while Transjordan might campaign over the Mufti’s
head for possession of Palestine. The Arab regimes, seeking a
settlement in Arab interests, would see fit to pressure both the British
and the Arab Higher Committee. Eventually they would move toward
completely supplanting any indigenous leadership.
This was no mere one-way relationship. Palestine might also
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be an apple of discord among and within the Arab states. While
superficially promoting unity, as in the case of the Arab monarchs’
appeal, Palestine also nurtured jealousies. In 1936 the mistrust
between Saudi Arabia and Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Transjordan, and
Iraq and Transjordan were already becoming visible.
The upheaval in Iraq showed this as a double-edged scimitar. If
Arab regimes would pledge their reputations on saving Palestine,
they would be taken at their word. If they promised victory, no less
than victory must be delivered. Hikmat Sulayman could ridicule
Yasin al-Hashimi for his weakness and the latter might become an
accuser in his own right. Greater activism only raised demands for
still more action. Faster and faster the wheel might turn with the
speed of many revolutions.
And if Amin al-Husayni had his weaknesses in the face of the
full-blown states, he also had his own moral —and hence material —
leverage. As the symbol of the Palestine Arab nationalist movement,
his regiments could be counted in Arab public opinion. He could
stand unbending, invoking sacred principle; it was for the Arab
states—as with the monarchs’ appeal—to counsel compromise. For
them, perhaps, such advice might be the essence of political realism,
but this could have the public appearance of cowardice. Incumbents
might tremble or fall on such distinctions.
Second was the dialectic between Britain and the Arab states.
In the short run, London had approved Arab state intervention as
a way of moderating the Arab Higher Committee’s demands. By
the autumn of 1936 this seemed to work. Nonetheless, an alternate
possibility was still to come: The Arab Higher Committee and the
Palestine question might reverse the process by radicalizing the Arab
states. Such a development was by no means entirely in Britain’s
hands. With or without London’s permission, Palestine would be a
very important factor affecting regional politics.
Underneath this lay the strategic situation’s evolution. Italy’s
Mediterranean build-up and Hitler’s growing challenge in Europe
were starting an overture for British appeasement and an atonement
in world war. In light of such problems, London must avoid
alienating the Arab states. A Palestine solution satisfactory to
them seemed indispensible. Sanctioning their involvement in the
diplomacy of Palestine was a calculated risk. Either they would help
weave a solution or they might be dragged into direct collision with
Britain. Once begun, such involvement could be neither calibrated
nor regulated. Each step of the way Arab governments would have to
take a position on the British proposals put forward.
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In 1936 every Arab regime confidently accepted this test. The fol
lowing year the trial began in earnest. Britain’s partition proposal would
be met by a full-scale Arab revolt in Palestine. It was soon apparent that
there would be no easy answers.

6

Opposition to Partition,
Support for Revolt:
1937-38

P

alestine’s demographic changes in the years up to 1936 had been
truly dramatic. In the brief period since Adolf Hitler took power
in Germany, the Jewish community in Palestine grew by 83 percent, to
total 400,000. Jewish Tel Aviv became the largest city in the country,
and new Jewish settlements sprang up with astonishing speed. Though
Jews still owned a relatively small proportion of the land, their purchases
and reclamation projects steadily added to this amount.
The Palestine Arab population also expanded at a remarkable though
slower rate. From the end of World War I to the end of 1936, it grew by 67
percent, to a total of nearly a million people. During the same time span,
however, the Arab proportion of the population fell from 90 percent to
70 percent. Although many peasants had migrated into the developing
cities, some two-thirds of the Palestinian Arabs still lived in villages
concentrated in the hill districts of central and northern Palestine.
Jewish immigration was regulated by the British in accord with their
estimates of the land’s “absorptive capacity.” These are now known
to have been underestimates, but at the time many Arabs and British
experts feared Palestine would soon be filled up. Even worse from the
Arab viewpoint was the political implication of the changing balance of
population wrought by immigration. The day was in sight when Arabs
would become the minority in what had been their own country. For
them, such an eventuality was too horrible to contemplate.
So the 1936 strike was launched to cope with the essential factors
behind this fatal trend. The Arab Higher Committee demanded an end to
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Jewish immigration, a ban on land sales from Arabs to Jews, and estab
lishment of a national government leading to an independent Arab
Palestine. Until then, Arabs would neither buy from nor sell to Jews.
The country would be economically paralyzed.
These activities were supplemented by sporadic acts of violence
and sabotage. Arab guerrillas, particularly active in the hill regions,
barricaded and mined roads, derailed trains, attacked Jewish villages,
and burned crops and forests. The British responded to this repertoire
of protest with curfews, searches, and arrests.
The Arab governments successfully served as intermediaries be
tween the British and the Palestinian Arabs. London hinted at future
concessions in exchange for restoration of peace. Only after order was
established would a royal commission be appointed to look into Arab
(and Jewish) grievances. Policy changes could only be considered
after the commission presented its report. Given the strike’s failure
to force immediate change and the difficulties in keeping it going,
the Arab Higher Committee elected to request the Arab monarchs’
appeal. London duly appointed the Peel Commission to find some
solution.
If the Arab governments took their first step toward extended in
volvement in Palestine through the negotiations over the strike, the
Peel Commission report forced a decisive second step. While the
nature of the commission’s recommendations created a rift between
Transjordan and the other Arab states, its rejection by them led to a
wave of violence in Palestine far greater than that seen in 1936. Support
of this revolt by groups or even governments in the neighboring Arab
states opened the Anglo-Arab conflict to a dangerous extent. Debates
within the Arab states over how much effort to devote to Palestine and
over how to settle the problem increasingly thrust the issue into the
realm of domestic politics. The temptation offered by Germany and
Italy as alternative allies to Britain also helped to deepen and define
the split in the Arab world.
The Arab Higher Committee, controlled by the Mufti’s supporters,
had already shown its adeptness during the strike at taking a militant
public posture while forcing the Arab governments to accept the onus
of urging restraint. British fear of an Arab-Axis alliance provided the
Arabs an opportunity to secure an advantageous settlement. The Arab
regimes, however, were unable to convince the Husayni leadership
to accept a process through which Arab demands might be won. The
Mufti’s all-or-nothing attitude took him into a disastrous adhesion to
the German camp.
Politicians of the older generation, including those in and out of
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power in Egypt and a more limited circle in Iraq, were concerned over
maintaining good relations with Britain. Many of them had seen first
hand the dangers of direct confrontation with a major European power
in their post-1918 defeat by France. Their experience also told them
that the best way to gain concessions from Britain was through a step
by step series of diplomatic advances. Analyzing the international
balance of forces and London’s need for their cooperation, they
concluded that the same techniques might work in Palestine. Strikes,
violence, and guer
rilla activities would provide valuable added
pressure but could not substitute for state-to-state dealings. Britain
need only open the door to Arab power in Palestine; the Arabs could
use this opportunity to build a governing apparatus, even if it took
five or ten years.
The new wave—one is tempted to say the new political generationapproached these matters from a different perspective. The British
could not be trusted. Only direct action leading to immediate results
would be satisfactory. Both London and the establishment politicians
were the enemy, and flexibility would be equated with treason. The
Husayni leadership of the Palestine Arabs would play a leading role in
promoting these theses in the Arab world, but the Muslim Brotherhood
in Egypt and the radical Pan-Arab forces in Iraq (which absorbed
many establishment politicians) also accepted them.
This conflict, which would become entangled in the clash of
national interests among the Arab states, was not yet visible in early
1937. Yet the maneuvers which preceded the Peel Commission’s
report gave some clues of the events to come.
Neither the Mufti nor Abdallah had any intention of leaving things
to chance. From March 1937 on, Amin al-Husayni led delegations
to Saudi Arabia and other Arab countries, deliberately avoiding any
contact with Transjordan. Arab border and customs patrols looked
the other way in Syria and Transjordan as arms were smuggled
into Palestine for any future showdown. Guerrilla forces which had
retreated into Iraq and Syria after the strike’s end stayed in readiness.1
For his part, Transjordan’s emir tried to block shipment of
weapons across his territory and his subjects’ participation in support
activities for the Mufti’s forces. Travelling to London in April for
King George’s coronation, he attempted to convince the British to
give him all or part of Palestine. There were already rumors that the
Peel Commission would recommend partition and that Abdallah and
the Nashashibis favored this solution.2
The rumors daily grew in intensity. Jewish leaders were not en
thusiastic about Abdallah but commented that they could work
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with him. When the emir returned from Britain on June 13, he met
a spirited welcome from Palestine Arabs and Transjordan officials.
His party proceeded by special train to Jerusalem where they spent
the night as the high commissioner’s guests. The next day Abdallah
spoke of his highly satisfactory London trip. Denying any knowledge
of a partition plan, he claimed to have laid the foundations for future
cooperation with the British government.3
Since Abdallah was acting like the victor, local Arabs concluded
that he was about to be proclaimed king of Palestine as well as
of Transjor
dan. In explaining British strategy to an American
counterpart, one British officer explained the ideal scenario. Abdallah
would be king and Raghib al-Nashashibi would be his prime minister.
The Mufti, still president of the Supreme Muslim Council, would be
reduced to an exclusively religious position.4
Nazi Germany, beginning to explore its possible intervention into
the Middle East, drew similar conclusions over British intentions.
Obviously, Berlin’s Foreign Ministry noted, German interests were
opposed to any Jewish political structure in Palestine. Germany
should clearly express understanding for Arab national aspirations,
“but without making any definite promises.” When the Mufti and Iraqi
representatives visited German diplomats to seek advice and support
against partition, they received a warm welcome but little concrete
assistance. The Nazis did not seek a clash with Britain in the region
and were still skeptical about Arab strength and determination.5
Just before the commission’s report was released, veteran Zionist
leader Chaim Weizmann was in Paris meeting with Lebanese Christian
nationalists. Maronite Patriarch Antoine Arida expressed support for
a Jewish state, which he hoped would have a common border with
Lebanon. Emile Edde, one of the most influential Lebanese Christian
politicians, held a similar view. He and Weizmann had a long and
rambling conversation on the day the commision’s report was to
be officially signed. After a half hour, Edde glanced at his watch,
stood up, and declared, “Now that the Peel Commission’s report is an
official document, it is my privilege to salute the first president of the
coming Jewish state.” One of Weizmann’s first acts, Edde suggested,
should be to sign a friendship treaty with Lebanon.6
This would be about the last kind word for the Peel report heard
from any Arab leader. The commission, whose conclusions were
released July 7, concluded that previous British policies and attempts
at conciliation had failed. The promises to the Jews embodied in
the Balfour Declaration could only be fulfilled through repression
against an unwilling Arab population. Already, Britain had been
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unable to maintain public security and conflict would only increase
in the future.
The report did call for limitations on immigration and land sales
but, most importantly, this was in the framework of a partitioned
Palestine. A small Jewish state, taking about 20 percent of the land,
would be established in the Galilee, Jezreel Valley, and the coastal
plain. The rest, including Jaffa, would be tied to Transjordan, except
for a small enclave around Jerusalem which remained under British
control. The Jewish state would pay an annual subsidy to its Arab
neighbor.
While the report provoked heated debates among the Zionists,
partition was accepted as the basis for further negotiations. Weizmann
and David Ben-Gurion argued that increasing persecution in Ger
many made it essential to obtain some territory where refugees could
find asylum.
Weizmann worried, however, about British willingness to imple
ment the plan. Even before the report’s release he had written OrmsbyGore of the “very grave dangers” involved in Arab state intervention.
The British government was too impressed by the “bogey” of PanIslam and Arab nationalism, he argued.7
The views of the German Foreign Office and U. S. State Department
did not entirely agree with Weizmann, but they were little kinder
to British policy. The report, said the American analysis, sought
“permanent appeasement” of the Arabs to protect Britain’s strategic
position in the eastern Mediterranean and the Red Sea. Once the bulk
of Palestine was freed from the mandate, London could organize an
Arab entente, bound by treaties of mutual assistance against Italian
encroachments. This approach was all very well, but it was based on
the questionable assumptions that the Arabs would accept partition
and that Britain would implement it. Washington doubted both ideas.8
At the same moment, Otto von Hentig, head of the Middle East
division of the German Foreign Ministry, urged caution in estimating
the Arab reaction. Doubtless they were opposed to a Jewish state, but
would they quarrel with England over it? Only Iraq and the Mufti,
he continued, would really commit themselves against partition. Ibn
Saud and Egypt would be lukewarm, while Transjordan might follow
the British lead. Given this, it was “out of the question” to support the
Arabs with arms or money over Palestine.9
Both of these perspectives had something to recommend them, but
the American one was more accurate. Since the British had sought a
solution which would patch up their strategic relations with the Arabs
they were hardly likely to enforce a settlement against the wishes of
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the Arab states. While von Hentig was right in making distinctions
between the intensity of the Arab states’ response, he misunderstood
that they would oppose it strongly enough to block partition. His idea
that “England considers the question important enough to impose her
point of view by force of arms, without restrictions,” was quite wrong.
The concept of partition itself might easily have been enough
to guarantee Arab opposition. The Palestine Arabs opposed the
surrender of a rich portion of the country even as the price for
saving the rest. Most Arab politicians feared a Jewish state as such,
regardless of size. What made matters worse was the nature of the
suggested partition. If Arab Palestine was subsumed by Transjordan
the Mufti and his supporters would be completely shut out of power.
Thus the Husayni-controlled Arab Higher Committee had every
incentive to oppose the Peel Comm ission report. By giving the prize
to Abdallah, the plan also made inevitable strong opposition from
Iraq and Saudi Arabia.
Abdallah and the Nashashibis were predictably pleased by a plan
which would give them most of Palestine, a $10 million grant from
Britain, and a subsidy from the Jewish state. In Transjordan itself, the
people were at first delighted, convinced that the Palestine problem
was solved. The British flag was hauled down in Nablus, a Nashashibi
stronghold, and replaced by Transjordan’s flag.10
Some British leaders were also enthusiastic. Ormsby-Gore told the
League of Nations that the Transjordan Arabs were positive about the
plan. Their emir contacted the Jewish Agency, promising autonomy
for any Jews living in his new state. Newspapers in Syria under his
influence also reacted favorably. Abdallah told Filastin that the report
should be accepted.11
He was more careful in replying to an Arab Higher Committee
inquiry, but added that “there is a lesson for men who want to learn”
in the Arabs’ 1936 confrontation with Britain. Within Palestine, the
Nashashibis were more outspoken, walking out of an Arab Higher
Committee meeting which opposed the report. Under pressure, to Ab
dallah’s disgust, they would soon recant.12
Transjordan’s triumph was short lived. After the majority of the
Arab Higher Committee declared complete opposition to the Peel pro
posals, a tidal wave of hostility engulfed Abdallah. Five days before
the report was issued, Ormsby-Gore had warned against Abdallah
counting his chickens before they hatched. Yet London had done
little to incubate its own plan. The commission’s suggestions had
undoubtedly seemed a reasonable compromise to its members. The
promise to the Jews would be kept by providing them a national
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home, but the Arabs would receive the bulk of Palestine. Despite its
even-handed intentions, British policy seriously misestimated Arab
politics.’15
One by one each Arab state declared opposition. In Syria, still under
the French mandate’s heavy hand, Prime Minister Jamil Mardam pro
tested to the French high commissioner and the League of Nations. His
National Bloc organized strikes and marches.14
Egypt’s Wafd regime was cautious in public and politely negative
in private. Prime Minister Nahhas told British High Commissioner
Miles Lampson at a July 24 dinner that he was sure the Arabs would
never accept the proposal. He could not allow a Jewish state on Egypt’s
borders —it might even one day claim Sinai. Why, he asked, didn’t
Britain establish an allied Arab state? This ran counter to the mandate,
Lampson replied. Then, Nahhas countered, the mandate should be
scrapped. Still, the prime minister did not reject Lampson’s request
to wait while the British government and Parliament considered the
report. Saudi Arabia had already asked him to join a united front of
Arab rulers, excluding Transjordan, explained Nahhas, but he would
stand aloof to keep open his options.15
While Al-Misri, a Wafd newspaper close to the government, pub
lished a long editorial finding some positive aspects to the proposals,
the palace opposition strongly attacked them. Mahmud called
on Egypt to exert fullest efforts against this “sacrifice of fellow
Muslims in Palest ine.” Against such embarrassing criticisms, Nahhas
maintained silence for several weeks. The prime minister staved off
calls for parliamentary debates by invoking Egypt’s national interest
in avoiding a public comm itment. He assured the senate of his efforts
to safeguard Arab rights and interests, working through discussions
with the friendly British government. The request for open debate was
withdrawn.16
Nahhas held off attacking the commission’s report as long as possi
ble and when necessary moved to mild opposition. Such moderation
reflected his own views: Palestine was only one of many issues, he said,
and it was necessary to “keep a sense of proportion.” He condemned
the “irresponsibility” of Iraq in taking an extreme rejectionist stance.”
Ibn Saud also valued highly his British connection, but the
strengthening of Transjordan and establishment of a Jewish state
were anathema to him. Saudi Foreign Minister Hafiz Wahbah told the
Foreign Office that his king regarded Abdallah as untrustworthy and
unfriendly. If London turned most of Palestine over to Transjordan,
the Saudis would retaliate by demanding large parts of Abdallah’s
kingdom—includi ng the strategic towns of Aqaba and Maan — and a
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common border with Syria.
The Saudis were sorry, Wahbah added, such a comprehensive plan
had been presented. The investigation might have better been limited
to ways of stopping Jewish immigration. Could the report be changed
to make it acceptable to the Arabs? Perhaps, Wahbah hinted, but he
seemed terrified of becoming identified with even a modified Peel
plan.18
After all, Wahbah and Nahhas were criticizing Iraq’s hardline be
cause they knew their countries would be pressured into matching its
rhetorical militancy. As long as London did not strike against Sulayman,
Wahbah complained, Britain could hardly expect restraint from other
Arabs. When pro-British Iraqi politicians were deposed, murdered,
or exiled, England had done nothing to interfere. This implied that
England would neither reward its friends nor punish its enemies, the
Saudi diplomat heatedly concluded.19
No Arab leader could afford to appear less nationalistic than his
counterparts at home or abroad. If Iraq could attack the Peel report
and British policy yet remain unscathed, Egypt and Saudi Arabia must
follow suit. Both resented Baghdad for dragging them into such a
dangerous escalation.
They never doubted that failing to fall into line would pose the most
dire risks. By late July 1936, Saudi officials were suggesting that the
king’s position at home would be severely shaken if he accepted the Peel
proposals. This might be dismissed as a mere pretext to side-step British
urgings, but there are reasons to accept it as sincere. The kingdom was
facing severe financial difficulties which were causing some discontent.
Religious figures in the puritanical Wahhabi sect, on which Ibn Saud’s
legitimacy largely rested, raised strong religious objections to the crea
tion of any Jewish state.
Muslims outside Saudi Arabia, among whom Ibn Saud retained
some special status, sent a stream of telegrams begging him to reject the
plan. So great was the pressure, the king told Wahbah, that he had not
slept properly for five nights. “Every Muslim and every Arab,” wrote
Wahbah to the Foreign Office, “looks on the establishment of this new
Jewish state as the first step in a policy which aims at the destruction of
Islam and the Arabs.”20
Despite all this, the Saudis managed to maintain a low profile
throughout the summer of 1937, making occasional protests and a first
attempt to reach the American government through the CaliforniaArabian Oil Company. Yet beneath the surface important doubts had
been raised in Ibn Saud’s mind. On one hand, British weakness toward
Iraq made him wonder if he need seek other protectors or even switch
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sides entirely. On the other, he perceived the voice of Arab public opinion
calling for a break with the English. Still, he saw Italy, Germany, and
even Turkey as wolves which would devour a Saudi Arabia deprived of
British protection. These contradictory forces would cause him to seek
German aid and arms at the end of 1937 while hesitating to throw in ,
his lot with the Axis. In the end, he correctly judged Britain’s superior
strength.21
Psychologically and religiously, Palestine posed special difficulties
for Ibn Saud. The traditional tenets of Islam were for him what PanSyrianism was for the Syrians, what Pan-Arabism was for the Iraqis,
what territorial expansion was to Abdallah, and what the desire to
secure their borders was for the Egyptians. His anti-Semitic views
were not in outright conflict with Islamic ideology, but they stretched
it to an extreme. “Praise be to God,” he later said, “for 1400 years there
had been no Jews in my territory.”
His feelings on this score went so far as to warrant a misrepresenta
tion of the Koran. While Christians were “People of the Book,” fellow
monotheists who should be protected by Muslims, he told a visiting
American delegation, Jews “have no right to that consideration.” If any
Jew ever entered Saudi Arabia, he swore, the man would be murdered
on the spot. To him, Jews, like a misanthropic snake, were greedy,
perfidious, and false. A Jewish state, even a small one, might be a
foothold from which might spread “the disease of Judaism.” 22
As politically potent as his sentiments were, they remained a
per
sonal idiosyncracy nevertheless, which might be reined in to
preserve his British alliance. Iraq’s far more active position over Peel
sprang from more orthodox political motives on the part of men who
flourished at home in direct proportion to the intensity of their attacks
on British policy.
Within days of the Peel report’s release, Iraqi public opinion was
already enflamed. Sulayman was genuinely horrified by the proposals
and would hear no argument in their favor. He was aware that he was
generally, and not unfairly, thought to be relatively indifferent to
Palest ine. Motivated by his desire to hold onto power, as well as by his
hatred for Abdallah and fear of internal chaos sparked by anti-Jewish
pogroms, he had to place himself at the head of the opposition to the
Peel plan.23
While Egypt and Saudi Arabia hesitated and Transjordan barely
suppressed its glee over the report, Iraq was urging the Arab Higher
Committee to reject the commission’s conclusions. Prime Minister
Sulayman even directly threatened Abdallah. Any person venturing
to act as head of a partitioned state, he warned, “would be regarded
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as an outcast throughout the Arab world, and would incur the wrath
of Muslims all over the East.’’ Such an act would “ stab the Arab race
to the heart” for the sake of personal ambition. The newspaper of the
pro-Iraq Istiqlal party in Palestine proclaimed, “Should the British find
some creature willing to stoop so low he would have a serious account
to settle with the Arabs.”24
Sulayman went so far as to turn toward Nazi Germany for aid in
a July 15 meeting with Fritz Grobba, Berlin’s Baghdad representative.
If Iraq could obtain a German loan and thus escape British financial
pressure, Sulayman said, a successful struggle could be waged against
creation of a Jewish state. Although the Germans were noncommittal,
from that time on Iraq-German ties tightened. Berlin offered long-term
commercial credits, sent more agents into the country, and stepped up
radio coverage of Palestine.25
Iraq’s press was packed with Palestine news and with reports of the
hundreds of telegrams protesting the commission’s report sent to the
king and prime minister. Army Chief of Staff General Bakr Sidqi, the
regime’s strongman, pledged the military’s willingness to fight in Pales
tine. Fawzi al-Qawukji, an honored exile in Iraq and a guerrilla leader in
the 1936 fighting, expressed readiness to renew the struggle. Religious
notables discussed a possible decree forbidding any Muslim from ac
cepting the throne of a partitioned Palestine.26
On July 16, thousands marched under Istiqlal party leadership to
oppose the Peel plan. Their placards attacked these proposals and the
Jews but carefully refrained from any direct criticism of Great Britain.
Demonstrators beat up thirty Jews and pillaged a number of shops. Nor
was Abdallah forgotten. Newspapers received government permission
to take the offensive against him.27
Iraq countered the partition idea with a call for an independent Arab
state in Palestine, with a constitution like Iraq’s and a treaty alliance
with London. Jewish population would be limited at 30 percent, though
this was negotiable. Both Sulayman and his exiled opponent al-Said put
forward separate feelers along these lines.28
Ironically, violence came first to Iraq. Bakr Sidqi’s assassination by
a soldier removed the military underpinning for the government. Al
though Sulayman’s stand on Palestine had strengthened his regime, he
could hardly continue without Sidqi. On August 17, he resigned to be
succeeded by Jamil al-Midfai, who immediately recalled Nuri al-Said
as Iraq’s chief negotiator over Palestine. While anti-Transjordan articles
in the press and protests continued, the upcoming League of Nations
session and the inter-Arab conference planned for Syria seemed to offer
opportunities for more positive action.29
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Since joining the league, Iraq had often used it as a forum for debates
on Palestine. The very first speech ever made by an Iraqi delegate called
for Palestine’s independence; such appeals were often repeated. In a
September 1937 session, Iraqi Foreign Minister Tawfiqal-Suwaydi again
challenged the legitimacy of the mandate and the Balfour Declaration.
Taking a different tack, he argued that the declaration had already
been fulfilled. The Jews could now enjoy its fruits in an undivided,
independent Palestine that would “take its place among the other Arab
nations.” Otherwise, there would be disorders in Palestine which would
have repercussions in Iraq.30
Nonetheless, al-Said and al-Suwaydi were relatively conciliatory
toward London’s position. Speaking confidentially, al-Suwaydi said he
would be prepared to cooperate with some kind of partition plan if all
other solutions proved impossible. Division might be based, for exam
ple, on current land ownership or, when British delegates said this was
impractical, on giving the arid south to the Jews. He particularly noted
Iraq’s special interest in Haifa’s port, claiming “the Arabs” did not
have a single harbor. Obviously, this argument did not apply for Egypt
or Lebanon. In reply, British representatives explained that London
was committed to partition but not to the details of any particular
scheme.31
Egypt’s delegation was even more careful to placate Britain, as in
Foreign Minister Wassif Butrus Ghali’s September 18 speech. He sup
ported the Arab Higher Committee’s argument that partition was con
trary to both Britain’s wartime promises to the Arabs and to the League
of Nations Covenant. It would also, he added, complicate Arab-Jewish
relations in the Middle East without helping Jews in Europe.
British diplomats and Zionist observers considered the Egyptian
position as moderate despite their disagreements. Ghali’s expression of
sympathy for Jewish suffering, his appeal for calm, his opposition to
violence, and his call for Arab-Jewish cooperation in Palestine, were
considered evidence of goodwill. Yet they were distressed to find that
even Egypt could no longer stand apart from the tide of opposition
sweeping the Arab world.32
The Cairo correspondent of the Zionist magazine Palestine took a
cynical view, seeing Egyptian politicians as snatching slogans to strike
at opponents.33 True as this might have been, it in no way negated
the seriousness of the situation. The Wafd’s reaction was largely
defensive. The palace’s appeal to Arab nationalism was dangerous for
them. Throughout the Arab world, the ante was being raised: it was
becoming impossible for any Arab leader to avoid taking a militant
stand, at least for public consumption.
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As real as the problems facing the Peel plan were, the available
evidence indicates possible tactics which might have saved it. By com
bining the formation of a Jewish state with the Palestine-Transjordan
merger, London had produced too big a pill for the Arabs to swallow.
Opposition to such a windfall for Transjordan guaranteed the
opposition of the Arab states and of the Arab Higher Committee.
Might a partition plan based on an independent Palestinian Arab
state have provoked the same degree of animosity? Some of the
statements of Wahbah, al-Suwaydi, and Nahhas provide grounds for
wondering on this point.
Further, the failure of Britain to press harder for implementation
of the Peel plan doomed it from the start. London’s policy seems to
have been poorly conceived, badly coordinated, and unimaginative.
It was true, of course, that England could not afford to antagonize the
Arabs for strategic reasons. But given the importance of their British
alliance to most of the Arab rulers, London seemed to have had more
room for maneuver than its policy-makers realized.
The Zionists had moved toward a large concession in order to
maintain peace and to save the refugees from Europe. They would
never again be willing to settle for so lit tle. Indeed, in retrospect
the Arabs would never again have such a clear opportunity to take 80
percent of Palestine. While seeming an inevitable failure, then, the
Peel plan was a missed opportunity for Britain and the Arabs.
The September 1937 Arab conference at Bludan, Syria, moved the
Arab states further down the road toward confrontation. The meeting,
hosted by the Palestine Assistance Committee of Syria, brought
ac
t ivists together to oppose partition and to plan further action.
Most of the delegates came from Islamic groups, Palestine support
committees, and parties in Palestine, Syria, and Lebanon. There were
hardly any from Egypt or Saudi Arabia and no official government
representatives.34
Although the National Bloc supported the meeting, much of
the money and impetus came from the Mufti during his June 1937
visit to Damascus. While the bloc would have liked to have openly
participated, British protests encouraged the French authorities to deter
them. Saudi Arabia’s abstention, the uninfluential Egyptian delegation
(led by Alluba), the absence of the Nashashibi, and the fact that most
of the Transjordanians present were exiled opponents of Abdallah,
made the conference seem a feeble effort to some observers.’55
Such a conclusion would have been in error, for the tone set there
would dominate Arab politics for several years to come. Certainly
it was a well-organized effort. The meeting hall was decorated with
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Arab national and Islamic flags. A thirty-one-page pamphlet prepared
by the Palestine Defense Committee was distributed to all present.
Entitled “The Jews and Islam,” it quoted anti-Jewish statements from
the Koran and added some new inventions, including a Jewish attempt
to assassinate the prophet Muhammad. This focus was due not only to
the Islamic flavor of the meeting—only one Christian attended—but
also to a tactical decision to stress attacks on the Jews while avoiding
criticisms of Great Britain.36
The strong Iraqi contingent included members of the influential
Muthanna Club, the Palestine Defense Committee, the Young Men’s
Muslim Association, and the Islamic Guidance Association. Naji alSuwaydi, a former Iraqi prime minister and brother of the current
foreign minister, was elected the conference’s president. Alluba and
veteran Pan-Arabist Shakib Arslan were vice-presidents, while Nuri
al-Said chaired the political committee.37
Yet al-Suwaydi represented a radical position which differed fun
damentally from that of his brother and al-Said. They, like, the estab
lished leaders in Egypt and Saudi Arabia, preferred to protect their
links with London and to operate using diplomatic methods. Naji alSuwaydi argued that all European powers were equally untrustworthy,
but that alliance with Britain’s enemies was preferable. Violence, too,
would be a worthwhile tactic, since Europe only respected power.
“We must make Britain understand that it must choose between our
friendship and the Jews,” he argued. Britain must change its policy
in Palestine or the Arabs would side with the Germans and Italians.38
Obviously, this was an option which Palestine Arabs by themselves
could not have exercised. As al-Suwaydi himself pointed out, close
coordination between the Arab states would be necessary to make
such a threat credible. Certainly, the British would have to take
seriously such a possibility. The same day al-Suwaydi was speaking,
Nazi propaganda chief Joseph Goebbels called on nations throughout
the world to join the German crusade against decadent democracy.
Even Naji al-Suwaydi was somewhat moderate compared to
many of the conference’s participants, and he had to work hard to
tone down its resolutions. The final conference declaration called for
abolition of the Balfour Declaration and the mandate, an end to Jewish
immigration, Palestine’s recognition as an integral part of the Arab
world, and an independent Palestine which would sign a treaty with
Britain. Further actions would involve an anti-Jewish and —if possible
—an anti-British boycott, prevention of Arab land sales to Jews in
Palestine, encouragement of inter-Arab trade, and establishment of a
central Arab propaganda office. Although only the Iraqis spoke with
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any real authority, those present pledged their respective countries to
support this prog ram.
As many as half of the participants were dissatisfied with such
insipidly general resolutions. On September 12, about 100 Palestinian
and Syrian delegates held a secret meeting in Damascus to discuss the
organization of armed resistance. A letter from al-Qawukji was read
and the decision made to smuggle arms, ammunition, and volunteers into
Palestine under the Mufti’s supervision.
Perhaps in response to these decisions, violence soon broke out in
Palestine, beginning with the assassination of a high British official. The
British moved quickly to outlaw the Arab Higher Committee and to
remove the Mufti from the presidency of the Supreme Muslim Council.
Warrants were issued for Jamil al-Husayni and others. Many Palestine
Arab leaders, including these two men, escaped across the border to
Lebanon or Syria.
Now all-out war had come to Palestine. Small rebel bands attacked
Jews and the Arab opponents of the Mufti, especially the Nashashibis.
See-saw battles resulted in the guerrillas alternately occupying and
being driven out of various areas of the country. Extensive assistance
including 200-300 volunteers a month came from the Arab states, par
ticularly Iraq and Syria. Palestine Defense Committees grew rapidly.
Some aid also came in from Italy and perhaps from the Germans.39
Here the involvement of the Arab states had entered a new stage.
Without their help it would have been far more difficult for the Pales
tinian Arabs to have maintained the revolt for eighteen months. For the
radical oppositionists, the struggle in Palestine was only the most ad
vanced of a whole series of actions to be carried out against the British
and their Arab allies. The established politicians also contributed to the
cause, but for them it demonstrated the urgency of pressing a negotiated
solution with London. The Peel Commission’s plan had for all practical
purposes been sunk. The field was open for new ideas.
As might be expected, Iraq was most closely involved in both aspects
of these new developments. Naji al-Suwaydi became leader of the
Palestine Defense Committee which, along with the Muthanna Club, was
the center of agitation. Relief funds collected from government officials,
members of parliament, and the general public were used to buy arms.
The government was reluctant to supply military hardware directly but
chose to ignore smuggling. Consequently, much of the military supplies
came from army officers with radical Pan-Arab sympathies. Religious
leaders and the press were in the forefront of the money-raising effort.40
Although out of office, Nuri al-Said continued his diplomatic ac
tivities, generating one idea after another for solving the Palestine con
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flict. He negotiated with Judah Magnes and other Jews favoring a binational state, but misled London in claiming they would accept an Arab
king and a ban on immigration in exchange for a small semi-autonomous
Jewish region. Given their experience with his 1936 intervention, neither
the British nor the Zionists would accept his mediation. Neither would
the Mufti, who confidently told him that the “terror of 1936 buried
the mandate” while “the terror of 1937” would soon do the same to
the partition plan. Undaunted, Nuri proposed in March 1938, an IraqPalestine-Transjordan confederation to dilute the Jewish presence—an
idea which Ibn Saud saw as a front for Hashemite ambitions. All in all,
al-Said’s personal activities had little success.41
The National Bloc of Syria also threw itself into the Palestine strug
gle. Their partisan control of the issue, however, alienated the rival
Shahbander faction which moved closer to Transjordan and Abdallah’s
“Greater Syria” plan. Some of Shahbander’s supporters, like the
Nashashibi in Palestine, refused involvement in the fighting.42
Abdallah himself maintained a low profile, stressing the virtue of
patience: “We are only sorry for all that has happened,” he told Transjordan’s assembly in November 1937, though wishing the Palestine
Arabs “peace, blessings and success.” Transjordan was doing every
thing possible “without expecting any reward,” he said on another
occasion, and “the dear sons of Holy Palestine know it.”43
The Mufti’s supporters did not agree. Throughout 1938 and early
1939, they tried to extend their rebellion into Transjordan and to under
mine its emir. Armed bands attacked rural police posts, cut telegraph
lines, and damaged the Kirkuk-Haifa pipeline three times. Bombs were
placed in Irbid and one, which failed to explode, was planted in Abdal
lah’s palace. When British military pressure increased in Palestine in
1938, guerrillas crossed into Transjordan to spread the insurrection.
They failed, as did a second such wave in April 1939. The welldisciplined Arab Legion wiped them out in one month.44
Egyptian involvement was less direct but steadily increasing. When
several of the Mufti’s aides travelled to Egypt in October 1937, their
appeals were well received. At the same time, there was less enthusiasm
for their proposal to organize a major logistical base in Egypt, since that
country lacked an extradition treaty with Palestine. Cairo would not go
so far in jeopardizing relations with London. The Wafd regime’s fall in
December 1937, shifted power to the palace politicians, however, and
opened the door for Egypt’s more activist role beginning late in 1938.4S
Saudi Arabia was the scene of the greatest changes at the end of 1937.
Ibn Saud had been reluctant to supply arms to the Palestine Arab rebels
although he offered them help against Abdallah. He was also considering
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a change of alliances. On October 25, he told a British friend that “for
a Muslim to kill a Jew or for him to be killed by a Jew ensures him
an immediate entry into Heaven and into the august presence of God
Almighty.” The Jews not only wanted Palestine, he warned, but the land
to the south as far as Medina and eastward toward the Persian Gulf. In
short, he feared a direct threat to Saudi Arabia.46
The following month, Ibn Saud’s representative Yusuf Yasin met
with Grobba in Baghdad. The Arabs were uniformly opposed to the Peel
plan, he told the German diplomat, and asked for a German mission in
Jidda to balance British influence. Ibn Saud also wanted German arms
and a loan. Unwisely, the German economic ministry turned down the
proposal because of foreign exchange shortages. The Italian dictator
Benito Mussolini was less reticent, but he too was scarcely willing to
challenge Britain’s sphere of interest there.
Ibn Saud was playing a complex game, and it was never clear how
serious was his approach to the Germans. They were convinced that the
king or some of his advisers were acting as British agents. Though he
again sought their support in the early days of 1939, he was later quickly
convinced that Britain would defeat Germany in the war. Thus his
motive in these flirtations might have been to accumulate some leverage
with London on forcing a change in its Palestine policy.47
The sincerity of his concern over Palestine was beyond question.
After listening to a BBC report on the hanging of one Palestinian Arab
guerrilla, his eyes filled with tears. The British had the right to maintain
order in Palestine, he acknowledged, and the man had broken the law:
“Nevertheless,” the king concluded, “if it had not been for the Zionist
policy of the British Government that Arab would be alive today.”48
Growing Arab antagonism toward Britain’s position on Palestine, the
mounting Italian-German threat, and the possible combination of these
two forces could not be ignored by London. The debates within the British
government from the latter half of 1937 focused on the importance of
maintaining friendship with Egypt, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen.
Strategic planners knew that a European war would leave England only
limited forces to hold the Middle East and keep open the Suez Canal.
Peace in Palestine was essential for this purpose.49
The Jews, British policy-makers knew, would not pose much of a
threat since they could scarcely oppose England in any conflict with
Nazi Germany. Zionist strategy was based on the inevitably losing
argument that they would be a more reliable ally than the Arabs. It was
precisely the unreliable nature of Arab support that forced British con
cessions. Otherwise, they might imperil not only the canal, but other
sea and air routes to the east as well. Within Palestine, help from the
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Jewish, defense forces proved useful in putting down the Arab revolt,
but this posed a potential political embarrassment. Few in the Foreign
Office doubted the need to shelve partition and the priority of ending the
fighting in Palestine.50
A Foreign Office memorandum of November 11, 1937, for example
saw the small Jewish state proposed by the Peel Commission as “a kind
of time-bomb” with “insecure foundations” and a “perilous future.”
Partition could only earn Britain “the undying hostility of the Arabs and
Muslim world,” driving them into an alliance with Britain’s enemies.51
While the Colonial Office was skeptical over the extent of Arab
opposition, the Foreign Office believed that Palestine could not be
isolated from wider considerations of Arab nationalism’s formidable
force. For example, Egyptian nationalism and religious sentiment, “al
ways readily inflammable, may be roused to new excitement by sym
pathy with their Arab co-religionists.” British Palestine policy might
involve large, unaffordable military commitments. Saudi Arabia and
Yemen were turning toward Italy, while anti-British feeling was increas
ing in Egypt and Iraq.
Palestine must be dealt with in this regional context, the Foreign
Office concluded, “All our evidence goes to show that it is now dominat
ing every other question throughout the Middle East, and that our whole
future relations with Middle East states depend almost exclusively on
our handling of it.”52
Such talk was perhaps exaggerated but these were not imaginary
concerns. Using the 1936 monarchs’ appeal as an opening wedge, the
Arab states gained a major chance to affect British policy. Their opposi
tion defeated the partition proposal and convinced London of the need
for a more pro-Arab approach. This was an impressive result after a little
more than twelve months’ labor.
At the same time, the importance of Palestine in the domestic
politics of the Arab states was also greatly increased during that period.
Those who staked prestige on saving Palestine for the Arabs risked being
discredited if they could not provide results. Yet the very factors which
pushed them toward diplomatic activism inhibited them from success
fully using Britain’s weakness to obtain one.
Passionate anti-British feelings on the Palestine issue brought pres
sure for a break with Britain and alliance with its enemies. Impatience
with negotiations led the militants to support outright rebellion. A deepseated conviction in the Tightness of the Arab cause made compromise
unpalatable and ultimate victory unquestionable. Such attitudes, re
flected in Arab public opinion, hardly made the task of Arab foreign
ministers easy.
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The strong reaction to the Peel Commission’s proposals seemed to
energize a hurricane of rejection. One might well argue that this was
inevitable, but London’s greatest mistake was not necessarily the idea of
partition itself as it was the role envisioned for Transjordan. By offering
Arab Palestine to Abdallah, the commission guaranteed the opposition
of the Arab Higher Committee and of all the other Arab states. Further,
the hesitancy of Egypt and Saudi Arabia in attacking the plan indicated a
possible basis for further negotiations over modifications.
Although the Arab states had not moderated Palestinian Arab de
mands as Britain had hoped, their new level of involvement could not be
reversed. Parallel with the deteriorating situation in Europe, London’s
attempts to reach an accord with the Arab states over Palestine had to
continue.

7

Partition Abandoned,
Compromise Denied
1938-39

H

aving committed themselves to find a solution to the Palestine
question, the Arab states used the period between the beginning
of 1938 and the start of World War II to work out some settlement with
Britain. Aid to the Arab rebellion in Palestine was continued as were
the constant round of meetings and demonstrations in neighboring
countries.
London was equally eager to reach an agreement. A confrontation
with Germany could clearly be seen on the horizon, and Great Britain
could hardly afford a new front in the Middle East. The 1939 London
Conference and the subsequent White Paper represented British at
tempts to work out a compromise accord with the Arabs which would
satisfy their main demands.
Yet a growing hard-line faction of Arab nationalists, particularly in
Palestine and Iraq, saw no need to conclude a pact with Britain. They
were convinced of British perfidy toward Arab interests. Imported
parliamentary institutions, modeled after Western European constitu
tions, held no attraction for them. More appropriate for Arab countries,
they believed, was a decisive dictatorship backed by mass mobilization
and legitimatized by romantic nationalism. Nor was British protection
necessary. An alternative existed in the very powers which embodied
these characteristics: Germany and Italy. Compromise or patience over
Palestine was not only treasonous—it was unnecessary.
At odds with this view stood Nuri al-Said and Abdallah. Indeed, they
realized that the surest way to make peace was to discover a formula
which might win Jewish approval. The Iraqi government suggested a
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complex scheme to divide Palestine into fourteen Arab and seven Jewish
cantons which would have local autonomy within a federal state. Nuri’s
vision went even further: a Palestine settlement might provide the first
step toward Arab federation.1
Yet long-range plans could not stand entirely apart from short-range
aims. Arabs sought the clear and final elimination of the Peel proposals;
Zionists wanted to calm disturbances in Palestine and to guarantee
immigration from Europe. Prevailing opinion in Iraq was not moving
in Nuri’s direction, however, as shown by an exchange before the par
liamentary budget committee. When al-Said’s ally Rustum Haydar at
tributed British policy to a fear of the Jews international financial power,
one nationalist member replied that it made no difference. Whether it
was a matter of gold or guns it was clear that might made right. Force
rather than more talk was the answer.2
Transjordan’s plans actually fed such sentiments by heightening the
suspicions of other Arab leaders. While al-Said proposed limiting Jewish
population in Palestine to 35 percent while allowing immigration into
other Arab states, Abdallah was willing to forego any limits. His rule
over a united Palestine and Transjordan, rather than any demographic
statistics, would guarantee Arab rights. Even the Nashashibi would not
endorse such an idea, which Palestine & Transjordan called a “minia
ture theme of partition.” Of equal importance, Abdallah was willing
to allow the mandate to continue for ten years before independence.3
Perhaps their identification with Transjordan’s ambitions further dis
credited the ideas of partition and a transitional period in Arab eyes.
In a letter to the Young Men’s Muslim Association, he defended his
unity prosposal. It was his religious and racial duty, Abdallah explained,
to foster such a union. This would not suppress the rights of Palestine’s
inhabitants, he concluded, since they outnumbered those of Transjordan
and would “ably take over the leadership of the administration of such
a state.”4 Something like this would happen after the 1948 war when
Transjordan annexed the West Bank. At the moment, though, Transjor
dan’s policy was too discredited among the Arab states to have much
influence.
The end of 1937 was a turning point in Saudi Arabia’s involvement in
Palestine; it was a moment when that issue started to affect wider policy
decisions. For Egypt, the summer of 1938 marked a similar transition. In
January 1938, eighty legislators had issued a petition supporting the
Arab Higher Committee. Alluba helped arrange a May 28 parliamentary
declaration calling for a permanent end to Jewish immigration and
establishment of an independent Arab regime. The following month, he
organized a call for a “World Interparliamentary Congress of Arab and
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Muslim Countries for the Defense of Palestine.” The British, for whom
Egypt was the most significant Arab domino, tried unsuccessfully to
block the meeting.5
Palestine was becoming a partisan issue in Egypt more slowly than
in Iraq. Anti-British speeches distinguished a new radical camp which
included the Muslim Brothers, the Young Men’s Muslim Association,
and student activists. The palace politicians in power even had to worry
about the Wafd’s use of the Palestine issue against them. Unless the
British soothed Muslim discontent, Prime Minister Mahmud warned,
he would have to escalate official protests. Otherwise, Nahhas might
seize on the Palestine question for an antigovernment campaign. This
prophecy seemed fulfilled in July as the Wafd busily issued its own
statements over Palestine and launched a fund-raising campaign.6
The Wafd faced its own dilemmas. How could they support a con
ference organized by Alluba, a known partisan of the king? When the
Wafd decided to boycott the meeting, Mahmud leaped in to give the
conference semiofficial recognition. He appointed Chamber of Deputies
President Baha al-Din Barakat to preside. But Mahmud was not moti
vated merely by the desire to gain advantages over the Wafd. In contrast
to Bludan, Iraq’s King Ghazi, Ibn Saud, Syrian President Hashim alAtassi, and Emir Abdallah, all endorsed the Cairo meeting. Their support
signalled the Arab world’s increasing radicalization over Palestine and
the rulers’ attempt to moderate its tone. The Foreign Office actually
commended the Egyptian and Iraqi governments in this regard.7
As always, Abdallah went farther than his colleagues. In his June
1938 letter to the Young Men’s Muslim Association he boldly attacked
the radical analysis. Rather than trying to find a workable solution,
they “are content with weeping and wailing and calling for help to those
who cannot aid them.” He argued this was leading to the Arab loss
of Palestine, and the only way to save it was by gaining a foothold in
governing the country. Under a transitional compromise arrangement,
“There would be a parliament to represent the people and an army to
defend them. Finances would be unified and the shores of the state
would be well patrolled and its gates shut to prevent clandestine immi
gration.”
Palestine “would have a breathing spell in which to recuperate, while
at the same time its neighboring sister ... countries would be enabled
to make not a little progress toward strengthening the bonds and ties
between them.” Such arguments, to be made by the Egyptians only
six months later after the London roundtable conference, ran against the
prevailing mood in the Arab world.8
The capacity of the Palestine issue to both unite and divide the Arabs
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was amply demonstrated by the October 1938 parliamentary congress
and by Egyptian reaction to it. The Wafd had belittled the meeting,
accusing it of being a tool of the Mahmud regime. Still, they could not
allow the palace to monopolize the limelight over Palestine nor could
they ignore a gathering which drew twenty-five hundred participants.
The party was forced to relent, and members attended the concluding
sessions in considerable numbers. Nahhas himself gave a tea for dele
gates, apologized for the earlier criticisms, and pledged support for
the “most worthy cause in recent Arab and Muslim history.”9
This did not mean the Wafd had been wrong. King Farouk’s gov
ernment would certainly not forego such an opportunity to build up his
prestige. Delegates cheered Farouk as “Commander of the Faithful,”
and some spoke of him as a possible caliph. Mahmud and Farouk held
receptions for those attending, praising the gathering and presenting
their own credentials as fighters for Palestine.10
Arab harmony coupled with Arab state competition permeated the
conference. Fans al-Khuri led the Syrian delegation in introducing a
resolution advocating the absorption of Palestine and Transjordan by
Syria. Both the Iraqis and Palestinians strongly opposed this idea. The
Syrians also attacked their Lebanese Maronite neighbors as being as
much a “bone in the Arabs’ throat” as were the Jews. King Ibn Saud,
who decided at British request not to send an official delegation, also
came under attack. Alluba complained of the king’s broken promise.
Jamil al-Husayni said he was not surprised: Ibn Saud was not reliable.
Perhaps the pilgrimage to Mecca should be suspended until he cooper
ated. Ibn Saud had sold out to England and sought to strengthen his
own country” on the backs of the Palestinians.” The resolutions of
al-Khuri and al-Husayni were voted down.
A third contentious issue was over whether the Arabs should
conduct any more negotiations with the Jews. A Syrian delegate
pointed out that Arab leaders had met Weizmann in the past, but
Alluba, al-Husayni, and Awni Abd al-Hadi opposed any more such
talks. Nevertheless, the political committee decided to impose no
limitations on future Arab diplomacy.11
Like Bludan, the Cairo conclave called for independence for an
undivided Palestine under an Arab government and a ban on Jewish
immigration. The new feature at Cairo, however, was not only a
higher level of official participation but also a greater awareness
of the leverage provided the Arabs by the European crisis. Alluba
once again pointed out that support for Zionism would hurt British
interests, though it was hardly reassuring when he said that Arabs
were only asking for what London had given the Sudeten Germans at
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the Munich meeting some weeks before.12
There was also a greater willingness to attack Britain. The main
resolution declared that the British attitude was hostile toward the
Arabs and forced them to respond with a similar hostile policy. Farouk
had also become more outspoken. The British carefully noted every
such omen. It was obvious to them that conflict could be avoided
only if Egypt and the other Arab states were coaxed into a diplomatic
solution.13
Aware of the danger to them posed by Arab-British rapprochement
over Palestine, Zionists sought to discount these trends. The British
were being deceived by “the mirage of a united Arab world,” they
argued, in spite of the more important conflicts between Arab states.
Yet this blithely ignored the fact that much of the Arab division was
due to competition over Palestine.
Further, despite the Cairo meeting’s indecision on the subject,
even the idea of direct Arab-Zionist negotiations was becoming
unacceptable to Arab public opinion. Arab representatives were now
afraid to talk to Jews, Saudi diplomat Hafiz Wahbah told Ben-Gurion.
A few years before, calling for peace in Jerusalem, Wahbah had
mentioned that Jerusalem was a holy city for Jews and Christians as
well as for Muslims. The response was a stack of cables protesting
this. “How many thousands of pounds did you get from the Jews?”
one asked. Compromise could not take place, he concluded, in an
atmosphere where everyone was afraid he might be accused of
treason.14
The anger and impatience of the Arabs had a profound effect on
the Palestine situation in the late 1930s, but this was only half the
story. King Ibn Saud, for example, hated and feared the Jews, was
disappointed at the lack of British support for his territorial claims
against Oman and the Trucial states, and was pressed by outside Arabs
and Muslims as well as his own religious views over lack of progress
on Palestine. All of this might have been insufficient to prompt action
against British policy without an additional factor: the alternative
offered by the expanding power of Italy and Germany.15
The British knew that German and Italian radio and press prop
aganda aimed at the Arab world made heavy use of the fighting in
Palestine. One provision of the April 1938 Anglo-Italian treaty was
Rome’s pledge to abandon Arabic-language broadcasts and its assur
ances not to create friction over Palestine. The Foreign Office, which
deemed this intervention as having been most effective, was greatly
relieved. British Foreign Minister Lord Halifax even thanked the
Italians for playing down the Palestine conflict.16
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The Germans cautiously advanced step by step to take their place. To
the Arabs, Palestine could be used to present the picture of “perfidious
Albion” as a treacherous enemy; for the German public, Hitler’s regime
used London’s difficulties in quelling the revolt as proof of weakness.
British intelligence thought Ibn Saud was serving as a German conduit
to supply the Mufti with arms. Iraqi Prime Minister al-Midfai even told
Grobba that Iraq would remain neutral in any Anglo-German war out of
sympathy for Berlin.17
Given such concerns, the British government moved steadily away
from any partition solution. The Foreign Office area specialists, who had
always been skeptical, won over Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain
because of the wavering Saudi attitude. Miles Lampson’s repeated warn
ings about the gathering storm in the Arab world were also influential.
Even the Colonial Office, under its new secretary Malcolm MacDonald,
moved to join them. The Palestine Arabs themselves, MacDonald con
cluded, were “intractable” and “intransigent.” Ibn Saud, seen as the
most prestigious regional leader, might even raise the Arabs in revolt
against Britain as Sharif Husayn had done against the Turks. The best
prospect would be to work through Iraq and Egypt which MacDonald
thought were ultimately dependent on Great Britain. The Arab states
might still produce a moderate solution.18
From Egypt, Lampson tirelessly hammered away at the need for a
more pro-Arab British policy. “Unless the Arabs get satisfaction over
immigration,” he wrote, “we must face the fact that, if war comes, we
shall have to take on the Arabs as well as the Italians and Germans.
What would our position then be in the Near East? I shudder to think.”
Even aside from Palestine, he told Chamberlain, Cairo was moving
toward “re-insurance with Italy” because it feared “that we are not
strong enough to protect Egypt adequately in the event of an Italian
attack.” His aide, Oriental Secretary Walter Smart, was equally blunt.
Unless the Palestine question was resolved “in a manner favorable to
the Arabs,” he said, it might lead to the destruction of the entire British
Empire.19
When the Woodhead Commission (organized to reinvestigate the
ground cover by Peel) made another partition proposal, its report was
quickly buried. In October 1938, the British government decided its new
policy: Arab goodwill must be safeguarded at all costs, Jewish immigra
tion must be drastically curtailed, Jews would remain a minority, and
Palestine would become part of an Arab federation. The Arab states
would be invited to a conference over Palestine which would set up an
interim agreement along these lines, for the time being maintaining
British rule over Palestine.20
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This decision was taken at the height of the Czechoslovakia crisis,
a war scare resolved by the Munich agreement. At this moment of high
drama, MacDonald and Halifax contacted Iraq’s Foreign Minister
al-Suwaydi, Nuri al-Said, and Egyptian Prime Minister Mahmud.
Perhaps, it was reasoned, these men could moderate the Mufti’s hard
line. Arab leaders were told that an independent, united Palestine might
be possible within the framework of a new agreement. In exchange,
the Arab states were expected to smooth the way to conciliation, as
London openly stated in announcing the meeting.21
The Jewish Agency executive knew that such a plan could bring
them no benefits, and they objected to the invitations for Arab govern
ments. Iraq and Egypt, they said, had no more rights in the matter than
any other League of Nations member or the United States. Zionists
bitterly concluded that the London conference’s outcome had been
determined in advance—a reasonable analysis as events would show.22
The Mufti was equally unhappy with the British plan, for he
feared that Britain was correct in hoping that the Arab states would be
willing to compromise. He and his cousin Jamil were often sarcastic
in private over the aims of their Arab neighbors, whose designs might
curtail Palestine’s independence or displace his leadership. A deal
between the British and the Arab states might exclude him as well as
the Zionists.
There was some material evidence for this fear provided by British
suggestions that Palestine’s integration into a broader Arab federat ion
might avoid giving power to the Mufti. The Peel Commission had of
fered Arab Palestine to Transjordan; Syria and Iraq had staked claims
of their own. Jamil al-Husayni’s attacks on Ibn Saud at the Cairo con
ference showed that even Saudi Arabia was not considered to be above
reproach.
Far from viewing Palestine as the passive object for other Arabs’
ambitions, the Mufti began to have plans of his own. As leader of the
Palestine revolt, he was in the forefront of the radical Arab faction.
He had gone further than his compatriots in breaking with England
to join with Germany. An Anglo-German war could only bring more
opportunit ies. Why should he defer to Egyptian and Iraqi politicians?
Perhaps his future would be brighter than theirs.23
The Mufti therefore demanded stiff preconditions for his participa
tion in the London meeting: guarantees for Palestine’s independence
and the exclusion of the Nashashibi faction from participation. Britain’s
refusal must have heightened his anxiety. On the other hand, contem
porary developments in Iraq seemed to confirm the correctness of his
analysis.24
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The Palestine Defense Committee in Iraq was openly critical of
its government’s acceptance of the British invitation. The balance
of power in Baghdad continued to shift toward the Mufti’s allies.
Inflammatory reports of alleged British atrocities in Palestine filled
the newspaper columns. Violence against Jewish institutions and
Jewish-owned stores in Baghdad was on the upswing. It would be
difficult for the Iraqi government to give any ground over Palestine.25
In fact, al-Midfai’s government did not stay in office long enough to
see the London conference. On December 25, 1938, the army forcibly
replaced him with Nuri al-Said. One of seven reasons given for the coup
was the government’s failure to sufficiently support the Palestine revolt.
Behind al-Said’s presence as a moderate figurehead, a junta of militant
army officers controlled the new regime. The hard-line opposition
groups intermingled with the political establishment. Minister of De
fense Taha al-Hashimi became president of the Palestine Defense Com
mittee, whose fund-raising campaigns attained a semiofficial status.
Anti-Jewish violence continued to escalate. In such circumstances,
al-Said’s mission to the London conference assumed the air of a last,
desperate attempt to settle the Palestine dispute peacefully.26
All the Arab states would be represented by top-level delegations.
King Ibn Saud chose his son and foreign minister, the Emir Faysal,
and Deputy Foreign Minister Fuad Hamza, himself of Palestinian
origin. Transjordan was represented by Prime Minister Tawfiq Abu
al-Huda (also born in Palestine). Egypt sent Ali Mahir with Azzam
as one of his advisers, while Yemen dispatched Prince Sayf al-Islam
al-Husayn.27
The conference’s timing coincided with the height of Jewish
desperation over persecutions in Europe. No country was willing to
take many of the existing refugees at a moment when new areas of
oppression threatened to open in Italy and the Balkans. Palestine’s
immigration quotas cut off that escape route. While some British
policy-makers might have been personally sympathetic, such
problems were not seriously considered alongside London’s strategic
interests—and those lay clearly on the Arab side.28
Warning signals of the coming war multiplied daily. The confer
ence’s opening day, February 7, 1939, was marked by Italian newspaper
threats of violence if Egypt tried to deny Mussolini’s aspirations in
North Africa. To drive this point home, a German general toured
Italian fortifications in Libya. Such reminders were never far off. The
London conference itself had been planned under the pressure of the
Munich crisis; Hitler occupied the rest of Czechoslovakia during its
sessions.29
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In this context the immense strategic significance of the Arab
Middle East could never be far from the thoughts of British policymakers, with obvious consequences for the urgency of solving the
Palestine problem. No matter how strong British forces were in the
area, they would be insufficient if the local population turned against
England in a crisis. Arab friendship was deemed an absolute necessity.
Once Palestine was amicably dealt with, they reasoned, there need be
no fear of an Arab fifth column.30
Yet despite the strong temptations this posed for contemporary
Foreign Office specialists, it would be most misleading to attribute
Britain’s Middle East problems exclusively to the Palestine problem.
London’s heavy-handed tutelage over Egypt and Iraq was equally at the
root of Arab nationalists’ antagonism. British diplomats constantly in
terfered in the domestic politics of these countries, favoring particular
parties and individuals. Those whose ambitions were blocked, those
who demanded faster social and economic development, and those
who felt such influence a humiliation, all had powerful grievances.
Even moderate leaders tried to turn away from London during
the dark days of 1939-41. If German or Italian might was bound to
replace Britain in the region, Arab rulers like Ibn Saud did not plan to
be on the losing side. Few failed to seek some accommodation with
the self-proclaimed new order. Further, Arabs, like the Germans and
Italians, wanted revision of the boundaries set by the World War I
peace settlements. Iraq, Syria, Transjordan, and even Egypt became
animated with ambitions to redraw borders and to establish their own
spheres of influence. The Axis might bring change; Britain and France
stood for imperialism and the unpleasant status quo.
Axis ideologies also contained much that appealed to the new
generation of Arab nationalists. They were responsive to pan-ethnic
nationalism, irredentism, unity and social mobilization behind a
single party and a charismatic leader, romantic nationalism, contempt
for Western parliamentary structures, and hatred of the Jews. They
sought a totalistic world view to parallel (or supplant) Islam. They
yearned to dedicate life and loyalty to their nation’s sacred mission.
Many of these themes would later appear in the Arab adaptation of
Marxism in the 1950s and 1960s.
Such features could be most clearly seen in Iraq. Officers there had
already aided one armed uprising against the British. Close contacts
with radical politicians reinforced their desire for Iraq to unify the
eastern Arab world. Their December 1938 coup was a first step.
By February 1939, the Palestine Defense Committee’s new weekly
called on Iraqis “to be prepared for that dreadful hour chosen by Allah
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when you will be called upon to serve the Arabs and lift them out
of their misery.” The tone was xenophobic, attacking Armenians and
Assyrian Christians as well as Jews, and expansionist, adding Kuwait to
the territories which Iraq should annex.31
Abdallah, most friendly to Britain of the Arab leaders, was isolated,
as he had been since rejection of the Peel proposals. While nominally
optimistic, he well realized that the tide was running in the Mufti’s favor.
Dr. Khalil Totah, the well-informed educator, explained that “Emir
Abdallah hasn’t an honest friend among the Arabs of Palestine.” Transjordan did not even bother to send its delegates to the preconference
Arab consultations in Cairo.32
The other delegations gathered on January 17, to decide on common
strategy. They would not negotiate with the Jews. They would demand
a total ban on Jewish immigration and land purchases and creation of
an independent Palestine with an Arab majority. The percentage of Jews
in the population would be frozen, but those already in the country
would have civil and political rights guaranteed. Mahmud suggested
offering autonomy to towns, giving Jews some self-rule in Tel-Aviv
and elsewhere. Perhaps most important, it was agreed that the Palestine
Arabs would have the decisive voice in the negotiations. The other Arab
states would support them. Although the Iraqis and Egyptians stressed
their own country’s interest in Palestine, these conditions had given the
Mufti veto power over any settlement. This doomed the Anglo-Arab
talks from the beginning.33
Chamberlain, Halifax, and Mac Donald represented the British side
in London, shuttling between the Zionist and Arab delegations, which
met separately except on three occasions. Chamberlain told the Arabs
that the presence of the neighboring states implied recognition of a
“commonality of interest and sentiment which characterizes the Arab
world.” He assured them of Britain’s desire to maintain and strengthen
friendship with the Arabs. Both sides kept British strategic considera
tions to the fore. MacDonald noted that trouble in Palestine would have
repercussions throughout the region, and the Arab delegations under
standably played on this theme. With such a trump card in their hands,
the Arab newspapers at first waxed enthusiastic over the progress being
made.
In meetings with the Jewish side, MacDonald frankly presented the
reasons for the change in British policy. If ten years of peace could be
assured in Europe, he explained, the British could afford a different
stand, but unhappily this was not the case. Halifax was even more blunt:
“Gentlemen, there are times when the most ethical consideration must
give way to administrative necessity.” A week later, MacDonald gave
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the Zionists a more detailed picture. Egypt commanded the routes to
Asia and Africa, while also containing the Suez Canal and its defenses
and Alexandria, the only naval base suitable for defending the eastern
Mediterranean. Iraq commanded the air and land passage to Asia and
was an important oil center. A hostile Saudi Arabia could threaten lines
of communication to Iraq and Aden. In the event of war, all of these must
be available to the British side.34
Moshe Sharett attempted to counter these arguments. If the Pales
tine question was settled, he said, Arab governments would only raise
other issues. Jewish support would be more reliable than Arab pledges in
the event of war. Ben-Gurion agreed. Regardless of British policy on
Palestine, the Arab governments would follow their own interests. Such
arguments fell on deaf ears. There was equally little agreement at the
first informal Arab-Jewish meeting. When Ali Mahir called for an inde
pendent Palestine in which cooperation with the Arabs, rather than
treaties, would guarantee the Jewish community’s security, Weizmann
and Ben-Gurion demurred. The Arab states, they replied, could not
even guarantee the safety of their own Jews, nor could Zionist demands
for immigration be abandoned.35
With both sides standing firm after these preliminaries, the British
began their series of concessions to the Arabs. MacDonald, who believed
that war might break out in the spring, was in a hurry. A Palestine
constitutional conference would be held in autumn, he proposed, to
establish a Palestine executive council. Although he had earlier spoken
of equal Jewish-Arab representation, he now offered a 3 to 2 ratio in the
Arabs’ favor. In addition, the period before which Jewish immigration
would be subject to Arab veto would be cut from ten to five years. While
the Zionists considered walking out of the conference, the Arab press
celebrated this news. In Baghdad, Al-lraq and even Al-lstiqlal spoke of
their optimism at the prospect of a favorable solution.36
These high spirits did not last long. The Palestinian Arab delegation
quickly rejected this plan. Instead they demanded an immediate provi
sional government, a transition period of only three years, and a ban on
immigration and land sales. The Arab states favored the British propos
als and even some of the Mufti’s followers wanted to accept, but the
majority of their delegation refused to budge. Trapped by their agree
ment in Cairo, the government delegations were forced to fall into line
behind them.
The triumph of the hard-line faction was indicated by Nuri al-Said’s
deteriorating position. As the militants in Iraq consolidated their posi
tion and forged a special alliance with the Mufti, Ibn Saud interpreted
this in traditional terms. The king accused al-Said of trying to maneuver
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Palestine into Iraq’s orbit, thus disturbing the balance of power among
the Arab states. Actually, al-Said was under continuing attack from
home. Soon, to ensure the uncompromising purity of Iraq’s stand,
Tawfiq al-Suwaydi was sent to replace him.37
The second Arab-Jewish meeting, on March 7, centered on
the immigration issue. Weizmann and Ben-Gurion spoke of its
importance in light of the worsening situation in Europe. “Romania
Plans to Force Out 50,000 Jews a Year; Germany 100 a Day,” read
one contemporary headline. This desperation was augmented by the
Zionist delegates’ belief that the Arabs and Britain had joined forces
against them. “They have called this meeting.. .to tell us to give up,”
Ben-Gurion whispered to Shertok. When Ali Mahir asked the Jews,
“for the sake of peace,” to stop or limit immigration, Weizmann
suggested this could be done in exchange for Arab concessions, but
his own delegation vetoed the hinted compromise.38
Faced with this impasse, Mac Donald embarked on another round
of concessions to the Arabs. Not only would Jewish immigration be
under Arab veto after five years, but during that time it would be limited
to seventy-five thousand people. The ratio on the executive council
would not be 3 to 2, but 2 to 1 in the Arabs’ favor. Again the Arabs
stood firm. On March 15, Hitler occupied the rest of Czechoslovakia,
marking another step toward international confrontation. Two days
later the London conference ended in failure.39
The European crisis “which has arisen since the end of the confer
ence,” wrote Lampson on March 23, “makes it all the more essential
that [a] rapid end should be put to disturbances in Palestine.” The
Arab states were also interested in a quick settlement. Despite the
breakdown of the London meeting, the Arab delegations once again
met in Cairo to propose a new basis for agreement. Their plan was
not too far from the latest British proposals, and the changes mainly
aimed to ensure the completion of the transition period. A Palestinian
state would be established within ten years, and consultations with
the Arab states would be held if this schedule could not be met.
Immigration would be reduced, and the Jewish population of Palestine
would be frozen at 33 percent. Palestinian ministers would be chosen
to begin the preparation for independence. The Arab states were still
optimistic. If his country backed a settlement, Egypt’s ambassador
assured the Foreign Office, the Mufti would not be able to interfere.
Again, the British gave in on most of these points. Chamberlain
explained, “We are now compelled to consider the Palestine problem
mainly from the point of view of its effect on the international
situation. ... If we must offend one side, let us offend the Jews rather
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than the Arabs.” Surely such an attitude must put an Anglo-Arab
accommodation within Britain’s grasp. There was, Lampson wrote,
“substantial agreement … on all the main issues.” Nevertheless,
the Palestine Arabs were still not likely to accept, he continued,
therefore the accord must be reached directly with the Arab states.
The Egyptians were confident that this method would work. Mahmud
claimed that he would simply invite the Mufti to Cairo and “make
him toe the line.”40
Since 1936, British policy sought to win the Arab states to a
solution short of the Mufti’s full demands. The worsening series of
international crises had given Arab governments their own leverage
in forcing British concessions. Yet London acted on the premise that
such a settlement would strengthen British security in the coming
war. Rapid independence for Palestine under a Husayni-led regime
would not meet this requirement. Britain was in no hurry to abandon
such a strategic territory to a group with such strong anti-British and
pro-German feelings. This explains London’s insistence on a longer
transitional period and its attempts to prevent the Mufti’s exercise of
political power in Palestine for the foreseeable future. Otherwise, the
whole exercise would only dangerously weaken Britain’s position in
the region.
With these thoughts in mind, the Foreign Office knew that either
it must quickly reach agreement with the Arab states or issue a
unilateral White Paper defining their policy. An agreement was
certainly preferable and seemed possible. As late as April 28, after
talking with Arab negotiators, Lampson reported matters “are going
more favorably than expected.”41
At that moment, things began to go wrong. The Arab states would
agree on limiting Jewish immigration to seventy-five thousand over
the next five years and to a 33 percent ceiling on Jews in Palestine,
but they demanded an acceleration of the independence process. A
constituent assembly would be formed to draw up a constitution
within the next three years. Ministries composed of Palestinians
would be set up to start administering the country. This new provision,
the British realized, came from the Arab Higher Committee itself.42
“This is just what we expected and feared,” wrote C. W. Baxter,
head of the Foreign Office’s Eastern Department. The Arab states
had come to terms “on all the most difficult outstanding points,”
when Mahmud had miscalculated. Overestimating his own leverage
vis-a-vis the Arab Higher Committee, he invited their representatives
to Cairo from their place of exile in Beirut. Rather than force them
to “toe the line,” Mahmud was forced to accede to their position.43
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Now came the greatest missed opportunity for the Arabs at the
peak of their leverage over Britain. The failure of compromise in
1939 would doom the Arab regimes to the disaster of 1948. Never
again would they have such a golden chance to create a unified, Arab
Palestine. Did the Mufti and Arab Higher Committee really want a
settlement in April 1939? Their abandonment of negotiations with
Britain because of the proposed timetable could only mean that they
believed they could achieve their ends more quickly by fighting
against London. Only an Axis military victory combined with a larger
Arab uprising than had taken place in World War I would suffice. If
this was the Mufti’s line of reasoning, it was a gross miscalculation
of the balance of political and military forces.
Unwilling to make a further retreat on the schedule for indepen
dence, it was London’s turn to dig in its heels. They informed the
Arab states that unless further progress was made, a White Paper
on Palestine would be issued May 17 on the basis of the earlier
proposals.44
The Egyptians, as main intermediaries with the Arab Higher Com
mittee, now made one more desperate attempt to talk the Palestine
Arabs into an agreement. On May 17, Prime Minister Mahmud and
Ali Mahir, soon to be his successor, met the Mufti’s delegates, Mahir
spoke first. London’s plan should be accepted, he argued, since the
Jews opposed it and were seeking to gain time. True, only limited
independence was being granted, but many European states were
also circumscribed by the great powers—independence was a relative
concept. Most important, he continued, was the opportunity offered
by the White Paper. Not only was it the best deal which the Arabs
could obtain at the moment, it also gave them concrete advantages.
Cooperation with Britain was better than being “at the mercy” of the
Jews. Sympathetic Arab regimes would help open the door to further
gains.
Mahir had another and different argument. Independence did not
consist only in signing agreements, it also required the training of
administrators, preparation for defense, and a moral power which
modern political scientists would call “legitimacy.” Although Mahir
did not say it, this nation-building policy was precisely that of the
Zionists in Palestine. It would be the foundation of their victory in
1948.
A transitional period might do the same for the Arabs, Mahir
continued. Further, the battle could more efficiently be carried by
a step-by-step advance. “The position,” Mahir summed up, “is the
same as two armies fighting against each other. One army is vacating
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some of its front trenches. Would you refrain from jumping into
them and occupying them?” Like a Greek chorus, the Palestinian
representatives retorted, “If we accept, the revolution will end.”
Undaunted, Mahir began again. “Do you believe that Great
Britain is unable to crush your revolution, with all its modern satanic
war implements and inventions? Is it not better for you to come
nearer to the British authorities and get them to forsake the Jews?”
Then they would not have to ask London to stop immigration. They
could directly regulate it! The Arabs would not have to demand
independence rhetorically, they would control key positions in the
government and after a few years in a parliament as well.
Mahmud did not attempt to gloss over the political situation. The
Palestine Arabs could decide for themselves, but war was on the way
and would not strengthen their hand. Britain would lose patience and
turn Palestine over to military rule. The other Arab countries would
be too involved with their own problems to help. In fact, Mahmud
and Mahir could not have been unaware that the Palestine revolt was
already being stamped out by a British offensive.
Again their interlocutors demurred: “When the revolution started,
we had aims in view to attain. We cannot now tell our people, ‘Stop
the revolution because we got some high posts.’”
“You can tell your people,” Mahir answered, “that you shall be able
to control your country’s administration; to stop persecution, exiles
and harsh measures.” They could set Palestine’s budget, limit the
Jewish population to one-third, and point to the Arab governments’
advice for their acceptance. The Palestine Arabs would not even have
to sign anything, but would merely have to agree to cooperate with
the White Paper. None of his arguments made any headway.45
There can be no doubt that the 1939 White Paper did go a very
long way toward satisfying Arab demands. A unitary Palestine state
(the British had conceded to Arab opposition over the word “federal”)
would be established in ten years. In large areas of Palestine, land
sales to Jews would be prohibited. Relatively few Jews would be
allowed to immigrate for five years after which the Arabs themselves
would decide how many—if any—more would be admitted.46
The Jewish Agency had no illusions about this plan. They strongly
protested the White Paper as contrary to the mandate’s provisions.
Other observers also noted the vast advantages being presented to
the Arab side. Even the Soviet ambassador accused Great Britain of
selling out the Jews for its own benefit.47
The Arab governments were not blind to this chance, but they
had painted themselves into a political corner. As much as they
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wanted a favorable settlement, they feared the explosive potential
of the issue in domestic politics. With war rapidly marching over the
horizon, no one could predict who would end as victor or vanquished.
Immediate or future revenge might be taken against anyone deemed
to have faltered over a prime Arab cause. Already, virtually every
Arab leader had hedged his bet by trying to establish contacts with
the Germans or Italians. Thus while they would seek compromise
in private, none would openly clash with the Mufti. Even if they
did, they could scarcely force implementation against the will of
the Arab Higher Committee. With the Palestine rebellion already in
eclipse—the kings of Saudi Arabia and Iraq were urging Arabs there
to “down arms”—there were few alternatives.48 Only Transjordan,
along with the Nashashibi party in Palestine and the allied press
in Syria, said anything publicly favorable about the White Paper.
Despite its shortcomings, they explained, it might initiate “a new
era of cooperation” between the British and the Palestine Arabs. This
was but a straw in the wind.49
Although the most ardent advocates of accepting the White Paper in
private, the Egyptians were the first to denounce it. Mahmud declared
the negotiations at an end, though he continued secret efforts well into
July. For its part, the Wafd attacked his rejection as being too soft. The
White Paper, they said, showed only that Britain sought to hold onto
Palestine “forever.”50
The growing tension within Egypt had some detrimental effect
on the local Jewish community. Among the Egyptian elite, Palestine
seemed to evoke less passion than elsewhere in the Arab world.
Mahmud could still warmly welcome Weizmann to Cairo, express admi
ration for Zionist accomplishments, and suggest bridging the ArabJewish gap through technical cooperation. Nevertheless, the militant
and growing fringe groups made increasingly credible threats.
Alluba had asked Egyptian Jewish leaders about their stand on
Zionism but refused to accept their response that the community would
support the government’s policy. “Anything less than a complete con
demnation of Zionism,” he warned, “would brand them as foreigners.”
The Egyptian people, he hinted, might not be so restrained in taking
action as were the officials. Young Egypt called for a boycott of Egyptian
Jews, and several members were arrested after bomb attacks on Jewish
stores. This offensive only ended with the outbreak of the war and the
imposition of martial law.5I
Following the Arab Higher Committee’s lead, Iraq and Saudi Arabia
also rejected the White Paper. Iraqi Foreign Minister Ali Jawdat indi
cated the ambiguity of the Arab governments. He objected to the length
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of the transition period and to allowing any further immigration. On
the other hand, he called the policy a great Arab victory and confided
that he and Nuri al-Said had tried to convince Jamil al-Husayni to accept
it. The regime also sought to calm the Palestine Defense Committee’s
more outspoken agitation against the plan. Instructions were issued to
newspapers not to publish anything which might damage Anglo-Iraq
relations. Still, Baghdad would not cooperate in the request of Awni
Abd al-Hadi to support a moderate pro-White Paper group of Palestine
Arabs. The moment for a straightforward settlement with Britain had
passed.52
In retrospect, the 1939 negotiations appear as the high water mark
for Arab diplomacy over Palestine. The British need for regional stability
and for the support of the Arab states led London to make a number of
important concessions. The arguments made by Arab leaders since 1936
seemed justified: cooperation with the British could lead to a satisfac
tory settlement. The three main provisions of the 1936 Peel Commission
proposals—partition, an independent Jewish state, and a direct role
for Transjordan — had all been withdrawn. These achievements had
been due more to the geopolitical weight of the Arab states than to the
Palestine rebellion.
Yet although the role of the Arab governments had been so essential
and although the outcome of the Palestine conflict so directly affected
their own interests, they were to have little ultimate control over any
agreement. Only the leadership of the Palestine Arabs would be able to
give the signal for accommodation with Britain.
In principle it was quite reasonable that only the Arab Higher
Committee could take such a step. Their’s was the fate to be settled;
theirs was the future to be forged. On smaller tactical points Arab
pressure had carried the day; the Mufti and his supporters held a veto on
this most essential issue. If necessary, they could call on Arab public
opinion and their political allies in Iraq and elsewhere.
But the Arab Higher Committee did not see things the same way
as did the Arab rulers. Blinded by bitterness toward the British and
by overestimates of German power, the Mufti fundamentally misun
derstood political and military realities. He stuck to his maximal de
mands. Diplomatically experienced Arab politicians abroad grasped
how the British offers could be widened into an incremental road to
independence. Using such methods, the Zionists had driven inch by
inch, day by day, and hectare by hectare toward their goal. Such a
program was not in the Mufti’s traditionalist strategic inventory. Both
the Arab states and the Palestine Arabs would pay dearly for this
shortcoming.
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Just as strategic requirements defined Britain’s new orientation,
they also determined its limits. The Arabs might be given the keys
to Palestine, but they would have to wait. On the eve of international
conflagration, Palestine would not be turned over to those who had
waged war for almost three years against Britain. Anti-German stability
would not be built by strengthening those who had thrown in their lot
with Berlin.
The White Paper stood to propitiate the Arabs even if they did not
formally accept it, but it could not be fully implemented. With the defeat
of the radical Arabs in Iraq and of the Germans in Russia and North
Africa, Arab leverage would dissipate. Although the Palestine issue was
seemingly in suspended animation, profound changes were taking place
in the balance of forces there.
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espite the refusal of any Arab state to approve it, the 1939
British White Paper was the governing document for Palestine
during the next six years. The Arabs were aided by its restrictions on
Jewish immigration and land purchases, but their rejection blocked
steps aimed at leading Palestine toward independence. As Egyptian
leaders had warned the Arab Higher Committee, the war froze the
situation in a way that damaged Arab interests in Palestine.
Each Arab leader was forced to choose between the Anglo-French
alliance and the German-Italian axis. The radical faction—particularly
the Mufti’s followers and the Iraqi militants —had already decided
that Berlin had more to offer. Their alliance of convenience with the
doomed Nazi cause would severely damage their position in later years.
In contrast, Abdallah’s strong commitment to the British would bring
him rewards in the postwar era. London’s preference for him over the
Mufti, demonstrated in the 1936 Peel proposals, was confirmed by this
experience.
Within Egypt, a similar division ran between the Wafd and the
palace. When Nazi forces triumphed all over Europe in 1940-41 and the
Afrika Corps stood at Egypt’s gates, King Farouk and Ali Mahir pre
pared to welcome General Rommel. The British nipped in the bud any
such plan by applying the most intensive pressure. The king’s surrender
and the Wafd’s support of the Allied cause damaged them in the eyes of
the young nationalist generation, while Mahir’s ouster made him their
hero.
Nuri al-Said and King Ibn Saud adopted a relatively more successful
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middle course. They were willing to work with the Germans but were
ironically refused. Both their enemies in the radical camp and the Ger
man government itself distrusted them as British agents. Ibn Saud out of
shrewdness and al-Said out of necessity soon realized the likelihood of
British victory. They smoothly moved to benefit from their appearance
of loyalty.
British strategy was based on the importance of Arab support
in time of war. Concessions on Palestine would help preserve and
reinforce this alliance. Since Jewish backing was already ensured in
any battle against Hitler, it was not necessary to placate the Zionists.
These premises motivated the replacement of partition by the London
conference and the White Paper.
The very success of British arms on Middle East battlefields makes
difficult an evaluation of this thesis. The Arabs gave little active or
material aid to the war effort. Only Transjordan’s Arab Legion partici
pated in the fighting. Arab declarations of war on the Axis, a precondi
tion for joining the United Nations, came late and had little effect.
Of course, the central British concern had been to keep the Arabs
passive and neutral, to avoid an anti-British uprising. The critical
factor here, however, was the course of the war rather than the efforts
of diplomacy. If Rommel had broken through into the Nile Valley or if
German armies had turned into the Middle East from southern Russia,
it is hard to believe that Arab leaders would have stayed so acquiescent
to British power. The Palestine element in British policy might be
judged relatively secondary in affecting these events either way.
Nevertheless, the British course was set on the side of maximum
strategic safety—a view which did not end with Hitler’s defeat.
Maintaining good relations with the Arab states remained a high
priority for British governments in the post-war era. While wartime
support for Pan-Arabism was often exaggerated in later times, at least
rhetorical gestures had been made in that direction. Economic and
political competition with the United States and the Soviet Union
continued to make such actions necessary to maintain British influence
in the region.
All this seemed far ahead in 1939, with German power on the rise
and the future still so invisible to mortal eyes. In January 1939, when
Germany opened formal diplomatic relations with Saudi Arabia, Ibn
Saud told Grobba his hope that Berlin would help him curb British
strength in Arabia. Since he had helped finance the Palestine rebellion,
the king continued, he had earned the right to more German aid and
arms. In exchange he promised Saudi Arabia’s benevolent neutrality
when war began.1
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The Germans were in no hurry to make such commitments, though
an arms agreement was signed on July 18. Perhaps they were all too
aware of the king’s caution. He supported the Palestine Arab rebels,
but only in secret. Although often moderate in practice, he had taken a
harder line than Iraq or Egypt over the White Paper. He sought German
assistance but never followed through on these initiatives. When World
War II began, he quickly made clear his support for Britain.
The reason for these seemingly contradictory policies lies in Ibn
Saud’s special position at home and among Arabs abroad. Saudi
Arabia was poor, backward, and remote, even relative to other Arab
countries. These factors strictly limited any real Saudi interventions
in internat ional affairs. Ibn Saud’s high personal prestige as a politicoreligious figure meant, however, that he was expected to uphold the
Islamic cause against the Zionists. Since the king’s own mind was
attuned to the views of the Arab masses, he was moved to strong public
pronouncements and private lobbying: letters to President Franklin
Roosevelt, diplomatic protests, and newspaper interviews, but Saudi
Arabia’s material weakness made any substantive break with Britain
out of the question.
At best, the king—a realist when it came to power politics —might
seek support from another Western state to balance off his dependence
on Britain. Italy, already established across the Red Sea in Eritrea
and Somaliland, was too close for comfort. Germany seemed a better
bet. Yet the king never neglected portraying himself to London as the
most trustworthy of allies. He could thus maintain good relations with
both sides. Ibn Saud’s skill at this strategy allowed him to stay in the
victorious camp while the Mufti, Rashid Ali al-Gailani, Ali Mahir, and
others made the mistake of an irrevocable alignment with the Axis.
Instead, Ibn Saud could seek backing from an Allied power. He found
his alternative source of subsidies and protection in the United States.
There, the increasing importance of Saudi oil gave him new leverage
over Palestine.2
While Saudi Arabia coolly dallied, Iraq plunged into the treacherous
currents. As early as January 1939, Rashid Ali al-Gailani had moved
to place himself at the head of the radical forces. He demanded the
gov
ernment strengthen the army and press harder over Palestine,
doing everything necessary to “save that Arab land from destruction.”
Baghdad’s hesitation over the White Paper brought more criticisms
from the Chamber of Deputies, though Palestine was only one of several
issues reflecting the nationalists’ hatred of Great Britain. Such indica
tions only accelerated al-Said’s attempts to find some settlement, a quest
which in August took him to Amman, Beirut, and Cairo.3
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When the Mufti escaped —or was allowed to leave —French-ruled
Lebanon in October, he supplied a catalyst for those dissatisfied with
al-Said’s approach. Four army colonels, the “Golden Square,” drew on
all the varieties of militant Iraqi Pan-Arabism which had emerged over
the last decade. These were augmented by a large Palestine Arab exile
community. So many Palestine Arab activists had fled to Iraq, Glubb
recounted, that by the beginning of the war there was “less anti-British
feeling in Palestine than there was in Damascus and Baghdad.” The
Mufti furnished Iraq’s government with educated Palestinians (and
some Syrians) to fill bureaucratic and educational posts while stiffening
the radicals’ resolve.4
From the time of the Mufti’s arrival, they acclaimed him a national
hero. Every leading personality in Baghdad from the prime minister
down, as well as all manner of political clubs, threw parties in his honor.
Iraqi politicians and Syrian and Palestinian exiles turned these events
into Pan-Arab demonstrations with anti-British and Iraqi expansionist
overtones. Nor was support expressed only by verbal means. The Iraqi
parliament granted the Mufti a special fund of £18,000 a month, plus
£1000 a month from secret service funds and a 2 percent tax on govern
ment officials’ salaries. Additional contributions came from Egypt and
Saudi Arabia. Although he had promised al-Said not to engage in politi
cal activity within Iraq, the Mufti played political king-maker, assisting
Nuri’s replacement by Taha al-Hashimi and later helping Rashid Ali
al-Gailani into power.5
Painfully aware of this explosive situation, al-Said pressed for a
settlement over the White Paper. During a trip to Cairo in November, he
proposed an Iraq-Egypt alliance which would try to persuade the Mufti
to accept the White Paper as a basis for negotiation. At least they might
suggest an amnesty to allow the Mufti to return to Palestine. Neither
Ali Mahir nor the British were enthusiastic. The Egyptians were losing
interest in Palestine for the moment as they focused on the far more
immediate friction in Anglo-Egypt relations under wartime conditions.6
The opposite was true of Iraq. With the Mufti’s presence and the
intensity of Pan-Arabism, feelings over Palestine and the domestic power
struggle were mutually reinforcing. The critical barrage against British
policy mixed together with attacks on the Baghdad government itself.
The Palestine Defense Committee organized protests on both targets
in February 1940. Al-Istiqlal warned that Palestine, not Nazism, was
responsible for Arab-British conflicts. “Promises are no longer enough,”
it warned. “There is beneath the surface growing unrest among the
Arabs.”7 Nuri al-Said’s attempts to defend his efforts over Palestine met
a wall of opposition in the Chamber of Deputies. The militants had re
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jected the White Paper, but complained over alleged British violations on
the smallest points. The extremists openly sympathized with the Axis,
but attacked Britain as ungrateful for their supposed contributions. For
example, after al-Said spoke to the legislators, one deputy replied that
British authorities in Palestine “are intent on exterminating the Arabs
in Palestine or reducing them to a minority.” The Arabs had dutifully
“declared themselves” for the Allies in the war and “called off the rebel
movement” in Palestine lest it be exploited by the Axis. Thus the Arabs
“gave proof of their good will” and “faithfulness” to Britain, hoping
London would reciprocate and give “a fair and just settlement to the
Palestine problem.” The British, however, had responded with ruthless
repression.8
When al-Said called for moderation, another deputy complained, “I
do not suggest that the Arab countries should dispatch armies for the
deliverance of Palestine but I do say that England and ... France ... should
improve their policy toward the Arabs of Palestine and Syria. The
question of Palestine is one of life or death for the Arabs.” A colleague
continued, Iraqi interests required “that Palestine should form an outlet
for Iraq on the Mediterranean; but how can this hope be realized so long
as British policy seeks to establish the Zionists in that country?”
“Iraq will remain Iraq,” Nuri responded, “Palestine Palestine
and Syria Syria. Do not let us imagine a large Iraq or a small one,”
he warned, such ambitions might lead to disaster. For the moment, alSaid’s line held. The Chamber of Deputies applauded the minister of
finance’s proposed appropriation for Palestine relief and then adjourned.
Working against time, Arab leaders continued approaches to Britain
on amnesty for Palestine Arabs sentenced during the revolt. Saudi
Arabia suggested further steps. London might appoint Palestine Arabs
to head local government departments in order to demonstrate con
tinued progress toward independence. Or, more modestly, they could
simply announce that the White Paper policy was still in force. On this
basis, Arab governments might make one more attempt to win Palestine
Arab cooperation.
An amnesty was seriously considered in the Foreign Office, but
British policy-makers were embittered by their experiences during and
after the London conference. They sought to avoid any show of weak
ness and to forego strengthening potential enemies. “Whatever we say
or do will be deliberately turned against us,” lamented one official.
They were well aware of the double game played by many. For example,
Azzam told British diplomats of his efforts to win Arab declarations of
war against Germany, while confiding to others that Egyptian interests
had more in common with Berlin than with London.9
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Nor did the Mufti’s activities seem to merit concessions. He clearly
augmented Iraq’s animosity toward the war and plotted against the
government with anti-British elements. Everything possible was
done to block his planned visit to Ibn Saud. The Mufti had broken
his word to Iraq to abstain from political activity, reported the British
ambassador in Baghdad; by allowing him to do so, Iraq had broken
its word to England. In light of al-Husayni’s pro-Axis intrigues, the
Foreign Office even considered a propaganda campaign to discredit
him.10
The more modest proposal to simply restate the White Paper
principles, on the other hand, seemed feasible. German successes had
already begun to sway the Arabs, L. Bagallay of the Foreign Office
Eastern Department pointed out in June 1940. Further concessions
would not satisfy Arab aspirations, but, on the contrary, might merely
confirm the Arabs in believing that they had unlimited leverage over
England. The Allies could truly strengthen their position only by
persuading the Arabs that they would win the war. This could only
be done by military successes or propaganda about coming military
successes.
Still, he wrote after a War Cabinet meeting, there was no question
of abrogating the White Paper. If this were to be done even the
Arabs who wanted Britain to win (“though believing that we shall
lose”) would begin to prefer a German-Italian victory. Anything,
they would argue, would be better than the specter of Zionism. This
analysis carried the day: no new promises would be made, but the
Arabs would be assured that Britain would act in their interests. The
Zionists would not like this policy, the Foreign Office noted, but “It
will be kindest... in the long run to tell them the truth finally and
plainly now.”11
Such was the cold calculation. No matter how infuriated the Zionists
were, they could not make common cause with their Nazi persecutors,
whereas Arab hostility presented a formidable threat to vital British
positions. By preventing tens of thousands of European Jews from
reaching a safe haven, British policy decreed their deaths. Appeals
were ignored. English policy-makers were unshakably convinced,
as histo
rian George Kirk later wrote, “that this cruel ban was
essential for the political stability of the Middle East theater of war.”
Whether or not it was essential, it was certainly not sufficient.
Bagallay’s assertion that only victories—not promises or policies
over Palestine—would hold the Arabs in line was quickly borne out.
If the radical faction shared ideological beliefs with the fascists, for
most Arab nationalists they simply provided a potential means for
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winning greater independence from Britain or France. They waited
to see if this would be an effective option. In September 1939, the
Allies had a substantial superiority in the Middle East, but after
the fall of France, the Nazis seemed likely victors. Farouk and alMisri in Egypt as well as al-Gailani and the Golden Square in Iraq
reacted accordingly. If the Germans penetrated further, any British
concessions over Palestine would have been far too late to save the
day.12
Perhaps the best indication for this can be found in an unpublished
manuscript by George Antonius, a leading Arab nationalist intellectual
and activist. Born in Syria, he worked for the British in Egypt during
World War I and later entered the Palestine government’s Department
of Education. In 1939, Antonius was secretary-general of the Arab
delegations at the London conference, where his research became the
basis for an influential book, The Arab Awakening.
By 1940, Antonius was at work in Beirut on a second book, a
study of Arab public opinion and the war. He traveled to Palestine
and Egypt, interviewing many leading fixtures in Arab politics.
When he visited his estranged wife in Jerusalem in October, he gave
a summary to George Wadsworth, the U. S. consul. Antonius died a
few weeks later, and his work was never completed. Nevertheless,
the available fragment remains a valuable contemporary record.13
Arab political circles were full of “uneasy forebodings” over their
countries’ future, Antonius wrote. Britain was considered “a satisfied
Power” and as such was “less harsh than the others in her exploitation
of weaker nations and less intolerant of their national aspirations.”
The “blackest mark” against her was Palestine, although her proTurkish policy was also resented. The new government of Prime
Minister Winston Churchill, who had replaced Chamberlain after the
military debacle on the continent, was thought more pro-Zionist than
its predecessor.
Most Arabs, Antonius continued, had no love for either Germany
or Italy—they thought all European powers imperialistic—but there
were distinctions to be made. Italy was “needy, over-populated
and, in her colonial methods, ruthless,” as her behavior in Libya
and Ethiopia had shown. On the other hand, “Nazi Germany is also
ruthless; but, being less in need of mass colonization and better
equipped in technique, she might content herself with oil concessions
and other economic privileges (which it would pay us to grant) and
leave us free to govern ourselves.”
Germany might even curb Italian excesses, he commented, a view
shared by Ibn Saud, though Antonius probably did not know that.
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Equally, it was certain that “both Germany and Italy would give very
short shrift to the Jewish national home and rid us at any rate of that
incubus.” Yet who could know what would happen? Was the unknown
devil really preferable to the known one? The only guarantees were the
verbal and somewhat specious assurances emanating from the daily
Berlin and Rome radio broadcasts.
In some quarters, particularly in Egypt and Iraq, “a certain degree
of undisguised admiration of Nazi achievements and power is ex
pressed.” In others, Britain was considered “the natural ally of the
Arabs”: British victory would result in the elimination of France
from Syria and the achievement of Arab unity through a “chain of
separate states bound to each other and to Great Britain by treaties
of alliance.”
Few Arabs thought their best hope lay in a stalemate. Some
chose sides on the basis of ideological predilection; most sought the
best possible deal for their own and Arab national aspirations. When
things looked bleakest, even such practiced Anglophile moderates as
Ibn Saud, Nuri al-Said, and Musa al-Alami had considered jumping
ship. For many of the Syrian and Palestinian Arab émigrés and Iraqi
politicians and officers, already inclined in that direction, the fall of
France signalled their clear decision. In June 1940, the Mufti wrote
Franz von Papen, German ambassador to Turkey, to offer his services.
To the moderate Iraqi politicians, few of whom believed that Britain
would triumph, the Anglo-Iraq alliance now seemed a personal and
national liability. A dramatic step was necessary. London, equally aware
of the danger of more defections, dispatched Col. S. F. Newcombe to
Baghdad in July 1940, to investigate. Newcombe, whose work with
the Hashemite forces in World War I left him with many good Arab
contacts, explored new ways of satisfying Arab demands. He met
with al-Said, the Mufti, Jamil al-Husayni, and al-Alami. Judging from
German documents, the Mufti had already made his own decision and
opposed Newcombe’s efforts to patch Anglo-Arab differences. His
vision was to obtain from the Axis in World War II what the Hashemites
had failed to gain from the Entente in World War I: creation of a PanArab state under his leadership.
This was a far cry from al-Said’s plan. If Britain implemented
the White Paper, gave independence to Palestine after ten years,
arranged for Syria’s independence, and supplied arms to Iraq, al-Said
suggested, Iraq would enter the war on England’s side. Churchill
refused additional guarantees. Nuri could hardly deliver his side of
the bargain, while the Mufti was already an outright enemy.14
Nothing if not tenacious, al-Said did not give up. In August, he
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went directly to Cairo to lobby for his own case. Even implementation
of the White Paper would not be enough, he told Richard Casey,
British minister of state in the Middle East. There must be Palestinian
Arab ministers as well in the mandate’s government. Even though
there were none qualified to actually run governmental departments,
he argued, such appointments would have great symbolic value.
Again frustrated by British rejection, al-Said sought the best terms
from the Axis camp. Yet Iraq’s Palestine Arab guests had already taken
up jobs as Berlin’s gate-keepers. The Mufti rejected al-Said’s offer,
made through Jamil al-Husayni and Musa al-Alami, to work with
them if Iraq’s independence was guaranteed. The Mufti and his ally,
Minister of Justice Naji Shawkat, also undermined al-Said’s approach
to the Italians. As late as December 1940, Nuri was still unsuccessfully
trying to find some place for himself in the new order.15
As Antonius had shrewdly noted, the Germans made few
promises. In March 1940, however, recognizing how Iraq had been
kept out of the Allied side, they began a subsidy to the Mufti. On a
political level, Berlin acknowledged the complete independence of
all the Arab states. Britain was determined to stop any German-Iraq
rapprochement. They complained that Baghdad had not fulfilled its
treaty obligations and demanded that relations with Germany remain
suspended. London had no confidence in Prime Minister Rashid Ali
al-Gailani, the British ambassador warned, and Iraq would have to
choose between him and her friendship with Britain.
The situation in Baghdad was extremely tense. British pressure
collided with the aims of the Mufti and the Golden Square. The everenergetic al-Said made one more attempt to bridge the gap. Some prog
ress over Palestine, he told al-Gailani in a December 15 memorandum,
might provide an excuse for reconciliation with London while
satisfying the militant pro-Axis elements. Ignoring the broader issues
at stake, al-Said tried to attribute the conflict exclusively to differences
over Palestine and to an Anglo-Iraq “misunderstanding.”
His was an understandable strategy: he was trying to provide alGailani with a way out of the impasse. But did al-Gailani and his
allies want a way out? The people and government of Iraq, wrote
Nuri, “are unanimous in seeking the safety of their country before
anything else and in following the road which leads to that safety.”
That was hardly an accurate description of the political atmosphere
in the country, nor was his conclusion that, wanting to “enforce the
letter and spirit” of the Anglo-Iraq treaty, the regime would avoid
any action which seemed to violate it.16
Nuri was correct that conflict with Britain would bring disaster
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for Iraq, but wrong in thinking that the radicals could be deterred
from an open break. The king did force Rashid Ali to resign on
January 31, 1941, due to British pressure; Taha al-Hashimi’s new
government did try to transfer the officers involved in planning
subversion. But the result was the Golden Square’s military coup
of April 3, bringing Rashid Ali al-Gailani back to power. Given the
contemporary military situation, they had ample reason to believe
that they were right while Nuri al-Said was wrong. German armies
smashed deep into the USSR; other columns converged on the
Middle East through Greece, Crete, and the Sahara. In Lebanon and
Syria, the Vichy French rulers actively collaborated with the Axis.
Egyptians were reaching similar conclusions. They saw the
Italians advance eighty-five miles into their own territory. While
Prime Minister Ali Mahir was pressured by Britain to sever relations
with Italy, he drew the line at declaring war against her. The British
forced him out of power, while also obtaining the resignation of
General Aziz Ali al-Misri as Egyptian army chief of staff. Indeed,
Cairo’s armed forces were virtually disarmed and demobilized since
their loyalty to the Allies was highly suspect.
Such perceptions were not inaccurate. Many officers saw the
war as “a foreign conflict in which we had no interest,” as one of
them, Anwar al-Sadat, later recalled. Even though the Italians
were decisively de
feated, Rommel’s German troops again drove
to the gates of Egypt in January 1942. “Great Britain stood alone,”
al-Sadat wrote. “Her weakness in the Middle East was apparent
to everyone” and her military position in the Mediterranean “had
become untenable.” When German agents approached al-Misri and
the officers’ group in which al-Sadat participated, both agreed to
supply copies of Egyptian defense plans and maps of fortifications.
Determined to guarantee Egypt’s political loyalty before the
showdown with Rommel, British authorities threatened to unseat
Farouk unless he replaced the palace regime with Nahhas’ more
reliable rule. Farouk backed down to Britain’s overwhelming military
force, a humiliation Egyptian nationalists would long remember.
Demonstrators in Cairo’s streets shouted for a German victory, but
the political and military tide had turned. The Wafd entered office,
German agents were rounded up, and al-Misri was thrown into
prison.17
Other British responses offered more positive incentives for Arab
cooperation. On May 29, 1941, Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden spoke
to endorse a greater degree of cultural, economic, and political ties
between the Arab countries. Practically every contemporary observer
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saw this Mansion House speech as the start of a comprehensive plan
to stimulate Arab unity under pro-British leaders. When the Arab
League was formed after the war, its enemies and many of its friends,
saw a British hand behind it. In fact, the British pledge to support
such efforts was intended strictly as a short-term war propaganda
measure. Many Foreign Office officials actually thought any such
scheme would be impractical. Besides, they argued, greater Arab
unity might well be detrimental to British interests.18
Arabs already inclined toward England greeted the Mansion
House speech as a major step toward realizing the Pan-Arab dream;
those placing their hopes on the Axis looked rather to the Iraqi revolt.
Egyptian dissidents, al-Sadat explained, “wanted to attack the British
and make Egypt a second Iraq. Rashid Ali had given the signal for
the war of liberation, it was our duty to rush to his aid.” Leaders
of the nascent Ba’th Party in Syria felt the same way. General alMisri was more knowledgeably skeptical. “You don’t know Iraqi
politicians as well as I do,” he told al-Sadat; they would not be able
to remain united.19
He was right. Their own bickering, Iraq’s isolation among the
Arabs, and German errors doomed the uprising. Berlin’s inadequate
intelligence and the vacillation of the German high command delayed
their intervention. Rashid Ali and his military supporters also did
not plan well. Although some nine thousand Iraqi troops surrounded
and beseiged the Royal Air Force base at Habbaniya, they did not
make any decisive attack. In early May, British planes ended the onemonth “sitting war” by driving off the Arab force. Only then, on May
5, did the junta ask for German military supplies and air support.
The Wehrmacht was favorable, dispatching an He-111 fighterbomber squadron, 750 tons of arms and ammunition, and a military
advisory team. This airlift reached Damascus on May 12, but was
ordered to await further instructions from Baghdad. Since the Iraqi
army mistakenly shot down the German liaison officer, Major von
Blumberg, when he tried to land, the necessary data never arrived.
Reconnaissance flights and bombing raids against Habbaniya failed
due to poor coordination with Iraqi ground forces.
Meanwhile, a British column, supported by the Arab Legion and
the Transjordanian Frontier Force, crossed the desert from Amman
to Baghdad and defeated the insurgents. On May 30, as they reached
the outskirts of Iraq’s capital, Rashid Ali and the Mufti ingloriously
fled to Germany.20
Other offensives further consolidated the Allied position. British
troops invaded Syria and Lebanon on June 8, capturing Damascus
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three weeks later. The Vichy French collaborators were expelled. In
North Africa, Rommel’s defeat at El Alamein October 19, coupled
with American landings in Morocco and Algeria marked the beginning
of an Axis debacle in North Africa. The Russian victory at Stalingrad
ended the threat from the north. By the close of 1942, the Middle
East was securely held by the Allies. The Axis alternative had been
smashed, and the radical faction had clearly misplaced their bets, but
they would not disappear without some revenge. Before occupation
forces entered Baghdad on June 3, Rashid Ali’s supporters massacred
at least 180 Jews, injured a thousand more, and looted thousands of
homes and businesses.21
Abdallah, as the only Arab leader to provide positive support, and
Nuri al-Said, who had been forced into exile by the Rashid Ali coup,
now voiced their claims for reward. England should consolidate Arab
support by furthering some Pan-Arab plan. Many Englishmen agreed,
and even some Zionists were not opposed. In a New York Times
article, Weizmann revived his old proposal for an Arab federation to
live peacefully alongside a Jewish state.22
As early as July 1940, Abdallah wrote London requesting the
unification of Syria and Transjordan. A year later, after the Free
French promised Syria independence, the Transjordan Legislative
Council re
peated the proposal. British Minister of State in the
Middle East Oliver Lyttleton asked them to postpone the claim until
after the war. The emir was not deterred. In March 1942, during a
Jerusalem speech, he asked for unification of all geographic Syria
— a designation which included Palestine—into a single state. The
demand was based on his status as last surviving leader of the World
War I revolt and on the 1920 resolutions of the Syrian Congress.
When a Zionist conference passed the “Biltmore program,”
openly demanding a Jewish state for the first time, Abdallah offered
an alterna
tive. Palestine would be absorbed into a federation
with Transjordan, Syria, and Lebanon. Local government would
be organized by propor
tional representation and limited Jewish
immigration would be permitted. The Mufti, he argued, had forfeited
his position by collaborating with the Axis; Transjordan was entitled
to determine the area’s future. Yet these grandiose visions were
beyond Transjordan’s means. It remained a small, poor, and weak
state with few outside Arab allies. Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq all
opposed its ambitions, seeing themselves as more qualified for Arab
leadership.23
Such was the essence of Nuri al-Said’s plan. Though similar in
form to Transjordan’s Scheme, his Fertile Crescent unity would place
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an Iraqi monarch on the Arab throne. Like Abdallah, he was willing
to offer some degree of autonomy for Jews in Palestine. If a greater
Arab state could be established, he promised, the Arabs would “deal
generously with all the Jews living in their midst whether in Palestine
“or elsewhere.”24
The renewed ability of Arab states to propose Palestine’s
disposition was made possible, of course, by the virtual disintegration
of the historic Palestine Arab leadership. The Mufti and his lieutenants
were either exiled in neighboring Arab states or in Germany. This
began a brief period in which non-Husayni politicians attempted to
rebuild the movement on a new basis and a longer era during which
Palestine would be placed in virtual Arab state receivership. Awni
Abd al-Hadi returned from Egypt to organize, particularly in his
native city of Nablus. He also started a national fund to keep land in
Arab hands. Musa al-Alami, specializing in propaganda, also tried to
build an independent base.25
Too late, in the aftermath of their military defeat, the Germans
stepped up propaganda to the Arab world. The Mufti and Rashid
Ali cooperated in Berlin, helping to raise Arab units for the German
army, but this had no impact on the course of the war. Several
dozen Arab exiles were directly on the payroll of German military
intelligence or of the information ministry. More lived on subsidies
funnelled through the Mufti or Rashid Ali, who bitterly quarrelled
over precedence.
The Germans planned to install the two men as heads of puppet
governments in their respective countries. Currency was printed
and uniforms manufactured for the projected Iraqi regime, though
this would have been better done in 1941 than in 1942. Germany’s
challenge in the Middle East had ended in anticlimax.26
As London had correctly predicted, the Jews threw themselves
behind the Allied cause. The Zionists were at the same time able to
carry out their own aims: lobbying for a Jewish brigade in the British
army, using military training to strengthen the Haganah, continuing
“illegal immigration” beyond the quotas permitted by the White
Paper, and independently gathering intelligence.27
The Baghdad pogrom encouraged formation of a Jewish under
ground in Iraq, printing Zionist books, distributing arms, teaching
He
brew, and smuggling emigrants across the border. Increasing
govern
ment pressure through restrictions on Jewish economic
activity disillusioned many in the community. Local Jewish leaders,
nevertheless, remained optimistic about their future in Iraq; al-Said’s
regime won good will by paying compensation for the riot damage.28
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Dovish Zionists also worked to keep open lines of communication
with moderate Arabs. Aharon Cohen and Chaim Kalvarisky of the
League for Rapprochement and Cooperation visited Syria and
Lebanon in September 1942. They met members of the Naqqash
family, with whom good relations had been established in the 1930s,
Riyad and Sami al-Sulh, Lebanese Muslims who would later become
prime ministers, and Jamil Mardam and Hashim al-Atassi, leaders
of the Syrian National Bloc. They found no interest in discussing a
Jewish state, but there was a willingness to maintain contacts. Other
Zionists went to Transjordan, Egypt, and Iraq while influential Arabs
from those countries also came to Palestine.29
But the most important new factor in the aftermath of the Ger
man collapse was the entrance of the United States into the Palestine
controversy. True, the Zionists had long lobbied in Washington and Ibn
Saud had tried to work through the American oil companies. Neverthe
less, only during World War II did U. S. interests clearly extend to the
Middle East. As an ally of Great Britain, America’s first objective was to
keep the Arabs as friendly as possible toward the Allies. King Ibn Saud
became something of a special American responsibility. In May 1942,
Secretary of State Cordell Hull, writing for President Roosevelt, prom
ised him that U. S. policy would make no decision on Palestine without
full consultation with both sides.30
Like Britain, the United States saw the Palestine problem in a
military-strategic context, and this meant concern over its effect on the
Arab states. “There are only 16,000,000 Jews throughout the world. But
there are 320,000,000 Moslems,” noted General George Strong, chief of
staff for army intelligence. To antagonize them would endanger Allied
supply routes to Russia, Middle East rear areas, and oil reserves. Con
duct of the war required avoiding any outbreak of violence among the
Arabs. This in turn meant soft-peddling any appearance of U.S. sym
pathy for Zionism. Already, congressional resolutions had fostered
anti-American feeling in Egypt, Lebanon, Syria and Iraq. For Washing
ton’s policy-makers and military commanders, Palestine was defined
at this early date as a potential barrier to improved relations with the
Arab states. This view would profoundly shape their postwar recom
mendations for a stand on the issue.31
Given such pressures, there was strong temptation to seek some
quick fix to resolve all contradictions. Churchill and Roosevelt were
open to such suggestions. As always, there was no shortage on panaceas
being offered by various official, semiofficial, and free-lance figures.
One bizarre adventure centered around H. St. John Philby, English
convert to Islam, close friend and sometime-adviser to King Ibn Saud.
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If the king was paid £20 million, Philby told his many contacts, he could
become leader of the Arab world. In exchange, he would cede Palestine
to the Jews.
Philby never quite said whether or not the king himself knew any
thing about this scheme, but Churchill judged it a capital idea. As
Weizmann prepared to leave for America in March 1942, the British
prime minister startled him with his plan to make Ibn Saud “Lord
of the Middle East — the boss of bosses — provided he settles with
you.” Weizmann could only assume that Churchill knew something;
President Roosevelt chose to do the same. Several months later, British
and American representatives actually broached the matter to the king,
who was outraged at what he called an attempted bribe. As with so
many earlier mediation attempts, the whole affair ended in confusion
and contradiction.32
Such debacles should not, however, prove misleading about the
impact of the early war period on Palestine’s future. Never had so little
happened within the country itself, yet a whole new era had begun in
the relations between the Arab states and that tangled issue. First, the
defeat of the radical faction in Iraq and Palestine as well as its allies
elsewhere set back the overthrow of the post-World War I regimes by a
decade or more. The revolutions in Iraq and Egypt would come too late
to affect the fate of mandatory Palestine. Two important corollaries of
these events were the discrediting of the Palestine Arab leadership in
the West and the weakening of its hold at home. The Mufti’s decision to
cast his lot with the Germans had a heavy cost. Transjordan’s position
revived in inverse proportions to the problems of the Husayni party.
Amman’s loyalty to the victorious side enhanced Abdallah’s standing
with Great Britain.
Second, the idea of greater inter-Arab cooperation and unity had also
increased its legitimacy at home and abroad. The defeat of the militant
Pan-Arab school in Iraq might have made an apocalyptic merger less
likely, but it cleared the way for collaboration on a state-to-state level.
The implied acceptance that such entities as Syria, Iraq, or Egypt
would not disappear in the immediate future removed a barrier to their
working together in their present status. The British accepted that such
a state of affairs might not be a bad thing, while the de facto decline in
French influence made possible for the first time real participation by
Syria and Lebanon.
This had been achieved by two conflicting phenomena: the ability
of the Arab states to pose a threat in the late 1930s and, conversely, the
need to reward them for their wartime assistance. These factors, combined with the weakness of the Palestine Arab leadership, meant much
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greater influence for the Arab states in Palestine. Indeed, they seemed to
become custodians or trustees of Palestine Arab interests. In 1939 they
had been unable to carry the White Paper against the Mufti’s opposition.
Two years later, Iraq and Transjordan were once again openly planning
to annex Palestine. In a sense, it was a triumph for a trend visible since
1936-37: the response of the Arab states to the Palestine question had
now become more important to Britain (or the United States for that
matter) than developments in Palestine itself.
By 1943, all Arab leaders who had survived this turbulent era were
looking toward the postwar readjustments which were so clearly neces
sary. The questions of Palestine, Anglo-Egyptian relations, Syria and
Lebanese independence, and Arab unity would surely come onto the
international political agenda. The masters of Egypt, Iraq and Transjor
dan could all hope that these issues offered opportunities for exercising
leadership, but the stabilization of separate Arab states also entailed the
heightening of competition between them.
In the last three years of the war, the Arab states were deeply
involved in plans, plots, and counterplots designed to favorably place
them in the new alignment of forces. The Arab League would symbolize
the positive aspects of this new order, while Palestine would be a prime
object and a prime subject in its definition.

9

The Division over Unity
1943-45

T

he Arab political crisis of 1941-42 had brought many changes.
Nuri al-Said was returned to power by the British; his militant
opponents were imprisoned or fled to Germany. The Wafd displaced the
palace politicians in Egypt, though its dependence on British bayonets
to regain power damaged its popularity. Transjordan’s loyalty to the
Allies broke Emir Abdallah’s post-1937 isolation. The removal of the
Mufti and his closest supporters gave more moderate independents a
chance to fill the vacuum in Palestine Arab leadership. In short, the
radical factions had been destroyed for the time being. With these
internal conflicts settled, the focus of Arab politics once again shifted
toward interstate competition.
Many Arab leaders were optimistic over the opportunities offered
by this reshuffle. For the first time since 1918, Pan-Arab proposals
seemed capable of gaining British sponsorship. Iraq and Transjordan
considered expansion into Syria or Palestine. To avoid this, Egypt
and Saudi Arabia advocated a looser Arab confederation of equals.
Nevertheless, any Arab state could spin out plans for Palestine without
worrying about the local leadership’s response or the Mufti’s veto.
Although Palestinian Istiqlalists like Ahmad Hilmi, Awni Abd alHadi, and Rashid al-Hajj Ibrahim tried to rebuild the Palestine Arab
movement, the task was not an easy one. The July 1943 and February
1944 preparatory conferences leading toward the Arab League met
without Palestine Arab representation.1
Privately, the British had little enthusiasm for either the Fertile
Crescent or Greater Syria merger plans, but it was not useful to
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publicly state such doubts. Eden’s continued speeches encouraged
both Nuri al-Said and Emir Abdallah to further press their proposals.
They winked at the very real British reservations that such schemes
would be acceptable only if approved by all Arabs—a most unlikely
prospect.2
Still insecure over his reintegration into Arab councils, Abdallah
presented his most hard-line program toward the Zionists. Jewish
population in Palestine should be set at 33 percent while immigration
would be prohibited. In exchange, he did not even offer local autonomy
but only promised them an effective administration. Beyond Palestine,
however, he wanted control of Lebanon and Syria as well. Indeed, if
Palestine posed too much difficulty, he was willing to omit it from the
projected federation.
The basis of his claim, said the emir, was his effective assistance
to the Allies, his inheritance from the Sharif Husayn, alleged (and
rather doubtful) 1921 promises from Churchill to make him head of
Syria, and the supposed — equally doubtful — support for him among
the local peoples. He was not reticent about placing these arguments
before inter-Arab meetings, where they deepened the suspicions of his
fellow rulers.3
Nuri al-Said, who saw Greater Syria as only a part of a larger
state to include Iraq, offered Jews in Palestine a “semi-autonomous
administration” in areas where they formed a majority. They might
have their own schools, policy, and health institutions as a Jewish
national home under supervision of the Fertile Crescent government.
Their safety would be ensured by Arab “good will.” While al-Said
admitted that minority guarantees had not functioned well in Europe—
not to mention Iraq—he was sure that problems could be resolved.4
Egypt’s Prime Minister Nahhas took a third approach which
was the most conciliatory toward the Zionists. His Wafd party, by
disposition and in line with Egypt’s national interests, did not want any
such federation. After a successful five-day visit to Palestine in June
1943, he declared an Arab-Jewish understanding necessary for any
settlement. The Jews should be invited to a conference of Arab nations
to discuss terms, he suggested. Since King Farouk was only awaiting
an opportu
nity to dispose of the British-imposed prime minister,
however Nahhas could scarcely carry forward any such plan.5
The Saudis had no positive blueprint to compare with those spelled
out by Iraq and Transjordan, but King Ibn Saud was as determined
as ever to yield nothing to Zionist claims. Any Western support for
Zionism, he warned in a May 1943 interview, would cause conflict
with the Arabs. Jewish refugees should return to Europe or go to
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America. At any rate, he concluded, he knew the Jews would never
have a state, based on his reading of the Koran.6
Such complaints were not taken lightly in London or Washington,
as both governments sought to dampen domestic campaigns in support
of a Jewish state. They agreed to make a public statement postponing
any decision over Palestine until after the war. At the last minute, the
United States backed away, a retreat due to American disenchantment
over British Middle East policy as well as to Zionist lobbying. With
the beginnings of Anglo-American competition in the region, the U.S.
government was not eager to tie itself to any British policy there.7
Besides, a whole new problem soon arose. In January 1944, a
resolution introduced in Congress advocated Palestine’s transformation
into a national home for the Jewish people. The United States would
“take appropriate measures” to support free immigration of Jews so that
they “may ultimately reconstitute Palestine as a free and democratic
Jewish commonwealth.” State Department specialists were horrified
by the potential effect on Arab-American relations. Already, Iraqis had
read pro-Zionist advertisements in the New York Times as implying
official U.S. endorsement for evicting all Arabs from the territory. As
one intelligence officer put it, the danger was equivalent to a “trainload
of dynamite.”8
American oil executives actively fought the proposed resolution,
persuading Secretary of War Henry Stimson to intervene with the
two foreign affairs committees. Its passage, he told them, threatened
the war effort. Wallace Murray, senior State Department advisor on
the region, concurred. The Arabs, he told Secretary of State Edward
Stettinius, were “bewildered and disillusioned by U. S. policy”
and might therefore turn to Moscow or London for political and
commercial succor. President Roosevelt was convinced of the danger
posed by the resolutions, and they disappeared in committee, never to
be seen again.9
This showed the potential Arab leverage over U. S. policy. Zionist
lobbying might be effective in relation to election campaigns —
pro-Zionist planks appeared in both Democratic and Republican
platforms— but what really counted was the execution of policy by the
White House and State Department. Here, rather than on public opinion,
was where the Arab case met the best response. Iraqi, Egyptian, and
Lebanese prime ministers simply explained how their desire for close
relations with America could only be realized if Washington kept its
distance from Zionism.10
Ibn Saud coordinated Arab efforts toward the United States. He
organized a letter-writing campaign by Arab heads of government and
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strongly suggested to Arabian-American Oil Company executives that
they ensure representation for the Arab case on Palestine. If Britain
and the United States did not support Arab interests in Palestine, he
told the American minister in Jidda, they would lose Saudi friendship.
The Arabs would fight to the last man against any further Jewish
immigration.
When the king met with Roosevelt in February 1945, he tried
to make the president understand the seriousness of the conflict.
Roosevelt, preoccupied by the recently ended Yalta summit meeting,
was naive about Arab sentiments, confident as usual that he could
charm opponents into flexibility and compromise. Obviously, Ibn Saud
did not succumb. When asked by James Byrnes, powerful advisor and
future secretary of state, how the conversation had gone, Roosevelt
twice changed the subject. Finally, Byrnes cornered him. “Mr.
President,” he said, “I fear you were not very successful.” “Oh yes,”
Roosevelt lamented, “I had an exceedingly pleasant meeting with Ibn
Saud and we agreed about everything until I mentioned Palestine. That
was the end of the pleasant conversation.”11
Roosevelt’s famous aplomb was momentarily shaken by the en
counter, and certainly Ibn Saud conveyed the potential tension of the
issue. Roosevelt later told Congress that he learned more about the
conflict “by talking with Ibn Saud for five minutes than I could have
learned in exchange of two or three dozen letters.” But this did not
imply, as some contemporaries thought, that the king had convinced
the president of anything. Ibn Saud was only able to extract a renewed
American promise of consultations before any action was taken.
This was cold comfort when coupled with Roosevelt’s declaration
of support for unrestricted Jewish immigration and for creation of a
Jewish state.12 The Arabs had gained a hearing in Washington without
obtaining any meaningful commitments. Roosevelt was more than
happy to leave the prickly problem to his successor. The Arabs had,
however, persuaded State Department Middle East experts and some
War Department strategists that support for Zionism spelled trouble
with the Arab states. Such opinions had their value for the Arabs in
the decisive days of 1947 and 1948, but they would not be enough to
carry the day.
Arab unity over Palestine seemed the most effective way of
impressing the West, and this was much easier to achieve than was
cooperation on broader questions. At the October 1944 Arab conference
in Alexandria, Egypt, Saudi Arabia strongly attacked the merger plans
proposed by Iraq and Transjordan. They literally shouted down the
Fertile Crescent proposal and, though this hardly dampened Baghdad’s
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enthusiasm, placed on record the infeasibility of any political union.13
Discussions over Palestine went far smoother. True, at first the Arab
states were hesitant about Palestine Arab participation—this was, after
all, a meeting of independent states — but Abdallah unexpectedly
emerged as their champion. This was a sound political move. With
the Husayni group momentarily out of the picture, Transjordan had
a priceless opportunity to help consolidate a more moderate faction.
Musa al-Alami had talked five Palestine Arab parties into designating
him their joint delegate. Moreover, al-Alami was willing to accept the
White Paper. Though Nahhas’ call for a more conciliatory line toward
the Jews was rejected, the chance seemed bright for producing a new
and more successful Arab position.14
Alami’s acceptance as an observer and participant was emotional
and dramatic. During earlier sessions, he sat at a small side table. When
it came time to discuss Palestine it seemed incongruous that he remain
in the corner like a “bad boy.” He was welcomed to the main table
with kisses and embraces; his calm and quiet speech, which stayed
on generalities, moved some delegates to tears. Ibn Saud brought the
session back to earth by warning against too strong a resolution during
the U.S. election campaign. He and al-Alami suggested such practical
measures as establishing an Arab land development fund and a string
of Arab information bureaus in the West.
Palestine and Syrian independence were the only major issues on
which the conferees agreed, but they did lay the basis for the Arab
League. Egypt, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Lebanon, Transjordan, and
Yemen all joined in declaring Palestine an important part of the Arab
world. Infringement of Arab rights there, they added, might threaten
regional peace and stability. On a tactical level, they had aided a more
moderate Palestine leadership whose views were in line with those of
the Arab governments. Their expressed confidence in the White Paper
was a second step toward a diplomatic solution.15
Transjordan’s emir worked hard to build ties to the new Palestinian
Arab activists. Only he, among all the Arab leaders, accurately gauged
the Zionists’ power and organization. He pulled no punches over
the Arabs “backward state of development” in Palestine, while the
Jews “are constantly increasing their hold on the country.” While the
Zionists were “cultivating the sandy areas, boring wells, recovering
dead lands and converting them into gardens of paradise,” he wrote,
“Arab parties are still fighting over the claims to leadership of those
men who were responsible for the ruin of their country.” Since the
Mufti’s strategy had clearly failed, Abdallah argued, someone else
should be given a chance.16
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The British were already conscious, however, that the heat of war
had only provided them a brief respite from dealing with the Palestine
problem. If the new Arab leadership there offered some possibility
of political compromise, pressure from the Arab states implied that
no procrastination would be tolerated. In Iraq, public opinion was
once again demanding action and prompting top officials to warn of
bloodshed unless a unified Palestine was granted independence.17
There was little doubt about the passion still aroused by the issue in
Baghdad. The man in the street argued from Islamic premises which
his leaders placed in Arab nationalist categories. To the common
people, Jews were miserly, cowardly, and unclean; the idea of their
governing a portion of the Arab world was intolerable. “Palestine,”
said a January 1945 U. S. intelligence report, “has become more than
a remote political problem; it is now a question of personal religion
and honor.” England’s minister to Saudi Arabia spoke in similar
terms: “The Palestine problem is the gravest problem occupying the
thoughts of Muslims and Arabs today.”18
The war had suspended the necessity for London to produce
some political resolution. With the war at an end, the way out was no
clearer than it had been in 1939. The division among British policymakers was demonstrated by an April 1944 conference held at British
Middle East headquarters in Cairo. The White Paper was dead, argued
Lampson, and the Arabs would never accept partition. Therefore,
Palestine should remain under British control because of its strategic
value as well as the lack of any alternative. Other diplomats thought
the White Paper still workable; MacMichael thought partition the
least of many evils. Churchill was more friendly toward Zionism
than were the Foreign Office officials. It was impossible to agree on
any major policy change as long as the war continued.19
The Zionists were more united than the British, but were equally
at a loss to find some strategy which might neutralize Arab leverage.
They could decry the influence of the Arab states, as they had done
in 1939, but this would not make it go away nor would it convince
London to alienate the Arab governments. Ben-Gurion might argue
that Egyptian pashas, Bedouin shaikhs, or Iraqi beys had no rights or
interests in Palestine, but this was a mere abstraction.
In practice, Zionists could not ignore the effects of Arab anger on
Jews in Palestine or in the neighboring countries. One way to break
through the circle of hostility was for them to formulate a symbiotic
alliance with Lebanese Christian nationalists. In September 1944,
Eliahu Epstein of the Jewish Agency arrived in Beirut. His cover
story was a survey tour on the problems of Jewish refugees passing
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through Lebanon, but his real mandate was to forge a political
entente. Epstein complained about Maronite leaders’ attacks on
Zionism in the Lebanese Chamber of Deputies. Rather than join
the crowd, he suggested Lebanese Christian political and religious
leaders should cooperate against the common enemy: Islamicoriented Arab nationalism.20
With independence imminent, his interlocuters were split on
this very question. Were the Muslims an enemy who threatened to
sweep away any independent Christian-dominated Lebanon? Or
might the Muslims be treated as allies in the struggle against French
colonialism? The former idea would make any break with the French
difficult; the latter proposal could lead to a post-independence
accord with the Muslims to guarantee stability in the new Lebanon.
Although Eddé and his supporters dissented, the majority chose the
alternative of peace with the Muslims. The compromise they forged,
the “National Pact,” succeeded in preserving Christian predominance
and prosperity for three decades.
Anti-Zionism was a necessary precondition for this arrangement.
On August 15,1944, Riyad al-Sulh, leader of the Beirut Palestine
support group, organized a broad meeting which included the Islamic
Najadeh party, the Communists, and the Christian nationalist Kataeb.
This alliance scuttled the possibility of Jewish-Lebanese Christian
collaboration on any large scale. The move toward an Arab League,
signalled at Alexandria, frightened some Christians with the specter
of absorption into an enlarged Arab state. In this context, Eddé
and other Maronites continued to believe in the utility of Zionist
assistance.21
Six months later, Eddé and other Maronites sent a sealed letter
through Weizmann to President Roosevelt. They declared that Arab
unity would sound the death knell of all non-Muslim minorities in
the region and they pleaded for U. S. aid to prevent this disaster.
One of the signers, Patriarch Antoine Arida, sent a similar missive
to American Maronites via Tuvia Araza, another Zionist emissary.
Arida attacked the Arab League and warned of Arab states’ aggressive
intentions toward Lebanon. Arida’s enemies tried with some success
to discredit him by leaking this polemic to the Lebanese press. Yet
Arida and a number of Lebanese Maronite politicians took this
threat so seriously that they signed a mutual assistance pact with the
Zionists.22
Tuvia Araza was typical of the young Zionist Arabists who
were trying to maintain contacts and gather intelligence in the Arab
countries. Born in Palestine, he studied archaeology and Semitic
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languages in Paris, joining the Transjordan Frontier Force for a year to
perfect his Arabic. In 1938-39, he was liaison officer between the Jewish
Agency and Jewish settlement police fighting the Arab rebellion. The
following year, he worked in Syria organizing Free French propaganda
on assignment for the Jewish Agency and British intelligence.
Pretending to be a tradesman, he sent back valuable information
for the Allied invasion of Syria until his capture in the spring of 1941.
Tortured by the collaborationist French authorities, he escaped by
jumping from a second-story window and, despite a broken ankle, he
managed to recross the border into Palestine. After a brief period in the
Jewish Agency’s Political Department, Araza attended the American
University in Beirut, keeping the agency informed on local political
developments. He again returned to Palestine in the summer of 1944,
to work in the Agency’s Arab Affairs section. During his years in the
United States, Araza and coworkers helped Arida’s Maronite suppor
ters publicize their cause and combat the pro-National Pact faction.
Within Lebanon itself, Archbishop Ignatz Mubarak of Beirut was
the most important Maronite contact. Zionist visitors met with him
and other high-ranking clergymen. Though he complained about
government persecution due to his beliefs, Mubarak gave pro-Zionist
testimony before the 1946 Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry and
was later one of the very few voices in the Arab world to speak out for
partition. Lebanese officials, like Yusuf Harfouche, under-secretary of
the Foreign Ministry, privately blamed Lebanon’s Palestine policy on
pressure from other League members. In their hearts, Harfouche said,
most Lebanese (though he undoubtedly meant Maronites) felt some
degree of kinship with the Zionists.23
Of course, such sentiments, inasmuch as they existed, had little
practical effect. Many Lebanese Christians — particularly among the
non-Maronites, became sincere Arab nationalists precisely because
they saw this as an areligious creed through which Islamic primacy
might be neutralized. The rest went along for largely domestic
reasons. The only alternative to a pact with Lebanese Muslims was
civil war and, since the resulting agreement was quite satisfactory for
Christian interests, this posed little temptation.
Lebanese Christians might have been less enthusiastic about the
Arab-Israeli conflict than were their Muslim neighbors, but they never
thereafter broke ranks. Only in the mid-1970s, when the National Pact
broke down into civil war and the long-feared Syrian invasion was
upon them did the main Maronite parties accept alliance with Israel.
Ben-Gurion’s oft-cited dictum, that Lebanon would be the second
Arab country to make peace with Israel, was thus realized in a limited
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sense. But as a country, Lebanon was too weak and divided to ever
take such a risky step.
Aside from Lebanon, Zionist diplomacy was preoccupied with
aiding the Jewish minorities in the neighboring Arab countries. Arab
governments claimed that Jews were well treated, and indeed Iraqi and
Egyptian regimes often protected them from reprisals. Historically,
the record is most complicated; Jewish life in the Arab world was
neither a litany of unbroken persecution nor a hymn to toleration.
From time to time and from place to place conditions varied greatly.
Persecution was sporadic, but discrimination and humiliation were
never absent. If Jews were active in the cultural, intellectual, and
economic life of Baghdad or Cairo in the 1920s and 1930s, there were
also many things in which they did not politically or psychologically
participate. Palestine was by no means the only barrier to their
integration. The ever-present influence of Islam and the shape which
Arab nationalism took also tended to set them apart. The Palestine
issue merely accelerated and completed the process.24
By 1944, only fifty-six hundred Iraqi Jews out of one hundred and
twenty thousand, and only two thousand Syrian and Lebanese Jews
out of thirty thousand had emigrated to Palestine. Still, these figures
are not inconsiderable, given the weakness of Zionist ideology and
organizational structure in those countries and the uncertain prospects
faced by Jews in Palestine itself. Nor had the region been so insulated
from the anti-Semitic atmosphere in Europe. Axis propaganda was
intensive, and Jews were denounced in mosques as enemies of Islam.
The June 1941 Baghdad pogrom was almost followed by a massacre
in Damascus two years later. Traditional prejudice, second-hand
Nazi explanations, and anti-Zionism merged to form an acid brew.
Sometimes mercenary motives were also present: Yemeni Jews were
permitted to leave for Palestine after 1943 on condition that they turn
their property over to the government.25
When Aden’s four thousand Jews prepared to celebrate the war’s
end by raising British, American, and Jewish flags above their shops
and school, Arabs tore down the Mogen David banner. By the time
British authorities intervened, Arab attackers were breaking down
the gate of the besieged school. The riot was ended when police
persuaded the Jews themselves to lower the flag. “You see,” one
Jewish goldsmith explained, “the surrender of Germany meant that
we were to be free again, but the first manifestation of that freedom
here in Aden was bitterly resented by the Arabs.”
In places like Aden, rising Jewish nationalism seemed to challenge
the established order. Jews were no longer willing to accept the
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continuous, if rarely fatal, harassment to which tradition subjected
them. They were angered when British officials and local Arab police
did not provide protection. Events were eroding their centuries-long
passivity.26
The particularly prosperous Egyptian Jewish community grew from
seven thousand in 1800, to thirty-eight thousand in 1900, and to sixtythree thousand by 1937. Heavily urbanized (54 percent in Cairo, 39
percent in Alexandria), many Jews were successful in commerce and
industry. Half of them were nominally citizens of European countries,
as were large numbers of the Greeks, Italians, and Levant Arabs
who dominated modern sectors of Egypt’s economy. Some became
senators or palace functionaries, like Joseph Cattaui, a minister of
finance and member of the Chamber of Deputies in the 1920s. Only
a minority openly espoused Zionism (about three thousand activists
plus a large number of sympathizers), but the movement was stronger
in Egypt than in any other Arab country.
By 1944, the press and politicians were demanding bans on
Egyptian Zionist organizations. Al Balagh warned they would soon
turn Egypt into “a vassal of Tel Aviv.” But the authorities were
relatively tolerant. When the Department of Public Security asked in
February 1945, for the arrest of Zionist leader Leon Castro, its main
concern were the novel grounds that to leave him free would damage
Egypt’s prestige in other Arab states.27
There too, however, outbreaks were becoming more common by
the end of the war, culminating in the November 2, 1945 riots in Cairo
and Alexandria. Demonstrations had been planned on the anniversary
of the Balfour Declaration to protest British policy in Palestine. A
broad range of organizations, student groups, and political parties
endorsed the idea, but their preparations were inadequate. Rather
than a peaceful march, the results were mob attacks and looting at
Jewish stores and synagogues. Greek and Armenian establishments
were also attacked. By 12:45 p.m. twenty thousand people proceeded
to the palace, ransacking shops along the way as police watched.
Muslim Brotherhood leader Hassan al-Banna finally managed to
disperse the crowd, and the Wafd party dissociated itself from the
violence. As long as the Jews did not support Zionism, Nahhas told
community leaders, they would be safe. Still, even though only 109
of the 500 shops pillaged were owned by Jews, their sense of security
was shattered.28
Iraqi Jews had already reached this point. Far fewer identified with
Zionism, and protection money to the police seemed effective in staving
off pogroms. Nevertheless, the Haganah and Irgun undergrounds
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found new recruits. Some young Jews followed their alienation into
the Com- munist party, where they founded a short-lived Anti-Zionist
League. As fiery speeches more and more filled Baghdad’s mosques,
however, the official communal leadership concentrated on securing
promises of protection from the government.29
The future status of these Jewish communities was only one of
a hundred issues which breathlessly awaited resolution as the war
ended. The Palestine question itself must now come out of suspended
animation along with other aspects of Middle East politics. Could the
Arabs take up where they had left off in 1939? Would the momentum
of the London conference and the White Paper be revived?
Surface indications were favorable. The rush of events in 1945
seemed to confirm the Arab cause’s ascendancy. The membership of
a half-dozen Arab states in the new United Nations promised them an
important say in all international disputes. The Arab League pact of
March 22, institutionalized Arab state cooperation as a power bloc.
The Holocaust, while augmenting Zionism’s moral claim, decimated
Jewish ranks. The Germans were gone, but London needed Arab help
against the Russians. Even the election victory of the historically proZionist Labor party brought to power a British government friendlier
to the Arabs than Churchill had been.30
Arab confidence was understandable, but more had changed than
they realized. Despite all these events, the Arabs had actually lost
some ground relative to 1939. In the final analysis, the intrusion of
the United States into the region produced an important force which
countered Britain’s position. The Holocaust had brought not only
international sympathy for the Jews but also a whole pool of refugees
eager to emigrate to Palestine. Arab unity against Zionism held, but
the Arab states could not so easily agree on strategy and ultimate aims.
While Jews in Palestine had expanded their settlements and military
organization, the Palestine Arabs had recorded few such positive
achievements during the war. Finally, the rapid return of the Husaynis
to the Palestine Arab leadership was not only a public relations
disaster but a strategic one as well. Once again, Arab diplomacy’s
hands were tied by maximalist and rigid positions.
This last change was not achieved without opposition. Musa alAlami tried to follow up his success at Alexandria by preventing the
Mufti from returning to Palestine. He also courted Jamil al-Husayni,
who chose to remain faithful to his cousin, the Mufti, rather than join
Musa, his brother-in-law. Some British officials as well as Nuri alSaid had also hoped that Jamil would help formulate a new, more
moderate leadership.31
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The Arab states were not yet ready to give up their enlarged influence over the Palestine Arab movement. Certainly, they wanted no
repetition of the 1939 experience, when the Mufti had dictated their
response to the White Paper. Yet they also failed to act decisively.
Al-Alami had ample reason for his later judgment that the incumbent
Arab regimes were too ineffective to build a strong Arab League. A
change of government in practically every country would be advanta
geous for his people, al-Alami thought.
In particular, al-Alami tried to convince Arab leaders to use their
leverage in order to mediate conflicts within the Palestinian camp and
to help the moderates maintain power. His second objective was to
get Arab government financial aid for the Arab information offices in
London and Washington and for a land-purchase plan in Palestine (in
competition with an Iraqi-backed Istiqlal land fund). Ali Mahir refused
to become involved. The Arab League Council instead designated
Jamil Mardam, Syria’s minister to Cairo, as mediator with the task of
unifying six rival Palestinian groups into a new Higher Committee.32
Mardam’s mission was only a temporary success. After a week
of meetings, he was able to organize a twelve-man leadership
commission. Although its presidency was left open for the Mufti, his
Palestine Arab party held only five of the remaining seats. The others
went to dissident groups, including the National Defense party and the
Istiqlal, and two independents, al-Alami numbering among the latter.
The commission quickly became more of a battleground than a force
for unity. Jamil al-Husayni out-maneuvered the smaller groups which
had filled the wartime vacuum. Nor would the Mufti himself long be
out of the picture. In the closing days of the war, the Germans had tried
to spirit him to a neutral country, but he was captured and interned
by the French. The following year he escaped under mysterious
circumstances, finally reaching safety in Egypt in December 1946. For
a man who had supported open rebellion against the British and who
had hobnobbed with Hitler in Berlin, it was a remarkable comeback.33
Al-Alami could well complain about the Arab League, but it did
undertake to focus the Arab diplomatic effort. The old divisions, of
course, had not disappeared. Iraq and Transjordan still spoke of their
plans for absorbing neighbors, and Egypt made little secret out of its
belief that it should dominate the League. “We will play the part in the
Arab League that Britain does in the British Commonwealth,” boasted
Senator Mahmud Abd al-Fath. This claim had to be taken seriously,
since the League’s headquarters (Cairo) and secretary-general (Azzam)
were both Egyptian.34
This did not necessarily entail, as al-Alami discovered, generosity
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toward the Palestinian Arabs. The Egyptian government promised
£50,000 for al-Alami’s land fund, cut the figure back to £20,000, and
finally gave nothing. However, al-Alami was told, if Cairo was allowed
to choose the fund’s administrators, it would contribute £200,000. AlAlami angrily refused.35
Azzam’s energy seemed to make up for some of these faults. AlAlami considered, with some reason, that Azzam was impetuous and
irresponsible, making contradictory pledges and unnecessary accusa
tions which complicated an already difficult situation. Often, his
ambiguity and seeming confusion merely reflected conflicts within
the Arab camp. His pyrotechnic threats of violence were aimed at
frightening the Zionists, Americans, and British into making major
concessions. He knew that if challenged, the Arabs would have to go
to war, and he sometimes sensed that the overwhelming triumph he
frequently predicted could not be delivered. Still, given the state of
Arab public opinion, there was little choice.36
Neither Damascus nor Baghdad was totally reconciled to working
primarily through Azzam. Iraqi leaders distrusted him and tried to play
an independent hand in Palestine through their support for the Istiqlal
and their subsidies for the Arab information offices. In Syria, the Na
tional Bloc beat off an attempt by smaller parties to seize the issue
through their own Committee for the Defense of Palestine. The Egyp
tians and Saudis acted unilaterally (though with support from the other
Arab states) to lobby in the United States. In particular, they opposed
President Truman’s proposal of October 1945, to admit one hundred
thousand Jewish refugees into Palestine.37
If the Arab states agreed on avoiding a Jewish state, they were not
so sure as to the best strategy. A particular difficulty was to estimate
British intentions. Many Arabs, like Azzam, believed that London was
on their side—the United States was the real problem. It was simply
necessary to apply a carrot-and-stick approach to the great powers.
As long as Washington and London accepted Arab demands, the Jews
could be safely ignored. The Foreign Office encouraged the notion that
only American pressure was blocking a pro-Arab solution.
The first step in implementing this analysis was to win confirmation
from the United States and reaffirmation from Great Britain that the
Arab states had a legitimate special role in Palestine. This was in line
with the Alexandria Protocol and the Arab League Pact and constituted
the immediate objective of the Arab delegations to the April 1945
founding meeting of the United Nations in San Francisco. Although
the Arab states did not win the abrogation of the League of Nations
mandate in favor of a transitional trusteeship leading to independence,
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they amply demonstrated their deep concern over the Palestine issue.
While their right to intimate involvement, won at the time of the 1936
general strike, was not enshrined in any international accord, the
precedent seemed generally accepted.38
Three other objectives would remain at the center of Arab diplo
macy over the following two years. First, the Arab states had to coordi
nate policy with the Palestine Arab movement, preferably in a manner
which left them freedom of action. Second, the Arab governments had to
demonstrate conclusively to England and America that refusal of their
demands would lead to highly dangerous regional instability and to the
destruction of those two countries’ interests in the area. Finally, a plan
for the transformation of Palestine into a unified, independent state
under Arab rule must be formulated and accepted by Britain. Jewish
opposition would have to be neutralized in this process.
Relations with the Palestinian Arabs were tackled first. The exile
and collaboration of the Husayni leadership with the Axis had discred
ited them. Many Arab politicians did not have fond memories of the
Mufti’s 1939 policies, and consequently when a vacuum was created
within the Palestinian movement an opportunity was created for Iraq
and Transjordan to press their plans to annex Palestine.
While the Palestinians were in receivership during the war period, it
would be misleading to oversimplify their relationship with the Arab
states in the years immediately following 1945. The renewed Husayni
leadership played an important role in the 1947-48 developments which
very deeply affected the fortunes of the Arab states. In some ways,
the relationship was parallel to the friction over the diplomacy of 1939.
The Arab governments once more had to take into account the Mufti’s
charismatic potential and his veto over strategic concessions.
Yet the tensions between the Palestine Arab leadership and the Arab
states surfaced more potently in two indirect ways. While Arab govern
ments wanted to keep for themselves the diplomatic initiative, they
depended on the Palestinian Arabs to win any military confrontation.
Only the failure in battle of the local forces made necessary the interven
tion of the regular Arab armies. Arab regimes were thus dependent on
the Mufti for a victorious military organization and generalship which he
could not provide.
Of equal importance, the Mufti’s return to the helm ignited once
again the sharp rivalry between him and his Transjordanian neighbor.
Abdallah refused to accept the idea of Husayni-dominated Palestine.
Transjordan’s determination to intervene at all costs acted as a first
step in a chain reaction which would force all Arab states to follow.
Doubtless, the Mufti had good reason to suspect the ambitions of
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more than one of his neighbors. The Arab League remembered that
the Husaynis had been reinstalled through their intervention, but the
Husaynis remembered that the League had more than once tried to
checkmate them by establishing a balance of power built on indepen
dents and smaller parties. The mediation of Mardam, and a June 1946
mission of Azzam both failed. The League then unilaterally named a new
Higher Arab Committee executive, designating it —as they would do
with the PLO three decades later—the sole legitimate representative
of the Palestine Arabs. Once again, the main figures of the 1930s were
dominant even though they, unlike the League’s member governments,
were neither sanguine about a settlement with the British nor enthusias
tic about a White Paper-based solution.39
If the personalities involved had changed little since 1939, World
War II had vastly altered the political frame of reference. True, the
British Empire’s retreat was beginning, and this must lead to Palestine’s
independence, but a wide variety of possibilities were still open. The
war’s dissolution of accustomed relationships allowed for new blue
prints and new ambitions. The Arab League was established as a forum
for cooperation, but the legitimization of separate states also validated
their rights to different, even conflicting, goals.
The portents seemed to favor the Arabs. The White Paper legacy,
Anglo-American desire for Arab friendship, Arab unity, the weight of
Arab states in international political councils, and the increased impor
tance of Arab oil were only some of their advantages. There was also
an Arab consensus on the centrality of the Palestine question and the
necessity that Arab states should fully participate in its resolution. Yet
a key question remained: Was the surest way to victory through diplo
macy or would only a test of arms suffice?
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The Failure of Arab
Diplomacy
1946-47

T

he Arab idea that British Middle East policy gave them much
leverage over Palestine was essentially accurate. If between 1937
and 1945 British caution was necessary to prevent an Arab-German
alliance, after 1945 the Soviet Union appeared an equally serious threat.
On top of all its historical strategic and commercial interests, England
needed at least the Arab states’ passive acquiescence to the exigencies
of the Cold War.1
Equally compelling, Great Britain’s postwar weakness required a
reassessment of strategic and political commitments which necessitated
greater Arab cooperation than ever before. London was seeking the best
possible terms for the maintenance of key bases and for the continued
protection of the Suez Canal. Concessions had to be made because
of the changed political atmosphere as the colonial era began to fade
into history. Without its past military and economic strength, British
policy was more than ever dependent on the carrot rather than the stick.
Consequently, new treaties had to be made acceptable to Iraq, Egypt,
and Transjordan to adjust their bilateral relations with England.
The escalating cost of the Palestine mandate in terms of Arab an
tagonisms and of Jewish guerrilla warfare, placed a time limit on this
search for an escape route. Annoyed at American support for Zionism,
Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin sought to associate Washington in this
process through the Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry and, later,
the Morrison-Grady plan. When it became clear that no solution was
possibly acceptable to both Arabs and Zionists, London dropped the
issue into the lap of the United Nations.
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Given the balance sheet of British objectives, many contemporary
chroniclers overstated the Machiavellian element in British Middle
East policy, particularly over its handling of Palestine. London’s
influence over the Arab League and its member governments should
not be exaggerated. Despite attempts to turn events in its favor,
British policy was basically on the defensive, retreating before Arab,
American, and Zionist pressure, buffeted by no longer affordable
expenses and the distaste of international public opinion.2
Some policy-makers, probably including Anthony Eden, had be
lieved that creation of the Arab League would facilitate a peaceful
solution in Palestine. Yet it also concentrated Arab opposition in the
event that London did not find a satisfactory solution.3 Bevin quickly
learned the wider danger: “The repercussions of the conflict have
spread far beyond the small land in which it has arisen,” he told the
House of Commons on November 13, 1945. The Zionists had their
supporters in the United States, Great Britain, and elsewhere, he con
tinued, but “the cause of the Palestine Arabs has been espoused by the
whole Arab world and more lately has become a matter of keen interest
to their 90 million co-religionists in India.” Disturbances in Palestine
would be reflected elsewhere. Hence London must consider not only
the principles “of equity and of humanity but also of international
amity and world peace.” Such ideas were direct descendants of those
expressed at the 1939 London conference.4
Bevin, with few bargaining counters and a need for secure bases,
had little else to offer the Arabs, who far preferred an end to any British
presence on their soil. Transjordan, tightly controlled and in dire need
of British subsidies, would make a deal in March 1946, but Egypt
and Iraq could not do so. Civilian politicians thought that Palestine
itself might make a useful base, but the military men did not agree.
It was a liability which could benefit Britain only by its divestiture.5
All this took place during the peak of Cold War confrontation
with Moscow in Greece, Iran, and Turkey. “The main motive force
behind Soviet policy in this area remains the drive toward the open
sea,” cabled the British ambassador to the USSR. These crises were
seen as the first step in a Soviet offensive against the Persian Gulf
and the Arab world. British interests, including vital oil fields, stood
squarely in the way. Such nightmares were much on Bevin’s mind
when he warned President Truman in October 1945, that any increase
in Jewish immigration to Palestine would bring violent disturbances
throughout the Middle East. The U. S. Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed
with him.6
If Arab pressure over Palestine stirred the British, the Arab
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government themselves set course on the winds of domestic public
opinion. The great agitation and turmoil within Egypt and Iraq during
those years were the products of both long- and short-term influences.
The rise to intellectual hegemony of Pan-Arabism was no overnight
occurrence; for more than three decades Arab nationalism had
climbed one rung after another to capture the popular imagination.
As time went on, its progress accelerated. The setbacks of 1941-42
had destroyed specific individuals and their strategies, but the essence
of their arguments had been widely accepted. While an apocalyptic
dissolution of all Arab borders seemed less likely, the formation of
the Arab League signaled a new era of intensified state-to-state
competition.
This was only part of the background to the unsettled postwar
Egyptian political scene. After a quarter-century of promises and
musical-chair governments, the country’s social and economic
problems remained untamed. Egypt was advancing neither in the
Western framework of modernization nor in the Islamic framework
of a moral and stable order, thought an impatient younger generation.
The lingering British influence had been seemingly given new life by
the war, which brought in thousands and thousands of foreign troops,
and the maintenance of British bases and troops on Egyptian soil after
Germany’s surrender.
The Muslim Brotherhood grew to enormous size, maintaining,
as did other parties, its own paramilitary forces. If the elite tended to
overestimate the danger of Marxist revolution, the Egyptian left also
reached its high water mark. Given all this, some have been tempted to
attribute Egypt’s external policy as a mere alibi for internal impotence.
Matters were not so simple. Cairo’s diplomatic behavior, after all, was a
not inaccurate reflection of the Zeitgeist. As it did not exist in isolation
from domestic political culture, it also was reactive toward foreign
events. Egyptian governments—even those of the Wafd—had long
since defined as dangers the rise of either a Jewish state or a Hashemite
super-kingdom to the east. Inasmuch as this concern was a political
maneuver, it was in the tradition of the palace’s prewar use of PanArabism to undercut the Wafd’s appeal.7
In October 1944, after Nahhas signed the Alexandria protocol ini
tiating the Arab League’s gestation, Farouk found it possible to dispose
of his Wafd incubus regime. In 1946, when the king invited neither his
prime minister nor his foreign minister to a meeting of Arab leaders
on his Inshas estate, it was a further manifestation of such would-be
imper ial grandeur. “People then understood,” wrote the scholarly liberal
politician Muhammad Husayn Haykal, “that King Farouk’s personal
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policy had as its aim the establishment of his personal leadership over
the Arab states.”8
Perhaps such an outlet was due in part to the palace’s frustration in
other directions. Inter-Arab politics offered a relatively free hand for
an establishment which could not even call elections for fear of a Wafd
victory. As for the more controversial Anglo-Egyptian relationship, this
carried with it the most profound dangers. A draft agreement revising
bilateral relations fell before the emotional public bitterness against
Great Britain. Indeed, when the palace and cabinet were finally per
suaded to reopen the battle in 1951, events were set in motion which
led to the complete collapse of the monarchy and parliamentary system.
Palestine as an immediate issue which demanded quick response and
Pan-Arab politics which promised high (if intangible) rewards at little
cost, seemed better opportunities for government activism.9
The differences between Iraq and Egypt, on one hand, and
Transjordan and Saudi Arabia, on the other, were similar in the second
half of the 1940s to what they had been in the second half of the 1930s.
Abdallah and Ibn Saud, both still in power, embodied the continuity in
the two states’ policies. Abdallah promoted his Greater Syria federation
at every possible opportunity. The Saudi response was to move toward
a de facto alliance with Egypt. Transjordan’s emir did not try to hide his
contempt for this dangerous new factor. To him, the Egyptians were not
even legitimate Arabs, and King Farouk was a mere political parvenu.
Nor was his old quarrel with the Mufti forgotten. While Abdallah
tried to stir up anti-Mufti sentiment among the Palestine Arabs, the
Mufti supported the Jordan Arab party which opposed the emir. This
party, among whose leaders was Sulayman al-Nabulsi, demanded
political liberalization and attacked Anglo-Transjordan amity. There
were particular complaints about a concession for mineral exploration
given to a group of Zionists. Abdallah counterattacked, winning over
many oppositionists, including al-Nabulsi. He also encouraged a
party of Hejaz exiles who wanted to overthrow Ibn Saud.10
Abdallah’s greatest success was in London, which granted Trans
jordan independence in May 1946. Freed from these last fetters,
the emir made his Greater Syria plan official government policy.
Since Syria itself, now independent from the French mandate, was
strenuously opposed to any Transjordanian takeover, Damascus was
added to his enemies’ list. The same thing happened in Palestine,
where al-Alami’s efforts to unseat the Mufti were going down to
defeat. Thus while Abdallah had gained limited British favor, he
managed to line up against him Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and the
majority of Palestine Arab leadership. The accumulation of so many
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rivals would eventually cost Abdallah his life.11
Outside of Abdallah, few Arab statesmen were left by mid-1946
who thought concessions—or even negotiations—with the Jews might
still be useful. Emir Zaid, another of Sharif Husayn’s sons, might
quietly comment that the Arabs must adjust to the Jewish presence
in Palestine, and similar views might be expressed by a socialdemocratic modernist like Kamil al-Chadirchi, but both men were
outside the mainstream. As late as January 1947, Muhammad Husayn
Haykal suggested Arab-Zionist cooperation against the British who, he
maintained, provoked tension over Palestine so that they themselves
could keep it. Yet his belief that Egyptian Prime Minister Nuqrashi or
the Arab League might accept such a plan was clearly chimerical.12
Even economic contacts between the Zionists and the Arab world
were beginning to disappear. The Arab League decision to boycott
Zionist goods cut Palestine’s exports in the first quarter of 1946 to
31 percent of their value twelve months earlier, despite Egyptian
officials’ lack of enthusiasm. Haykal, at the time president of the
Senate, complained that the embargo was difficult to enforce and
might hurt Egypt’s relations with the West. Actually, while ending
direct trade with the Jews of Palestine (and after 1948, Israel) it had
little broader effect until the Arab oil boom of the 1970s.13
By dealing directly with Great Britain, Arab leaders reasoned,
they would circumvent any need to reach agreement with the Zionists.
Coop
eration with London would be coupled with a continuing
demonstration of Arab unity. Sometimes, however, the latter precluded
the former. An example of this last point was a January 1946 British
request to allow transport to Palestine of fifteen hundred Jewish
refugees in order to reunite families. This was an interim measure,
the Foreign Office explained, made necessary by the exhaustion of
the 1939 White Paper quota. Egypt agreed at first, but after the Arab
Higher Committee rejected the proposal all the Arab states fell into
line. England announced it would extend the limited quota anyway.14
More serious was the escalation of rivalries between the Arab
states. In January 1946, a joint declaration of Kings Ibn Saud and
Farouk brought their country into an alliance. A Hashemite bloc
of Transjordan and Iraq formed in response. Rumors of a Britishsupported Transjordanian plan to take over Palestine, though without
foundation, stirred further Egyptian and Saudi anger. “The defense of
Palestine is imposed on me by my religion, my honor, my children,
my people, and by you people of Palestine,” Ibn Saud told Jamil
al-Husayni. If necessary, Saudi Arabia would go to war over the
Palestine question.15
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The Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry came as the first test
for Arab strategy on Palestine. Two months after President Truman
called for granting Palestine immigration certificates to one hundred
thousand Holocaust survivors, Bevin responded on November 13,
1945, with the suggestion of a joint committee to examine both the
refugee question and Palestine’s future. The Jewish Agency and the
Arab League agreed to give testimony before the twelve-member
committee, evenly divided between Americans and Britons, but
refused to be bound by its recommendations. In particular, the Arab
side doubted that American participation would be helpful to them.16
Nevertheless, spokesmen representing all sides testified before the
committee, which travelled to Arab capitals as well as to Palestine.
Dr. Muhammad Jamali, director-general of Iraq’s Foreign Ministry,
invoked the close relationship between his country and Palestine,
whose coastline represented Iraq’s seaboard and whose road and
pipeline connections were economically important to Baghdad.
A Palestine solution, he continued, was also vital for the protection
of Iraq’s large Jewish minority. Iraq could not abide the loss of any part
of the Arab world; Palestine’s location made it especially inseparable.
Without it as connecting link between the Fertile Crescent and North
Africa, he concluded, Arab unity was impossible.
Ibn Saud’s testimony stressed his characteristic Islamic view,
rather than such a realpolitik interpretation. “Jews are our enemies
everywhere,” he explained, and the conflict went back thousands of
years. The Jews lived in luxury while Arabs suffered in poverty and
misery. The Arabs were friendly to the West, Ibn Saud concluded, but
they were willing to go to war over Palestine.
The committee’s report, issued May 1, set off an explosion equal
to that produced by the Peel proposals nine years earlier. Since Jewish
survivors in Europe did want to go to Palestine, the report concluded,
the White Paper should be rescinded and one hundred thousand of
them admitted. At the same time, Palestine should be neither Jewish
nor Arab: a united binational state might be preferable. Until a settle
ment could be worked out and Palestine granted independence, the
country should remain under British control through a United Nations
trusteeship.
These suggestions pleased no one. Truman endorsed the immigra
tion proposal, but gave no indication that the United States would help
implement the other recommendations. The British government re
jected the report as unworkable. Azzam, Iraq, Egypt, and other Arabs
attacked its provisions on immigration and on a continued period of
foreign control. In Iraq, this reaction — which included a symbolic
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general strike — restarted mass agitation over Palestine. Most active
were Sami Shawkat’s National Revival party and the Istiqlal party,
led by Muhammad Mahdi al-Kubba, a Muthanna Club founder, and
others who had backed Rashid Ali’s junta. The lines of 1930s politics
seemed to once more dominate Baghdad.17
In Palestine itself, public order was well on the way to a breakdown.
The extremist Irgun and Stern groups had started anti-British terrorist
campaigns as soon as it was clear that the war was won. The Haganah
and Jewish Agency generally opposed their operations, but they were
deeply involved in “illegal” immigration and in building their own un
derground army. They accused Britain of appeasement, betrayal, and
anti-Semitism because of the Labor government’s pro-Arab policy.
The murder of British soldiers in Palestine further inflamed Bevin
and British public opinion. To retaliate, the mandate government
suppressed the Jewish Agency in June, arresting many of its leaders.
One month later, the guerrillas carried out their biggest coup: the
bombing of the King David Hotel in Jerusalem, the site of British
government offices.
While London grew more and more impatient at finding some
solu
tion which would allow British withdrawal, the search was
unsuccessful. Bilateral talks between Assistant Secretary of State
Henry Grady and Lord Herbert Morrison (the Morrison-Grady plan)
produced a canton arrangement rejected by both sides. Arab-Jewish
talks organized in London were also a failure.
Meanwhile, the Anglo-American Committee report spurred a
major reappraisal among the Arab states. Summit meetings at Inshas
in May and at Bludan in June tried to formulate the available options
and strategies. At Inshas, Arab leaders stuck to general principles:
upholding the White Paper and condemning the new suggestions.
Ultimately, confirmed the heads of state from Egypt, Syria, and
Yemen, along with Saudi Arabia’s crown prince, cooperation with the
United Nations was the best way to achieve peace.18
The Bludan meeting was dominated by far more militant elements,
particularly Iraq’s fiery delegation. There were really three Arab posi
tions. Iraq spoke for immediate strong action against Britain and
America: “The time for talking has passed,” thundered Jamali. “The
Americans understand only the language of force.” Behind the scenes,
Iraq’s regent admitted the domestic motivations. The army was hard
to control because of the officers’ passion over Palestine. Unless Iraq
was out in front of the other states, he feared the civilian radicals and
the army might revolt.
Egypt and Saudi Arabia, who would have been asked to bear most
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of the costs of confrontation, along with Lebanon, were less eager
for a fight. “If we tell the Palestine Arabs to ‘fight with all the arms
at your disposal,’” countered Egyptian delegate Makram Ubeid, “we
shall only be responsible for inflicting heavy casualties on them; for
the Jews are much better armed than the Palestine Arabs.” Saudi
diplomat Yusuf Yasin emphasized the need to use political tools and
to be realistic about Arab capacities.
The third group consisted of Syria, Transjordan, and the Palestine
Arabs themselves, for whom the question of timing was all-important.
Violence would be necessary, they argued, but it could only be
practical after a British withdrawal. The Mufti wanted the help of
the Arab states without their political interference. He was confident
his forces could defeat the Zionists with Arab aid. Abdallah hoped to
win British support for Transjordan’s occupation of Haifa, the Negev,
and central Palestine. Then he could reach a settlement with the
defeated Jews. These rivals with opposite objectives both had reasons
to counsel patience.
The resulting resolutions reflected their views. The time would
come for Arab states to furnish money, arms, and soldiers for Palestine,
but this still lay in the future. An economic and political confrontation
with the British and Americans should be avoided if possible, but they
were threatened with sanctions if any attempt was made to implement
the Anglo-American Committee proposals. Although those present
did not realize it, Bludan was a first step toward the 1948 war.19
A stiffening Arab position did not help British diplomatic efforts.
In September, an Arab League meeting in Alexandria decided that
further negotiations with the Zionists were worthless. They demanded
independence for Palestine by the end of 1948 and an immediate end
to Jewish immigration. The Zionist leadership only wanted talks
which considered partition, while the Arab Higher Committee refused
to talk to the British unless they dealt directly with the Mufti. Faced
with all these conflicting conditions, Bevin was stalemated.20
This placed Abdallah in the advantageous position of being the
only Arab leader conducting serious talks with either the Zionists or
the British. He took full advantage of these opportunities through
contacts with Moshe Sharett, Arabic-speaking director of the Jewish
Agency Political Department, and Eliahu Sassoon, the agency’s
Syrian-born Arab Affairs expert. As early as August 1946, he told them
that Palestine would eventually be partitioned and that Transjordan
would annex the Arab portion. It was a remarkably prescient analysis
of what would happen two years later.21
The Jews followed up their talks with Muhammad Husayn Haykal
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in Egypt with a proposal that Cairo support a partition of Palestine, but
Egyptian leaders had been hesitant. Azzam and Ibn Saud were dead
set against any such plan. Abdallah, however, thought such a solution
not only possible but absolutely desirable.22
Taking his case to the British through Transjordanian Prime
Minister Samir al-Rifai, Abdallah suggested partition as the
only solution. A fallback position could be to join all Palestine to
Transjordan with provincial autonomy for the Jews. The English were
not yet ready for such a plan, one which they knew was unacceptable
to the other Arab states.23
Already these governments were moving to the next stage of
escalation: increasing pressure on America and Britain; increasing
aid to the Palestine Arabs. After Truman called for the admission of
one hundred thousand Jews to Palestine in October 1946, Syria and
Lebanon began to harass construction of the American oil companies’
“Tapline” pipeline project. Ibn Saud accused Truman of violating his
and Roosevelt’s earlier promises, but Truman accurately replied that
only continued consultations were pledged. Such talks had already
taken place.24
While Arab governments were willing to clash with great powers
or even go to war for the Palestine Arabs, their material aid was not
always generous. Iraq, most militant in rhetoric, was particularly stingy.
The aid given was more often paid to the Istiqlal or al-Alami rather
than the Arab Higher Committee. Baghdad paid for Arab information
offices in Washington, London, and New York on the stipulation that
al-Alami would run them without Husayni interference.25
Syria gained its own foothold in the Palestine Arab movement
through its subsidy to Fawzi al-Qawukji. The former commander
of the 1930s guerrilla bands returned to Damascus from his Berlin
exile. The Syrian Defense Ministry gave him a home, offices, and a
thousand Syrian pounds a month.26
King Farouk put Egypt squarely behind the Mufti, although
supply
ing little money. By granting al-Husayni political asylum,
however, Cairo was providing him with a valuable base of operations.
After August 1946, the Mufti once again openly assumed leadership
of the Arab Higher Committee. When one adds to this list Abdallah’s
backing for the Nashashibis, the sum shows four Arab countries
supporting four different Palestine Arab factions.
Egypt’s choice—and general Arab strategy—were deeply
affected by suspicions over Abdallah’s plans. There were no end
to rumors and stories about an impending Transjordanian military
occupation of Palestine and Syria. Abdallah’s troops were “massed
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at the borders of Palestine,” reported Akhbar al-Yawm on February 1,
1947, to implement the Greater Syria plan. Despite Amman’s denial,
the headlines continued. The Arab states insisted on Palestine’s
independence as soon as possible to avoid any such Anglo-Abdallah
collaboration.27
This factor and Arab opposition to any transitional period to inde
pendence led to the collapse of Britain’s last attempt at a settlement.
When a London conference was convened on January 27, 1947, the
Arab Higher Committee was in attendance while the Jewish Agency
stayed away. This was a fundamental sign of the expected outcome.
Indeed, the British proposals were relatively favorable toward Arab
objectives. There would be no partition, but there would be local
self-government. Palestine would remain under British rule for five
years in preparation for independence as a united state. The high
commissioner would remain supreme during this time, advised by
a Jewish-Arab council. The Jewish Agency would be dissolved,
and during the first two years one hundred thousand Jews would be
admitted. After that, the Arabs would have a voice in immigration
policy, but the final word would lie with the UN Trusteeship Council.
At the end of four years, a constituent assembly would be established
to draw up a constitution, with the Trusteeship Council retaining a
deciding vote if disagreements arose in this process.28
As in 1939, this plan did not represent a total Arab victory, yet it
certainly provided the raw materials for such an outcome. London
was willing to undertake a program which would never be accepted
by the Jews. Could there be any doubt that the state which would
emerge would be dominated by the Arabs? The Jewish Agency
certainly thought so; the Arab states nevertheless rejected the offer.
English efforts were now at a dead end. A decade of meetings,
secret consultations, proposals and counter-proposals, investigations,
commissions, and committees had produced nothing. London had
ignored Jewish demands, but its maximum offer was below the Arabs’
minimum position. Palestine was a political and economic liability
to an England in full retreat from empire and fiscally prostrated by
World War II. On February 18, Bevin announced Britain’s abdication
of responsibility—let the United Nations try its hand if anyone else
thinks it can do better, Bevin seemed to say with some bitterness.
The Arab governments were not in principle adverse to using the
United Nations as a forum to settle the Palestine question. In fact,
Bevin had once predicted that if London tried to establish a Jewish
state, the Arabs would immediately seek a redress of grievances
there. The issue was the way in which Palestine was presented. The
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Arabs wanted a prearranged agreement with the British or at least an
understanding which would lead to a directed verdict. While London
continued to advocate a transition period, the Arab states’ agenda
proposal called for the termination of the Palestine mandate and the
declaration of its independence: the sooner, the better.29
Iraq still faced enormous political pressure from within to take the
most extreme possible stand. Five parties, including the Istiqlal and
the National Revival group, called for immediate armed intervention.
Nuri al-Said’s regime was under attack on a number of issues, and he
responded with emotional appeals over Palestine. The Arab League
did not like either the Iraqi or the Transjordanian approach. Some
people, said Saudi diplomat Yasin, at the time president of the League
Council, were trying to “obstruct” unity and that made them “enemies
of the Arabs.”
Essentially, the lines along which the Arab states split at Bludan
still held. Egypt and Saudi Arabia continued to prefer diplomacy.
Military aid or intervention in Palestine remained possible, but
such measures were auxiliaries for convincing Britain and America
of Arab seriousness. Yet by refusing to make concessions on the
British proposals, these states undercut their own strategy. Maximal
demands would have to lead to maximal action. Besides, could the
Arabs possibly have as much leverage with the United Nations as they
possessed when confronting Britain alone?
When Nuri al-Said threatened, “There no longer will be an Arab
League” unless it took a stronger stand or when Transjordan claimed
that its own proximity to Palestine carried a right to “independent
action” no matter what its colleagues decided, they were making war
inevitable. Egypt and Saudi Arabia were no less patriotic than Iraq or
Transjordan, their interests simply dictated different approaches. Yet
the more vocally militant the two Hashemite states became, the more
j Egypt and Saudi Arabia would have to compete with them. It was no
longer merely a question of prestige and Arab leadership: the latter
two could not afford to let their enemies take over Palestine.30
Iraq and Transjordan, of course, were not really close allies—
their interests fundamentally conflicted. Each wanted Palestine
for their own sphere of influence. While Transjordan’s hope lay in
British support, Iraqi Pan-Arab politicians hated England. Domestic
politics were central to al-Said’s behavior; tactical problems dictated
Abdallah’s dissension from the Arab mainstream. The other Arab
states might well pool their delegations’ efforts in the United Nations;
Transjordan, not yet a member, was excluded there. Transjordan’s
greatest asset —its long- cultivated special relationship with Britain
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— was side-stepped when direct negotiations were abandoned.
Undiscouraged, Abdallah could also point to some bright
spots in the spring of 1947. Transjordan’s own independence gave
him considerably more freedom of action, and the April Treaty of
Brotherhood and Alliance with Iraq further strengthened his position
vis-a-vis Egypt and Saudi Arabia. The accord pledged mutual military
cooperation against “aggressors,” which might include other Arabs
as easily as the Zionists. Although al-Said and Jamali hardly sought
involvement in Abdallah’s various feuds, this agreement was a
commitment which other Arab states took very seriously.31
Nor did Abdallah keep his intentions over Palestine a secret. When
U.S. Ambassador George Wadsworth visited him in the company of
Iraqi Foreign Minister Jamali, Abdallah spoke freely about partition
as the only solution to the Palestine problem. Eighty percent of the
Palestine Arabs agreed with him, he claimed, and held back only out
of fear of the Mufti. Transjordan would support partition with two
reservations: the Jewish state should only include areas with a Jewish
majority, and the remaining Arab portion should be joined with
neighboring countries. Obviously, this was a formula similar to that
proposed by the Peel Commission.
Jamali remained silent during the entire discussion, but during the
ride home he could no longer restrain himself. Iraq could not agree
with Abdallah’s estimate of Palestine Arab opinion, which ran in quite
the opposite direction. Moreover, he continued, the Arab states would
never accept partition. While Jamali was correct in the short run,
events would follow Abdallah’s prescription.32
As shown in the Egyptian newspapers, other Arab governments
were equally well aware of Abdallah’s plans. Musa al-Alami hinted
that a coup was being planned against Abdallah and that he would
never survive partition. Such a plot was apparently being organized
under Syrian sponsorship, but Transjordan’s intelligence easily broke
it up.33
Transjordan was by no means the sole or even the major preoccupa
tion of the Arab states in mid-1947. Most important was the struggle
waged in the United Nations for Palestine’s immediate independence.
Working together, the Arab delegations — particularly those of Syria,
Iraq, and Lebanon (Egypt and Saudi Arabia were less active)—fought
to avoid any new investigation into the issue. When the vote came,
they lost by an overwhelming margin. Instead, the General Assembly
established a Special Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP) to hold
hearings and recommend a solution.34
Like so many other attempts at mediation, UNSCOP did not win
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the trust of either Arabs or Jews. The Arab League and the Jewish
Agency agreed to cooperate anyway, but the Arab Higher Committee
retreated to its preferred abstentionist policy. In Palestine, UNSCOP
glimpsed ample proof that the fuse was quickly burning toward
explosion. Arab protest strikes and mass demonstrations were daily
occurrences, matched by Jewish terrorism against the British and
“illegal” immigration activity. With Palestine so obviously on the verge
of intercommunal war, even the most pro-Arab members of UNSCOP
were hard-pressed to suggest the possibility of maintaining a united
state. Britain’s inability to produce any mutually acceptable solution
furnished additional arguments on this point. Arab rejection of Bevin’s
January 1947 plan doomed any hope for keeping Palestine united.
Yet the Arab states refused to consider any form of binational
structure. The verdict of Arab state leaders was unanimous during their
July testimonies before UNSCOP. Camille Chamoun, Lebanon’s chief
delegate, said that partition or continued Jewish immigration was unac
ceptable; at most, the Jews would be assured of minority rights. Foreign
Minister Hamid Frangieh undermined even this offer by calling all Jews
who had entered Palestine since the Balfour Declaration “illegal immi
grants.” Under such a definition, as many as four hundred thousand
might be deported from an Arab Palestine.
Saudi Arabia’s Ambassador Hamza warned that creation of a Jewish
state would mean war. Speaking for Iraq, Jamali declared, “We have not
come to the United Nations to ask for a compromise between just and
unjust, we want just solutions and just solutions are not always based on
compromise.” Even Abdallah endorsed the Arab consensus.35
The results equalled the worst Arab nightmare. The UNSCOP
majority report, supported by seven delegates, called for Palestine’s
partition into independent Arab and Jewish states. The Arabs would
receive western Galilee, the hill country of central Palestine (with the
exception of Jerusalem, which would be under a permanent trustee
ship), and the coastal plain from Isdud to the Egyptian border. The Jews
would hold most of the Negev, the northern coastal strip, and eastern
Galilee. A minority position endorsed by three members, advocated a
federal solution, a political confederation of the two states each with a
wide measure of autonomy. The majority stand envisioned an economic
union; the minority view gave the Arabs a more favorable territorial
settlement. Predictably, the Zionists were pleased by the partition plan,
while the Arabs were outraged by both proposals.36
Shortly thereafter, Azzam met with two Jewish Agency officials,
David Horowitz and Aubrey (Abba) Eban, to discuss the post-UNSCOP
situation. “The Jews are a fait accompli in the Middle East,” argued
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Horowitz, and the Arabs would eventually recognize this. Wouldn’t it
be better if this could be done without bloodshed? It was still not too
late for an agreement between the Zionists and the Arab League. This
might include plans for economic cooperation and guarantees against
any Jewish expansionism.
“The Arab world is not in a compromising mood,” Azzam accu
rately replied. Horowitz’s suggestion might be rational and logical, but
such was not the way international affairs were conducted: “Nations
never concede; they fight. You won’t get anything by peaceful means or
compromise.” Only force of arms could settle the conflict. The Arabs
might lose, Azzam mused, but it was too late to make peace.
Azzam’s own son represented this new Arab spirit. “When he came
back from one of the more violent student demonstrations against the
British,” Azzam recounted, “I told him that in my opinion the British
would evacuate Egypt without the need for his demonstrations.” The
boy asked in surprise: “But, Father, are you really so pro-British?”
This newly militant mood engendered its own set of tactics. Battle was
cathartic, necessary to revive damaged Arab pride. Nothing could stand
against the force of this impatient nationalism.
Horowitz thought Azzam’s seeming admiration for force and vio
lence marked him as a fanatic and near-fascist, but his remarks had only
mirrored Arab political realities. No Arab leader, Azzam had noted,
could compromise with the Zionists and hope to keep his life, much less
his power. Even the Mufti could no longer control “The Street.” The
same could be said of the Arab governments.37
Yet Azzam’s fatalism was also less than candid. While the anger of
Arab public opinion may have been predetermined by its most basic
religious and political principles, the magnitude of response was not
altogether spontaneous. Azzam and his friends had worked hard to
stir such sentiments. They may have repented in office for that which
they helped create in opposition, but equally they had shown no great
reserves of persuasion and creativity in resolving the dilemma. After
1948, many of them became victims of the furor over their Palestine
failure; this did not make them innocent bystanders who, like Azzam,
could bemoan the hysteria and fanaticism of the masses.
Due to their failures, the national leaders of the era of Arab par
liamentary experiment were perhaps excessively condemned by the new
radical military regimes of the 1950s. They ably gained independence
for their respective countries, but with that accomplished they seemed
to lose direction, their energies concentrated exclusively on obtaining
or maintaining power. Neither the kings nor men like Jamali, Mardam,
al-Quwatli, Riyad al-Sulh, Nuri al-Said, or Nuqrashi had any social
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program or development plan.
Their forte was political intrigue rather than charismatic leadership.
Possibly this was due to the tortured exigencies of their personal his
tories and their hegemony at a time when the Arab world was only
beginning to once again become a subject rather than a mere object of
| events. Riyad al-Sulh had worked, for example, with the Turks, the
Hashemites, the French republic, the Vichy French, and the Axis, as
well as the British. At various times, he had befriended the Zionists or
led anti-Zionist forces.38
Mardam, Syria’s prime minister, had an equally convoluted past. His
career was often cited as the outstanding example of opportunism in
contemporary Syrian politics. It was usually impossible to cite what his
views actually were on any given subject. Corruption was so profound
that it tainted even the most sacred Arab causes. Mardam had to absent
himself from parliament to avoid debates on the disappearance of funds
collected for Palestine. Scandals over the purchases of military supplies
would convulse Lebanon and Egypt in later years. Even the Muslim
Brotherhood siphoned off money raised for use in Palestine for its own
operations. Persistent factional warfare based on personal conflicts
made cooperation between parties (and even within parties) extremely
difficult.39
The resulting weakness of the various governments severely limited
their ability to negotiate international issues. This did not apply only to
Palestine, as demonstrated by the frustrating experiences of Egyptian
and Iraqi statesmen in updating their relations with Britain. Neither
government could hope to win a favorable enough treaty to satisfy
domestic critics, and their attempts to do so led to the 1948 Baghdad
riots and the 1952 Egyptian military coup. Intransigence may have been
justified by British offers, but it was also made attractive as the line of
least domestic political resistance.
Nor did the Arab states hold the fraternal respect for each other
which they so often invoked publicly. If the British shut their eyes for
five minutes, Yasin said, the Iraqi government would be swept away.
Many other Arab leaders evinced similar sentiments. With rare excep
tion, the Arab League was riven by strife and mistrust, with conflicting
interests and colliding ambitions. Nevertheless, despite the undemocra
tic nature of Arab leadership, there is no reason to accept the Zionist
argument that more responsive and representative regimes would have
been more conciliatory. If anything, greater faithfulness to “The Street”
would have created a greater degree of militancy.40
As it was, Arab rulers were not so reckless over the possibility of
war as might have appeared from their public statements following
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presentation of the UNSCOP reports. There was still an escape hatch:
whether through fear of Middle East chaos or from a true appreciation
of national interest, Arab leaders believed, Britain would be on their
side. The threat of war would likely convince the United Nations and the
great powers of Arab determination. In turn this would lead to a retreat
from partition.
Britain’s announcement that it would withdraw from Palestine no
matter what happened seemed a positive step in that direction. The
Arabs need no longer fear a conspiracy to maintain the mandate.
Further, they concluded, without Arab cooperation the whole United
Nations scheme would soon collapse. This declaration abolishing the
mandate, said Lebanese Prime Minister Riyad al-Sulh, “frustrates all
hope of establishing a Zionist Jewish state, and solves the Palestine
question justly in favor of the Arabs.”
Arab leaders believed that the Jews could not survive without British
protection. Faced with a British withdrawal, the Zionists would either
have to surrender their objective or be defeated by Arab forces. At
worst, Azzam thought, Palestine would pass through a period of UN
control and emerge as an independent state under Arab majority rule.
Since no force could impose a settlement without British support, the
Arab cause would triumph.41
The Foreign Office substantially agreed with Azzam’s reasoning.
Arab threats and British withdrawal would likely force abandonment of
plans for any Jewish state. Concessions, however, would be mutual: as
all-out war approached, the Arabs too would recoil and moderate their
demands. A collision would either be avoided or quickly settled.42
Thus concluded the British cabinet’s September 18 report on UN
SCOP. Not only was the majority plan unfair to the Arabs, English
analysts concluded, but any British attempt to coerce acceptance would
antagonize the Arab states at a time “our whole political and strategic
system in the Middle East must be founded on cooperation with those
states.” Good relations with a Jewish state “would be poor compensa
tion for the loss of Arab goodwill.” In short, partition might destroy
Great Britain’s “firm strategic hold on the Middle East which is an
indispensible part of Commonwealth defense policy.”
It was doubtful if time would heal these wounds. Conflict over a
Jewish state would create constant regional unrest and would damage
Anglo-Arab relations. Rather than carry out such a costly resolution,
His Majesty’s Government would withdraw. Such a step would lead to
the involvement of some or all Arab states in a war against the Jews, but
it would also spare British lives, resources and interests. Withdrawal
might also “induce a sense of realism” in both sides to avoid such a
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battle. Perhaps they would compromise and ask Britain to remain in
Palestine for a limited time to help implement their agreement.43
The Arab states’ hope that threats of violence would impress Great
Britain and the United States came close to success in the spring of
1948. Yet neither the Jews nor the Arabs would back down in the face of
confrontation. While Arab statesmen still privately hoped for diplomatic
solutions, the mood of the Arab world was increasingly intent on a
test of arms. Arabs were convinced that they would win any military
struggle and, at any rate, this seemed a lesser risk to Arab politicians
than standing against the tidal wave of public opinion.
Although the Arab states had correctly estimated their leverage over
Britain in the postwar period, they were unable to make the concessions
necessary to reach an agreement. Their strategic decision to ignore the
Zionists led them to underestimate their political and military staying
power. Bevin’s turn to the UN was a disaster for the Arabs’ position. If
the Arabs felt, to paraphrase Jamali, that the only acceptable outcome
was the UN’s complete endorsement of the Arab position, their disap
pointment was likely. Domestic agitation and fear of Abdallah hardened
the Arab position at a time when the range of proposed settlements were
becoming increasingly unfavorable. If the UN voted for partition could
war be far behind?
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n reacting against UNSCOP’s report, most Arab governments
hoped that the fruits of victory could be harvested without war. Yet
all agreed that preparation for battle was a necessary concomitant to
pressuring the UN to back down. The actual UN vote for partition in
November thus came as objectively something of an anticlimax. Over
the following months, the Arab states supported guerrilla and volunteer
forces within Palestine hoping that this could decisively defeat the Jews
or force a withdrawal of the UN plan. This was the Arab states second
line of fortification. The third—direct intervention of Arab armies—
was still held in reserve.
Though Arab diplomatic efforts did not end in November 1947, they
never really recovered from the setbacks caused by the British abdica
tion of responsibility to the United Nations. Moreover, at this stage the
roots of the coming Arab defeat were already in place. The politicians
were convinced that it was up to the generals to prepare for a military
option, but all the decisions continued to be made by the political
leaders. Blinded by their belief in the inevitability of Arab victory, by
their own propaganda about the unlikelihood of effective Jewish resist
ance, and unable to admit any hesitancy or weakness (for political as
much as psychological reasons), Arab leaders marched their countries
straight into a costly and humiliating disaster.
Even on the most basic decisions, Arab unity was often lacking,
while all of them agreed on the importance of keeping Palestine Arab,
their objectives differed widely. Iraq’s fluent hawkishness was advanced
more for domestic reasons than from any real willingness to sacrifice.
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Transjordan was most anxious to invade, but looked on the involve
ment of its compatriots as a nuisance which might rob it of a great
prize. Egypt and Saudi Arabia were half-hearted in their advocacy of
militancy, hoping the Arab Higher Committee’s forces would spare
them the trouble.
More than one Arab statesman or general who publicly declared
unflinching confidence in victory was more candid in private. Yet even
if fatalism ruled one part of their minds confidence was the dominant
note. They could scarcely reconcile the two in their consciousness
both because such views would be branded defeatist by hostile public
opinion and because any such break would damage the prospects
of intimidating the Jews, UN, and United States. This intellectual
conflict seemed to accentuate the carelessness with which plans and
assessments were laid down, helping to make their misgivings into a
self-fulfilling prophecy.
One of the few Arabs who had extensive military experience against
the Jews, al-Qawukji, was a prime example of this phenomenon.
In print, he boasted, “We will murder, wreck and ruin everything
standing in our way, be it English, American or Jewish.” The Western
press which criticized the Arabs would change their tone when they
triumphed and would loudly trumpet, “ ‘The Arab nations advance on
all fronts’ or ‘The Arab cause is a just one.’” When a correspondent
expressed doubt as to whether the Arabs could conduct a modern war
without proper equipment and a unified command, he replied, “More
than the arms I value the people who will be conducting this holy war.”
In private, however, he admitted that Arab armies were ineffective,
divided, and could never efficiently coordinate their operations. Guer
rilla warfare would have to be the Arab tactic, but nobody in the
regular national armies had any such experience. As for the Mufti,
al-Qawukji bemoaned his leadership as more dangerous for the Arabs
than for the Jews, saying al-Husayni was “universally disliked.”1
Nor was Abdallah particularly sanguine about Arab military pros
pects—a position which made him advocate the need for agreement
with the British and the Jews. In October, he told Azzam and Iraqi
leader Salih Jabr that it was folly to talk of ejecting the Jews from
Palestine. The Arabs were not capable of doing so and the civilized
world would not permit it. Consequently, an Arab-Jewish accord
should be made limiting the Zionists to the smallest possible part of
Palestine.2
Abdallah practiced what he preached. As master of the Arab Le
gion, the most formidable fighting force in the Arab world, and in
control of his own country, Abdallah had far more maneuvering room
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than did his colleagues. His small though well-disciplined force of
tough Bedouin soldiers and experienced British officers was far more
capable than its rag-tag allies of capturing and holding large portions
of Palestine. Abdallah’s very strength and ambitions tended to add
to the division and mutual suspicions that plagued the Arab League.
For example, Abdallah told his friends that the British were
not only increasing his arms supplies but were also supporting his
plans to seize as much of Palestine as possible. Otherwise, Abdallah
maintained, he would be trapped between Syria and a Mufti-ruled
Palestine, “encircled on almost all sides by enemies.” If the Jews
moved against his forces, he would attack them. Then, once peace and
order had been established, he would reach an understanding with the
Zionists. Abdallah’s claims of British endorsement in October 1947
were apparently quite false, but they added to Arab confusion.3
His next step was equally unsettling. He hinted that Transjordan
might permit Syria and Lebanon to occupy a narrow strip of northern
Palestine but he would block any extension of their zone by capturing
Acre on the Mediterranean. This threat was also credible since the
Arab Legion still had units stationed all the way up the Palestine
coastal plain, from Gaza to Haifa.4
Abdallah’s domestic actions also represented the battening of
hatches before a major confrontation. The sole legal political party,
Al-Nahda, which supported Abdallah and his Greater Syria plan,
received most of the seats in elections for Transjordan’s National
Assembly. The Mufti, who wanted to move his headquarters closer
to the coming action, was barred from Amman and moved his base of
operations to Lebanon instead.5
Azzam also had doubts about the Arab military position, but his
private statements were quite contradictory. He could accuse the
Mufti of underestimating the Jews and then, a few minutes later, could
claim that without outside interference the Arabs would settle the
Palestine problem in six months. Azzam, like Nuri al-Said, was more
moderate talking to the British in London than he was in speaking
to fellow Arabs in Cairo. Yet his cynicism and despair came out in
his conversation with Eban and Horowitz. He was clearly depressed
by the need to rally the Arab League through the most extreme and
uncompromising statements. Despite the attempt to exercise leverage
for a diplomatic solution, he believed war and the declaration of a
Jewish state were unavoidable.
When the British withdrew and the Jews claimed independence,
the Arab countries would help their Palestinian Arab brethren with
volunteers, arms, and money. It would be a long, bitter, and bloody
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battle like the Spanish Civil War, Azzam commented. Anti-Jewish
pogroms in the Arab countries, horrible chaos, and bloodshed would
follow. The Arabs would triumph in a relatively short time, he thought,
but the price would be high. It was a gloomy vision. Even if victory
were assured, how many would survive to enjoy it?6
In short, the dangers of war were sometimes recognized but
could not be taken into account in the decision-making process—
Arab leaders had no political or emotional choice other than to make
military preparations. The best that could be hoped was either an easy
Arab military victory or the frightening of the United Nations, the
British or the Jews into making concessions. No serious consideration
was given to any giving of ground by the Arabs. The same public
opinion which made militancy a necessity would not allow for such
considerations. Predictions of chaos and a regional power vacuum
might be enough to sway London and Washington, preoccupied as they
were with concern over regional instability and Soviet penetration.
All of these points set the tone for the mid-September Arab League
meeting in Sofar, Lebanon. Once again, the Iraqi delegation led by
Prime Minister Jabr, took the lead. A few days earlier, Jabr and the
recently returned Rashid Ali al-Gailani attended a large Istiqlal protest
meeting in Baghdad. They demanded an independent Arab Palestine,
a blockade to prevent Jewish infiltration, and the ejection of all Jews
who had entered Palestine — or any other Arab state — since 1914.
All Arab military volunteers should be given full soldiers’ benefits, and
recruiting offices should be opened to raise troops, the rally’s demands
continued, and all British and American goods should be boycotted.7
Jabr presented this ambitious program at the Sofar conference.
Saudi Arabia and Egypt particularly rejected the anti-Western boycott
or other economic measures, complaining that Iraq was simply scoring
propaganda points with the Arab public. Jabr responded that Britain
and America would hesitate to support partition if they knew it might
cost them their oil concessions. Neither country would take it lightly
if their Middle East petroleum was cut off, he concluded. Yet there
was no sign of serious willingness to take such a serious decision.8
The meeting’s communique was thus couched in more moderate
terms, but it was sharp enough to serve as the occasion for British
rejection of UNSCOP’s report. Since the Sofar declaration warned that
establishment of a Jewish state would lead to an unavoidable outbreak
of violence in the Middle East, clearly partition was not acceptable
to the Arab side, Bevin explained. On the other hand, despite Jabr’s
arguments, the league had not yet decided on implementing practical
measures of military preparation.9
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The reaction to the UNSCOP plan was universally negative in the
Arab world. In Lebanon alone, the U.S. embassy received 150 tele
grams of protest in only two days. “The Palestine Arabs will launch
a relentless war to repel this attack on their country,” proclaimed Aljihram, “especially as they know that all the Arab countries will back
and assist them, supplying them with men, money, and ammunition.”10
This was the beginning of an Arab campaign to affect the General
Assembly vote on the UNSCOP proposals, an effort matched by an
equally vigorous Zionist campaign. Whether or not the Saudis would
go along with Iraq’s proposal on oil concessions was a matter of much
concern to American policy-makers since Saudi Arabia was the only
Middle East country where American companies dominated produc
tion. While the United States successfully negotiated air transport
agreements with Egypt, Lebanon, and Syria, Iraq blocked any accord
because of the Palestine issue.11
At the second UN session, Arab League members tried a variety
of tactics to swing votes against the UNSCOP recommendations.
These included threats to U. S. oil interests, challenges to the General
Assembly’s competence to deal with a mandate originally issued by
the League of Nations, and suggestions that the whole question be put
before an international court.
American State Department officials like Loy Henderson were
worried that U.S. support for partition would undermine relations
with the Arab states. The United States would be “held responsible”
if partition was implemented, Iraqi UN delegates warned, and a joint
Arab group which came to see Secretary of State George Marshall on
September 23, carried a similar message. Ten days later, American
representatives at the United Nations were told that the Arabs might
make a deal with Moscow, in which Soviet support over Palestine
might be traded for Arab votes on other issues.12
Middle East chaos might also hurt broader American and Western
interests there. Syria’s Faris al-Khuri and Lebanon’s Charles Malik
claimed that peace all over the world might dissolve into a growing
international conflict. Jamali declared that support for the Jews consti
tuted a “declaration of war” against the Arabs.13
Yet in early October, when the Arab League Political Committee
gathered in Aley, Lebanon, to assess their progress, diplomatic prognos
tications seemed gloomy. Delegates agreed that the UN would probably
vote for partition. Following earlier discussions, Iraq, Lebanon, Pales
tine, Syria, and Transjordan agreed to establish a military committee
— from which Egypt significantly absented itself. Cairo was not yet
ready for such a commitment. Nevertheless, the conference proceeded
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to agree on formation of a general Arab headquarters, mobilization of
Arab armies on Palestine’s borders, the supply of ten thousand rifles to
the Palestine Arabs, and the purchase of fighter planes abroad.
The financial burden for all this was divided in proportions
relative to each country’s wealth and population: Egypt 42 percent,
Saudi Arabia 12 percent, Syria 12 percent, Lebanon 11 percent, Iraq
7 percent, Transjordan 5 percent, and Yemen 3 percent. Arab military
experts recommended leaving the Palestine Arabs themselves with
responsibility for their defense. The local people, after all, knew their
own requirements and were more committed to the struggle; besides,
such a plan was far cheaper than direct Arab involvement. Therefore
the conference recommended: “The Arab armies shall remain stationed
on the borders of Palestine and shall not enter Palestinian territory
unless the Jews received outside help.”14
Both the wishes and thinking of Arab leaders was that the Palestine
Arabs could win victory without involving the Arab states in a fullscale war. Further, there was no interest in marching into Palestine
while British troops were still there. Not only would this destroy
chances for surreptitious British support for the Arabs, but it might also
put several states into confrontation with an ally which supplied them
with economic aid and military hardware. At the same time, despite this
dependence on the Palestine Arabs, there was not universal support for
the Arab Higher Committee. When the Mufti appeared at the closing
session and demanded immediate establishment of an Arab Palestine
government, Syria and Lebanon wavered while Transjordan and Iraq
were outspokenly opposed.
Delegates then moved on to Amman to convince Abdallah to relent.
They found him adamant: Transjordan would neither abandon the
Greater Syria plan nor would it help create a neighboring government
headed by Abdallah’s old enemy, the Mufti. Abdallah argued that this
was all a moot point—only direct intervention by the Arab armies could
save the day.
Almost immediately, this last view received support from an unex
pected quarter. Iraqi General Ismail Safwat, chairman of the justestablished joint military committee, reported that the Zionists were
much better organized than the Palestine Arabs. Urgent recruiting cam
paigns and arms purchases were necessary, he warned, Arab armies
must be moved near the border and a land-and-sea blockade would
have to be established to prevent aid from reaching the Jews.
The Arab League’s response was disappointing. Sloth, disunity,
confusion, and weakness were making their first costly appearance.
While Syria ordered a partial mobilization on October 9, Damascus was
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daunted by a British warning against interference in Palestine. Mean
while, Haganah units were crossing into Syria on reconnaissance mis
sions and, despite all the talk of Arab solidarity, Syria was reluctant to
allow Iraqi troops on its soil. What assurances were there that Baghdad
would not use these military forces to annex the country? Once the
Soviets decided to endorse the partition of Palestine, the regime was
frightened about the possibility of Communist party subversion.
To round out this series of problems, al-Qawukji—who had a real
following in Syria—openly attacked the Mufti.15
The Mufti’s most reliable—perhaps sole reliable—foreign ally was
the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood, whose world view was fairly similar
to his ideology. Without waiting for action from the reluctant Egyptian
government, Hassan al-Banna, the Brotherhood’s revered leader,
opened recruiting offices and began raising ten thousand volunteers to
fight in Palestine. Otherwise, al-Husayni was cynical about the Arab
states’ promises. He did not really believe, the Mufti told friends, that
Saudi Arabia, Egypt, or Lebanon would actually order their armies
across the border. If asked by a foreigner, he would refrain from such
criticisms and aver that Arab unity was complete, but he could tell the
truth to brother Muslims. Ironically, his greatest friction came with
Iraq, whose gap between words and actions was particularly wide.16
Most of all, the Mufti must have had Transjordan in mind. Unlike
the other states, Abdallah was all too eager to intervene and had no
intention of subordinating his army to any joint command. The Mufti
was so suspicious of possible collusion between Britain and his own
Arab allies that he rejected High Commissioner Alan Cunningham’s
proposal to ensure peace until the British withdrawal. He preferred to
have Palestine firmly under his control before any foreign Arab armies
entered it.17
Since these antagonisms were paralyzing Arab cooperation,
Ahmad Hilmi and Abd al-Hadi undertook the unenviable task of
reconciling Abdallah and the Mufti. Abdallah’s reaction to the idea
was so passionately virulent that they feared to speak further with
him. “Why couldn’t the two leaders work together?” they asked
Abdallah key adviser, Prime Minister al-Rifai. The answer was
simple, he answered. The Mufti was identified with Transjordan’s
enemies, Syria and Saudi Arabia, and was antagonistic toward the
two Hashemite states. But the Mufti was also alienating other Arabs
through his threats and extortions. When the British left a vacuum, alRifai continued, the first requirement would be to restore order within
the Arab areas—an act taking precedence over an offensive against
the Jews. Since the Mufti was incapable of doing this— and thus
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incapable of defeating the Jews—the administration of liberated lands
must be under Amman’s control.18
Soon, a dramatic if not unexpected event would jolt all these debates
from the realm of abstraction. Despite Ibn Saud’s last minute efforts at
preventing American support for partition—“the results of this decision
will lead to a death-blow to American interests in the Arab countries” —
Truman did not flinch. After making last-minute offers of concessions,
the Arab states lost their long diplomatic battle on November 29, 1947.
The General Assembly voted 33 to 13 for the UNSCOP majority plan.
The partition of Palestine was now accepted UN policy.
As in 1929, 1937, and 1946, a wave of anger, demonstrations, and
violence swept across the Arab world. On the General Assembly’s floor,
Arab delegations attacked the vote as anti-democratic, illegal, impracti
cal, and contrary to the UN Charter. Delegates warned that their coun
tries would never accept it: they would overturn it. Arab diplomatic
fortunes had declined with remarkable speed given their continuing
geopolitical importance. In 1939 and in 1946, they had been offered a
united Palestine on far more favorable terms, yet they had blocked these
proposed solutions. Now, the most detrimental settlement ever pro
posed had been internationally endorsed during the era of the greatest
level of cooperation and unity ever seen in the Arab world! Only two
options were left for the Arab states: either the Jews would be militarily
defeated or Arab pressure would force reversal of the scheme.19
On either count, the time had come for mobilization and the
venting of Arab passions. The first victims were Jews in Baghdad,
Aleppo, where more than 300 homes and synagogues were sacked
and half the city’s 4000 Jews fled, and Aden, where the official death
toll was set at 76. In Damascus, police looked on with indifference
while a demonstration often thousand people turned into a riot. They
broke into the U. S. and Belgian legations and the Soviet cultural
office. Four communists were killed when their party headquarters
was stormed and destroyed.20
The following day, December 1, President al-Quwatli told Syrian
troops on parade, “We are ready with our forces, small in number and
equipment, but strong and great in faith and honor to defend with our
lives our unquestionable rights.” While apologizing to Washington
for the destruction of American property, he warned about years of
bloodshed and the growth of Soviet influence which would follow the
partition resolution. Within a week, Syria instituted compulsory military
training and set $2 million for arms purchases. Thirty parliamentary
deputies immediately volunteered for military service in Palestine —
though only two of them ever fulfilled that pledge.21
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Like the firing of a pistol to start a race, the passage of the
UNSCOP majority proposals began the sprint toward war. The Arabs,
like runners who had spent years in training, were finally being
called for the decisive event. Perhaps some had been enervated by
that strange combination of overconfidence and pessimistic fatalism
which tortured several leaders, but much of this was stilled through
the filter of crisis. Not only in Palestine but throughout the Arab
world, the conflict seized full attention.
Various splinter parties in Damascus, including the small Syrian
Muslim Brotherhood and the then-obscure Baath Party of Michel
Afiaq, quickly formed a Society for the Liberation of Palestine. With
the support of Prime Minister Mardam, they organized a “Popular
Army,” compared locally to the foreign volunteer units in the Spanish
Civil War. Though logistics lagged behind rhetoric, Syria’s defense
minister openly boasted of the effectiveness of these forces.
Three recruiting stations and two military training camps opened
in the capital. Young men over eighteen years of age could sign
up for combat duty; those younger could join as supply troops or
stretcher-bearers. As al-Qawukji took over command of these units,
the pace of preparation quickened. While supporting the Popular
Army, al-Quwatli and Mardam wanted to avoid confrontation with
Britain. They told Bevin that they were only trying to ensure Britain’s
neutrality and London’s refusal to further partition. Anglo-Arab
relations should not be prejudiced.22
Whether Syrian leaders looked upon the Popular Army as a means
of extending their own influence into Palestine was not entirely
clear. Certainly, Pan-Syrian feeling was by no means dead, and the
Damascus government preferred to deal with al-Qawukji rather than
with the Mufti himself. Abdallah not only refused to admit any Syrian
or Iraqi troops into Transjordan, he also complained to the Syrian
government about the Popular Army. Since many of al-Qawukji’s
soldiers were Syrian, the element of national interest could not
have been entirely lacking in Syrian calculations. By supporting the
Popular Army, Damascus had a headstart over Transjordan’s Arab
Legion in the race to control Palestine.23
Abdallah made no secret of his own ambitions. If his execution was
audacious, his analysis of the political situation was remarkably cool
headed. The combined power of the United States and Russia would
hardly be deterred from implementing partition, he argued, and it was
his duty to face the facts for the benefit of his family and country. With
six thousand Legionnaires already stationed in Palestine, Transjordan
could easily capture a great deal of the territory.24
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On November 27, two days before the General Assembly vote,
Abdallah had met Golda Meir at the home of Avraham Rutenberg of the
Palestine Electric Corporation, near the Palestine-Transjordan border.
Abdallah made no particular efforts to keep the meeting secret. Al
though only a limited number of people knew about it, such unconcern,
as with Abdallah’s discussion with Ambassador Wadsworth, was a sign
of either political recklessness or contempt for the power of the other
Arab states.
He had no plans to infringe on the partition plan, Abdallah explained,
but he thought its prospects would be improved if the Zionists would
give up some of their projected territory. Meir refused. He then tried
his maximal plan: Palestine would remain united under his rule, and
he would protect the Jews. Again, Meir was not enthusiastic. Finally,
he moved to his minimal aims: Transjordan would only annex the
Arab part of Palestine without attacking the Jews. After all, he argued,
the Jews and Transjordan had several things in common. Both had the
Mufti as enemy and both opposed internationalizing Jerusalem. Once
again, Meir would make no commitments.25
Thus by November 1947, Abdallah’s efforts had neither neutralized
the Jews nor won over the British. In fact, London was not operating at
all to Transjordan’s advantage. At that point, British tactics were more
concerned with an efficient withdrawal than with Palestine’s future
disposition. Iraq was informed of London’s timetable even before the
House of Commons and was provided with valuable details on the
pull-out of British units. The plan was to remove troops from south to
north—the reverse would have been more advantageous for Transjordan
— with the utmost speed, even if it proved necessary to leave behind
supplies. There was no particular favoritism toward Amman.26
Next to Syria, passage of the partition resolution provoked the most
turmoil in Egypt, whose domestic and foreign policy already faced
more than its share of crises. The demand for unity with Sudan and for
British military evacuation of Egypt stirred equal passion. So many
demonstrations and strikes took place that AlAhram started a special
second-page feature (“the situation in the country”) to cover them.
The Muslim Brotherhood was larger and more active than ever
before. As early as October 8, Hassan al-Banna called for ten thousand
volunteers to fight in Palestine. The UN decision stepped up this cam
paign. Muslim religious leaders at Al Azhar even declared a jihad, a
holy war, against the Zionists.27
The Brotherhood’s agitation was often conducted on a chillingly
demagogic level, designed to recall the Muslim spirit of earlier centuries.
One of al-Banna’s December speeches even claimed: “God has allowed
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this decision to be taken by the UN in order to give you a chance to enter
Paradise as well as enrich yourselves in this world. You have always
yearned for this chance and now you have it, so do not hesitate. A wind
is blowing from Paradise, sweet with the smell of martyrdom!”
Volunteers for Palestine were “the battalions of Allah,” al-Banna
added. Egypt faced clear and immediate dangers, for if Palestine were
taken over, “all the Arab countries will fall.” Al Ikhwan editorialized
on December 10, “The sons of Israel were kicked out of Egypt by the
Pharaohs, but the Zionists continue to dream about their lost empire.”
Such rhetoric not only made the Egyptian regime quite nervous, but
it also understandably terrified Egyptian Jews. While progovernment
newspapers insisted that Egyptian Jews were entitled to the same
rights and protection as other citizens, the Muslim Brotherhood
accused them of supporting Zionism and demanded that they be forced
to give money to support the Arab armies. Fantastic sums were cited
as having been contributed by them to the Zionists. These provocative
stories were not restricted to Brotherhood organs. Misr al Fatat called
for mass arrests while Al Kutla, controlled by Makram Ubeid’s Wafd
split-off, merely wanted them registered and “disarmed” by police.
Al Assas, a newspaper identified with Prime Minister Nuqrashi,
spoke in quite different tones. “It is at once illogical and unfair to
expect a Jew to help fight another Jew who is trying to establish a
national home to which he can immigrate if he had to,” said one article.
“Every Jew is in favor of a Jewish state,’’ but as long as they stayed
within the law they should not be embarrassed or harassed. “These
words sound very much like the jingling of Jewish gold,” jeered Al
Ikhwan. Still, the Nuqrashi government stood fairly firm on protecting
the Jews despite the Brotherhood’s attacks.28
One factor in Arab leaders’ preference for volunteers and depen
dence on indigenous Arab forces was knowledge of the deplorable
state of their own armed forces. British observers noted that the
Iraqi army’s chief of general staff “is completely ignorant of modern
warfare and all that implies.” The British military mission to Saudi
Arabia informed London that the Saudis possessed neither forces nor
arms for more than a token intervention, a view confirmed by the
Saudi finance minister.29
As for the Syrian army, Sheikh Yusuf al-Atrash, a veteran leader
of the martial Druze, explained why his people would not volunteer to
fight in Palestine: “The Jews are well-prepared. Should they come to a
clash with the Syrian Army, they would be more than a match for this
miserable force.” “That,” he accurately prophesied, “would be the end of
this regime in Damascus.”30
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Most British and American military experts nevertheless believed
that the Arabs would win in Palestine. In the words of an American
intelligence report, “The loosely organized, ill-equipped armies
of the Arab nations do not have any capabilities against a modern
opponent, but they do have the strength to overrun Jewish resistance
in Palestine.” Within the country, there might be three times as many
soldiers in the Jewish underground army as in the local Arab forces,
despite the presence of twice as many Arabs as Jews in the general
population. The Haganah was also far better armed and trained —
many of them in the British army during World War II—than the
Arab forces. But high-ranking officers had more faith in the regular
armies of the Arab states than they did in a group of guerrillas and
self-made underground units on the Jewish side.
The raw figures were not unimpressive. The combined armies of
the Arab nations numbered one hundred and thirty thousand men,
with an additional one hundred thousand armed tribesmen and
militarized police. Already, by the end of 1947, three thousand troops
of the Syrian First Brigade were stationed at Kuneitra, only fifteen
miles from the border, and the Egyptians were conducting training
operations in Sinai. Yet two factors seriously undermined these
numerical advantages: their low state of efficiency and mobility plus
the need to retain the bulk of these forces at home for the maintenance
of internal security. Ironically, the very growth of the radical groups
in Iraq, Egypt, and Syria reinforced that latter problem.
When coupled with the lack of coordination and cooperation be
tween the states, these shortcomings would lead to the surprisingly
thorough defeat suffered by these forces. By the end of 1947, only
Iraq and Transjordan were really committed to send troops. The
former could muster one brigade with a total strength of under five
thousand (out of a three-division force of thirty-one thousand). The
more effective Arab Legion could send the same, though as many as
five thousand more could be added from the Transjordan Frontier
Force and other sources. However, it was widely expected—by
Abdallah among others—that the able commander of the Legion,
General Glubb, would resign at the outset of any invasion. This was
another sign that the British had still not accepted Transjordan’s
plans.
Finally, al-Qawukji might raise another seven thousand men for
his volunteer forces. Since he was still feuding with the Mufti and
could not expect cooperation from Abdallah, al-Qawukji was caught
in still another of the many breakdowns in Arab coordination. This
very issue was also bedevilling the Arab states on the political side.31
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A secret October 1947 analysis by the Syrian government
pointed out a number of these damaging conflicts. Saudi Arabia was
restrained through fear of losing vital American aid, while Egypt
wanted UN support for its attempts to force out the British. Nuqrashi
was dragging his feet on every move toward military preparations.
Syria was also disillusioned with the Mufti. He had demanded
that the league move even more quickly, even before the partition
vote. If the Arab states only did their part, the Mufti argued, the Jews
could be defeated in a few days. When Arab governments disagreed,
he called their leaders cowards blinded by American dollars. Neither
could he be satisfied with his two strongest “supporters” for greater
Arab state involvement, Iraq and Transjordan, whose goals were not
necessarily the same as the Mufti’s.32
Such dissatisfaction did not go in one direction only. Even
Azzam concluded that al-Husayni had learned very little since going
into exile a decade earlier. He did not understand the difficulty of
destroying the Jews, the Arab League secretary-general explained,
and this is why the neighboring governments resisted the Mufti’s call
for an interim Arab government. This might interfere with necessary
diplomacy and intervention on a state level. So irresponsible and
troublesome was the Mufti, Azzam added, that he was for the Arabs
the equivalent of what the Irgun or Stern Gang were for the Jews.33
Egypt and Saudi Arabia’s dissatisfaction with the Mufti was rather
different from the complaints of Iraq, Syria, and Transjordan. To the
last three, the Mufti was in varying degrees a potential competitor for
power. Their militancy was dictated by both domestic considerations
and by the desire to intervene for their own ends. To Egypt and Saudi
Arabia, in contrast, the Mufti was a tactical extremist who might
destroy the chance to achieve Arab aims by a diplomatic process. These
relations also furthered a curious reversal: the Egyptian and Saudi
governments, less willing to go to war, were far more eager for the
Mufti to win on his own than were the Iraqis or Transjordanians. Thus
the Mufti’s closest friends in a showdown were also those states which
were less “militant” over direct military participation in the fight.
Azzam, like the Egyptian government, preferred a military strategy
based on Palestinian Arab guerrilla warfare. By disrupting Jewish
social and economic life, the Arabs could prevent any Zionist state
from being organized or from functioning. A protracted low-level
war could succeed through attrition without the need for foreign Arab
forces because of demographic factors. Even if the local Arabs lost
five times as many wen as did the Jews, Azzam argued, they would
eventually win.34
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Such estimates were in the tradition of Arab failures to properly
evaluate Zionist determination. The Jewish Agency’s chief Arabist,
Eliahu Sassoon, warned Azzam on this point in a December 5 letter:
“A people which after seventeen centuries of exile and ceaseless
persecutions still has the spiritual strength to build a new civilization
is not a factor which can be treated with contempt.” Certainly,
Sassoon noted, it was not a movement easily destroyed by brute
force.35
Since neither side was willing or able to offer new concessions or
dramatic and creative solutions, the time was past for such initiatives.
Preparations for war moved forward on both sides. The heady Arab
League Cairo meeting of December 8-17 marked major aid commit
ments on the Arab side. Those present believed that the Arab League
would collapse and individual governments would topple if they
could not fulfill their promises to stop partition. Samir al-Rifai and
Yusuf Yasin even claimed that the lives of their respective kings
would be endangered unless they took effective action against the
proposed Jewish state.
On the other hand, a full-scale international war would bring im
mense chaos and destruction to their own countries. Caution was
also needed to avoid any clash with Great Britain and to prevent
the dispatch of United Nations or American troops to Palestine.
(Washington never seriously considered such an option.) Nuqrashi
was well aware of the Egyptian army’s weakness; perhaps he was not
the only Arab leader with such doubts in mind.
If any reinforcement was needed on these points, British General
I. N. Clayton, who had helped Syria and Lebanon win their indepen
dence from France, urged the Arab states to withhold their troops
until Britain withdrew from Palestine. He even pointed out that
sending Arab armies abroad might encourage subversive or dissident
elements to seize power at home.
Despite their earlier feuds, the sense of impending crisis forced
cooperation among the Arab states. At one point when a session was
hopelessly bogged down, Azzam recounted, news bulletins were
brought into the room quoting Golda Meir as saying, “We are better
organized and equipped than you Arabs. In any case you are going
to be beaten. Surrender now and save yourselves bloodshed.” The
effect on the meeting of this story, genuine or not, was electric. The
atmosphere cleared, and the discussion progressed toward agreement.
Abdallah had given strict instructions to Transjordan’s representa
tive Omar al-Dajani not to agree to the passage of foreign Arab
armies through Transjordan or to give the Mufti a free hand in
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political or military affairs. The meeting’s secret resolutions were
not inconsistent with these objectives.
The Arab League reiterated its decision to have the irregular
Palestine Arab and volunteer forces carry the brunt of the fighting.
They would attempt at all costs to avoid any clashes with the
British. Nuqrashi opposed the presence of armed volunteers in
Egypt, obviously fearing they would be used by the Brotherhood to
overthrow the government. The main headquarters therefore would
be located in Syria, with the volunteers to concentrate near the
Palestine border. The Syrian and Lebanese defense ministers would
represent the League in day-to-day consultations with al-Qawukji.
Arab governments would facilitate the supply of weaponry and
hospital facilities. A quota was given to each state for the raising of
three thousand volunteers and ten thousand rifles. Eight battalions
would be organized under General Safwat, with al-Qawukji as the
field commander.
Military tactics were also discussed at length. The guerrillas
would attack on numerous fronts, spreading the Jewish defense
forces as thinly as possible. The best time for a concerted offensive
after this wearing-down process would be in April or early May. If
the irregular forces failed, regular armies might be sent in August,
but this would be decided by later Arab meetings. The Arab armies
would not march, however, if British troops or an international peacekeeping force was in Palestine. Thus while the Arab governments
would send in troops if necessary, they continued to hope it would
not be required. With any luck, local forces would smash the Zionists
even before Britain’s May 15 withdrawal deadline.
The hottest debate came over the question of the leadership of
these efforts. Reception of the Mufti, as at the previous meetings,
was not exactly warm. Nor did the Mufti trust al-Qawukji as field
commander of the Popular Army, he preferred his own cousin, Abd
al-Qadir Husayni, who commanded guerrilla forces in the south.
The all-important question of daily political administration in the
Arab areas of Palestine was virtually ignored, and the decision not to
establish any civil administration there was a dangerous error. Bereft
of leadership, many Palestine Arabs would flee their homes as the
economy and social services broke down and no political discipline
or organization was there to rally them. More immediately ominous
for the Arab Higher Committee’s cause was the Arab decision not to
determine Palestine’s future status until after victory was achieved.36
Further, despite the conference’s resolutions, Nuqrashi remained
reluctant to use regular troops except in an emergency. Regular army
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officers like Gamal Abdul Nasser who volunteered to train irregular
troops were denied official permission to do so. Like the Saudis,
Nuq-rashi still thought possible a diplomatic alternative to partition.
Perhaps, he concluded, the Arabs might be better advised to seek
something along the lines of the Morrison-Grady proposals or the
UNSCOP minority report. Negotiations with the United States would
soon show that such an escape route might still be open.37
Public communiques from the Cairo meeting nevertheless con
tinued to project Arab unity and militancy. “The world will see,”
they confidently announced, “it is impossible to beat Arabs by force.”
Abdallah had doubted such hopes longer and more adamantly than
Nuqrashi or any other Arab leaders. For months before the Cairo
meeting, he had not believed that guerrillas could defeat the Jews.
At every opportunity, he and al-Rifai pressed their Transjordanian
solution on the British. Even at the Cairo meeting, al-Rifai approached
General Clayton: What would the British think, he asked, if the Arab
Legion marched in as the British soldiers marched out?
He outlined the plan on December 12. The legion already had
units stationed in Palestine as part of the British army. Bevin had
just announced in the House of Commons that these men would
be withdrawn along with British forces. As far as Transjordan was
concerned, a few days after the legion’s May pull-out from Palestine,
they would turn around and come right back. Transjordan had no
intention of leaving Palestine for the Iraqis to seize, said al-Rifai.
Instead, Transjordan would gain control of Palestine, hold on for a
year or two, and then would negotiate with the Jews. Abdallah would
offer the Zionists internal autonomy and some share in governing an
enlarged Transjordan. “With the support of the Jewish economy,” the
prime minister concluded, Abdallah’s domain “would become the
most influential state in the Arab Middle East.”
Would the Jews accept such a program? Yes, al-Rifai claimed,
enough of them would to put together an agreement. Such plans
should be kept secret from the other Arab states, although they would
not ultimately pose a problem. The British were not easily convinced.
Clayton was skeptical; the Foreign Office was noncommittal. Alec
Kirkbride thought Abdallah’s real aim was more modest—the
absorption of the proposed Arab state in Palestine. No such decision
was necessary at that point: Abdallah could allow the military outcome
to determine the extent of his territorial claims.38
Actually, the Arab Legion was already involved in the violence
which broke out in Palestine after the partition vote. Transjordanian
soldiers were involved in murders and ambushes against Jews as early
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as December 1947. Others began to help armed bands of volunteers
across the border. Despite the Jewish Agency’s numerous requests,
legion units were only removed in May 1948. As al-Rifai had
predicted, they were then concentrated just east of the TransjordanPalestine boundary in the Jericho valley and in the hills just east of
Jerusalem.39
Meanwhile, al-Rifai and Abdallah continued their political cam
paign. Toward the British, they implied that Transjordan’s plan was
certain of success and was both the sole and best available option.
To others, they hinted that British support had already been granted.
While Britain’s high commissioner to Transjordan, Kirkbride, assured
Zionist representatives that this had not yet been decided, he was
impressed by their comment that Abdallah would make a preferable
neighbor.40
Kirkbride spoke truthfully. Only as late as January 10, 1948, was
the British government beginning to transform its policy toward
acceptance of Abdallah’s minimum plan. On that date, the Foreign
Office warned him of the dangers involved: “We feel sure that Your
Majesty will not have underestimated the difficulties of the task or
the risks which would ensue if Transjordan were to take steps which
isolated her from the other Arab states or which caused the [UN]
Security Council to consider actions against her.”
All these problems were not lightly dismissed. Therefore,
Kirkbride was instructed, “We do not feel that we can give him any
encouragement to act alone.” Not only would Abdallah become a
target for Arab anger, it might also “give rise to the accusation that
we are using him to engineer our re-entry into Palestine.”
On the other hand, Abdallah’s annexation of only the projected
Arab areas in Palestine might hold positive advantages. Transjordan
could provide them with a stable government and avoid endless local
warfare. If he stuck to the partition lines, it would be harder for the
United Nations to condemn him. Possibly, some way could be found
to do this without alienating the other Arabs or contributing to antiBritish sentiments among them. Such a balance sheet was far from
discouraging to the Amman government. Rather, it marked a gradual
swing in Abdallah’s direction. One month later, Bevin would finally
provide complete endorsement.41
Abdallah’s plans were certainly no secret among the other
Arabs by December 1947, but Egypt and Saudi Arabia were
equally suspicious and resentful over Iraq’s behavior. Ibn Saud was
convinced that Baghdad was using its militant posture as a cover for
plots against him. Iraq’s constant calls for breaking economic ties
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with the Americans directly threatened Saudi Arabia’s main source
of income. Such moves would cost Iraq nothing, the king angrily told
Iraqi leaders, “You have no cooperation with Americans to sacrifice.”
Before they made such suggestions to him, the Iraqis might first cancel
their own oil concessions to Great Britain as a demonstration of their
seriousness.
Why should Saudi Arabia so weaken itself at the demand of such
questionable friends? “The king is no fool,” said his old friend Philby.
Thus Ibn Saud sent word to the Iraqi government: When they were
prepared to advance him $300 million to recompense for the loss of oil
royalties he might be more responsive to economic warfare against the
United States.42
There was no rift in public opinion to match these private disagree
ments and conflicts. No matter what the Arab country, the newspapers,
political parties, mass organizations, religious officials, and university
students all echoed the cry to arms over Palestine. The UN vote for
partition raised the long simmering concern to an angry boil. As
always, the Palestine question coexisted with other issues, but between
November 1947, and May 1948 it was never absent from discussion.
Syria well represents these moods at the end of 1947. Newspaper
editorials called the UN delegates who supported partition “fools and
dopes” because they did not understand that “every Arab and every
Muslim will fight for and defend the holy shrines in Jerusalem— We
are ready for a new crusade.” On December 17, the League of Ulema of
Syria indeed did proclaim a holy war. Two days later the first volunteer
units crossed into Palestine.
Fund-raising was equally a priority. The minister of interior ap
pointed an official committee to collect money; the League of Ulema
called on the faithful to contribute, suggesting a special Palestine tax
on clubs, theaters, and recreation in general.
Hysteria also developed against the local Jewish communities.
Four different newspapers accused them of, respectively, espionage,
treason, collaboration with Zionism, and the spreading of cholera.
The suggested range of punishment varied from banishment in remote
areas to mass round-ups and concentration camps. The Damascus
city government dismissed seventeen Jewish telephone switchboard
operators and a Jewish engineer. The national government also fired
Jewish employees. Many families were reduced to begging; some
changed their names in order to get jobs. As in Egypt, such measures
were pushed through by a minority, but unlike Egypt there was no
one in power willing to stand up to them. Still, Syrian Arabs had no
doubts as to the outcome of the conflict. The Zionists would easily be
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defeated, and Palestine would be saved. The Jews in Palestine were not
a very worthy foe and, after all the Syrian newspapers explained, were
only “following orders from New York, the Jewish world capital.” In
contrast, al-Qawukji explained, the Arab was a natural born soldier.43
All the Arab states were equally angered and dismayed by the
UN decision to implement a plan to partition Palestine into Jewish
and Arab states. There could be no question of accepting such a
solution, not on technical grounds such as the size of the Jewish state
but on intensive opposition to any such entity. There was also broad
agreement on the need to aid Palestine Arab guerrillas and to hope
that such indirect measures would suffice. Arab quarrels should not be
overestimated since they did not prevent a broad range of cooperation
on these issues. Little difference could be found on the ways in which
the general Arab public reacted to partition.
Yet these differences on a leadership level did affect the ways
in which the various Arab states responded. Such conflicts between
states weakened and ultimately helped to defeat Arab efforts.
Essentially, this division focused around a Saudi-Egyptian and
an Iraqi-Transjordanian bloc, but this model alone would be far
too simplistic. The latter group was far more eager for Arab state
intervention and far less friendly to the Mufti’s leadership of the
Palestinian Arabs. To Saudi Arabia and Egypt, their rivals seemed
part of an undifferentiated Hashemite conspiracy to control
Palestine’s future and to threaten Saudi security.
Egypt and Saudi Arabia had had a long history of rocky but ulti
mately successful diplomatic negotiations with the West. Both were
conscious of their relative fragility—Egypt in terms of domestic
politics, Saudi Arabia through its economic dependence on the West
—and the demands which a war would place upon them. Neither was
in a position to compete for direct control of Palestine. They therefore
backed the Mufti as a leader independent of Hashemite entanglements.
Either a victory by his forces or continued pressure on Britain and
America might provide an Arab triumph without a full-scale,
international war.
While the two Hashemite states might have been individually
plan
n ing to dominate the Arab east, there was no “Hashemite
conspiracy” because of the sharp differences between the objectives
of Iraq and Transjordan. By choice, Abdallah stood against all the
other Arab gov
e rnments, including Syria and the Arab Higher
Committee. His plan sought the culmination of his two-decadeslong attempt to add Palestine ^or as much of it as possible—to his
kingdom. He did not fear his Arab colleagues as he did not believe
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in their power to defeat the Jews. If Egypt and Saudi Arabia sought
to enlist the British and Americans for a negotiated rejection of
partition, Abdallah wanted to win them to his annexationist proposal.
Though eager for Arab intervention into Palest ine, Abdallah wanted a
particular kind of direct invasion and would allow neither Syrian nor
Iraqi troops onto his territory.
Syria occupied an intermediate position. Of all the Arab states, its
emotional ties to Palestine ran the deepest; it was the natural base for
a volunteer liberation army. Was their backing for al-Qawukji a loyal
effort to aid the Mufti or an attempt to set up an alternative leadership
beholden to Damascus? This is not entirely clear, but conscious of the
Greater Syria and Fertile Crescent unity plans, Syrian leaders would
not allow either Transjordanian or Iraqi troops on their soil. Could
Damascus countenance a third unfriendly neighbor in Palestine?
As for the Mufti, he seemed to distrust all the Arab regimes. His
differences with them in 1937 and 1939 could not be forgotten, nor could
he ignore their attempts to support rival Palestine Arabs during his long
years of exile in Europe. Abdallah was an old enemy and al-Qawukji a
more recent critic. The dominant Iraqi politicians had all sided with the
British against the Rashid Ali coup. He must have had an ambiguous
feeling toward Arab state military intervention. He surely would not
forego such troops if needed against the Zionists, yet could he really
trust them to leave him in control of an independent Arab Palestine? The
Arab League’s repeated refusal to accept the establishment of an Arab
Palestine government did not bode well.
The unanimity of Arab feeling over Palestine left a great many
important issues unresolved. Most of them would have to be straightened
out in the remaining five months before the deadline for partition. Events
in the fateful year 1948 would accelerate accordingly.
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The Slippery Road to War:
January—May 1948

A

s the year 1948 opened, talk in and about the Arab world
increasingly turned to military matters. The Palestine Arabs and
the Arab states were pledged to resist partition at all costs; the Jews were
equally determined to declare their own state on the territory assigned
to it by the United Nations. Great Britain, refusing to be caught in the
middle of this collision, declared the complete withdrawal of its forces
and abdication of the mandate by May 15, 1948.
Fighting in Palestine started immediately after the UN vote for
partition. The guerrillas of the Arab Higher Committee and al-Qawukji’s
liberation army were making an all-out effort to shred the Zionist forces
before Israel could be established. Volunteers and material aid from the
Arab countries was steadily flowing into Palestine. Yet if those troops
already in the field were insufficient to deliver an Arab victory, could
the neighboring countries avoid direct intervention by their own regular
armies?
King Abdallah, his royal title elevated by Transjordan’s indepen
dence, hoped for and expected such an eventuality, since he had long
planned to annex Arab Palestine—and the Jewish parts, too, if possible.
Iraq, pressed by tremendous internal pressures, also professed itself
eager for the fray. Syria cheered on al-Qawukji, its favorite son in the
battle for Palestine. Egypt and Saudi Arabia aided the Mufti, preferring
an outcome which did not require their own direct involvement.
Most of these expectations were shattered on the battlefield. Far
from folding under the guerrilla assault, the Zionists held all their settle
ments against the irregular forces. The Haganah, with its long years of
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underground experience and its many veterans of the British army, was
more than a match for the local opponents, though the margin of Jewish
victory was far narrower than is often thought. Social and political
organization was one key difference: the Arab Higher Committee’s
failure to set up local infrastructures and to mobilize their own people
was to cost dearly.
In April 1948, a Zionist counteroffensive advanced into the ter
ritories earmarked for the Arab state. The Arab strategic plan had called
for stretching the Zionist forces thin, then striking hard at the weak
points. Instead, the poorly coordinated Arab units were forced onto
the defensive and were not properly deployed to defend their own rear
areas. Weeks before May 15, although the Arabs still threatened to cut
off Jewish Jerusalem and the Zionist position was far from strong, it was
clear that guerrilla forces alone would not suffice to sweep the Jews into
the sea.
This reduced the Arab states’ options to two: a last-minute diplo
matic miracle or all-out war. For one brief moment it seemed that the
United States might rescue the former alternative. American policy
makers were horrified by Arab threats of regional chaos and the decima
tion of U.S. interests. The appalling violence in Palestine coupled with
Britain’s rejection of responsibility made orderly transition seem un
likely. Therefore, the State Department signalled a retreat from partition
in late February, thinking to prevent a massacre of Jews as much as
avoiding a lynching of American petroleum concessions. One goal
of militant Arab rhetoric, of course, had been to produce just such a
reaction.
A peaceful solution was not possible any more than an exclusively
internal one. Truman’s return to the helm—or at least his return to the
original course—meant a continued American commitment to partition,
but the diplomatic breakdown was not simply an American responsibil
ity. When provided an opportunity, Egypt and Saudi Arabia found that it
was too late to brake the acceleration toward war. Arab public opinion
and the determined interventionism of Transjordan and Iraq forbade
such a solution.
On May 15, 1948, after the British withdrew their last detachments,
the mandate ended and the state of Israel was born. Regular Arab armies
crossed into Palestine at the same moment. Thirty years of Arab debate
and protest, it seemed, would culminate in this single, decisive contest.
Arab politics between January and May 1948, is the story of a crisis
growing toward the boiling point. Nowhere was this more apparent
than in Damascus. “Syria unofficially went to war in December,” wrote
U.S. Minister Robert Memminger on January 2, 1948. Many Syrians
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demanded that this be made official even before May. The government
responded by doing everything short of giving its own army marching
orders.
Parliament quickly declared the UN partition plan not binding On
Syria, voted $1 million for a Palestine Liberation Fund, and passed a
compulsory military training law. The minister of national economy took
control of all exports to Palestine; the minister of defense opened recruit
ing centers in schools and government buildings, quartered volunteers
on army bases, and chose regular officers to train them.1
Even General Safwat’s headquarters for the Popular Army was
located in a Syrian military camp just outside of Damascus. One of his
top aides was Syrian Colonel Adib al-Shishakli, who would emerge as
the country’s dictator the following year. Another future coup-maker,
Colonel Husni al-Zaim, was promoted to director-general of police to
prepare security measures for the coming war.
There was much to keep them busy. As early as December, sizeable
bands were being sent across the border and on at least one occasion a
hit-and-run raid was staged from Syrian soil. By mid-February, about
thirty-eight hundred men, mostly Iraqis, Syrians, and Palestinian Arabs,
had received basic training. At the peak of military operations, alQawukji was able to field about five thousand men, including about one
thousand Palestine Arabs.
The military course of the war would cast considerable doubt on
al-Qawukji’s skills as commander, but this could not be blamed on lack
of experience. Born in Aleppo, Syria, he fought in the Ottoman army
during World War I and with the French against Faysal’s short-lived
Syrian kingdom. Such a record did not seem likely to produce a dedi
cated Arab nationalist. Nevertheless, in 1925 he changed sides and
joined an anti-French revolt. From this point on, his life became a series
of defeats and flights. After the French crushed the uprising, al-Qawukji
became military adviser to Ibn Saud and later joined the Iraqi army. In
1936 he resigned to lead guerrilla forces during the Palestine general
strike. Under British pressure, he retreated to Iraq and, when Rashid
Ali fell, to Germany where he sat out World War II. This career sadly
illustrated the trail of Arab disappointments during those decades.
Now the Palestine war offered one last great opportunity for vindi
cation, not only for al-Qawukji personally but for the long-trampled
pride of all Arabs. Syria did not skimp on the aid needed to fulfill this
vision. Active-duty officers and artillery were provided to help. When
al-Qawukji’s first 700-man battalion crossed into Palestine, they rode in
Syrian army trucks and followed its guides.
This was still only January 1948, and the British were unprepared to
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countenance such direct foreign intervention. After a stiff British pro
test, al-Qawukji was urged to route his infiltrations through Lebanon
or Transjordan. The latter country provided a far better access to his
advanced base at Nablus, but the political obstacles were somewhat
daunting. To Abdallah, these volunteer forces were a “menace” to his
own plans and possibly the internal security of his kingdom. When
the vanguard of al-Qawukji’s forces reached Deraa in Transjordan on
January 22, the local commander refused to let them pass. Taha alHashimi advised them to cross the border by force, but General Safwat
wisely chose a private meeting with King Abdallah in Amman. After
Safwat gave assurances, the men were escorted through Transjordan
and across the Allenby bridge into Palestine.2
In addition to such willing or unwilling logistical aid, Arab states
also donated a variety of weapons to the Mufti’s forces. A February 8
Arab League military committee report counted more than forty-five
hundred rifles, more than a million rounds of ammunition, and large
amounts of small arms provided mostly by Egypt and Iraq.
International political developments also seemed to move in the
Arabs’ favor. While a December 1947 American arms embargo made
it difficult for the Zionists to purchase military equipment, British
weapons continued to flow into the Arab states. British treaties with
Egypt on January 5, and with Iraq five days later provided additional
benefits. The former accord ended the wartime blockage of Egyptian
sterling accounts, allowing $25 million and £25 million in foreign ex
change for immediate use. The Anglo-Iraq Portsmouth treaty gave
Iraq the opportunity to draw on British military equipment with a high
priority.
As if this were not enough, the British sea blockade against Jewish
immigrants seeking to enter Palestine was tightened at the very moment
when al-Qawukji’s forces were passing unhindered across the border.
London informed the United Nations on January 21, of the impossibility
of opening a port for Jewish immigration. Only on May 15, did this
naval embargo end.3
Particularly generous was the £2.5 million annual subsidy for Transjordan’s Arab Legion, with thirty-seven British officers seconded as
advisers. A forty-five-man British military mission had been established
in Saudi Arabia and, though Egypt had already dismissed its British
training mission, Cairo received 40 war planes, almost 300 troop car
riers, and other equipment over the two years ending in June 1947.
Needless to say, such assistance was not intended for use in Palestine,
but the Arab armies’ increased strength became an important factor in
the crisis.
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England and the United States tread cautiously in further endanger
ing their relations with the Arab world. Britain’s minister of state told
Parliament on February 16, that there was still no evidence that military
equipment supplied Arab governments under London’s new treaties was
being forwarded to Palestine. Two days later, the cabinet announced
continued deliveries to Iraq of aircraft, artillery, antitank guns, antiair
craft batteries, and armored cars. Export licenses were not withdrawn
until June 3, two weeks after the overt invasion by the neighboring
states. When U.S. Secretary of State Marshall met Jewish, Agency
representatives on March 26, he denied knowledge of any foreign Arab
troops in Palestine.4
No wonder that Nuri al-Said could later tell Iraq’s parliament, “It
became clear to us that Britain viewed with favor the Arab aims regard
ing Palestine.” So intoxicating was the atmosphere after the successful
Portsmouth talks that Foreign Minister al-Jamali claimed Bevin’s
agreement on the spot for an Iraqi invasion of Palestine to destroy the
projected Jewish state.5
Some of these hindsight declarations were apparently untrue, since
by that time establishment politicians were defending themselves over
the unpopular Anglo-Iraq treaty and the disastrous military campaign
in Palestine. Bevin’s deal was with Transjordan, not Iraq, and for
Abdallah’s limited conquest, not the obliteration of the Jews. As
always, Abdallah sought to complement an accord with the British by
an agreement with the Zionists. While he lobbied in London for his
occupation of the Arab portion of Palestine, the king also met with
Golda Meir and other Jewish Agency delegates. Their code name for
him was also “Meir,” an anagram of “emir,” his traditional title.
Abdallah’s ambiguity, however, fed Zionist suspicions. Was he only
seeking to occupy the territory set aside for the Arab Palestine state or
did he still wish to be monarch of the whole country? Did he plan to
attack the Jews or could a settlement be resolved without war? Were the
Palestine Arabs or the other Arab states likely to accept such a Transjor
danian solution?
Ben-Gurion, by now the Zionists’ unchallenged leader, wavered. His
chief Arabist, Sassoon, told him that the Mufti monopolized the Palestine
Arabs’ loyalty. Abdallah was “completely isolated” and cannot be relied
upon,” Ben-Gurion wrote. The king was not so easily written off. He
would not accept the Mufti’s rule, Abdallah told his Jewish contacts, and
would not let Iraqi troops enter Transjordan. He Was willing to make an
alliance with the Jews, perhaps bringing in Druze leaders as well. BenGurion decided to wait and see: “If he’ll stay until the end isn’t clear to
me,” he wrote Shertok, “but there’s a chance.”6
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The British, who were moving toward acceptance of Abdallah’s
offer, urged the Jews to agree. Officers at British Middle East headquar
ters described Abdallah’s plan to annex Arab Palestine as “the one
possible policy offering some chance of averting chaos.” They realized
that the Arab League, Syria, Saudi Arabia, and the Mufti’s men would
not be pleased, but they doubted the viability of any Arab Palestine
state. Certainly, the Mufti would not prove friendly to British interests.
Perhaps war might be avoided.
Zionist leaders understood the advantages of a Transjordan solution
for Britain, but were not so sure of how it would affect them. After all,
Abdallah spoke of Jewish territorial concessions, including the granting
of an Isdud-Jaffa corridor to provide his kingdom with an outlet on the
Mediterranean. Abdallah’s pursuit of a Greater Syria unity might also
encourage his rivals to overthrow him, tearing up any contract he had
made. Moreover, they did not believe that Abdallah could restrain the
other Arab governments from a full-scale invasion. On the other hand, if
Abdallah could reach an acceptable agreement, the Jewish state might
give him a large loan on favorable conditions. There were also indica
tions that al-Alami and other Palestine Arabs might rally to Abdallah’s
annexation of the Arab area.
British Secretary of State for the Colonies Arthur Creech-Jones also
argued on Abdallah’s behalf. The Mufti’s influence was declining,
he claimed, and he did not believe that the Arab states, except for
Syria, would really go through with a general offensive. Under no
circumstances would the Arab Legion attack the Jews, he explained.
The whole matter would be broached to Abdallah’s representatives in
February, when they came to London to discuss updating the AngloTransjordan treaty.7
As the moment of truth approached, Transjordan showed an unac
customed caution in its inter-Arab relations. Abdallah promised to
cooperate with his fellow Arab League members and to carry out their
joint decisions. Syria’s Jamil Mardam was unimpressed. Abdallah might
want to annex Palestine, Mardam explained, but if he tried to do so he
would be assassinated. This was the ultimate Arab sanction against any
breaking of ranks.8
Abdallah had long since become hardened to such threats. He
carefully laid the groundwork for his negotiations with Britain and a new
relationship with Palestine. He named a Palestine-born prime minister,
Tawfiq Abu al-Huda, and a new foreign minister, Dr. Fawzi al-Mulki.
As minister of communications, the king chose Baha al-Din Tuqan, a
member of an important Nablus family who had served as Transjordan’s
consul-general in Jerusalem.
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These men still could not settle on a single plan. Abdallah, al-Rifai,
and al-Mulki all told American diplomats that they would prefer to take
all of Palestine, giving the Jews a small territory within a federal system.
When the Zionists heard this, their doubts about the value of an accord
with Abdallah were reinforced.
All this made for a most dangerous game. Mardam’s prophecy might
still be fulfilled. The Mufti’s agents were trying to subvert the Arab
Legion troops, to turn them against their king. Abdallah was risking
everything on this last chance to win additional territory for his king
dom. Abdallah was brave enough, impetuous enough, and perhaps
foolish enough to accept the challenge.
Such dangers might have seemed considerably diminished after
Bevin’s talk with Abdallah’s new prime minister and foreign minister.
They had gone to London, along with General Glubb, ostensibly
to discuss modifications of the 1946 Anglo-Transjordan treaty; the
mission’s real purpose was to explain Abdallah’s intentions over
Palestine.
Abu al-Huda stated the problem from Amman’s standpoint: The Jews
would establish their state on May 15, but their Arab counterparts were
not so well organized or prepared. Therefore, either the Jews would take
over the Arab state or the Mufti would make himself its master. Only the
Arab Legion could avoid this, but Transjordan would only occupy those
Arab areas contiguous to its borders. Gaza and western Galilee would
not be seized.
Bevin had already made up his mind. “It seems the obvious thing
to do,” he replied in a matter-of-fact manner, “but do not go and invade
the areas allotted to the Jews.” Abu al-Huda agreed. On this note the
meeting ended. After thirty years of seeking some way out of Palestine,
the British government had made its commitment. After equally long
decades of effort, Abdallah’s prize seemed within reach. His diplomatic
coup might change the whole situation at a single stroke. The Arab states
would protest at first, but it would not be long before they would accept
this outcome—so Bevin and Abdallah thought.9
Matters were not, of course, so simple. The other Arab states had
not reconciled themselves either to the creation of a Jewish regime or to
Abdallah’s inheritance of Arab Palestine. Their own public opinion and
Political factions were pressing them onward to war. Abdallah’s defec
tion would only accelerate these trends.
In Egypt, for example, Prime Minister Nuqrashi sat atop a political
powder keg. Like many palace politicians, he had started as a militant
Wafdist: charter party member, head of the student section, tried and
acquitted of involvement in the murder of the British commander
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of Egypt’s military, Lee Stack. Nuqrashi even married a niece of
Zaghlul’s wife. Nevertheless, the party expelled him after a 1937
factional struggle. With Ahmed Mahir, he founded the conservative
Saadist party and served in Ali Mahir’s and Mahmud’s cabinets.
When the king threw out the Wafd in October 1944, Nuqrashi became
minister of foreign affairs, and when Prime Minister Ahmed Mahir
was assassinated because of his declaration of war against Germany,
Nuqrashi succeeded him.
The sixty-year-old prime minister, nicknamed the “timid sphinx”
and “the village schoolmaster of Egyptian politics,” faced a most
un-timid Muslim Brotherhood. Closely allied with the Mufti, the
Brotherhood had already placed two thousand volunteers in the field.
After the Palestine war, Nuqrashi would finally have his showdown
with the group, a collision which would lead to his assassination. Yet
in the spring of 1948 he knew his political position was too weak to
challenge them. The Wafd also criticized his regime for insufficient
militancy, and there could be no doubt that any free election would
bring that party to power.
Quick to seek leadership on such an essential issue, the Wafd helped
organize the Nile Valley Higher Committee for Palestine and tried
to raise its own volunteer fighters to compete with the Brotherhood.
As in Syria, there were mass meetings and fund-raising campaigns.
Propaganda intensified against Egyptian Jews, who were accused of
contaminating water supplies, smuggling gold, flooding the country
with counterfeit banknotes, training terrorists, and spreading cholera
in Syria. (The “war of microbes,” in the headlines of the pro-Wafd Al
Misri.) Other newspapers warned that the Jews might try to sabotage
Egypt’s factories and water supplies. The pro-Wafd weekly Al Nida
spoke of 7000 Zionist agents with 500 hidden wireless radios in Cairo
alone.10
Similar things happened in Lebanon, where the government
took over supervision of money-raising efforts and the collection of
weapons and volunteers. Yet public opinion and leading newspapers
disapproved of the bombings against Jewish schools, shops, and
homes. In a country resting on a complex web of intercommunal
relations, the spread of such hatreds might be impossible to stop.
Many Jewish merchants were, however, frightened into giving
substantial sums for the Arab cause: the newspaper LOrient shamed
slackers by noting that a leading Jewish banker donated more money
than Lebanon’s richest Muslim landlord.
Government protection was provided the Jewish community in
Beirut’s Abu Jamil quarter, but foreign—particularly Palestinian—
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Jews were deported. The American University of Beirut refused the
government’s order to expel its 100 Jewish students, but it did furnish
a list of those non-Lebanese nationals who might be deported. True to
Lebanon’s tradition of hospitality, most were allowed to finish their
courses first.11
Underneath the confident surface, Lebanese and Syrian politicians
began to evidence their first signs of doubt over Arab planning.
Mardam predicted victory “within a few years” and promised that
al-Qawukji’s army would soon “teach the treacherous Jews an
unforgettable lesson.” At the same time, he quietly accused the Arab
Higher Committee of political and military incompetence. Lebanese
Finance Minister Muhammad Abbud spoke of a small selfish group
which ran the Arab League, and would fall apart without the Palestine
issue. The Jews had done the work of building up Palestine, Abbud
complained, but the Mufti, al-Qawukji, and Ghuri would take it over
in order to feather their own nests.12
The turbulence in these countries was as nothing compared to Iraq,
where the Anglo-Iraq Portsmouth treaty had unleashed a hurricane of
protest. The winter of 1947-48 had already seen a wild round of infla
tion, a plague of locusts, poor harvests, and violent street demonstra
tions. On top of this, the treaty set off student rioting and a march of
tens of thousands in downtown Baghdad. When police and dissidents
opened fire on each other at the “Battle of the Bridge,” dozens were
killed and the unpopular government fell.
It was like the late 1930s all over again. The new regime was antiBritish and included the Pan-Arab Istiqlal party, the main agitator
over Palestine. By March 1948, Baghdad was again in a militant
mood. Soldiers deserted the Iraqi army to join al-Qawukji, while
the newspapers carried daily reports of Arab successes and of heavy
Jewish casual
ties. Reuter’s dispatches which were less sanguine
could be edited to taste through the government monopoly on news
dissemination. Such misinformation made it particularly difficult for
the government in later years to explain the unexpected Arab defeat.
Safwat knew better, but it took him six weeks to arrange a confer
ence of Arab military commanders to discuss their previous lack of
coordination. The February meeting of the Arab League Political
Committee did not provide any improvements. Syria and Iraq failed to
win Saudi support for economic sanctions against the United States.
The Egyptians and Saudis had hoped for some diplomatic solution.
With the Problems plaguing the Arab irregulars in the field and the
cooperation of the Arab states, such initiatives were more welcome
than ever.
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By fortunate coincidence, these statesmen were not the only ones
who felt events slipping out of control. American diplomats were
also becoming fearful of a Middle East disaster. They would seek to
knit together a last-minute accord to avert this danger.
As early as January 1948, the State Department’s Policy Planning
Committee was warning that partition, originally adopted as a
pragmatic solution, might be unworkable. The Palestine civil war
and British noncooperation would doom the complex UN plan. A
Jewish state could not survive, and the United States would dare not
forcefully intervene to save it, lest America find itself at war with the
Arab world. Washington might best follow Britain’s decision to have
nothing to do with partition. They recommended the return of the
issue to the UN Security Council for a new investigation.
Truman was worried. The deepening of the Cold War raised U.S.
strategic interests in the region: a new crisis was the last thing needed
by the White House. The barrage of State Department arguments con
tinued: Palestine was not ready for self-government, and an extended
trusteeship period might be necessary to sort out these problems.
Exactly who made the next key decisions has never been entirely
clarified, but suddenly American policy was dramatically altered. On
February 24, American UN Ambassador Warren Austin hinted at the
new stand; on March 19, Austin recommended that partition be sus
pended. Truman was angered at this latter speech, accusing the State
Department of distorting his orders. Nevertheless, the United States
did not completely return to its original enthusiasm for partition until
Truman’s recognition of Israel on May 15.13
The extensive controversy over these events has always focused
on American relations with the Zionists, attributing Truman’s actions
to moral considerations or to the pursuit of liberal votes in the
upcoming elections. The State Department’s behavior is explained
either by the officials’ dedication to the long-range national interest
or to their visceral opposition to Zionism. Yet almost all of these
debates have ignored the bilateral U.S.-Arab diplomacy involved in
the twists and turns of that period. American policy seemed motivated
by the belief that some sort of peaceful settlement with the Arab
states was still possible. When this hope faded and no imaginative
alternative any longer presented itself, Washington’s best remaining
option apparently was a return to support for partition.
Austin’s reversals were the answer to Egyptian and Saudi prayersArab delegates to the UN had already suggested a reconsideration
of partition. Egypt’s foreign minister read Austin’s first speech with
considerable relief, and official Arab reaction elsewhere was guarded
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but favorable. If plans for a Jewish state were abandoned, the
Egyptians suggested, they would be willing to discuss a federalized
or cantonized Palestine with limited Jewish immigration. If Cairo
would only serve as an example to its allies, U.S. Ambassador S.
Pinkney Tuck hoped, war might still be avoided. The task was
difficult, but Cairo was willing to try.14
At first, prospects for an agreement seemed extremely hopeful.
When Secretary of State Marshall explained that the American
position sought to preclude Arab military intervention, Azzam
agreed. Chamoun and Malik from Lebanon. Mahmud Fawzi of
Egypt, and Syria’s al-Khuri, suggested three possible plans on which
a settlement might be based.
The first was a unitary state with explicit minority guarantees, a
bicameral legislature with equal Jewish representation in the senate,
municipal autonomy, and admission of up to one hundred thousand
Jews over two to three years. Second, similar principles could be
applied within the framework of a federal or canton organization
for the state. Third, the least likely alternative would be a continued
trusteeship with a larger measure of self-government. Underlying
these suggestions were two preconditions on which the Arabs would
not compromise: partition must be abandoned and any trusteeship
must be a transitional one leading to independence.
King Ibn Saud, Azzam, and Nuqrashi were especially enthusiastic
over this program. When the Security Council voted to support a truce
on April 17, Azzam voiced league acceptance in principle if these
two last points were satisfied. The Arab states—or at least some of
them—had finally made concessions along the lines of the postwar
British proposals, the Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry report,
and the UNSCOP minority plan. Such initiatives a year or two earlier
might have saved victory for the Arab side. Had events gone too far
by the spring of 1948 to still reverse the partition process?15
The State Department refused to take a fatalistic approach, but
one obstacle after another blocked progress. The Arab states were
not entirely secure about their own three proffered options. Besides,
as in 1939 Egypt could not guarantee delivery of its hawkish allies.
Further, the implementation of any new program for Palestine
required the restoration of order there, but the British refused to
consider staying on beyond May 15, would not use force against
either side, and had little faith in any truce agreement. They had
already settled on Abdallah’s proposal. The United States itself was
not eager to send American troops under any conditions. When the
State Department’s Dean Rusk, suggested an international peace-
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keeping force to police the truce and trusteeship, the Arabs were not
enthusiastic. Even his remarkable suggestion that Egypt, as a leading
Arab League member and a relative moderate, might participate in
this multinational unit did not change Cairo’s mind.16
Though some Zionist leaders seemed to bend under American
pressure to stand down from partition, Ben-Gurion and the majority
remained adamantly for creation of a Jewish state on May 15. They
were loathe to sacrifice an opportunity which might not come again
for centuries. Contrary to the warnings of Western military experts,
they believed it was possible to turn back the inevitable Arab invasion.
Weizmann urged President Truman to live up to American pledges in
support of partition.
But the fatal blow to American efforts was dealt by the disunity of
the Arab League members and by the continuing pressure of public
opinion in the neighboring states. Further, as in 1939, the Mufti was
not willing to accept such half-loaf or even three-quarters-loaf ideas.
Nor did Abdallah intend to lose his prize at the last moment. Internal
conflict in Baghdad and Cairo also discouraged those regimes from
following through on any personal preferences for a diplomatic
settlement. The locomotives’ boilers had been too highly stoked to
respond to their own engineers. Political brakes no longer functioned.
Saudi Arabia, where religious passion mingled with the desire for
empirical success, was particularly in favor of the truce idea. Prince
Faysal wanted to ensure that a new trusteeship would bar immigration
and land sales. The whole mechanism made him apprehensive —
foreign-controlled mandates had not proved congenial to the Arabs
before —but anything was preferable to a Jewish state. As long as
that could be avoided, there would be no Saudi problem with “public
opinion.”17
On the other hand, growing political violence in Egypt undermined
that keystone of any settlement. The emotions of the masses and of
most of the political elite were too deeply engaged. A proliferation
of organizations, many with interlocking directorates, others with
only paper existences, proclaimed their devotion to an exclusively
Arab Palestine. The Muslim Brotherhood, the Nile Valley Committee
for the Defense of Palestine, the Al-Azhar religious notables, the
Mufti, Young Egypt, the Young Men’s Muslim Association, the Arab
Land Committee, and the Arab Union, poured out exhortations and
denunciations.
Behind the ad hoc groups stood powerful political forces from
across the ideological spectrum. They eagerly awaited the least sign
of government weakness or moderation. “If Rommel had won,” said
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Salih Harb, a veteran politician and director of the Young Men’s
Muslim Association, “we would be independent now.” Was Nuqrashi,
in view of Rommel’s failure, to be considered a mere lap dog of the
British? Could the activity of Ali Mahir and Makram Ubeid in the
Nile Valley Committee be viewed as completely separate from their
attitude to the government? What about the thousands of Muslim
Brothers and the hundreds of Young Egypt members being drilled for
service in Palestine? In the face of all this, with the undaunted belief
in a quick and glorious victory, was there a real chance of Nuqrashi
imposing a truce and urging a new trusteeship arrangement?
Cairo was full of guns and ammunition: rifles stolen from the
British or left over from the war; equipment from America, Italy,
Germany, and other countries. The Brotherhood was telling Egyptian
soldiers to desert, taking their weapons with them. Egyptian officers
were filling the lobby of the Arab League office in their rush to
volunteer. One truck being loaded with weapons exploded only fifty
yards from the Mufti’s villa, but the convoys to Jerusalem rolled
onward as the weeks went past. The momentum could not have been
greater. Nuqrashi would not forget that a change in policy might turn
all those guns against him.18
Moreover, the martial energy and easy confidence were deceptive.
The impressiveness of the armed forces’ planes, armor, and artillery
concealed a frightful lack of preparation. Only four battalions were
really fit for battle, General Muhammad Naguib, the expeditionary
force’s second-in-command, warned his superiors that the available
men and materials were inadequate for the mission assigned them.
Nuqrashi could not have been entirely ignorant of these facts. If
an Egyptian invasion of Palestine were defeated by the Jews, the
country’s prestige would be severely damaged. For the incumbent
regime, the results might be fatal. As rumors of a planned coup swept
Cairo following an assassination attempt against Nahhas, Nuqrashi
preferred the army stay at home to protect the government. Wisely,
Iraq and other hawkish regimes concentrated their persuasive powers
on King Farouk instead of his prime minister. Egypt would lose face
if it did less for Palestine than the other Arab states, they told him.
When the time came, Farouk would override Nuqrashi’s hesitancy.19
Chaim Weizmann, the Zionist leader, was asked at this time how
a few hundred thousand Jews could hope to stand up against millions
of Arabs. Numbers were not necessarily decisive, he replied: “The
trouble with the Egyptian army is that its soldiers are too lean and
its officers too fat.” This assertion also applied to other Arab armies.
Many officers were neither competent nor courageous—though there
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were no lack of exceptions — and social distance between officers
and enlisted men lowered military effectiveness. Many of the worst
commanders received their positions through political influence.
Wholesale munitions profiteering on the home front meant inferior
or inadequate weaponry for front-line units—a cause of dispiriting
scandals particularly in Egypt. These conditions encouraged many
young officers to join revolutionary groups or mount antigovernment
conspiracies in later years in order to avenge these shameful
shortcomings.20
The discouraging news from Palestine was responsible for calling
the Arab states’ hand. The Jewish offensive was meeting with success,
Safwat warned, and the guerrilla forces might not hold out for long.
Dispatch of the regular armies was a necessity, the general told the
Arab League Political Committee’s April 10 meeting in Cairo.
Then came a bombshell: Transjordan would send the Arab Legion
into Palestine as soon as the mandate ended, its delegate announced,
and he requested the league to issue orders to that effect. The Egyptians
and Riyad al-Sulh, who had been working on a diplomatic solution,
argued against a formal invasion. The meeting dissolved in confusion
and consternation. They had for so long talked about sending in
their armies, but now that the idea was actually on the table there
was perceptible hesitation. Equally controversial was the invasion’s
political objective.
Two days later, Farouk suggested some conciliatory language. Any
Arab intervention in Palestine would be considered a purely temporary
expedient; under no circumstances would it constitute a conquest or j
partition of Palestine. After its liberation, Palestine would be returned
to its inhabitants who would choose their own government. This com
promise pleased everyone and was incorporated into the Political
Comm ittee’s resolution.
Ostensibly, this decision seemed aimed at Transjordan, but in prac
tice it was a material victory for that country. Despite the paper declara
tion pledging eventual withdrawal from Palestine, Abdallah now had
Arab League agreement to enter the country. Once the Arab Legion
was in, he knew, it could not be easily dislodged by the League. Thus
Amman quickly reiterated its own independent position: “Palestine
and Transjordan are one, for Palestine is the coastline and Transjordan
the hinterland of the same country.” If the other Arab states chose
not to order their armies across the border, Abdallah would be all
the happier-Sometimes he actually seemed to believe that other Arab
states might actually allow him a unilateral invasion and a free hand.21
This dream became less likely with each passing week. In every
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country, April saw the pressures for war intensified. A student hunger
strike in Baghdad urged the army’s dispatch to Palestine. The Iraqi
government closed its oil pipeline to Haifa and began full military
prepa rations. The regent, Abd al-Illah, took his ministers of defense,
finance, and foreign affairs to Amman and Cairo for consultations.
Shortly thereafter, on April 27, the army’s Second Motorized Brigade
left for Transjordan on its way to the Palestine border.22
A city wide general strike rocked Beirut on April 16, calling for
an end to the official nonintervention policy. “You have been stingy in
providing the warriors with arms and ammunition,” Al Hay at taunted
the Arab leaders. Other newspapers criticized government officials’
meager contributions to the Palestine fund. One daily remarked,
“Among the young men who shouted ‘Long live Arab Palestine!’ we
did not see a single one get a gun, put on a uniform, and say ‘On to
Palestine!’” To avoid such criticism, and to shield military activities,
the government imposed censorship on April 29, over all news
concerning Palestine.23
After a Jewish offensive captured the port city of Haifa, a Damascus
general strike demanded Syrian intervention. Mardam responded with
a promise to “fight on land, at sea, and in the air until we achieve
victory,” in phrases reminiscent of Winston Churchill’s Battle of
Britain speeches.24
All of this activity apparently convinced Abdallah that his idea
of a preemptive deal with the Zionists was impossible. His April 10
challenge had been accepted by the other states. Through no fault
of the State Department’s, their last-minute effort had also failed.
By April 24, the last day of the Arab League’s Cairo conference, the
invasion of Palestine had been decided. Two days later, Transjordan’s
king acknowledged this to a visiting journalist: “The only way left for
us is war. I will have the pleasure and honor to save Palestine.” 25
The British reacted to all this with cynical blindness; the Americans
evidenced frustration. Only two days after Abdallah’s battle cry,
Bevin told Parliament, “There are no signs that King Abdallah intends
to take any warlike acts.” U.S. Secretary of State Marshall appealed
one last time to Azzam: Washington was sincere in its new trusteeship
proposal. America wanted to help the Middle East with political
and economic aid, he cabled, but such efforts would be useless if the
Palestine crisis escalated to war.26
As for the Jews, these events confirmed them in their earlier decision
not to make an arrangement with Abdallah. The Zionists would oppose
all Arab intervention into Palestine, Shertok wrote, “including and
primarily Transjordan.” Sassoon and other Jewish Agency Arabists
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thought negotiations would only prove viable after the Jews had
proved their mettle on the battlefield. Even then, they preferred an
independent Arab Palestine state to the expansion of Transjordan.27
Yet even then the Arab states had not entirely burned their bridges.
True, trains carrying Egyptian infantry and artillery battalions were
beginning to chug eastward from Cairo and Alexandria and, on April
27, the Egyptian navy began patrols along the south Palestine coast,
but Nuqrashi had not given up hope. When the Arab League met in
Amman on April 30, it was suggested that the mere mobilization of
Arab armies on the border would cause the great powers to intervene,
forcing the Jews to accept Arab peace conditions.
Overweening confidence made this possibility seem irrelevant.
When military commanders warned that the war required five fully
equipped divisions and six air force squadrons under united command,
the Political Committee rejected this as exaggeration. Arab armies
still lacked joint leadership, but unless the invasion was carried out
on schedule, Azzam warned, the Arab League might dissolve into
warring factions. Any government resisting a march on Palestine
might be overthrown by its own people.28
Azzam’s sad reference to “warring factions” acknowledged the
pressure from Transjordan, Iraq, and Syria for quick military action.
But King Abdallah did not neglect necessary political preparations
either. General Glubb and other Arab Legion officers briefed
Palestine Arab mayors and notables on their military plans at special
social gatherings. They enjoyed some real success in winning new
adherents for Transjordan’s annexation program. The king also
raised contributions to help the first outward wave of Palestine
Arab refugees fleeing the fighting. Some of them were put to work
spreading Amman’s propaganda.
“The Zionist fortress will fall after the first attack,” Abdallah told
a journalist, “and the Jews will stretch out the hand of peace to the
Arabs.” Here was the essence of Abdallah’s new dual strategy. With
the inevitable invasion by all the Arab states, he could no longer offer
the Zionists a de facto partition of Palestine between them along the
borders set down by the United Nations. His offer to Meir the previous
November was now obsolete. However, he could once again promise
the Jews fair treatment when his kingdom took over Palestine. After
the Zionists were defeated, they would remember his generosity and
accept his annexation. Their cooperation would strengthen his new
realm and provide legitimacy for its expansion. Coupling this support
with that of favorable Palestine Arabs, Abdallah could displace the
Mufti and solve the Palestine conflict once and for all. Jews and Arabs
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might live side by side in peace under his rule.
Such were the circumstances around Abdallah’s second meeting
with Golda Meir. She was conveyed to him dressed in Arab garb
in the automobile of one of his trusted men. Meir found the king
depressed, preoccupied, and anxious. After all, the need to deal with
a half-dozen other Arab armies on Palestine’s soil scarcely simplified
his plan. Perhaps it would be better to gain some more time. The king
therefore proposed that the Jews postpone declaring independence for
one year, after which Palestine would merge into Transjordan. The
Jews would receive 50 percent of the seats in the United Kingdom’s
legislature, and the other Arab states could not invade. He explained,
“I am no longer alone, but there are five of us now, and I am
committed to the struggle.’’ Meir refused his offer: the Zionists would
take their chances. Ezra Danin of the Jewish Agency, who was also
present, advised the king to tighten his own security—there would be
dangerous days ahead.29
Abdallah’s urgency was understandable. Earlier that day, May
11, the invasion plan was approved by the Arab League’s Political
Committee. Each country’s army was assigned a particular mission.
Transjordan would move through Jenin to Afuleh, Syria should march
into the central Galilee through Safed and toward Nazareth, and Iraq
would advance through Afuleh. The Lebanese army would drive along
the coast through Acre. All four would link up to attack Haifa. The
Egyptians would divert Jewish forces away from Haifa by besieging
Tel Aviv. This was impressive in theory, but the Arab armies lacked
the skillful coordination to implement the plan. The Zionist forces
were able to defeat them one by one.30
Even after all of these decisions were made, Egypt awaited the
last possible moment to commit itself. Only on May 12, did Nuqrashi
ask a secret session of parliament to authorize the invasion. Farouk
refused to abide this delay and ordered in the army himself. Already,
knowledgeable People in Cairo knew that things in Palestine were not
going well. The generals protested that their troops were untrained.
If the Jews defeated the Egyptians, the result might be as disastrous
as any refusal to declare war. Nuqrashi still believed that the United
Nations would intervene before the fighting went very far. Egypt
was not really going into a full-scale conflict, he reassured his
commanders, the decision was really more in the nature of a political
demonstration.31
Martial law was declared at 6 P.M. on May 14. Reservists were
mobilized; censorship of mail, radio, and the press was imposed. Across
the country, prayers in the mosques urged peace at home and Arab
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victory. Farouk received Jewish leaders and promised them protection.
Foreign diplomats were called in and told that the Egyptian army would
cross the border at midnight. Al Ahram predicted an Arab triumph: “The
history of the Egyptian army is one long list of victories.”32
These final days were as frustrating for Glubb as for Nuqrashi.
Transjordan’s Prime Minister Abu al-Huda could not give the legion
more money because there were no reserve funds in the treasury. During
the last few days of the mandate, however, the British army transferred
large amounts of supplies to the legion. Gasoline and ammunition had
also been sent through Suez to fulfill Bevin’s promised support. The
legion attacked Jewish settlements even before May 15, taking Kfar
Etzion twenty-four hours before the mandate’s official end.33
The Arab League’s May 13 meeting was sadly disorganized.
Azzam apparently had little knowledge of Arab and Jewish military
strengths, instead he felt that Arab spirit and enthusiasm would be
sufficient. Formation of a joint command was handled with particular
off-handedness. Glubb turned down the suggestion that he become
overall commander, a gesture he saw as designed to furnish a
prefabricated scapegoat. The Egyptians then pressed the commanderin-chief designation on Abdallah, but never sent him an order of
battle. Cairo’s soldiers even seized ammunition being shipped to
the legion through Egypt. Many young officers must have echoed
Glubb’s complaint: “The politicians, the demagogues, the press and
the mob were in charge — not the soldiers. Warnings went unheeded.
Doubters were denounced as traitors.”34
Yet ready or not, the Arabs must face the deadline. King Abdallah
dramatically announced to the British representative in Amman that
the Arab armies would march into Palestine at midnight May 14.
When asked about the Jewish forces, the king waved his hands and
said, “It does not matter how many there are. We will sweep them into
the sea!” Abdallah seemed both utterly confident and acutely anxious.
He had not slept the night before.35
No one could fail to see that the decisive moment had at last
arrived on that sultry May day. People wildly cheered the legion units
as they drove westward down the dusty roads. Some of the troops
joined them, waving and laughing. Glubb recounted, “The procession
seemed more like a carnival than an army going to war.” But the Arabs
were flushed with pride. An Arab Legion officer spoke in wonder of
that beautiful day “when the whole world held its breath anticipating
the entry of seven Arab armies into Palestine to redeem it from the
Zionists and the West. The Arabs “stood as one man to demand justice
and to please God, conscience and the sense of duty.”36
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Abdallah and his staff stood at the eastern end of the Allenby bridge
across the Jordan river as the clocks edged toward midnight on May
14. At 12:00 a.m. exactly, the king drew his revolver, fired into the air,
and shouted “Forward!” The long line of vehicles moved off, across the
bridge toward Jericho. By dawn, they were in the central Palestine hills:
four bedouin mechanized regiments (many of their soldiers recruited
from Saudi tribes), seven infantry companies, and eight light artillery
pieces, forces totaling forty-five hundred men.37
Three thousand Syrian soldiers crossed into Palestine and occupied
an abandoned Transjordan Frontier Force camp near Semakh on the
Sea of Galilee. A thousand Lebanese troops edged across their border
to the north. Three thousand Iraqi troops already in Transjordan
crossed the river to take up positions near Nablus. Their commander
quickly claimed the capture of a power station despite the fact that its
departing Jewish staff had already turned it over to Transjordanian
authorities. While ten thousand Egyptians prepared to enter Palestine
from the eastern Sinai, Cairo’s air force was bombing Tel Aviv.38
To the Arab peoples and regimes, May 15 must have indeed
seemed a day full of glory and hope. The assembled Arab armies
along with the Mufti’s guerrillas and al-Qawukji’s volunteers would
easily defeat the Zionists. The issue so long debated in speeches
and tedious diplomatic memoranda could be quickly solved at last.
Could anyone have doubts on such a day? “This will be a war of
extermination and a momentous massacre which will be spoken of
like the Mongolian massacres and the crusades,” Azzam told a press
conference. So clear was the preponderance of Arab power that the
enemy might be frightened into submission!
Yet censorship had done its job all too well. The Arabs’ best
chance had already flown. By May 15, the Jews held all of western
Galilee, Haifa, and Safed. The mandate’s termination meant the end
of the British blockade. Military equipment and fresh, if untrained,
reinforcements could now be landed. Fighting with their backs to the
wall, the Jews showed remarkable spirit and ingenuity. Shortcomings
of the Arab armies — particularly the lack of an overall coordinating
command — which had not been resolved in peacetime could not be
finessed in the heat of battle.39
Ben-Gurion, who never doubted the need of the new state of
Israel to secure its independence against the Arab armies, clung to
the hope of eventual conciliation: “We extend the hand of peace and
good-neighborliness to all the states around us and to their peoples,
and we call upon them to cooperate in mutual helpfulness with the
independent Jewish nation in its land.”40
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Since the British mandate over Palestine “has come to an end without
there being a legitimately constituted authority in the country,” the Arab
League replied, chaos and anarchy might ensue. This state of affairs,
“threatening to spread to the neighboring Arab countries,” necessitated
their direct intervention.41
The battle officially begun on that day has still not ended.

13

Abdallah’s Perilous
Peace-Making
1948-51

A

bdallah’s efforts to annex the Arab portion of Palestine and to
reach a bilateral settlement with the Jews continued after the
Arab defeat in the 1948 war. Since this constitutes a continuation of his
activities during the mandate period, the story will be briefly recounted
here.
Nearly every Arab leader who had negotiated with Israel—even as
part of the postwar truce talks—had been murdered, said Israeli Ambas
sador Abba Eban in July 1951. The list included Egypt’s Mahmud alNuqrashi, Syria’s Husni al-Zaim, and Lebanon’s Riyad al-Sulh. Most
important had been the latest addition, King Abdallah himself, struck
down by assassins on July 20, 1951. Eban noted that this record would
obviously discourage other Arab politicians from seeking detente with
the Jewish state.1
Five years later, when U.S. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles
was encouraging secret Egypt-Israel talks, Egyptian President Gamal
Abd al-Nasser cited Abdallah’s fate in refusing to meet Israeli Prime
Minister David Ben-Gurion.2 Thirty years would elapse between Abdal
lah’s near-success and Anwar al-Sadat’s dramatic trip to Jerusalem.
Abdallah’s failure and his subsequent assassination cast a long historical
shadow on the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Another element of continuing interest was the Arab battle
over control of the “West Bank,” the portion of Palestine still held
by the Arab Legion at the end of the 1948 war. Abdallah and his
descendants would rule this land as an integral part of their kingdom
until they were driven from it in the June 1967 Middle East war. Political
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difficulties arising from the West Bank’s annexation provided the
impetus for Abdallah’s negotiations with Israel. Its disposition is once
again a central issue in regional politics.
As early as the 1920s, Abdallah sought to expand his thinly popu
lated, largely desert kingdom of Transjordan by taking over neighboring
Palestine. He could only succeed by winning over a disparate set of
allies. As mandatory power over both Palestine and Transjordan, Lon
don’s support was indispensible. Dependent on British subsidies, Abdal
lah constantly courted Great Britain.
Abdallah also conducted on-and-off negotiations with Zionist lead
ers during the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s. He also tried to build a base of
support among Palestine Arabs through including some of them in his
government and by supporting the Nashashibi faction against the Husayni party in Palestine Arab politics.3
Other Arab states were aware of and hostile to these plans. Saudi
Arabia worried about a resurgence of its old Hashemite enemies, while
Egypt learned to project its own ambitions toward Arab leadership.
Abdallah’s desire to annex Syria and Palestine added the Damascus
regime and the Mufti to his list of enemies. These forces blocked the
1937 Peel Commission proposal to give Transjordan rule over most of
Palestine.4
Abdallah’s second chance came in 1948 when the British, desper
ately seeking some solution to the coming crisis over partition, decided
to approve Transjordan’s takeover of the projected Arab Palestine state.
The meeting between Foreign Minister Bevin and Prime Minister Abu
al-Huda sealed this agreement.5 This plan, of course, was against the
Arab League position. If Abdallah broke ranks, warned Syrian Prime
Minister Mardam, he would be assassinated. Nor would the Jews agree
to the king’s program. The risks for Transjordan in this endeavor were
therefore quite high.6
The course of the war, however, closely followed Abdallah’s earlier
predictions. Only the Arab Legion was able to save much of Arab
Palestine while its military colleagues were badly beaten. Israel not only
survived the war, but expanded its boundaries beyond the lines origi
nally envisioned by the United Nations.
Despite this, the other Arab states were unwilling and perhaps
politically unable to recognize the new situation. Not only did they
continue to oppose Israel, but they also still preferred the Mufti to a
strengthened Transjordan. In September 1948, after years of resisting
the establishment of an Arab Palestine regime, the Arab League trans
formed the Husayni-led Arab Higher Committee into an all-Palestine
government headquartered in the Egyptian-held Gaza Strip.
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Naturally, Abdallah opposed this, and he organized a countermeeting of his own Palestine Arab supporters. In December, a second such
gathering, supported by the legion and Transjordan’s military adminis
tration on the West Bank, called for unity with Transjordan. The legion
forcibly blocked attempts by the Mufti’s supporters to form their own
army hostile to this proposal.
By the end of 1948, then, the king’s army occupied a large portion
of eastern Palestine including Hebron, Nablus, and the old city of
Jerusalem. Hundreds of thousands of Arabs in this territory possessed
skills beyond those of native Transjordanians and promised to add to his
state’s wealth and strength.
At the same time, the territorial and demographic changes repre
sented by these developments posed two major threats to the kingdom.
The hundreds of thousands of Palestinian refugees east of the river,
housed in camps around Amman and other towns, had no particular
loyalty to the king or his state. Successfully integrated they would be a
definite asset; otherwise, they might form a base for opposition move
ments. Would they come to hail Abdallah as their liberator or curse him
as a traitor to their cause?
Israel’s existence also represented both threat and opportunity.
Transjordan’s access to the Mediterranean was now cut off, its trade
subject to the goodwill of Arab neighbors. Some way need be found to
carve out an alternate route through Israel. Moreover, Israel’s demon
strated military might could destroy the Arab Legion, the foundation of
the king’s power, in any renewed conflict. Peace with Israel would not
only preserve this army and enhance Transjordan’s security, but would
also allow Abdallah to pursue his ambitions with regard to Syria.
Abdallah’s reasoning was built on a belief in his own unchallenged
political might. For decades, he had ruled the country without significant
internal interference. He was Transjordan, and the country responded to
his will. The political elite was composed of those he chose to hire, and
they ceased to have influence when he decided to remove them. If a
settlement with Israel was required for his realm’s peace, prosperity, and
access to the outside world, he would make an agreement with Israel. If
is was to be the precondition for avoiding heavy military losses and for
keeping his newly acquired territories, he would pay that price. No one
would be able to stop him.7
Yet this man whose analyses of political relations abroad were so
often profoundly astute seriously miscalculated the most obvious
changes in his own country. The post-1948 atmosphere in the Arab
world, the underground plots presaging the coming wave of military
coups, the fears of his own ministers, and the new demographic weight
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of the Palestinians in his kingdom all combined to upset these estimates.
Israel had its own reasons for wanting permanent peace with
its eastern neighbor. Such an accord might break the ring of Arab
hostility and encourage other Arab states to accept Israel. The
young country faced economic and social problems formidable
enough even without the need to maintain a large army. There too,
however, domestic political considerations limited the negotiators’
options. Right-wing parties would surely make much political capital
out of any major concessions made by Ben-Gurion. The Holocaust
experience and Anglo-American vacillations over Palestine had made
the Jews distrustful toward paper promises. They were determined
to base Israel’s security on military strength and defensible borders.
Ben-Gurion’s determination to obtain the most favorable possible
agreement in this regard tended toward an inflexible bargaining
position. This, in addition to Israeli insensitivity on the effects of
border incidents, helped narrow Abdallah’s margin of maneuver
from the difficult to the impossible.
Ben-Gurion and the Israelis also tended to overestimate British
opposition to the idea of a bilateral Israel-Transjordan agreement. Lon
don’s caution was not motivated by hostility to Israel but by fear that
Amman would become dangerously isolated. On the other hand, the
refusal of England and America to more actively support such a treaty
denied Abdallah encouragement at a key moment in the negotiations.
The Israel-Transjordan talks began at Ben-Gurion’s suggestion in
December 1948. In the first, exploratory stages, the Israeli prime minis
ter cautioned Moshe Dayan, military commander in the Jerusalem area,
and Reuven Shiloah of the Foreign Ministry to make no commitments to
accept Amman’s annexation of the West Bank or to give up any territory
in the Negev. Their mission was to find out what Transjordan wanted as
part of a peace settlement.
Amman’s demand for the return of Ramleh and Lydda to the Arabs
—towns destined for the Arab Palestine state which had been captured
by the Israelis in the war—and Arab access to Jaffa, convinced Dayan
that further meetings were a waste of time. Ben-Gurion disagreed:
“We must probe every possibility of achieving peace. We need it
probably more than the Jordanians.” King Abdallah was also eager for
a settlement which would, he said, “relieve me forever of the Palestine
headache.”8
After Egypt reached a military armistice with Israel on February
24, 1949, public talks between Israel and Transjordan began to
discuss a purely interim truce. Israel’s occupation of the southern
Negev demonstrated their military superiority and ability to punish
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Transjordan unless the military fronts were stabilized. Consequently,
the status-of-forces accord was signed in early April. In contrast,
despite the king’s persiste nt optimism, the secret talks dragged on
with little progress.
With good reason, Abdallah said that he was more worried about the
other Arab states than about any Israeli threat. British intelligence and
the Central Intelligence Agency independently discovered an assassina
tion plot against Abdallah in January. The plotters included the Mufti,
Syrian President al-Quwatli, and the Muslim Brotherhood. The
trigger-men, two veteran Palestinian guerrilla leaders, first intended
to shoot the king in a mosque, but eventually chose to mine a road
he was expected to use. This information allowed Transjordanian
police to arrest them in time. Others on their death list included
Ahmad Khalil, military governor of Ramallah, and other Palestinian
supporters of the king.9
The foiled assassination attempt did not discourage Abdallah’s
plan to annex the West Bank. The king’s visit to London in
September secured Bevin’s approval while a successful tour of the
area convinced Abdallah that the local population was amenable.
January 1, 1950, was set as the date for permanently joining the West
Bank to Transjordan. Since the kingdom would now extend along
both shores of the river, it would be renamed Jordan.10
Abdallah quickly accepted a November 11 Israeli proposal for direct
negotiations toward a permanent settlement. This would protect
his flank during the difficult transition period. The king exuded
confidence: all his goals would be fulfilled at the same time. Even the
other Arab countries would be forced to accept his initiatives. “They
wanted us to take the lead in war,” Abdallah remarked, “and now
wish us to be the first to make peace.” He was contemptuous of the
“stalling and obstruct ive attitude” of these states and the snail’s pace
of the UN Palestine Conciliation Commission. He might even visit
America to convince Jewish leaders there of his moderate attitude.11
The Israelis were equally elated. Dayan and Ben-Gurion knew
that Abdallah’s relations with the rest of the Arab League could not be
worse and that their demands for the internationalization of Jerusalem
threatened Jordanian as well as Israeli interests. In exchange for some
territorial concessions, a Haifa free-trade zone, and duty-free transit
for Jordanian goods, Israel might finally make peace with one of its
neighbors.12
Roadblocks at the December meetings, however, threatened to
upset these high hopes. Two of them were quickly solved. When
Jordan demanded the southern Negev in order to have a land
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passage to Egypt, Israel declared it would rather end the talks than
cede Eilat. When Israel expressed concern over the possibility of
British military bases on the West Bank, London agreed to forego
this option.
The more serious conflict was over Jordan’s corridor to the Mediter
ranean. Shiloah offered a road from Hebron to the coast. The Jordanian
negotiator, al-Rifai, termed this suggestion worthless. Substantial
amounts of territory must be turned over to justify a peace settlement.
Shiloah’s colleague Sassoon replied that such major concessions could
only take place in a comprehensive Arab-Israel peace treaty. Israel had
its domestic politics too and could not yield a wider corridor. Shiloah
asked why more land was needed if Jordan simply required a trade
corridor to the sea? Differences over the projected corridor’s width
continued for some weeks: Israel proffered 200-300 meters; Jordan
wanted 8-10 kilometers.13
These differences could not be insuperable. UN negotiator Ralph
Bunche predicted in February 1950, “I cannot believe that with a little
goodwill and some useful third party assistance at the right time at least
Jordan and Israel and possibly Egypt too could be boosted over the
hump.” This was more likely to happen in direct, on-the-spot talks than
through foreign intermediaries. But these foreign well-wishers could
help. Shiloah, MacDonald, and David Fritzlan, U.S. charge d’affaires
in Amman, all recommended that some American involvement would
be useful in encouraging both sides to make a breakthrough. Fritzlan
warned that at some critical point this might make the difference be
tween success and failure, helping the king overcome the objections of
his own cabinet.14
While Fritzlan’s view would soon prove accurate, the February 17
meeting marked a major step forward. The king suggested a five-year
renewable nonaggression pact as an interim step toward final settlement.
Jordan would gain guaranteed transit rights across Israel and a freeport zone in Haifa. Committees would explore more difficult issues
including trade, protection of the holy places, and the disposition of
Arab refugees’ land in Israel. Certain Arab quarters would be returned
in Jerusalem and compensation paid for confiscated property. Israelis
would be provided guaranteed access to Mount Scopus and the Western
Wall.
A week later, Israeli negotiators accepted these terms. The pleased
king pledged he would not go back on his word: if his current govern
ment would not approve the agreement he would get a new government
which would do so. After three hours of conversation and a pleasant
social dinner, both sides initialed the pact. “It is not yet in the bag,
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reported an ecstatic Shiloah, “but we are optimistic.” Abdallah made a
radio broadcast promising greater democracy in Jordan as soon as the
negotiations with Israel were successfully concluded.15
At this point, everything began to go wrong. Pressure against any
such agreement increased from the other Arab states and within Jordan
itself. Britain did not want to endanger its relations with the rest of the
Arab world by appearing to sponsor a bilateral settlement. The United
States hesitated for the same reason as well as a distrust of Abdallah’s
future ambitions toward Syria and elsewhere. Most fundamentally, Ab
dallah began to sense that an open accord with Israel might make it
harder rather than easier to annex the West Bank.
The first cause for alarm was provided by attacks on the king from
Abdallah al-Tall, an exiled Jordanian officer in Cairo. Al-Tall, a native
Transjordanian, had joined the Arab Legion during World War II. He
became a battalion leader during the 1948 war and so impressed the
king that Abdallah personally promoted him to lieutenant-colonel,
military governor of east Jerusalem, and the city’s civilian governor
within one year. Despite this royal patronage, al-Tall, who had watched
Syrian colonels overthrow their own regime in the aftermath of the
war, began to explore coup possibilities.
During 1949, al-Tall visited opposition leaders including Sulayman
al-Nabulsi, as well as Egyptian officials and Syrian dictator Colonel
Husni al-Zaim. Abdallah’s enemies began to pay him subsidies. After
failing to convince General Glubb to make him a brigadier general, alTall resigned his position and went to Egypt in October 1949.18
He took with him documents about the early stages of the secret
Israel-Jordan talks in which he had participated. Al-Tall held a series of
press conferences in January 1950, and began to publish materials at
tacking the king in March. These actions led to further denunciations of
Abdallah in the Arab press. Al Misri called for annulment of the AngloJordanian treaty and the king’s abdication. Others advocated expelling
Amman from the Arab League.17
More immediate threats were posed by Syria and Saudi Arabia,
which promised to seal their borders with Jordan if it signed any agree
ment with Israel. In that event, said Saudi diplomat Yusuf Yasin, Jordan
would be considered an enemy. Another retaliatory act was the invita
tion of the Mufti’s shadow All-Palestine Government to the March 1950
Arab League meeting, which became an anti-Abdallah rally. The league
confirmed its 1948 resolutions pledging that Arab states would not seize
destine for themselves. If Jordan ignored this, diplomatic and economic
sanctions could be directed against it.18
At the same time, an escape hatch was offered to Jordan by Iraqi
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Prime Minister Tawfiq al-Suwaydi. Annexation might be accepted if
Abdallah would abandon negotiations with Israel. This option undoubt
edly hardened opposition for a peace pact among Jordanian politicians.
Jordan’s cabinet had already decided to oppose the king’s plan during an
extraordinary all-day session March 2. When they failed to convince
the king, Abd al-Huda and the other ministers resigned. So strong
was their feeling on this issue that al-Rifai failed to form a new
government.19
This turn of events worried Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Sharett.
The crisis in Amman was “more than a local test of strength” between
king and opposition, he explained: “Now Amman is the crossroads of
the Middle East. Decisions there will affect the whole course of history
for the next few years.” The king needed Anglo-American encourage
ment to counter existing pressures and economic support in case of an
Arab League boycott. America might pledge to supply sugar and other
items Jordan imported from Egypt if necessary. Ambassador MacDonald agreed and appealed to President Truman for such an offer.20
The State Department agreed in the abstract that a chance to im
prove the unstable status quo was worth some risk, but American
diplomats and the Saudi government warned that deeper involvement
might endanger Washington’s other regional interests. To side with
Jordan and Israel would be to stand against the rest of the Arab League.
Secretary of State Dean Acheson refused any new commitment.21
The king had earlier decided to postpone annexation until new
parliamentary elections were held. These resulted in a victory for
Abdallah’s men. The resolution annexing the West Bank was therefore
passed, over the opposition of some Palestinian deputies, on April
24. Britain quickly recognized this step, providing Abdallah with
an additional lift, and at the same time opened diplomatic relations
with Israel. A cheerful and optimistic king affirmed loyalty to his
preliminary pact with Israel and promised to successfully conclude
the secret talks.22
Arab states were at a loss as to how to deal with this fait accompli
of annexation until Iraq suggested a face-saving solution: the Arab
League approved Jordan’s holding the West Bank in trust pending final
settlement of the Palestine question. Abdallah hailed this as a personal
victory over the Egyptian and Saudi “snakes and scorpions.” After
thirty years of competition, Abdallah ruled most of the remaining Arab
Palestine. The Mufti’s forces were politically dead, but they might still
gain revenge — they began to form terrorist groups in Jordan, and
they received foreign Arab support. The king was their prime target.23
Like its predecessors, Abdallah’s new cabinet of Prime Minister
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Said Mufti opposed any resumption of negotiations with Israel. Why
take further risks when the West Bank was now safely in hand?
The politicians tried desperately to prevent any more talks. When
the British refused to help him, Prime Minister Mufti tried outright
sabotage. Sent by Abdallah on an information-gathering trip in the
West Bank, the prime minister and foreign minister incited local
leaders against Abdallah’s plan. They circulated petitions against any
bilateral agreement, and these were signed by some of the king’s most
faithful past supporters. Abdallah was furious.24
Yet what action could he take? He could find no politicians who
would dare implement any pact with Israel. Annexation had worked
against him by strengthening the forces of opposition. An attempt to
continue serious negotiations might provoke a major domestic crisis.
His own cabinet “sang Egypt’s tunes,” Abdallah complained to Walter
Eytan of the Israeli Foreign Office on October 1. They were even
systematically withholding information from the king. Power was
slipping from his hands.25
Problems were accentuated by a series of border clashes which
erupted at the end of 1950, including an Israeli raid on a village near
Bethlehem and disputes over key roads. The king blamed Israel’s
ac
t ions and his own ministers’ provocations for this new set of
difficulties. It was too late for any diplomatic way to peace.26
On February 13, 1951, Shiloah met Abdallah for the last time.
The king seemed a lonely, weary old man increasingly aware of his
declining power; even long-faithful al-Rifai was only playing for
time, keeping up the appearance of complying with the king’s desires.
Shiloah himself was tense and tired in the fading of his hopes. He
could only hand Abdallah a list of Jews killed by terrorist attacks
originating from Jordan, suggesting measures to better maintain the
armistice. Shiloah’s border-crossing back into Israel came closer to
disaster than any of his previous secret journeys, as if to symbolize the
clanging down of barriers between the two countries.27
Thus came to an end the attempt to make a permanent peace bet ween
Israel and Jordan. Four months later, the murder of the king himself
would definitively end the first period of Arab state intervention into
the Palestine conflict.
The assassination conspiracy’s background remains murky even
today, but there is strong circumstantial evidence connecting the plot
to the Mufti. The central figure, Musa Abdallah al-Husayni, was a
cousin of the Mufti and an aide who had accompanied him to Germany
during the war. Musa later became an adviser to Jordan at the May 1949
UN Palestine Conciliation Commission conference. After failing to
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win election to parliament, he dropped out of politics to start a tourist
agency. Abdallah had given him a house in Jerusalem as a reward for
having joined his side.
According to the best available information, Musa had contacted alTall in April 1950, to begin planning Abdallah’s removal. Al-Tall has,
however, always denied involvement, attributing the plot exclusively to
the Palestinians. King Husayn, Abdallah’s grandson, later accepted this
view. The conspirators apparently hoped that Prince Tallal, Abdallah’s
son and heir apparent, would adopt a drastically different policy.28
A timely coincidence almost saved Abdallah’s life. On July 16, 1951,
Riyad al-Sulh, former prime minister of Lebanon, was killed by ter
rorists during a visit to Jordan. The assassination was in revenge for
his ordering the execution of Syrian Social National Party leader Anton
Saadeh some years earlier. This ambush against Abdallah’s own car had
nothing to do with Jordanian politics, but it intensified the atmosphere
of tension in Amman.
British Ambassador Sir Alec Kirkbride begged the king to abandon
his custom of praying every Friday in Jerusalem’s Al-Aqsa mosque,
since that city —a center of Palestinian nationalism —was particularly
hostile to the king. The American Minister Gerald Drew also urged
caution, since al-Sulh’s assassins were still at large. Again, the king
brushed aside the warnings with a fatalistic shrug. He would not be
intimidated.29
After leaving Drew, Abdallah and his grandson Husayn visited
Amman’s airfield for a graduation ceremony of Arab Legion pilots.
From there they flew to Jerusalem where the mayor of Nablus begged
the king to pray in his city instead of at the Al-Aqsa mosque. Again,
Abdallah refused.
At noon the following day, July 20, the king arrived at the mosque.
“Don’t imprison me,” he told the commander of his guard as he walked
up the steps. The crowd was allowed to move closer. Suddenly, Mustafa
Shuqri Asha, a nineteen-year-old veteran of the Mufti’s shock troops,
fired point blank, instantly killing the king. As Husayn bent over his
dying grandfather, the guards gunned down Asha.
Soldiers in full battle dress quickly filled Jerusalem streets, sealing
off the city. Loyal Bedouin troops roughed up Palestinians, who they
blamed for their beloved king’s death. The French consul in Jerusalem
concurred, “There are 600,000 Palestinian Arabs who are delighted
with the death of Abdallah.” so did Ahmad Khalil, now governor of
Arab Jerusalem: “It is not possible that a young man without backing
would kill the king. ... Unless we discover who are the persons behind
the murder, Jordan is through.”30
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This most dire prediction was not fulfilled. Talal succeeded to the
throne though his chronic mental problems shortened his reign. He was
not the militant Arab nationalist nor the anti-British leader that some
foreign Arabs had hoped for, but his government quickly declared
that there would be no further talks with Israel. He rode out Iraqi and
Egyptian eagerness to make the West Bank an Arab League mandate.
The Mufti himself gained nothing. He succeeded in raising funds in
Pakistan, but he could find little support among the Arab states. Already
he, like Abdallah, was a figure of the past.31
Ben-Gurion sent private condolences but refrained from a public
statement on the king’s murder lest it be used by Abdallah’s enemies.
Dayan and Ben-Gurion blamed British indifference for the failure of
negotiations. Nevertheless, they added, London and Washington might
still keep Jordan out of the hands of hard-liners. Some day the talks
could be renewed.32
Changing objective circumstances had more to do with the failure of
negotiations than did American and British passivity. Still, both could
have done more to encourage a settlement. John Foster Dulles would
expend far more political capital three years later on far thinner oppor
tunities for peace. Most important, however, was the internal Jordanian
situation. The abandonment of bilateral solutions became the price for
the West Bank’s successful annexation. The resulting situation, with
Palestinians outnumbering Transjordanians two-to-one, changed the
country’s political face. The king had failed to adjust.
Pointing out these objective difficulties does not mean that options
did not exist. A bit more effort might have pushed negotiations to a
successful conclusion. Such an analysis also applies to the much broader
history of the Arab-Jewish conflict over Palestine. Hindsight often
makes the final result seem inevitable. Yet there are often moments when
alternatives appear—brief, perhaps, but holding immense promise. This
is the tide which when taken at its peak leads on to fortune; when missed
leads on to shallows and to miseries.

14

Egypt’s Revolution, Israel,
and America:
1950-56

A

merica’s entanglement with Gamal Abdul Nasser’s revolutionary
regime is one of the most interesting—and hitherto mysteriouschapters in the history of U.S. Middle East policy. During the early years
of his rule, many American observers thought the charismatic colonel
a potential ally. Yet by the end of the 1950s he was the key force behind
political upheaval and anti-American feeling in the Arab world.
Events belied American expectations. Hopes for Egyptian support
in an anti-Soviet collective security network were dashed when Cairo
became Moscow’s ally and tried to destroy the region’s remaining proWestern regimes. Washington hoped that Egypt would become the first
Arab state to make peace with Israel, instead it played a central role in
intensifying the Arab-Israeli conflict. Nasser’s leading position among
the Arabs was fulfilled at the expense of, rather than in conjunction with,
Western objectives.
Could the outcome have been a different one? Why did the seem
ingly promising relations between Washington and Nasser’s Free Offi
cers group break down? Was this due to internal Egyptian conditions or to
domestic American pressures? Was it caused by some ideological inflex
ibility on the part of Nasser or of U.S. Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles? Did an unbridgeable Arab-Israeli conflict make the break inevi
table? And what role was played in all this by secret State Department
and covert CIA operations?
The answers to these questions reveal much about U.S. foreign
policy-making, the role of ideology in the two countries, AngloAmerican political relationships in that era, and the nature of U.S. and
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Egyptian national interests. They also add a new dimension to an under
standing of Dulles’ foreign policy and to the development of Middle East
history in that dramatic time.
“It’s hard to put ourselves back into this period,” recalled Raymond
Hare, a State Department official who became U.S. Ambassador to
Egypt in 1956. “There was really a definite fear of hostilities, of an
active Russian occupation of the Middle East physically, and you
could practically hear the Russian boots clumping down over hot
desert sands.”1
Given this perceived threat and the growing importance of Middle
East oil for the Western world, the United States was interested in
strengthening and stabilizing Arab countries. Washington still recog
nized British and French political predominance in the region but,
particularly during the Truman administration, also appreciated the
justice and future importance of indigenous nationalism.2
American policy-makers did not see these two concerns—Western
defense requirements and local demands for independence and de
velopment — as being innately contradictory; on the contrary,
the maintenance of peace and the fulfillment of Western interests
required their reconciliation. In this context, Washington also sought
a settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Since many Arabs blamed
Israel’s creation on the West, continuing tensions on this issue was
deemed one factor undermining U.S.-Arab relations.3
Washington was well aware that many Arab regimes were quite
shaky. In Egypt, a dissolute king, quarreling politicians, extreme pov
erty alongside a complacent elite, popular dissatisfaction, and the
growth of extremist leftist and Islamic groups, combined to create
a volatile situation. “Talk of coup d’etat is in the air,” wrote U.S.
Ambassador Jefferson Caffery in November 1950.4
The West’s prime security interest in Egypt was the preservation
of the sprawling British base near the Suez Canal for use in time of
crisis or war. Secretary of State Dean Acheson urged Anglo-Egyptian
cooperation rather than confrontation in determining the base’s future.
The Pentagon supported London’s September 1951 proposal for a joint
Middle East command, including Egyptian officers, under a British
supreme commander. But Egypt, stung by past British interference
in its internal affairs, preferred the departure of British troops and
the transfer of the base to its own control. When Cairo abrogated the
1936 Anglo-Egyptian treaty in October 1951, Washington supported
Britain but urged that country toward a compromise solution.5
Acheson was appalled at Prime Minister Winston Churchill’s
thought that a “splutter of musketry” would resolve the issue. On the
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contrary, British military actions against Cairo-supported guerrillas
led to massive riots and to the burning of Cairo in January 1952.
Washington refused Churchill’s request to send ships and Marines to
help squelch the unrest. Acheson replied that it would be impossible
to maintain the base against Egyptians’ wishes.6
During the first half of 1952, Washington also worked for a com
promise in the Anglo-Egyptian dispute over the Sudan’s future. The
State Department also agreed to a confidential Egyptian request to
equip and train three special police divisions organized to maintain
order.7
To solve the impasse over the base, the United States suggested
a Middle East Defense Organization (MEDO), designed to remove
Britain as an imperial power and to transform the Suez base into
a cooperative effort. The fall-back position for containment of the
USSR was a Northern Tier pact, to be based on the non-Arab states
along the Soviets’ southern border. Continuance of the existing
Anglo-Egyptian stalemate, warned Assistant Secretary of State for
Near East Affairs Henry Byroade in July 1952, “would lead to riots
and disorders which the Egyptian authorities might not be able to
control.” American influence, he urged, must be used to produce a
compromise.8
Just forty-eight hours after this analysis was completed, Nasser’s
Free Officers group overthrew the Egyptian monarchy in an almost
bloodless coup. The course of Egypt’s history was sharply altered.
There has been much speculation over the role of the United States—
and more particularly that of the CIA—in this event.9
Kermit Roosevelt, CIA’s director of covert operations in the
region, visited Cairo shortly after the January riots to assess the
country’s future; he met a variety of political figures, though not
Farouk himself. Washington hoped in vain that some strong prime
minister, perhaps Naguib Hillali, could face down the king. But in
late March, Roosevelt, then in Baghdad, received a cable from an
Egyptian friend requesting a meeting in Cyprus. There, Roosevelt
was told of the planned revolution and of Nasser’s leadership, but he
refused to come to Egypt to meet the plotters.10
The U.S. embassy also had some, though more diffuse, hints of
what was to come. Although there was speculation about the intentions
of the Free Officers, it was generally considered a purely reformist
group concerned only with military affairs. Major Ali Sabry, an
Egyptian air force officer who was friendly with an American military
attaché, Lt. Col. David Evans, reported in mid-July that an ultimatum
would soon be presented to the king.11
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On the night of July 22, Evans’ suspicions were raised by the
deserted streets in downtown Cairo. He unsuccessfully sought to con
tact his acquaintances among the Egyptian officers by telephone. Fi
nally, he reached Sabry’s wife. Her husband, she said, had dramatically
strapped on his .45 pistol, kissed her, and left, explaining that he
might never return.
At 3:30 a.m., Sabr y himsel f knocked on Evans’ door . He car r ied a
message from the revolutionary council which now ruled Cairo: The
new rulers declared themselves pro-Western, seeking a more responsi
ble government and a higher standard of living for their country
men. Sabry asked Evans to contact the British and to ask them not to
intervene.12
A few hours later, Farouk personally called the American and British
embassies and asked them to send ships to his aid. Both refused. The
revolution had triumphed.13
In his first evaluation of the new regime, Ambassador Caffery con
sidered the Free Officers to be an amorphous group without any pro
gram, “bound together by common disgust with their superiors.” Their
figurehead chief, the popular General Muhammad Naguib was not “a
particularly strong or intelligent leader.”14
Nevertheless, the officers seemed friendly to the United States and
expressed a desire to take part in the Middle East’s defense. Britain
quickly offered military aid in exchange for settling the base issue.
Caffery was generally optimistic: the United States should not rush
Egypt toward an acceptance of MEDO, he suggested, but it should help
Cairo build an effective and inexpensive military force for protecting
the country.15
As predicted, the new Egyptian government began to court the
United States. Naguib promised that American arms would not be
used against Israel and voiced willingness to compromise on the
Sudan. Two Free Officers’ emissaries told Caffery in mid-August,
“Egypt is a weak nation and needs a strong friend. We would like
the United States for a friend.” Their proposed agricultural and
social reforms, they suggested, were the best means for combating
communist subversion, a view shared by the Truman administration.16
Caffery praised the revolutionary regime’s performance as clearly
good from the standpoint of U.S. interests. Eager as the new rulers
were to attack corruption and social injustice, Caffery noted, they
lacked experience, organization, and a popular base of support, but
Naguib wanted to turn first to the United States for help in overcoming
these difficulties.17
The Israelis were also hopeful. Their secret approach through Paris
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brought a response from Cairo that the Free Officers would focus on
internal affairs and had no aggressive designs against Israel. Prime
Minister David Ben-Gurion made a conciliatory speech and privately
offered technical aid.18
Encouraged by these developments and by the officers’ reform
program, Acheson persuaded President Truman to make a favorable
statement on the Naguib regime. Despite British reservations, such a
declaration, hinting at future American aid, was made on September 3,
and was well received in Cairo.19
The American position in the midst of a dispute between two
friends, Britain and Egypt, allowed Washington to work as a mediator,
but it posed the danger that both might be antagonized against the United
States. The first step, U.S. policy-makers decided, was to build a bilat
eral relationship with Cairo. Only then could they seek to solve the Suez
base problem and advance toward establishing MEDO. American aid
and support for Naguib and the Free Officers was considered the best
approach toward these ends.20
As expected, Naguib requested American military supplies and
financial assistance, offering in exchange secret commitments to join
MEDO. If tank parts, armored cars, ammunition, radio sets, and other
equipment was provided, Cairo would give guarantees that they would
not be used against Britain or Israel. Caffery and Acheson agreed on
the importance of quick American assistance, but they wanted more
definite Egyptian pledges and public gestures.21
For their part, Egyptian representatives said they must be cautious
in the face of extremist—particularly Muslim Brotherhood—pressure;
they were nevertheless willing to enter a defense pact if Britain
evacuated the Suez base. Caffery raised the obvious question with
Acheson: Which would come first: British evacuation or Egyptian
acceptance of MEDO? Military aid or evidence of nonaggressive
intent ions toward Israel?
Equally serious was the Free Officers’ ignorance of American
aid procedures and Naguib’s limited power within the junta. Nasser
was more skeptical about an American alliance. He needed arms to
ensure the military’s loyalty, he said, but was not prepared to alienate
supporters by making concessions without firmer prospects of aid.
Washington’s dispatch of some equipment originally promised to the
royal government was not enough to quell Cairo’s increasing signs of
impatience.22
The Truman administration’s lame duck status further delayed mat
ters. In November 1952, Deputy Secretary of Defense William Foster
visited Egypt and unilaterally invited an Egyptian mission to discuss
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arms aid. Nasser quickly sent Sabry to Washington. Unfortunately,
the U.S. government would make no decision until the newly elected
Eisenhower White House organized itself. Sabry returned to Cairo in
January, empty handed and personally embittered. This failure “hurt
us a great deal,” wrote Free Officer leader Anwar al-Sadat years later,
and increased doubts about the sincerity of American promises.23
Caffery saw the danger. Naguib, “more cautious and pro-Western”
than the younger officers, was slipping, he cabled, and any delay in
furnishing aid might destroy his remaining influence. Naguib himself
complained he was being “suffocated by the smell of roses” from
America while he preferred the whiff of its gunpowder. By January
1953, Anglo-Egyptian talks over Sudan and Suez were not going well.
Egypt refused any prior commitment to participate in Middle East
defense; London warned Washington that U.S. aid for Egypt might
jeopardize Anglo-American links.24
The new secretary of state, John Foster Dulles, decided to take his
time in reviewing the aid issue, despite CIA and State Department
requests for speed. The achievement of a solution on Sudan, a U.S.
loan for wheat purchases, and steps to declare Egypt eligible for U.S.
military training programs would have to suffice for a while.
Nasser’s frustration led him to his first outspoken public attack on
the United States on March 1. America was losing its prestige as a
champion of liberty and self-determination, he declared, through its
support for “imperialistic powers.” Any opposition to rapid evacuation
by the British troops would convince Egypt to side with the Soviet camp
“as an act of revenge for the humiliation which we suffered over seventy
years.” The Muslim Brotherhood and left-oriented nationalists took
similar positions.25
Muhammad Hussanayn Heikal, Nasser’s trusted advisor, explained
that the Arabs wanted a defense against America’s friends as well as
against its enemies. “You will never be able to get the oil of the Middle
East if its people revolt against you, and you will not be able to defend
the Middle East if its people do not side with you.... Either you win us
forever, or you lose us forever.” 26
One way of winning friendship, suggested World Bank President
Eugene Black, was American aid for building the Aswan Dam. Byroade
agreed. For Egypt to serve as Washington’s wedge in reconstructing
its position in the Arab world, he wrote, the Aswan project could
provide “the greatest political and psychological, as well as economic
effect.” 27
Dulles decided to see for himself by traveling to the Middle
East. British positions were deteriorating, State Department briefing
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papers told him, and London’s “colonial and imperialistic policies are
millstones around our neck.” America must convince Middle Eastern
ers that it sympathized with their aspirations and must press Britain
and France toward orderly change. Naguib believed, Dulles was in
formed, that once the Suez base issue was solved he could move toward
agreement with Israel, as long as Egypt gained a corridor through the
Negev to Jordan.28
Obviously, Dulles accepted these premises. On meeting Nasser,
he stressed the importance of an Arab-Israel settlement, while the
Egyptian leader explained his view that British domination was the
main obstacle.
Naguib did tell Dulles, “After the British get out, I am pretty sure I
can reach an agreement” with Israel. For his part, Dulles said he would
like to help Egypt take the leading role in the Arab world through
American assistance.29
When Dulles returned home he abandoned the MEDO plan and
adopted the Northern Tier option, a pact aimed at blocking any Soviet
advance through the bordering non-Arab states. Dulles also increased
efforts to win British concessions on the Suez base and promised U.S.
aid to Egypt as soon as a treaty was signed to resolve that matter.30
While Anglo-Egyptian negotiations dragged, covert Egypt-Israel
contacts moved even more slowly. Nasser’s speeches on the subject
became sharper, but Foreign Minister Muhammad Fawzi, speaking
to UN official Ralph Bunche, suggested that “Egypt can accept one
partit ion but not two,” explaining why Cairo wanted a Negev corridor
to link it with the eastern Arab states. These feelers were abandoned
when they leaked into the press, yet Bunche and the State Department
agreed that an Arab-Israeli settlement might be within reach.31
By the end of 1953, however, Egypt had gone fourteen months
without any significant American aid. “America will not please us to
infuriate Britain,” Nasser complained in a November speech, privately
adding that Egypt might adopt “positive neutralism” in the East-West
conflict. Another secret request from Naguib seeking badly needed
economic assistance, met with little response from Washington.32
Better contacts were maintained through back channels. Kermit
Roosevelt first met Nasser in January 1953, and from that time on CIA
officers kept in close contact with him. At one point, the CIA passed
$3 million to Nasser, a grant he saw as a bribe attempt. The money
was used to build a tower in Cairo, as a sign of Nasser’s contempt for
the bid. According to one participant, Miles Copeland, the CIA gave
the Free Officers a great deal of organizational, logistical, and even
ideological advice through 1953 and 1954. Several first-hand sources
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play down the extent and importance of these covert operations. Still,
the effect of this special relationship was to feed American hopes that
a de facto alliance was within reach.33
Yet with Anglo-Egyptian negotiations dragging on into 1954, this
covert relationship could lead nowhere. Ostensibly, only minor issues
separated the two sides, but intransigence was prompted by Egyptian
domestic pressures against concessions and by British confidence that
Cairo would soon yield. Nasser increasingly complained that America
had joined with Britain to squeeze him, a view reinforced by Washing
ton’s sloth in meeting even his requests for economic aid.34 “It is all
very well to speak of extending aid in conjunction with the Suez Base
agreement,” explained Egyptian Ambassador Ahmad Husayn, “but
are we to delay all our plans indefinitely because the British are not
prepared to make an agreement at this time?”35
While Britain’s friendship was a higher priority for American
foreign policy than was Egypt’s favor, the United States did not want
to see Nasser weakened, even after he displaced Naguib from power.
“Nasser is the only man in Egypt with strength enough and guts enough
to put over an agreement with Britain,” wrote Ambassador Caffery
on March 31. He was quite right. Despite continued opposition from
the Muslim Brotherhood, Nasser finally cleared the last barriers to an
agreement. On July 27, the Anglo-Egypt treaty was finally initialed.
The moment seemed ripe for the long-awaited and long-promised
American aid prog ram to begin.36
Once again, Egyptian hopes of American assistance soared. In an
August 1954 interview with an American magazine, Nasser gave a
very shrewd assessment of U.S. foreign policy and suggested a basis for
U.S.-Egypt cooperation. Like Naguib, Nasser argued that alignment
with the West must proceed slowly. He favored an independent
Arab bloc which would receive Western arms alongside a separate
Northern Tier pact without any Arab members. In a bow to American
sensibilities, he promised not to recognize the Peking regime in the
near future and to consult Washington before taking any such step.
Past imperialism had made the Arabs suspicious of the West, Nasser
explained, and defense must be mainly implemented by the area’s own
people. Too close an alliance would give the communists the chance
to take an ultranationalist line and to overthrow existing governments.
Foreign bases symbolized occupation, foreign occupation caused
hatred, and hatred meant noncooperation. This is why he could not
accept an American military training mission in Egypt, Nasser added,
though he was willing to send officers abroad for instruction.
America’s handling of the Cold War, Nasser concluded, helped
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the USSR penetrate countries which only accepted its aid to win
independence; Western flexibility could avoid this problem. He
cautioned against confusing Arab and African nationalist movements
with communism. He complained that Americans saw freedom from
foreign domination as “the inalienable right of every man, yet balk
at supporting these nations for fear of annoying some colonial Power
that has refused to move with the times.” This view was similar to that
of liberal State Department analysts.37
Even Caffery thought Nasser’s policy “well balanced and reason
able.” So close was their relationship that Nasser told him, in strictest
confidence, of his plan to liquidate the Muslim Brotherhood in the
near future. A week later, after an attempt on Nasser’s life, that
group’s leaders were arrested and its organization was destroyed.38
With the treaty signed and Nasser’s control secured, Washington
began to move toward fulfillment of its aid promises. In early August,
$20 million in economic assistance and an equal amount for military
help was set aside. President Eisenhower, Allen Dulles, and Henry
Byroade all called for quick action. Although it would be hard to give
arms to the Arabs and not to Israel, agreed the secretary of state, he
was willing to try.39
Yet nothing happened despite all this determination. The reason
was that Secretary of State Dulles decided that aid used as leverage
to gain an Anglo-Egyptian treaty might continue to be dangled as
inducement for an Egypt-Israel settlement. This idea had been
planted in his mind by a number of State Department reports over
the previous year as well as by his belief that removing this source
of friction would eliminate an opportunity for Soviet meddling and
would simplify the matter of regional defense.
There was another incentive for solving this problem: the AngloEgyptian treaty removed the buffer of British troops along the Suez
Canal and this, along with the prospect of Western aid for Egypt,
heightened the possibility of an Arab-Israeli confrontation in the
Sinai peninsula. Byroade suggested to the worried Israelis that
a settlement might be worked out involving an Egyptian denial of
aggressive intentions and a detailed Western guarantee for Israel’s
borders. If Nasser did not act soon on Israel, replied Israeli Minister
Reuven Shiloah, during the “honeymoon period,” he would certainly
not do so in the future.40
Byroade’s suggestions were soon incorporated in U.S. policy. A
few days later, on August 3, Dulles warned that Israel’s insecurity
might lead it to a more militant policy. “We have considered Egypt
afforded (the) best prospects (of) moving on Arab-Israeli issues not
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towards formal peace at this time but towards practical arrangements
to improve relations,” he wrote Caffery, recalling Egyptian hints of
such aims. Great expectations had been aroused in Washington.41
Thus two weeks after the Anglo-Egyptian treaty, Dulles and British
Foreign Minister Anthony Eden agreed to work toward a relaxation
of Arab-Israeli tensions. Eden appointed Evelyn Shuckburgh, his
Middle East affairs director, and Dulles asked Frances H. Russell,
a foreign service officer, to head the State Department’s equivalent
“Alpha group.42
This ambitious goal was not the only thing holding up U.S.
military aid to Egypt. The Mutual Security Act of 1954, under which
aid was administered, required recipient countries to accept a U.S.
military mission (MAAG). Nasser refused because of potential
domestic opposition and as an affirmation of Egyptian sovereignty.
He “wanted military assistance without any conditions,” Caffery later
complained, but Caffery himself had agreed to an Egyptian proposal
at the end of August 1954 to increase economic aid to free Cairo’s
funds for military purchases.43
Nevertheless, direct efforts to reach some compromise failed.
Two American colonels, dispatched to convince Nasser to accept the
MAAG, could not move him. At about the same time, Caffery retired
and was replaced by Byroade, a former general and a State Department
holdover from the Truman administration. Dulles hoped that Byroade
would get along well with the Egyptian leader, since they were about
the same age and were both military men. Cairo’s refusal to accept
the MAAG and his own continued hope of solving the Arab-Israeli
conflict, however, produced Dulles’ decision on December 31, 1954,
against selling arms to Egypt.44
As Dulles predicted, 1955 was to be a decisive year both in ArabIsraeli relations and in Moscow’s use of regional conflicts to gain a
Middle East foothold. The Lavon affair, alongside Israel’s raid against
Egyptian forces in Gaza and the dovish Moshe Sharett’s replacement
by activist Ben-Gurion as Israeli prime minister in February 1955, all
raised the level of tensions.
The Lavon affair concerned the activities of a small group of
Egyptian Jews, working for Israeli intelligence, who tried to set fire to
public buildings and U.S. embassy libraries in Cairo and Alexandria
in July 1954. Their object was to sabotage any improvement in U.S.
Egyptian relations. Two of them were later executed by the Egyptian
government.
Israel, in turn, complained about raids from the Egyptian-ruled
Gaza Strip. Israeli civilian deaths from such attacks rose from 50 in
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1954, to 192 in 1955. Egypt made some good faith efforts to stop
the Muslim Brothers and the Mufti’s men from such pursuits. Cairo
cracked down on the Brothers after the assassination attempt against
Nasser; the Mufti was also carefully watched and was threatened with
deportation. The UN peace-keeping force also tried to gain IsraeliEgyptian cooperation in controlling the frontier.
On the night of February 28, 1955, however, two Israeli platoons
crossed into Gaza, blew up military buildings and ambushed Egyptian
troops sent as reinforcements. The assault left thirty-eight Egyptians
killed (twenty-two of them from the ambush on an army truck) and
thirty-one wounded, including two civilians. Israeli losses were five
killed. Palestinian refugees in Gaza demonstrated against the Egyptian
administration there.
Byroade arrived in Egypt just after the Gaza raid and was bom
barded with aid demands. The Egyptians, already worried by French
arms supplied to Israel, were convinced by the attack that Jerusalem
possessed more advanced arms than did Cairo. Nasser said he would be
unable to resist pressure from the public and from his own officers for
retaliation unless he obtained arms. The CIA tried its “back channel,”
and Kermit Roosevelt escorted Nasser’s personal representative,
Major Hassan Touhamy, around Washington in search of supplies.
But despite Allen Dulles’ sympathy, no help was provided.
Nasser was equally angry about the founding of the “Baghdad
Pact” as a regional security system, at the end of 1954, with Iraq as
a leading member. The West, Nasser concluded, was trying to divide
the Arab world and was supporting a rival against Egypt’s claims of
primacy.45
The State Department and Byroade were unhappy with John
Foster Dulles’ decision and with the prominent role played by the
CIA in U.S.-Egypt relations. Byroade himself was the direct target
of Nasser’s ire. Nothing would be better than for the United States to
give a squadron of B-26s to the Egyptian air force, he told Secretary
Dulles in April. He forwarded Nasser’s list to Washington, but by
the time the Egyptian leader was preparing to go to the Bandung
nonaligned conference, the ambassador had no satisfactory answer
for him.46
At the meeting, Nasser avidly favored “positive neutralism,” and
he asked Chou En-lai to contact the Soviets about Egyptian arms
purchases. When Nasser returned to Cairo, Secretary of State Dulles
ordered Byroade to punish him by joining the French and British
ambassadors in boycotting the arrival; the Soviet ambassador was left
occupying the airfield by default.47
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Whether or not Egyptian-Soviet talks predated Bandung, serious
negotiations began with the arrival of Dmitri Shepilov, Pravda’s editorin-chief, in Cairo during July. While the State Department was generally
skeptical about any arms deal, the CIA — with its better sources —
disagreed. Byroade, who had been told by Egyptian Ambassador
Husayn that Shepilov had offered Migs and other weapons, pressed
for approval of $28 million in military equipment. But the State
Department feared an arms race and pointed to Egypt’s hard currency
shortage. The Defense Department wanted to offer a small number of
planes and tanks for credit or Egyptian currency, though this suggestion
was overtaken by events.48
Nasser’s policies also made Washington suspicious. When Nasser
warned that unless he obtained American arms he would turn to Mos
cow, this was thought a deception to gain U.S. support. Egyptian news
paper reports claiming that Moscow’s arms would be supplied for free,
and the possibility that the USSR might itself be bluffing also raised
questions.49
Secretary of State Dulles shared these doubts, and it was one of the
few occasions when he disagreed with his brother. Finally, convinced
by Byroade’s cables and by the CIA’s Roosevelt, he dispatched the
latter to try to talk Nasser out of it. But it was too late. In September,
the world learned that Czechoslovakia was trading Egypt $200 million
in military equipment for Egyptian cotton. This deal included 150 to
200 jet fighters and 35 twin-engine bombers.50
This began the arms race which Dulles had feared. Israel thought
that Egypt’s all-weather bombers could bomb at night using radar,
a tactic against which Israel had no defense. Thereafter, the United
States secretly supported the sale of French Mysteres to Israel. By the
following year, Washington was helping to make arrangements which
later led to Canada’s sale of F-86s to Israel.51
Yet news of the arms deal did not push Dulles into a hard-line
shell. On the contrary, he accelerated efforts toward an Arab-Israeli
settlement and sped up the Alpha group’s work on the project. If the
Russians began to move into the area and to gain support from Egypt,
Dulles said privately, it would alter America’s position from one of
neutrality in the Arab-Israeli conflict; Washington might even have to
back Egypt against Israel.
Dulles thought Moscow intended to jeopardize an Arab-Israeli
settlement. Israel might start a war in response to Egypt’s rearming,
Dulles reasoned, and the United States might have to redress the
balance. He had already foreseen the essential issue of the coming
Suez war; his efforts were designed to prevent such an explosion.52
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These considerations were reflected in Dulles’ own speech of August 26, 1955, at the Council on Foreign Relations. The resolution of
the Suez base conflict and the progress made on regional security, he
said, now permitted an attempt to settle the Arab-Israeli issue. The
Johnston Mission was well advanced, stated Dulles with excessive
optimism. This was a plan to develop the Jordan River, reclaim desert
lands, generate electricity, provide jobs, and resettle Palestinian
refugees. The Arab states, however, opposed even mutually beneficial
cooperation with Israel.
The United States, Dulles explained, favored a solution based on
resettlement of the Palestinian Arab refugees with some repatriation,
compensation based on an international loan to Israel, and a formal
treaty guaranteeing borders. The USSR, Dulles seemed to argue,
might supply the tools for war, but the United States could offer a
more attractive, peaceful resolution of Arab grievances.53
British Prime Minister Anthony Eden, who had succeeded Church
ill, made a parallel, though less favorable to Israel, speech in November
at London’s Guildhall. Arab reaction was cautiously positive, and the
British ambassador met four times with Nasser within two days of
the speech. London promised arms aid and pledged that it had no
intention to further expand the Baghdad Pact, whose inclusion of Iraq
had already antagonized Nasser. Other steps taken by the British and
Americans to avoid any further rift included Washington’s decision
not to join the pact.54
Dulles had understood Nasser’s position two years earlier and had
opposed the inclusion of Arab states in the Northern Tier alliance.
London’s decision to support Iraqi membership and to urge Jordan
to join—as a way of modernizing Britain’s relations with those two
countries — angered and embittered Dulles. The British, he later said
of these events, wanted a “blank check” from Washington on the
Middle East. When London got into a mess, Dulles complained, they
demanded that America be a “true ally” and back everything they had
done. The feeling that London was destroying American influence
in the region through its heavy-handed policy had much to do with
Dulles’s behavior during the Suez crisis.55
Nevertheless, both Britain and America agreed on the importance of
financing the Aswan Dam. Eden positively insisted on it and was very
agitated on the issue, fearing that failure to do so would irreversibly
drive Egypt into Moscow’s arms. Nasser was also enthusiastic about
the project. During a conversation with Byroade, Nasser pointed out
the window to the Nile and said, “Mr. Ambassador, we’re worrying
about all these details while all that water is flowing by into the
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Mediterranean. That’s more important.”58 Dulles was of course aware
that Nasser’s neutrality was designed to play off Washington and
Moscow, but he overestimated American leverage. The secretary
of state apparently believed the Soviets were too overextended to
undertake the Aswan project. While President Eisenhower thought
that the USSR would outbid Washington, Dulles disagreed.57
The Anglo-American strategy, then, was to press forward on
Aswan Dam financing and on Egypt-Israel peace, believing that the
former could be used as leverage to gain the latter. The main hope was
placed on the mission of Robert Anderson, a former secretary of the
navy and a personal friend of President Eisenhower. In January 1956,
Anderson visited Nasser and Israeli Prime Minister Ben-Gurion.
Despite the optimism of Anderson and Dulles, his trip was a failure.
Nasser could not meet with the Israelis, he told Anderson, because it
might result in his overthrow or assassination. Ben-Gurion, though
more positive, wanted direct talks, which were harder to arrange, and
was not interested in making further concessions.58
Whatever the proper distribution of responsibility for the mission’s
failure, Ben-Gurion’s response to Eisenhower charted his path toward
the Suez war. Israel was operating under a six-month time limit, BenGurion wrote, before the Soviet bloc arms could be absorbed by the
Egyptian military. Nasser was not interested in a cease-fire, claimed
the Israeli leader, and was simply stalling.59
While most American military experts still thought Israel was
better armed, even after the Czech sale, they saw the new IL-28
bombers as a real threat. Admiral Arthur Radford, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, thought that without outside interference Egypt
would be able to defeat Israel.60
Yet Nasser still held forth some hope of a settlement, hints that
were eagerly received in Washington. “The establishment of Israel
in Palestine was the gravest imaginable challenge to the peaceful
preoccupa
tion of the Egyptian and Arab people,” Nasser wrote
Eisenhower in February 1956. “But, despite the sense of injustice
evoked by this development, in the interest of peace Egypt recognizes
the desirability of seeking to eliminate the tensions between the Arab
States and Israel.’’ Eisenhower eagerly replied, “I believe that the
present time may offer the best opportunity to work out a settlement.”61
Arabs worried about Israel, not Russia, Dulles told the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee. By seeking an Arab-Israeli solution,
he explained, the United States was dealing with the real problem.
Covert actions were more effective in responding to possible
communist takeovers, as in Syria, than any direct confrontation with
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Egypt. To calm Israel—and thus prevent border clashes with Egypt
from escalating into war —Dulles concurred in the sale of Mystere
fighters and considered providing Israel defensive weapons against the
new Egyptian bombers-antiaircraft guns and radar.62
The immediate task was to persuade Congress to support aid for the
Aswan dam. Although the American, British, and World Bank commit
ment would be $1.3 billion over fifteen years, the first phase only re
quired a $56 million grant from Washington. The administration used
all the arguments most likely to appeal to the legislators. “The salient
fact remains,” said Treasury Secretary George Humphrey, “that... if
the West does not do it ... the Soviet bloc will.” But Egypt, he added,
preferred the West, and if the United States helped Cairo devote its
resources to domestic needs, it could avoid a local war or arms race.63
Neither the Egyptians nor Congress made Dulles’s task easier. The
Egyptians wanted firmer assurances of aid for the whole project and
better credit terms as well as abandonment of the separate first phase,
which had been suggested by the State Department because Congress
did not want any long-term commitment.64
Nasser was also difficult to deal with in other areas. Anderson’s
report after his second trip was even more pessimistic. Nasser “is
apparently seeking to be acknowledged as the political leader of the
Arab world,” wrote Eisenhower in his diary. Fearing to antagonize
his base of support, Nasser was becoming more vocal in his attacks
on Israel. As for the Israelis, the president wrote, they were anxious
to talk to Egypt but wanted arms and were unwilling to give ground.
Peaceful settlement seemed remote, despite Anderson’s pledge of aid to
both Ben-Gurion and Nasser. Johnston’s efforts had also failed.65
Congress posed bureaucratic barriers. Earlier, a member of the CIA
Board of National Estimates had written, “The niggling in Congress
and its committees about our aid programs and the public debate about
‘give-aways’ contrasts very unfavorably with an executive decision
made quickly by the Kremlin.” The speedy conclusion of the Czech
arms deal differed sharply from the three years of unsuccessful negotia
tions between Cairo and Washington.66
Angry at Nasser for his recognition of the Peoples Republic of
China, the Czech arms deal, and his anti-Israel stance, legislators were
not eager to give aid to Egypt. Representative Clarence Cannon, chair
man of the House Appropriations Committee, told Dulles in a closed
hearing, “I want you to understand, Mr. Secretary, that we will not
approve one cent for any dam in Egypt. So please bear that in mind.”
Senator William Knowland said it would be difficult to get votes because
increased Egyptian cotton production would compete with American
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growers. The Senate foreign relations and appropriations committees
were also unenthusiastic.
Dulles tried to convince congressional leaders, including Senator
Lyndon Johnson and House Speaker Sam Rayburn, that the dam would
tie Egypt to America for ten years. Despite the arms deal, he insisted,
Egypt was far from being a Soviet tool. Finally, on July 16, the Senate
amended the annual appropriations bill so that Mutual Security Act
money could not be used for Aswan. On June 30, the time would run out
for the earlier financial offering.67
Yet powerful as these blows were, congressional opposition was not
the principal reason for abandoning the Aswan aid project. Already,
Dulles and the White House had developed a major departure for
American policy. Its centerpiece was the secretary of state’s memoran
dum of March 28, 1956, for the president and the establishment of
Operation Omega. Efforts to bring Nasser to conciliation with Israel
had failed, Dulles reported. Now the United States must show him “that
he cannot cooperate as he is doing with the Soviet Union and at the
same time enjoy most-favored-nation treatment from the United States.
We would want for the time being to avoid any open break which would
throw Nasser irrevocably into a Soviet satellite status and we would
want to leave Nasser a bridge back to good relations with the West if he
so desires.”
Egypt would be punished by denying it arms’ export licenses, delay
ing the conclusion of the Aswan negotiations, and other measures. At
the same time, Jordan would be strengthened against a pro-Nasser coup,
more American support would be given to the Baghdad Pact and its
members, pro-Western elements in Lebanon would be strengthened, and
Saudi Arabia would be assured of military aid. If these measures did not
suffice, Dulles continued, “more drastic action” might be taken.68
This last point apparently referred to Plan Omega, an AngloAmerican project for covert operations in the region. The British, who
had tried to win over Nasser a few months earlier, were now taking a
hard line. Nasser was, they concluded, the fountainhead of anti-British
activities in the Arab world, particularly after General Glubb was fired
as commander of Jordan’s Arab Legion. Syria, which the Western
allies thought to be heading toward a communist takeover, was the
main battlefield, but Dulles had to restrain British intelligence from
trying to overthrow Nasser as well.69
While Washington still hoped that Nasser would learn his lesson,
both America and Britain had decided to stall indefinitely on providing
aid for Aswan. Rumors of Soviet willingness to lend the money reinforced
policy-makers’ belief that Nasser was trying to play off the East and
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West. By June 26, Dulles was no longer pushing for American involve
ment. In the long run, he told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
the dam might be a “white elephant,” causing Egypt a painful period
of austerity. “Whether the country which seems to be responsible for
imposing that degree of austerity upon the Egyptian people for as long
a period of time as that ... will end up as a country which enjoys the
gratitude of the Egyptian people is highly doubtful.” Senator William
Fulbright agreed, he would be tempted to let Moscow do it. In short,
Dulles was willing to call Nasser’s “bluff,” hoping it was still possible
to avoid a real break.70
The scene was thus set for Ambassador Ahmad Husayn’s arrival in
Washington to meet Dulles on July 16. Moscow’s denial of any intention
to finance the dam two days earlier increased Washington’s belief that
Cairo was trying to fool the Americans. Dulles at first told Husayn that
the United States remained undecided and that more time was needed.
But when Husayn, who strongly favored U.S.-Egypt cooperation,
brought up the alleged Soviet offer, an angry Dulles told him off. Egypt
was not capable of financing the dam, the secretary of state said, and it
seemed unlikely that the United States would do so.
Having sprung the first stage of his plan, Dulles felt the situation
secure enough to set out on a trip to Latin America. Under-Secretary of
State Hoover suggested to him over the telephone on July 23, that the
Soviets might well have been bluffing on the dam. No one expected
Nasser’s bombshell only three days later: the nationalization of the Suez
Canal company.71
The American press had shared the State Department’s overoptimistic assessment of Dulles’ action. It had shown neutrals “that it
was no longer profitable to play the East against the West for economic
aid,” said Newsweek. Time called Dulles’s challenge to Egypt a “gambit
that took the breath of professionals for its daring and won the assent of
kibbitzers for its instinctive lightness.” 72
Faced with the startling outcome of his serious miscalculation,
Dulles still sought to avoid war. He quickly realized the eagerness of
Britain and France to use force and to drag America along with them—an
idea he called “crazy” in private conversations. Washington’s main
interest, he stressed, was on continued operation of the Suez Canal.
While the United States was concerned about Nasser’s activities in the
Arab world, Dulles explained, it was better to confront those problems
in the relevant countries, as suggested in the Omega plan.
Further, Dulles still saw some possibility of winning over Nasser,
who he saw as the only Arab leader who could end the Arab-Israeli
conflict. He and his brother, Allen, also understood that a Western-Arab
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confrontation over Suez would benefit Moscow’s interests and would
give the Soviets an excuse to act in central Europe.73
When Israel, Britain, and France invaded Egypt in OctoberNovember 1956, Dulles pressured them to withdraw and played a major
role in saving Nasser’s regime. Ironically, after this crisis Dulles seemed
to have been won over to the analysis of his erstwhile allies who had
wanted to overthrow the Egyptian leader. The CIA was now strongly
anti-Nasser, and early in 1957 Allen Dulles and George Humphrey bet
that Nasser would fall within six months. There is some evidence of
British involvement in a 1957 anti-Nasser coup plan and U.S. intelli
gence might have known about this effort. Certainly, most policy
makers in the State Department, CIA, and White House had come to
see Nasser as little more than a Soviet tool.74
The Eisenhower Doctrine of January 1957, was intended to mobilize
the Middle East against the perceived Soviet and Egyptian threat. The
United States promised to help any nation protecting its integrity and
independence against overt armed aggression from a communist or
“communist-dominated” country. This was necessary, the secretary of
state explained, because Britain’s unwise attack on Suez had destroyed
its credibility and had crippled the Baghdad Pact.75
The identity of the “communist-dominated nation” in question was
not too well concealed. Though Dulles said that no country met that
condition, Admiral Radford identified Egypt and Syria as the probable
aggressors. The new American policy was perceived in Cairo as a virtual
declaration of war.78
Why had U.S.-Egypt relations come full circle in only four and a
half years? A great power’s policy, wrote Albert Hourani at the time,
“must attempt to reconcile, so far as possible, its relations with all the
innumerable groups with which it is brought into contact and with which
it needs to remain in contact. Any action it takes must necessarily be a
compromise, and sometimes the search for a compromise leads it into
a contradiction.” 77
Washington had tried to accomplish a variety of goals, some of them
mutually exclusive. It wanted to show its sympathy and offer its partner
ship to the new Arab nationalism, it wanted to provide a Middle East
regional defense against any Soviet intrusion, it sought to maintain the
important alliance with Britain and France, and it wanted to promote
a settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict.
John Foster Dulles saw these as interrelated factors, each of which
would help resolve the others. Yet while his understanding of Arab
nationalism was greater than he has been credited with having, it was
still insufficient to understand the problem he faced. Further, he tried
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to convince Egypt to do too much with too little benefit for the already
suspicious Free Officers. Between May 25, 1950, and December 31,
1955, the United States exported only $1.2 million in arms and only
$6.1 million in spare parts and aircraft to Egypt.78
American policy in the Middle East was also trapped between its
bilateral relations with the local countries and its close alliance with
Great Britain. Dulles realized, as had American policy-makers since
1941, that association with European colonial powers damaged U.S.
prestige and limited American maneuverability in the region. Arab in
volvement in the Baghdad Pact, which proved so costly in relations with
Nasser and the new nationalists, was due to British insistence and not to
Dulles’s “pactomania.”79
There are a number of fascinating parallels between U.S.-Egypt
relations during this period and U.S.-Iran relations during the overlap
ping Mossadegh era. In both cases, Washington was initially in sym
pathy with the nationalist movements. Similarly, Washington became
mediator between Britain and Iran on the nationalization of the oil
company and between Britain and Egypt on the Suez base issue.
In both cases, it was a thankless task. The failure of Anglo-Iranian
negotiations led to the CIA-organized anti-Mossadegh coup of 1953;
the Suez base talks succeeded, but they left behind them a residue of
lost opportunities and nascent mistrust.80
Nasser and Mossadegh had a similar analysis of U.S. policy, and
both sought to use the USSR to gain leverage in their dealings with the
United States. In each case, this orientation so frightened and outraged
Washington as to lead to a clear break. Yet Nasser, so far away from
the Red Army and with no considerable Communist party to seize
power from him, was not deemed an equivalent danger to his Iranian
colleague. Also, for various reasons, the sharp break visible between
Truman-Acheson and Eisenhower-Dulles policies over Iran was muted
in the case of Egypt.
Even at this distance, it is difficult to evaluate Nasser’s intentions
toward the West and toward Israel in the early 1950s. The argument that
his ambitions in the Arab arena would have led him toward increased
hostility on both fronts seems persuasive. Yet, at the time, there was a
margin for trial; the future may not have been so predetermined.
Some evidence implies that Nasser might have been led to maintain
a much closer relationship with the West. If Egypt-Israel peace was
impossible at that time, perhaps war might have been avoided. The
subsequent history of the Middle East—and of the world—would have
been quite different. As Professor J. C. Hurewitz noted in December
1956, “When the historians of the future come to write the history
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of our times, they may well select the crucial period from July to
September 1955, as marking the turning point in the evolution of the
Cold War.”81
Nasser’s alliance with Saudi Arabia against the Iraq-Jordan Hashe
mite bloc was not inherently in conflict with U.S. interests; the same
might be said of his proposal for a U.S. -sponsored, Egypt-led Arab
bloc. Despite his antagonism toward Israel and anti-Israel rhetoric,
Nasser did not favor war. As for the effect of American support
for Israel, other Arab states, including Lebanon, Jordan, and Saudi
Arabia, did not find this an insuperable barrier to maintaining good
relations with Washington.
Under different circumstances, Egyptian nonalignment might have
followed a pro-U.S. rather than a pro-Soviet tilt. After all, Nasser’s
highest priority was not strict nonalignment as an end in itself but
as a means of strengthening Egypt while, at the same time, pursuing
Cairo’s primacy in the Arab world. For instance, though Nasser refused
a small American military mission in the mid-1950s, he accepted
thousands of Soviet advisors and de facto bases a decade later.
In following this course, however, Nasser was also subject to the
patterns of domestic politics and of interstate rivalry already present
in shaping Arab policy toward Palestine. While Nasser’s experience
in the 1948-49 war made him skeptical on the outcome of a second
round, his past as a student demonstrator on the anniversaries of the
Balfour Declaration and as a military officer who volunteered to train
Muslim Brotherhood units in 1947 also affected him.
Nasser knew that at least rhetorical militancy toward Israel was
necessary to protect his domestic flank from the still-powerful opposi
tion forces. The palace/Wafd competition had been ended by the revolu
tion but the Wafd, the Communist party, and the Muslim Brotherhood
were all looking for an opportunity to topple him. Having made the
bases’ treaty with Britain, Nasser was vulnerable to the extremists’
appeals.
Given his broader ambitions in the Arab world, Nasser also inher
ited the Palestine question’s legacy to that broader sphere. To compete
with other Arab leaders, he would have to carry the banner on that
intensely emotional issue. In practice, Nasser was often extremely
cautious but the interstate aspect of his foreign policy played a major
role in pulling him over the brink in June 1967.
Of course, after 1948 the actual existence of the state of Israel was
a new factor in regional politics. For decades, Arab leaders in Egypt
and elsewhere had worried about the presence of a Jewish state on
their borders as a security threat. The Suez War seemed to confirm
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these past nightmares. After 1956, the Arab-Israeli conflict emerged
more clearly on the international stage, superficially becoming a
“normal” state-to-state dispute. Such a conclusion, however, would
have been misleading. The issue’s historical complexities, emotional
appeal, involvement with the aims and principles of all those involved,
and deep roots in domestic and international Arab politics gave it
unique and remarkable characteristics.
It would be erroneous to see modern Arab politics only in terms of
the Palestine question. Despite its importance, this issue has functioned
as part of the framework of politics, within and among the Arab states.
The struggles over power, leadership, ideology, identity, and economic
policy which characterized these relationships have determined the
framework for coping with the conflict. There is every reason to believe,
however, that it will play as important a role in the future as it has in
the past.
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